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Nakakawaji of Mitsubishi Electric Corp Information Technology R & D Center, from Prof. 

Agris Nikitenko of Riga Technical University, and from Prof. Fusako Kusunoki of Tama Art 
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  IWIN 2016 is co-sponsored by Riga Technical University. 

  We would like to thank all of participants and contributors who made the workshop 

possible. It is indeed an honor to work with a large group of professionals around the world 
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a great and enjoyable meeting in Riga. 
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

August 29, 2016

Tetsuo Nakakawaji
Corporate Executive

Information Technology R&D Center

IoT: Technologies and 
Applications

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

0. Introduction of
Mitsubishi Electric 

Corporation

3

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Energy systems

Transportation 
Systems

Semiconductors & 
DevicesIT Solution

Building Systems

Public systems

Factory Automation 
Systems

Automotive 
Equipment

Home Products

Air Conditioning 
Systems

Space systems
Information & Comm. 

Systems

0.1  Introduction〜12 business areas〜
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Information and 
Communication systems

Home Appliances 

Energy and Electric systems

Industrial Automation systems

Others

Electronic Devices 15%

Consolidate Net Sales 
¥4.4 Trillion

(FY2015)
19%

26%
5%

Conglomerate of highly competitive, 
synergetic, electric-electronic businesses

24%11%

[Net Sales: ¥ 1,264.6B]

[Net Sales: ¥1,321.9B]

[Net Sales: ¥561.1B]

[Net Sales: ¥211.6B]

[Net Sales: ¥982.1B]

0.2  Corporate Data

5

Established
Employees
Paid-in Capital

January, 15, 1921
135, 160

¥175.8 Billion (March, 2016)

［ ¥120/Euro］

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Advanced Technology R&D Center 

Industrial Design Center 

Mitsubishi Electric Research
Laboratories, Inc. (MERL)

Mitsubishi Electric R&D Centre 
Europe B.V. (MERCE)

Executive Officer’s

Meeting

President & CEO

Executive VPs

Senior VPs

Executive Officers

Corporate Marketing Group

Corporate Total Productivity Management
& Environmental Programs Group

Information Systems & Network Service Group

Public Utility Systems Group

Corporate Research & Development Group

Corporate Administration Divisions

Global Strategic Planning & Marketing Group

Information Technology Laboratory

Information Technology R&D Center 

Electromechanical Technology Laboratory

Power  Electronics Technology Laboratory

Green & Device Technology Laboratory

Mechatronics Technology Laboratory

Multi Media Laboratory

Electro‐Optics, Microwave ＆
Communication Technology Laboratory

Systems Technology Laboratory

Semiconductor & Device Group

Automotive Equipment Group

Factory Automation Systems Group

Living Environment & Digital Media 
Equipment Group

Communication Systems Group

Electronic Systems Group

Building Systems Group

Energy & Industrial Systems Group

Living Environment Systems Laboratory

0.3  Organization Chart

Board of Directors

Chairman

Nomination 

Committee

Audit Committee

Compensation  

Committee 
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

1. Overview of IoT
（Internet of Things）

7

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Optimal control of each site

1.1  Concept of IoT

8

Safe&secure Infrastructure
Preventive
maintenance 

Smart Mobility

Automated 
Driving

Building 
management 
for ZEB

Applications
Comfortable Space

Factory 
automation

Smart Factory

8

Cloud

Mobility Building Infrastructure Factory

Collect data from devices

Analysis of data, identification・recognition・diagnosis・forecast

It will enhance effectiveness, convenience, safety, etc for customers

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

1.2  Rapidly expansion of IoT

9

• Rapid increase of devices connected to the network
• New products and services are expected by that vehicles, home appliances,

power meters, factory automation equipments, and infra structures are
connected to the Internet.

Millions of Units

25 billions

3 billions

<Working devices connected with IoT>

<Devices connected to Internet with IoT>

Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/sankoushin/shojo/johokeizai/pdf/002_07_00.pdf

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
https://www.iajapan.org/iot/event/2016/pdf/3_01_sano.pdf

1.3  Background of IoT outbreak

10

What currently happening are:  Big data, IoT, AI, etc

Increase of data amount Advance of performance Radical progress of AI

Data amount is doubled
every 2 years

present
present

<Data amount in worldwide>

EB(ExaByte) ※PFLOPS = Indicator of performance

<Most Advanced performance of 
supercomputer>

H/W performance is improving 
exponentially

AI is developing dramatically
by Deep Learning, etc

<Forecast of AI’s progress>

Phase-1(present～2yrs later)
・Recognition of image and video
・anomaly detection・future prediction

present

Phase-2(3～5yrs later)
・anomaly detection using trial
・hypothesis proposal・advanced sim.

Phase-3(5～
10yrs later)

Increase of data amount, advance of performance, radical progress of AI are happening

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

11

Smooth transfer
within walk distance

Dynamic mapDynamic map

Automated DrivingAutomated Driving
Accident-free

Zero emission transport

Seamless transit

Energy・Maintenance
saving 11

Analyze data from vehicles or trains, and optimize systems holistically based 
on additional real-time data on traffic, topography and energy usage.
Then, realize smooth transfer for the aging and solve urban traffic congestion.

1.4.1  Application of IoT (Mobility)

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

12

Develop algorithms for lane departure and passing based on 
perimeter sensing, and collision avoidance

Obstacle

Real image Distance image

Other car

Obstacle detection and avoidance

My car Other carObstacle

Example of recognizing surround conditions 

＜Collision avoidance＞

Advanced driver assistance system

Far

Near

1.4.1  Application of IoT (Mobility-inside car IoT)

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

13

Non-stop logistics

Improve infra. for automated driving
by public-private partnership

Non-stop drive
for an ambulanceFundamental technologies

Traffic control 
centerCoordinated driving

Apply the technologies
for various services

Share wandering cars

Fully automated driving technologies for future society
Realize safe and eco-friendly society

1.4.1  Application of IoT (Mobility-outside car IoT)

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

14
Source：http://www.mitsubishielectric.com/news/2015/0514‐a.pdf

Analyze information from Elevators & Escalators, Surveillance cameras and Room entry/exit・
Building management systems, and then visualize energy usage and human flow and realize 
the construction and operation of comfort building by control them optimally.

1.4.2  Application of IoT (Building)

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

1.4.3  Application of IoT (Factory)

Manufacturing Execution
System (MES)

Data analysis
(ex. Preventive maintenance
for facilities)

Data preprocessing
Instruction

Instruction

Sensor
data

Instruction＋Sensor data

15

Ratio-delay study by production report → Improve productivity

Monitor, manage and analyze quality information → Improve quality

Monitor and optimize energy usage → Contribute to environment

Monitor and analyze operational status → Improve safety

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

2. IoT Global Trends

16

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

2.1  IoT Global Trends

17

Global strategies of leading companies  

From Net to Real From Real to Net

GE, IBM, intel, Cisco, … Siemens, Bosch, BMW, …

USA Germany

Expand the area of cloud services to not 
only Internet but real world information.

Keep strength of manufacturing know-
how and expand worldwide.

1. Gather information related to 
factories & products around the 
world.

2. Store data in the  cloud & process by 
AI technology.

3. Give specific instructions to
factories.

1. Share data related to factories & products around the 
world with companies, factories & equipment.

2. Store & process data on the high-tech 
manufacturing equipment.

3. Optimally control factories.

Factory equipment will become low-cost device that receive 
instructions from the cloud  and operate them.

Maintain Germany’s strength of high-tech factory 
facilities.

Standardize German manufacturing system & export worldwide

Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
http://www.nisc.go.jp/conference/cs/kenkyu/dai01/pdf/01shiryou0604.pdf

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

2.2  USA

18

GE’s Industrial Internet
- Utilize sensors placed on manufactures for highly-efficient apparatus control & maintenance
- Take data from competitors’ products by selling GE’S data analysis system

- (Impact) $15M/year in fuel cost reduction in Alitalia airlines
- (Community) 5 US companies launched IoT standards group “Industrial Internet

Consortium” which over 100 companies have joined.

GE, IBM, intel, Cisco, AT&T, ... Siemens, ... TOSHIBA, Mitsubishi Electric, ...

Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
http://www.nisc.go.jp/conference/cs/kenkyu/dai01/pdf/01shiryou0604.pdf

GE’s customer

Train Engine

Healthcare Power generator

Analysis S/W

Example of 
GE’s activities

Collect data
from sensors

Realize cost reduction,
effectiveness and optimization 

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

2.3  Germany

19

Utilize factories with a low operating rate

Future goal of Industrie 4.0

Leading companies
Siemens, Bosch, SAP, 
Daimler, BMW, KUKA,…

It is possible to ship 
products immediately 
after production by 
predicting market 
demand.

Customer

Component 
manufacturer

Component 
manufacturer

Assembly 
manufacturer

Germany’s aims
1. Boost the export competitiveness of

domestic manufacturing
2. Take over the industrial field

- International telecommunications standardization
- Data sharing/analysis b/w supply chain & customers
- Leveling operating rate, Many models production in 

small quantities, Early anomaly detection, Demand 
forecasting

International telecommunications 
standardization

Customization

parts parts

Products

Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
http://www.nisc.go.jp/conference/cs/kenkyu/dai01/pdf/01shiryou0604.pdf

High 
operation rate Low  

operation rate

Mother
Factory

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

参照元：（⼀社）⽇本経済団体連合会内閣府「新たな経済社会の実現に向けて」

2.4  Japan

20

Society 5.0 focuses on
“Strengthening industrial competitiveness” & 
“Forming human-centered society ”

Super smart society

Information society

Industrial society

Agrarian society

Hunting society

Dawn of 
humanity

13000 B.C. Late 18th Late 20th Early 21st

Live with nature

Irrigation &
Settlement

Steam Engine &
Mass production

Computer &
Info. distribution

Source: Japan Business Federation
https://www.keidanren.or.jp/policy/2016/029_gaiyo.pdf

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

2.4  What is Society 5.0?

21

Super smart society creates new values

- Collaboration b/w human & robots (AI) for improving QoL.
- Environment improvement where everyone can offer services.
- Service for supporting human activities by predicting potential 

customers’ needs.

- Customized service to respond to users’ various needs.
- Eliminate  regional/generation gaps in service quality.

Super smart society
Service platform

Interface, 
Standardization 
Of data format

Interface, 
Standardization 
Of data format

Sophistication & 
Social implemen-
tation of security

Sophistication & 
Social implemen-
tation of security

Utilization of 
standard data
Utilization of 
standard data

Reinforcement of 
developing 

Communication
infrastructure

Reinforcement of 
developing 

Communication
infrastructure

Regulatory reform
For new service

Regulatory reform
For new service

Human resource 
development

Human resource 
development

New 
manufacturing 

system

Infrastructure 
Maintenance

Japanese
“Omotenashi”

Energy value 
chain

Advanced 
transportation 

system

New business
New service

Social care 
system

Disaster-
resilient society

Smart food 
chain system

Smart 
manufacturing 

system

Global 
environment 
info. platform

Integrated Material 
development system

Efficient arrangement for 
maintenance term,
Timely offering of 
maintenance parts

Offering materials 
according to

customers’ needs

New value acquired 
by collaboration of 

several systems

Promoting the efficiency 
of energy demand & supply,

Stable energy supply

Customized care, 
Barrier-free mobility

Source: Cabinet Office
http://www8.cao.go.jp/cstp/tyousakai/juyoukadai/system/1kai/shiryo2-1.pdf

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

3. Technologies to
realize IoT

22

International Workshop on Informatics  ( IWIN 2016 )
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© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Smart mobility

3.1 Technologies related with IoT

Applications

Security
technologies

IoT
architecture (C

om
m
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• Develop countermeasures for significant computational costs and memory DNN
requires.

• Realize edge-computing where a high-speed and small-memory DL is
implemented in embedded devices or low-performance computer

• In the future, advanced learning will be easily processed in personal embedded
devices.

3.2. Artificial Intelligence: Compact AI
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“Searchable encryption technology“ realizes privacy protection
(Homomorphic Encryption)

Personal information

Result

Comments
Developed a side effect soon after administration of new medicine A.
Received new medicine A. Doing well without any side effects.
Developed a side effect after 4 days of new medicine A administration.

Sex
Male
Female
Male

Age
50’s
40’s
60’s

Cloud server

Search

******
******
******
******Decrypt lists including 

search phrases
within local site

Search from Encrypted 
information

Are there any side effects of 
new medicine A?

Encrypted information

×××

3.3.1  Information Security: 
Searchable encryption technology

Video
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Demonstration video:
Searchable encryption technology

3.3.1  Searchable encryption technology

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
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• Detect unknown cyber attacks by watching only 50 deception techniques

• Identify hacker’s activities by anticipating the possible sequence of deception techniques

3.3.2  Information Security: 
Cyber Attack Detection and Protection Technology

Video

The rapid growth of the number of new viruses: 
300M species/year

Unable to timely 
update the blacklist.

Before A blacklist of Viruses

After

Hacker

File
Server

Infected
PC

The Purpose of hackers : Steal Secret data

Remote 
Control

Steal

Search

50 Deception techniques

Masquerade
Access

Hidden 
commucation

Silent  Scan 
of User IDs

Intrude

Focusing on 
just 50 
deception 
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Demonstration video:
Cyber Attack Detection and Protection

Technology

3.3.2  Cyber Attack Detection and Protection Technology

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

3.4  Communication Technology:
Next-generation mobile communications

30Video

Deliver large amounts of information 
faster & more secure

Buildings, 
houses, ...

Data center

Cloud network

Beam

Terminal

※ This result includes national project funded by Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications
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Demonstration video:
Next-generation mobile communications

3.4  Next-generation mobile communications

© Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
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Abstract – A safety confirmation system presents a way to 
share information with victims during disasters. A web 
system used for safety confirmation should be highly 
reliable with good stability when suddenly accessed by 
many users after large-scale disaster. Therefore, the ability 
of the architecture to expand to accommodate additional 
resources during disasters is desirable. In order to expand 
the appropriate resources during times of disaster 
necessitates the use of access prediction based on the access 
distribution during past disasters. Therefore, we propose an 
access prediction method using lognormal distribution for 
the purpose of predicting access to the safety confirmation 
system during disaster. However, depending on the disaster 
situation, access prediction is a difficult case of a single 
lognormal distribution. In this paper, we propose an access 
prediction method using a plurality lognormal distribution 
depending on the disaster situation. The results of the 
evaluation showed that the proposed method was able to 
allocate the appropriate resources to access distribution at 
the time of disaster. 
 
Keywords: access prediction, lognormal distribution, load 
balancing, safety confirmation system 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The ability to share safety information with victims during 
disasters that result in serious damage and life-threatening 
danger, such as the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011 
and the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake, is important, because 
the early collection and disclosure of victim safety 
information could save many lives. A safety confirmation 
system offers a way to share information with victims 
during disasters [1]. A safety confirmation system is web 
system that collects and discloses safety information during 
disasters between the user that is preliminarily registered in 
the system. For example, the disaster bulletin board of the 
telecommunications carrier and Google Person Finder [2], 
and J-anpi [3] are able to crossover and collectively search 
from the safety information of each of these company 
holdings. These systems are suitable for implementation 
using a web system, because it is accessible by PC and 
smartphone for reporting and discloses of safety information. 
Generally, the process followed by a safety confirmation 
system is as follows (Figure 1). Firstly, the meteorological 
information service provides information about the 
occurring disaster to the safety confirmation system. 

Meteorological 
information notification 
service

Safety confirmation system

Cloud computing 
platform

victims

1

23

4

disaster notification

send e-mailsafety report 

sharing

 
Figure 1: Flow of the safety confirmation system 

 
Secondly, during the disaster, the safety confirmation 
system sends an e-mail to prompt users’ for safety 
information. Thirdly, users who received the e-mail, report 
their safety information to the safety confirmation system. 
Finally, users share their safety information among each 
other. Recently developed safety confirmation systems are 
mainly based on cloud computing, which provides a 
sustainable service by using scalable platform redundancy 
and load balancing. Cloud computing offers a scalable 
solution in that it can be used on an as needed when needed 
basis without the need to acquire hardware assets, such as 
servers and switches. Additionally, cloud computing 
contributes to a reduction in both hardware and labor costs. 
A safety confirmation system for the purpose of safety 

information sharing during disasters is required to continue 
operating reliably during disaster. Previous research [4] 
proposed a method to improve the availability by using a 
redundant server to configure the system, and we also 
proposed global redundancy by distributing the servers in 
multiple regions, including overseas as well as domestic. 
Global redundancy would involve achieving high 
availability using server failover to another area by 
configuring the system by locating servers around the world, 
even if the datacenter in the disaster area were destroyed. 

Another important aspect of the safety confirmation 
system is the difference between the amount of access traffic 
at times of disaster and peace. Because of this characteristic, 
it would reduce operating costs by using a number of servers 
that are suitable for access traffic. Access to the safety 
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confirmation system increases at the time of a disaster; 
hence, the ability to determine the number of servers 
suitable to accommodate the access traffic during a disaster 
is important. We obtained an understanding of the tendency 
of access traffic during disaster by analyzing access 
distribution during past disasters. As a result, real access 
traffic was found to exhibit lognormal distribution. 
Therefore, we proposed an access prediction model using 
lognormal distribution for the purpose of predicting access 
to the safety confirmation system at the time of disaster [5]. 
The access prediction model showed that the cost of using 
additional servers can be reduced by allocating an 
appropriate number of servers, for access distribution that 
varies with time during a disaster. However, access 
prediction is problematic in that it depends on the disaster 
situation. The modeling of access prediction is difficult with 
a single lognormal distribution, because the trend of the 
distribution of access to the system differs according to the 
disaster occurrence time. Our solution to this problem is to 
propose an access prediction method using a plurality 
lognormal distribution depending on the time at which a 
disaster occurs. 

2 RELATED WORK AND RESEARCH 
PROBLEM 

2.1 Safety confirmation system 

Work related to safety confirmation systems has been 
reported in various fields, e.g., information collection and 
sharing, network communication, and web systems. In terms 
of information collection and sharing [6], a safety 
information system was proposed to gather refugees’ 
information on evacuation centers. The system is intended to 
gather and share refugee information between the different 
evacuation centers set up by each local government during a 
disaster. Moreover, the registration of refugees’ information, 
which is done by holding the IC card to the reader, with 
consideration for children and older people inexperienced 
with the operation of ICT equipment, has been carried out. 
In terms of network communication [7], a proposal based on 
the use of the AODV protocol was made to enable 
communication between users using smartphones. The 
system enables reliable transmission of safety information 
using node-to-node communication, when the 
communication infrastructure is damaged or usage of 
communication resources is restricted. In terms of web 
systems [8] is a proposal to relocate the safety confirmation 
system running on equipment on the premises to the cloud 
environment. Here relocation to the cloud is intended to 
improve the service availability to ensure sustained 
operation should the on-premises environment be adversely 
affected during the disaster. Moreover, other researchers 
working in the field of distributed web systems [9] have 
proposed load balancing and redundancy by mirroring using 
multiple servers, for the purpose of robustness improvement. 
Thus, web systems have generally been used for information 
management in this communication and information 
gathering related work. Therefore, sustainable operation of 

the web system infrastructure is important to achieve 
effective overall safety information management at times of 
disaster. 

2.2 Problem: The number of servers in 
accordance with the situation 

The cost of safety confirmation systems that differ 
depending on the number of users accessing the system 
during peacetime and disaster can be reduced by operating 
the number of servers in accordance with the access 
situation. The most simplistic resource management 
measure is to continue running the system on a large number 
of servers, regardless of the situation. However, the smaller 
amount of access traffic during peacetime means that the 
continuous operation of many servers at all times results in 
surplus resources, and, consequently, surplus costs. 
Therefore, if the required number of servers can be ensured 
to be in accordance with the access situation, this would be 
ideal for the resource management of the safety 
confirmation system, it would reduce the cost during 
peacetime when the amount of access traffic is small. 
Moreover, it is desirable to calculate and allocate the 
appropriate number of servers before access concentration, 
to avoid impairing user convenience when the response 
performance decreases. Calculation of a suitable number of 
servers in accordance with the access situation necessitates 
the prediction of the access distribution to the system at 
times of disaster. In our previous study, we proposed an 
access prediction model using a lognormal distribution for 
the purpose of predicting access to the safety confirmation 
system at the time of disaster. However, this approach is 
problematic in that the use of a single lognormal distribution 
to model access prediction is difficult. This is because the 
access distribution trend to the system was found to differ 
according to the time at which a disaster occurs. Therefore, 
it is necessary to calculate the number of servers by 
selecting the appropriate access prediction model according 
to the disaster occurrence time. 

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

3.1 System overview 

The proposed system consists of a control server and the 
safety confirmation system (Figure 2). The control server 
has the function of using the access prediction model to 
calculate a suitable number of servers required during times 
of disaster, and to scale out the server for the safety 
confirmation system. The control server and the web server 
(Web) and database (DB) server for safety confirmation use 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) [10], EC2 [11]. AWS has 
Availability-Zones (AZs) [12] at different locations, and 
these services are equivalent to a general data center. The 
safety confirmation system aims to improve availability by 
distributed deployment in two AZs with web and DB servers, 
and implement load balancing by using Elastic Load 
Balancing (AWS ELB) [13] at the front of each AZ. 
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Web DB

AZ-1

Web DB

AZ-1

ELB

Safety confirmation system

Control server

Meteorological information notification service

AZ : AWS Availability Zone
ELB : AWS Elastic Load Balancing

Access prediction model

scale-out

disaster notification

Figure 2: Architecture of the safety confirmation system 

Safety confirmation system

Customer C
Intensity: 6 lower
region: Shizuoka, Aichi
users: 300

Customer D
Intensity: 5 lower
region: Tokyo
users: 12,500

Customer A
Intensity: 5 upper
region: Tokyo, Kanagawa
users: 3,000

Customer B
Intensity: 4
region: Kanagawa, Chiba
users: 200

Figure 3: Multiple customers operation 

It should be noted that, in our previous study, we 
implemented global redundancy for the proposed system by 
using distributed deployment across the world; however, 
because the subject of this paper was access prediction and 
load balancing, redundancy was not mentioned. 
An overview of the safety confirmation system is shown in 

Figure 3, which depicts operation by multiple customers to 
share the server resources and usage by pre-system 
registered users. A summary of the operation after the 
occurrence of the disaster that corresponds to the region and 
the earthquake intensity threshold set by the customer unit is 
sent by e-mail to promote the safety report to the target users. 
A user who have received do safety report access to the 
system. Figure 3, for example, shows that an earthquake of 
intensity 5 upper occurred in Tokyo and Kanagawa, and that 
the number of target users is 15,700, among which customer 
A, B, D. Namely, the number of target users of the proposed 
system changes according to the scale of the disaster, and 
performs access prediction and load balancing in accordance 
with the number of target users. 
Figure 4 shows the load balancing flow using the access 

prediction model. An additional server is called a scale-out, 
reduction is a scale-in. The scale-out operation is not 
executed, if the service is acceptable with the normal 
configuration of servers for the number of target users at the 
time of disaster; if unacceptable, scale-out executes with the 
appropriate number of servers based on the access 
prediction model. Scale-out executes equal load balancing 
by the Web server deployed to each AZ under ELB. 
Moreover, an e-mail is sent to target users after the 
completion of scale-out to avoid access concentration before 
the construction of a load-balancing environment. 

disaster occurs

determine target user

number of servers by access 
prediction model

scale-out

sending e-mail for target user

safety report from target user

Meteorological information notification service

system normal 
configuration, 
acceptable?

NO

YES

disaster notification

Figure 4: Flow of load balancing 
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In order to execute a scale-out, it is necessary to grasp the 
load point of the system resources. That is, it is possible to 
improve the processing power by adding a server when it 
accepts a certain load in terms of system resources. 
Therefore, it is necessary to grasp the load point of the 
system resources of the safety confirmation system at the 
time of disaster. Access to the system at the time of disaster 
accounts for more than 90% of safety report accesses, based 
on access logs. Thus, the load point of the system is the 
safety report access concentration at the time of disaster. We 
measured the resource consumption of the load point by 
using JMeter [14] to create a test scenario for safety report 
access. JMeter is a set of evaluation tools that enable a target 
system to be accessed via the web. Figure 5 shows the 
results of measuring each of the resources by changing 
access to the safety report every 10 minutes. The web server 
used EC2 t2.small and the DB server used EC2 c3.xlarge. 
Figure 5 shows that, the web server CPU usage increases 
greatly with increasing safety report access traffic and each 
of the resource loads is considerably smaller than web server 
CPU usage. This result indicates that the load point of the 
safety confirmation system increases web server CPU usage 
as caused by the safety report access concentration at the 
time of disaster. Therefore, the proposed system performs 
scale-out and scale-in by monitoring web server CPU usage. 
It should be noted, strictly speaking, the DB server was 
assigned a load, but this paper only targets the web server to 
simplify the content. 
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Table 1: EC2 instance types: UnixBench results 
TYPE vCPU Memory 

(GiB) 
System 
Benchmarks 
Index Score 

Costs 
($,hour) 

t2.small 1 2 1702.30 0.034 
t2.medium 2 4 2536.00 0.068 
t2.large 2 8 2537.20 0.136 
m3.medium 1 3.75 848.90 0.077 
m3.large 2 7.5 1858.60 0.154 
m3.xlarge 4 15 2945.00 0.308 
m4.large 2 8 2025.00 0.14 
m4.xlarge 4 16 3132.80 0.279 

Instance types and number of servers to be used in scale-
out and scale-in are decided based on single server 
processing power. Work that is related [15] to resource 
management of a web system attempted modeling the 
resource management of the whole system from the 
benchmark result of a single server. In reference to the 
related work, in this study, we calculate the suitable number 
of servers based on the processing power of a single server, 
to determine the access traffic obtained in the prediction. 
The access processing power of this study is determined by 
using the safety report access that can be processed per unit 
time. This was measured to clarify the relationship between 
the access processing power and each EC2 instance type. 
Table 1 shows the measurement result of the UnixBench 
[16] for a general purpose EC2 instance type. The overall
index performance of the UnixBench is provided by the
“System Benchmarks Index Score”. Table 1 shows that the
“System Benchmarks Index Score” increases by increasing
the EC2 “vCPU”. However, the “System Benchmarks Index
Score” is not simply doubled if “vCPU” is doubled. Thus,
the cost performance is higher of one vCPU type than two
vCPU type. Therefore, the proposed system adopted
t2.small from among the one “vCPU”, considering the cost
per hour and result of the “System Benchmarks Index
Score”. Incidentally, AWS EC2 defines the baseline of CPU
usage for the t2 series including t2.small. If the CPU usage
is above the baseline, the state becomes burst. Burst is a
state to temporarily improve CPU performance, and it is
able to continue by consuming the AWS CPU credits. If the
CPU credits are exhausted, CPU performance cannot exceed
the baseline. In this study, the processing power of one
server is determined by the number of safety report accesses
at a CPU usage of 20%, which is the baseline of t2.small,
not considering the processing power of the burst. CPU
usage at 20% of t2.small is able to process 200 safety report
accesses in 10 minutes, as shown in Figure 5. Moreover, the
processing power of the system with normal configuration is
400 safety report accesses in 10 minutes, because of using
two t2.small for each web server.

3.2 Characteristic access distribution of the 
safety confirmation system 

The prediction of access requires an understanding of the 
characteristic of access distribution to the safety 
confirmation system. Figure 6 shows the access distribution 
at the time of disaster. 
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Figure 7: Two-peak access traffic 

The access traffic at the time of disaster reaches a peak a 
short while after the initial e-mail is sent by the safety 
confirmation system, and then decreases with time. 
Moreover, Figure 6 shows that the lognormal distribution 
and access traffic at the time of disaster are similar. To 
model the counting data, usually, it is common to use a 
Poisson distribution. However, we proposed an access 
prediction method using a lognormal distribution for the 
purpose of predicting access to the safety confirmation 
system at the time of disaster, because we had confirmed a 
certain normality by a normality test to access distribution at 
the time of a disaster in the past research. When using this 
method is, access is in accordance with the lognormal 
distribution to decay period from peak, and got the effect 
that was expected in the number of the appropriate server 
calculated for access prediction; however, depending on the 
disaster situation, which occurs at the time of the disaster, a 
single lognormal distribution is problematic. 
Figure 7 shows the access traffic of the disaster that 

occurred at 3:00 at night. Figure 7 shows two peaks, with 
the first peak being immediately after the occurrence, and 
the second peak a few hours after the occurrence. The 
second peak is reached in the morning and reflects human 
activity time.  
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This denotes that users who were sleeping at the time of the 
disaster only access the system after awakening. Therefore, 
our proposed access prediction method uses a plurality 
lognormal distribution for an access distribution consisting 
of two peaks. 

3.3 Suitability of the mixed lognormal 
distribution for two peaks 

Access prediction is carried out by modeling the access 
trend distribution analysis using data from past disasters. 
Our previous study entailed access prediction with a single 
lognormal distribution model for a one-peak disaster, as 
shown in Figure 6. Lognormal distribution is defined as in 
Eq. (1), mode M is Eq. (2), expected value E is Eq. (3), 
where μ is the expected value of the normal distribution, σ 
is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. M and E 
are determined from the statistics of the target user TU and 
access distribution of data from past disasters. Substituting, 
M, E in Eqs. (2), (3) determines μ and σ , and the parameter 
of Eq. (1). Equation (4) is the access prediction model, 
which is used to predict the access number AN at the time of 
x minutes. A is a coefficient of Eq. (1) for matching the peak 
access according to the number of target users TU. 
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Previous research [17] attempted the analysis using the 
mixed lognormal distribution model, for the concentration 
of multiple tweets from Twitter at the time of disaster. In 
this study to examine the suitability of applying the mixed 
log-normal distribution for access distribution with two 
peaks, in reference to previous research. The mixed 
lognormal distribution represented in Eq. (5) is based on Eq. 
(1). Moreover, it has two lognormal distributions 
considering adaptation to two peaks. f(x) is first peak 
lognormal distribution. g(x) is second peak lognormal 
distribution. α and β  is weighting coefficients for the 1 of 
the cumulative probability density of F(x). It shall have the 
relation α+β=1. 

)()()( xgxfxF βα −=  (5)  

Determination of α and β is, the derivative of F(x) with two 
peaks utilize to take twice zero. It is because 
F'(x1)=dF(x1)/dx, the x-coordinate of the first peak is x1, 
and that of the second coordinate is x2, formulas represented 
by Eqs. (6), (7). 

0)1()1()1( =′+′=′ xgxfxF βα  (6)  

0)2()2()2( =′+′=′ xgxfxF βα  (7)  

Equations (6), (7) are equal, and substituting the β=1−α  
relationship, can be represented as Eq. (8). 

{ } { })1()2()2()1(/)1()2( xgxgxfxfxgxg ′+′−′−′′−′=α  (8) 

f(x) is first peak, g(x) is second peak those each including, 
and considering f'(x1) and g'(x2) is zero, α and β can be 
represented as Eqs. (9), (10). Therefore, F(x) can be 
represented as Eq. (11). 

))2()1(/()1( xfxgxg ′−′′=α  (9)  

))2()1(/()2( xfxgxf ′−′′−=β  (10)  
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Equation (11) only strictly represents the probability 
distribution. Thus it is necessary to further determine the 
weighting coefficient to represent the access distribution. 
The access distribution is represented by Eq. (12). 

)()()( xFBAxH ∗+=  (12)  

)()()()()( xgBxfBxgAxfAxH βαβα −+−=  (13)  

A the mainly first peak adjustment coefficient. B the mainly 
second peak adjustment coefficient. Equation (12) expands 
to become Eq. (13). Given that the effect of A in the second 
peak and B in the first peak is negligible, the second and 
third terms of Eq. (13) can be ignored. Therefore, Eq. (14) 
represents the access prediction model, which has two 
peaks.  

)()()( xgBxfAxH βα ∗−∗=  (14)  

Substituting x1 and x2 of the first and second peaks, 
respectively, in Eq. (14), and solving the simultaneous 
equations, enables A and B to be determined. 

4 EVALUATION 

4.1 Evaluation of suitability for access 
distribution 

The suitability of the proposed method was evaluated for 
access distribution. The evaluation was carried out using 10 
minutes unit access distribution during the Oita earthquake 
shown in Figure 7 (Figure 8), and the disaster drill in a 
company (Figure 9). A safety system have a similar load 
point in disaster and disaster drill. It is that access is 
concentrating from the start of the disaster drill. Therefore, 
disaster drill data is also used for the evaluation of the 
proposed method. Moreover, the reason for using disaster 
drill is similar to the access distribution midnight disaster. 
During a disaster drill the first peak occurs after the start of 
drill when the notification e-mail was sent in the morning, 
and there was a second peak during the lunch break. The 
number of target users of the Oita earthquake (Figure 8) is 
5,432 people. 
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Figure 9: Disaster drill 

At the first peak, 219 users accessed the system 10 minutes 
after the occurrence, and the second peak results from 149 
users accessing the system 220 minutes after the occurrence. 
Substituting x1=10, x2=220 in Eq. (13), and solving the 
simultaneous equations produces the following results 
A=731,736.5, B=-55994.5. Then, σ and μ are determined 
from M and E, for the first and second distribution, 
respectively, which become a distribution curve of the 
proposed method as shown in Figure 8. The number of 
target users of the disaster drill (Figure 9) is 14,711 people, 
and the first peak occurs when 1,680 users access the system 
10 minutes after the occurrence and the second peak when 
681 users access of the system 120 minutes after the 
occurrence. Substituting x1=10, x2=120 in Eq. (13) and 
solving the simultaneous equations produces the following 
result A=3,535,204.1, B=-126719. The result shows that the 
peak of the proposed method is consistent with the access 
distribution because the known peak value of the past 
disaster is fitted to Eq. (13), however, the proposed method 
is also generally acceptable for subsequent distribution. In 
this paper was evaluated the suitability of Figure 7 based on 
the mixed lognormal distribution a case having two peaks. 
However, it is necessary to evaluate with many cases the 
future, since cases is little. 
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It shows the calculation of the number of servers for the 
calculated access distribution using the proposed method. 
The number of servers was calculated based on the 
processing power required to access one server with an 
access distribution of 1-hour increments, because EC2 is to 
be charged on an hourly basis. Figure 9 shows that there is 
access of up to 1,680/10 minutes during 0-60 minutes. The 
processing power of t2.small is 200 safety report accesses in 
10 minutes; therefore, 0-60 minutes is the 10 servers. Then 
we also calculated the number of servers in the same manner. 

4.2 Accuracy of the model by the number of 
sample data 

Each of the parameters that are used in the proposed model 
are determined by statistical analysis using data from past 
disasters and disaster drill data. As an example, E is 
determined by the approximation equation using the relation 
of the TU and D. D is difference between E and M. The 
coefficients to be granted to the lognormal distribution are 
calculated from the ratio of TU and the number of peaks. 
Therefore, a large amount of data for use in the analysis is 
expected to improve the accuracy of the proposed method. 
The access prediction model of a single lognormal 
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distribution was a comparative evaluation of the number of 
data is less old model and the number of data is large new 
model. The old model was used until the summer of 2015, 
the number of data is 14, and the number of data of the new 
model to which data was subsequently added, is 29. Figure 
10 shows a trace of the disaster data, whereas Figure 11 
shows the trace of the disaster drill data. Compared to the 
old model, both new models are well suited for real access 
distribution, and it is seen that the accuracy of the new 
model is improved. The proposed method uses mixed 
lognormal distribution, which only fits the access 
distribution to disaster data and disaster drill data. However, 
as shown with a single lognormal distribution model in 
Figure 10 and 11, hereafter, data can grasp the tendency of 
each of the parameters to be given to the model by 
collecting, and can be expected to build access prediction 
model. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed an access prediction method 
using a lognormal distribution, to predict the concentration 
of access to a safety confirmation system at the time of a 
disaster. The proposed method uses a mixed lognormal 
distribution and suggested that it is possible to compute 
access prediction for an access distribution with two peaks 
resulting from the occurrence of a disaster situation. 
Future challenges include the construction of the access 

prediction model using a mixed lognormal distribution and 
improving the accuracy. The mixed lognormal distribution 
model showed the suitability of the extent to which access 
distribution was allowed during the past disaster and disaster 
drill. However, this is a poor basis for relevance because the 
sample data for access prediction is small. A parameter of 
the model is determined based on past empirical rule with 
simple considered, however, using the least squares method 
or the maximizing likelihood method it can be expected to 
further improve the model accuracy. In addition, there is a 
need for verification and evaluation of the Poisson 
distribution as well as the normal distribution. In the future 
we plan to improve the accuracy and modifications of the 
proposed method, by collecting an additional amount of 
disaster data. 
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Abstract - There are many features obtained from 
laboratory or under-controlled experiments, and proposed for 
many research areas. However, there are also big gaps lying 
between actual and laboratory experiments. In this paper, we 
present a result of effectiveness confirmation for pressure 
ulcer prevention features using weave-structure-based e-
textile pressure-sensor. We do laboratory experiments with 
10 elderly subjects and 12 young subjects, and yielded several 
effective features to estimate pressure ulcer risk, such as 
number and size of over-70-persentile high-pressure areas of 
body pressure. Although equipment used in the above 
experiment are the same ones used in actual workspace, the 
features cannot show the same effectiveness with the data 
collected from actual workspace experiment that is done for 
18 elderly subjects who are over 80 olds in special elderly 
nursing home. The causes of such non-effectiveness that were 
yielded from discussion with staffs of the nursing home are 
difference between body shape and characteristic among 
healthy and unhealthy elders; effects of pressure dispensing 
cares, wrinkles generated during periodic body position 
changing care; and so on. 

Keywords: e-textile, pressure ulcer prevention, pressure 
sensor, textile structure based sensor, actual experiment 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Many features for solving actual workspace issues are 
explored through laboratory experiments. Unfortunately, 
such features are sometimes unsuitable to solve target issues 
even if they are appropriate in laboratory experiments. In such 
cases, the knowledge about why they are unsuitable in actual 
workspaces is not published as public knowledge and silently 
ignored. Our case is such an example. However, fortunately, 
we can publish an overview and discuss it in this kindly 
workshop.  

Our research is part of “The Knowledge Hub of AICHI, The 
Priority Research Project.” Our target is pressure ulcer 
prevention using a weave-structure-based e-textile pressure 
sensor that has the potential to be ubiquitously distributed in 
our daily lives. We created an interdisciplinary research 
group of nursing researchers, textile specialists, sensor 
companies, and information scientists and explored the 
elements that can be used for pressure ulcer prevention and 
risk assessment through both laboratory and actual workspace 
experiments. 

Pressure ulcers (as known as bedsores) occur in people who 
have disabilities related to body control, such as senior 
citizens and infantile paralysis and spinal cord injury 
sufferers. One cause of pressure ulcers is continuous high 

pressure on the skin; e.g., in the prone posture, body pressure 
is added to the coccyx because it sticks out due to softening 
of body tissues in aging. In healthy patients, such high 
pressure is ameliorated by involuntarily body posture changes. 
However, people suffering from the above disabilities cannot 
do this adequately. Of course, many other risk factors should 
be considered, such as how soft the body tissues have become, 
remaining quantity of muscle mass, and the relationship with 
the body mass index (BMI). However, since most cannot be 
adequately confirmed through continuous measured data, we 
do not know exactly sure which factor can be used in actual 
healthcare environments with our e-textile sensor. Therefore, 
in our project, we first explored the features that can be used 
for pressure ulcer prevention and risk assessment by 
comparing elderly subjects (high-risk group) and young 
subjects (low-risk group) and then confirmed that the 
obtained features can be used in actual healthcare 
environments. 

The feature exploration seemed successful from our 
laboratory experiment results, which was done with ten 
elderly subjects and twelve young subjects. We identified 
several features that represent the risks of pressure ulcers, 
such as the number and the size of the over 70-percentile 
high-pressure areas of body pressure. However, such features 
were unsuitable with actual healthcare experiments, even 
though the equipment used in the experiments, such as beds 
and pressure dispensing mattresses, was identical. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we describe related works. Section 3 gives an 
overview of our e-textile-based sensor. In Sections 4 and 5, 
the laboratory experiment, the actual workspace experiment, 
and its result are explained. Discussions about the differences 
between the two experiment results and their causes are also 
explained. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude this paper. 

2 RELATED WORKS 

The basic guidelines of pressure ulcer prevention have 
been described [1]. In Japan, the guidelines of the Japanese 
society of pressure ulcers are the basic ones [2]. Typical care 
in hospitals and nursing homes includes body pressure 
dispersion and air-controlled mattresses. Changing the 
patient’s posture every two hours (even overnight) is another 
important basic care precept for people with body control 
disabilities including seniors and patients of infantile 
paralysis and spinal cord injuries. However, such posture 
changes are very heavy works even for professional 
caretakers. Therefore, systems are required that reduce such 
workload efforts. For example, if a system can detect specific 
body parts, such as the heels, they get high pressure, the 
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necessary of caretakers is only to change positions of the body 
parts. Such a scenario might reduce the workload of 
caregivers. 

Sheet style pressure sensors are a way to detect the amount 
of body pressure on the skin of patients [3,4]. Such examples 
include our proposed weave-structure-based pressure sensor, 
which can be woven with a typical weaving machine with 
little customization [5]. It is suitable for mass-production and 
disposable use. Such characteristics are also suitable for 
medical and healthcare uses.  

Typically, sheet style pressure sensors are unsuitable for 
detecting absolute pressure. They are suitable for detecting 
relative pressure. On the other hand, most risk assessment 
methods for pressure ulcer prevention are based on absolute 
pressure values. In addition, most risk assessment and 
prevention methods for pressure ulcers are not based on 
continuous pressure measurements from sheet style pressure 
sensors. Therefore, we first explored the risk assessment 
features with zero-based thinking methodology.  

3 WEAVE-STRUCTURE-BASED E-
TEXTILE PRESSURE SENSOR 

An overview of our weave-structure-based e-textile 
pressure sensor is illustrated in Figure 1. This device is an 
improvement of a previously described one [5]. Most 
structures are identical as those already described. The 
sensing points are the cross points of the conductive weft and 
warp whose capacitance changes are converted to pressure 
values with a linear regression function trained through an 
initialize phase.  

The points that have been improved are the sensing 
specifications (Table 1). Sensor size, sensing point size, and 
the resolution haven’t changed. However, the sampling rate 

was improved from 2 to 10 Hz, and a Wi-Fi connection 
feature was added. We also added several noise-reduction 
features.  

4 LABORATORY EXPERIMENT TO 
EXPLORE PRESSURE ULCER RISK 
FEATURES 

In this section, we describe our preliminary laboratory 
experiments that we did as part an actual workspace 
experiment from September through December, 2013. We 
compared the data from the elderly and young subjects to 
identify the features that can be used for pressure ulcer risk 
estimation. As almost researchers know, healthy elders do not 
have significant higher risks than young people. However, 
there are similar predispositions even if these are not enough 
to develop pressure ulcers  

4.1 Experiment setting and procedure 

The characteristics of our ten elderly and twelve healthy 
young subjects are summarized in Table 2 . They had no 
significant body shape differences because of the body mass 
indexes (BMIs) and their Welch’s t-tests (p-value > 0.05). 

Sensor installation is illustrated in Figure 2. An overview 
and an example of the experiment’s collected data are 
illustrated in Figure 3. Weave-structure-based e-textile 
pressure sensors were installed between the mattress and the 

Figure 1: Overview of weave-structure-based 
e-textile pressure sensor

Conductive fiber 

Sensing point 

e-Textile sensor

Conductive fiber Load 

Sensor size 180 × 90 cm (depending on 
circuit limitation) 

Sensing point size 1 cm2 
Resolution 2 cm - 2√2 cm (between 

center of sensing points) 
Sampling rate 10 Hz (improved) 
Connectability Wi-Fi (improved) 

Table 1: Specification of e-textile sensor 

Elderly Young 
Age  68.8 ± 4.0 21.3 ± 0.8 
Males 6 6 
Females  4 6 
Body Mass Index 
(BMI) 
(n.s. with t-test**) 

21.8 ± 3.7 21.3 ± 3.0 

* All subjects were healthy.
** Welch’s t-test

Table 2: Characteristics of 
laboratory experiments 

Weave-structure-based 
e-textile pressure sensor

Figure 2: Sensor installation and an 
example of body pressure  
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bed-pad to make a space between the sensor and the bodies 
to remove the capacitance changes caused by the close 
proximity of the bodies. In addition, a plastic sheet was placed 
between the sensor and bed-pad to remove the capacitance 
change caused by evaporated sweat. As illustrated on the top 
two pictures in Figure 3, there were no heavy blankets and 
cushions except a pillow. The collected data are very vivid 
and can distinguish among the laying postures (bottom, 
Figure 3). 

Experiments were done individually for each subject 
around 1 p.m. in the same room. Subjects were instructed to 
sleep for over four hours. The rooms included a bed and a 
body pressure dispersion mattress, both of which are 
commonly used in nursing homes. The lights were turned off 
after subjects lied down on their beds. The pictures that 
collected the posture of the subjects as ground truth were 
taken by two infrared cameras. 

4.2 Sensor data preprocessing for discussions 

 The sensor data were preprocessed in the following 
manner because the sensors cannot output absolute pressure 
values instead of the relative pressure values. The relative 
values were normalized based on the max value of each 
subject: 1.0 for maximum and 0.0 for minimum. We 
converted the sensor output for the 2D color images (Figure 
3). The blue is the low pressure area, and the red is the high 
pressure area. In addition, we added eleven contours, 0.0 
(blue) to 1.0 (red) by 0.1, for the images. In addition, we 
agreed that the 0.3 lines roughly represent the body shape of 
the subjects by visual observations and discussions among 
healthcare researchers. 

Note here that the converted values have different 
meanings among subjects because they are based on the max 
value of each subject. Therefore, even if there are many red 
or huge red areas, that does not denote risk. This suggests that 
the body pressure is well distributed. On the contrary, only 
one small red area denotes high risk because there is 
concentrated high pressure.  

4.3 Findings from comparison of elderly and 
young subjects 

The features gleaned from our discussions to distinguish 
elderly (high-risk group) and young subjects (low-risk group) 
are described in Tables 3 to 6. We focused on the number of 
posture changes, the size ratio of the 0.3 and 0.7 areas, the 
number of 0.3 and 0.7 areas, and the roundness of the 0.7 area 
because they showed suitability in brute force style feature 
exploration. Next we only explain the overviews of the 
yielded features below because this paper is limited to 
information science. 

Elderly Young 
Average 14.4 ± 4.6 20.2 ± 6.6 
Min – Max 7-20 9-30
p-value * 0.03 

* Welch’s t-test

Table 3: Number of posture change 

0.7/0.3 p-value *
Elderly 0.118 ± 0.046 𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎Young 0.133 ± 0.047 
Male 0.130 ± 0.050 0.27Female 0.125 ± 0.043 
BMI: < 19 (thin) 0.133 ± 0.043 All pairs 

> 0.05 ** BMI: 19-25 (normal) 0.128 ± 0.050 
BMI: 25 < (plump) 0.115 ± 0.038 

* Welch’s t-test
** Welch’s t-test and Bonferroni revision
 

Table 4: Ratio of 0.3 and 0.7 area sizes 

Prone posture 
Elderly Young 

# of 0.3 area 4.8 ± 1.2 4.4 ± 1.6 
p-value* for above 0.63 
# of 0.7 area 2.2 ± 1.0 2.6 ± 1.2 
p-value* for above 0.02 

Lateral posture 
Elderly Young 

# of 0.3 area 2.3 ± 1.4 2.5 ± 1.1 
p-value* for above 0.03 
# of 0.7 area 2.4 ± 1.1 2.3 ± 1.0 
p-value* for above 2.52 

* Welch’s t-test

Table 5: Number of 0.3 and 0.7 areas 

Figure 4: Example of different 0.7-area numbers 

Many 0.7 areas Few 0.7 areas 
Elderly Young 

Supine posture 

Prone posture 

Lateral posture 

Figure 3: Overview of laboratory experiment and 
examples of collected body pressure data 
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1. Number of posture changes
Table 3 shows significant differences between the elderly

and young subjects with Welch’s t-test (p-value < 0.05). It 
represents how well the subjects can control their bodies as 
well as their sensitivity to skin context changes. Typically, 
such abilities declined in the high-risk group. 

2. Size ratio of 0.3 and 0.7 areas
An 0.3 area roughly represents the body shape. Therefore,

the size ratio of the 0.3 and 0.7 areas represents the 
distribution of their body pressure, as described in the last part 
of section 4.2. If the body pressure is concentrated on a point, 
the 0.7-area size will be small.  

We found a significant difference between the elderly and 
young subjects (Table 4). Considerable causes that affect this 
feature include remaining muscle mass, how soft their body 
tissues are, and so on. It was not confirmed. 

On the other hand, we found no significant differences 
between the male and female subjects or among the BMI 
difference groups, suggesting that this feature can estimate 
the risk of pressure ulcers without regarding gender and body 
shape issues. 

3. Number of 0.3 and 0.7 areas
As described in Table 5, there is a significant difference

between the elderly and young subjects with the 0.7-area 
numbers on the prone postures. “Number of areas” denotes 
the low-risk group with more supporting points than the high-
risk group and distributed body pressure (Figure 4). This 

feature could be used for the risk estimation of pressure ulcers. 
In this experiment, however, we were unable to confirm its 
causes, such as remaining muscle mass, and how soft their 
body tissues have become. 

There was also a significant difference between the elderly 
and young subjects with the numbers of the 0.3 areas in lateral 
posture. This result denotes that the high-risk group has fewer 
contact points between their bodies and the bed surfaces. This 
is perhaps one more feature to represent how soft their body 
tissues have become. Imagine two linked sausages. If their 
material is solid, a space will be made under the link point. If 
the material is very soft, such as melted cheese, the sausage’s 
shape cannot be kept, and the space under the link point is 
filled. 

4. Roundness of 0.7 area
Roundness is defined by the following equation:

𝑅𝑅 =
𝑠𝑠

𝜋𝜋 � 𝑙𝑙2𝜋𝜋�
2 , (1) 

where R is roundness, s is size of area, and l is length of 
circumference of area. This equation depends on the fact that 
area size is maximized with circle shape if length of 
circumference is the same. 

As shown in Table 6, there are significant differences 
among elderly subjects and young subjects with roundness of 
0.7 area on both of prone and lateral postures. It perhaps 
represents how their bones stick out from their body as 
described in the last part of last section. 

On the other hand, there are no significant differences 
between male and female subjects, and among BMI 
difference groups. It means that this feature can be used for 
risk estimation of pressure ulcer without dependences of 
gender and body shape. 

4.4 Conclusion of laboratory experiment 

Our laboratory experiments found several features that can 
be used for pressure ulcer risk estimation. Based on 
discussions with nursing researchers, we believed that they 
can be used for groups at higher risk than the laboratory 
experiments’ subjects, such as seniors over 80, dementia 
sufferers, and so on.  

5 ACTUAL WORKSPACE EXPERIMENT 
TO CONFIRM SUITABILITY OF FEATURES 

Since we successfully found significant characteristics that 
are suitable for pressure ulcer risk assessment in laboratory 
experiments, we confirmed their suitability in an actual 
workspace experiment that was done in collaboration with a 
special elderly nursing home, categorized as “Tokuyou” in 
Japan, around Nagoya City. The details of this experiment 
are given below. 

5.1 Experiment setting and procedure 

We agreed to keep the details of the subject characteristics 
private based on the nursing home’s request. Our experiment 
was done with 18 subjects over 80-years-old in a special 

Prone posture 
Roundness p-value *

Elderly 0.887 ± 0.036 𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎Young 0.690 ± 0.175 
Male 0.754 ± 0.207 0.37Female 0.782 ± 0.135 
BMI: < 19 (thin) 0.762 ± 0.226 All pairs 

> 0.05 **BMI: 19-25 (normal) 0.747 ± 0.156 
BMI: 25 < (plump) 0.935 ± 0.013 

Lateral posture 
Roundness p-value *

Elderly 0.828 ± 0.103 𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎Young 0.614 ± 0.206 
Male 0.632 ± 0.245 1.00Female 0.755 ± 0.144 
BMI: < 19 (thin) 0.716 ± 0.282 All pairs 

> 0.05 **BMI: 19-25 (normal) 0.703 ± 0.173 
BMI: 25 < (plump) 0.645 ± 0.357 

* Welch’s t-test
** Welch’s t-test and Bonferroni revision
 

Table 6: Roundness of 0.7 areas 
 

Figure 5: Example of difference of 0.7 roundness 

Oval Circle 
Elderly Young 
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elderly nursing home from November 20 to 23, 2014.  
However, we only describe 16 because one subject withdrew 
after the experiment began, and the data of another subject 
was not successfully collected due to mechanical trouble. The 
gender ratio was basically even. Since most were unable to 
turn their bodies over well, this group had higher pressure 
ulcer risk than the laboratory experiment’s elder group.  

The sensor installation was basically identical as in the 
laboratory experiment. Please refer to section 4.1 for the 
details of the sensor placement. In contrast with our 
laboratory experiment, there were a few varieties of beds and 
mattresses including the ones used in laboratory experiment. 
Because such beds do not directly make contact with the 
subjects and all of the mattresses are pressure-dispensing 
types, we assumed that such bed and mattress differences will 
not affect the experiment results.  

Our experiment, which was designed to avoid interrupting 
the typical healthcare procedures of the nursing home, 
involved no special attention except the sensor setup and 
removal that was done by the researchers. Both the sensor 
setup and removal were done during lunch time when the 
occupants had moved to the dining space. We collected the 
24-hour data and removed the sensors from the subject beds 
during the next lunch period. No typical over-night care was 
disturbed, including posture changes every two hours. The 
cushions that were inserted between the subject’s body and 
the bed are also typical nursing home care. In contrast with 
our laboratory experiments, ground truth pictures of the 
laying postures were not able to be collected because of 
privacy issues.  

5.2 Sensor data preprocessing for discussions 

We preprocessed the sensor data in almost the same 
manner as the laboratory experiments. The relative value was 
normalized based on the max value during each eight-hour 
non-overlapped time window of each subject: 1.0 for the 
maximum and 0.0 for the minimum. We converted the sensor 
output for the 2D color images. The blue is the low pressure 
area, and the red is the high pressure area. In addition, we 
added eleven contours, from 0.0 (blue) to 1.0 (red) by 0.1, for 
the picture. 

5.3 Result 

Before starting this discussion, we planned to confirm the 
suitability of the identified features during laboratory 
experiments by comparing the actual workspace and 
laboratory experiment data. However, we aborted such plans 
because this experiment’s 2D color map showed significantly 
different shapes (Figure 6). These samples are very typical 
meaningful images obtained through this experiment. Of 
course, there are also many meaningless images.   

As seen in Figure 6, the shapes are significantly different 
from the laboratory experiment’s ones (Figure 3). We were 
unable to confirm that the 0.3-line areas roughly represent the 
shape of the subjects. Most 0.3-line areas are too small to be 
considered rough body shapes.  

The top five pictures are the body pressure data that were 
estimated as lateral postures. The bottom four pictures are the 
body pressure data that were estimated as supine postures. 

The above two estimations were based on our subjective 
discussions because the lying posture classifiers that were 
trained with the laboratory experiment data are unsuitable for 
this data. Because of the lack of ground truth pictures, we 
confirmed the estimations through discussion among the 
nursing home staffs who are familiar with the typical sleeping 
postures of the subjects. 

5.4 Discussions 

Next we discuss the causes of the following odd collected 
data and focus on the following three main causes: 

1. Contractured body shape 

The first cause that we considered is contractured body 
shapes, such as kyphosis. Most high-risk subjects have such 
a body shape. Their backbones and sometimes their arms and 
legs were bent and stiff. Therefore, such stiff body parts 
barely touched the bed’s surface. For example, the backbones 
directly touched the bed surface during the supine posture 
(right-bottom picture, Figure 6). In addition, the arm 
contracture might have a slightly strange lean during the 
lateral postures. Such characteristics did not appear in the 
healthy senior group. 

2. Wrinkles made through daily care 

  The second cause that we considered is the sheets wrinkles 
made through daily care. When we removed the sensors, we 
found that many wrinkles remained on the sheets. They may 
have caused the image blurs and fake pressures shown in the 
left-top picture of supine posture in Figure 6.  

We also identified some wrinkles of sheets in the 
laboratory experiment; however, in the actual experiment 
they seemed large and numerous. We suspect that they are 
caused by the substandard daily care provided by the nursing 
home. Caretakers sometime climb up on subjects’ beds 
during overnight body posture changes and support such 

Figure 6: Examples of collected body pressure data  
from actual workspace experiments 

  

Lateral posture? 

Supine posture? 
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lying positions. In addition, subjects were not simply lifted up 
and put on the bed in such care. They were often pushed, 
pulled, or dragged because humans are too heavy for “lift up 
and put on” style care. 

3. Effects of body pressure dispersion care
The biggest cause that we have to consider is the effects of

body pressure dispersion care. Because the highest priority of 
nursing homes is prevention of disease, staff members 
provide the best possible care, such as body pressure 
dispersion cushions, multiple clothes to make buffers around 
high-risk parts, adjusting the tension of bed shirts, and so on. 
Therefore, the collectable data from the nursing home is well-
distributed body pressure data, such as the right-top picture 
of the lateral postures that cannot be used to analyze our 
algorithm and our system. 

5.5 What should/can we do in experiments 
under actual healthcare situations? 

Based on the above discussion, what we should do to collect 
suitable data from the high-risk group is “failed to take care 
during experiments.” Because most cooperative nursing 
homes are perhaps advanced nursing homes, there are only 
well-cared subjects. They provide only unsuitable data for 
algorithm and system analysis. A solution for this issue is 
collaboration with substandard nursing homes for our 
experiments. However, there are another difficulty that they 
are less motivations to cooperation. Even if we successfully 
corroborated with such nursing homes, how can we avoid 
offering advice for such inadequate care that might cause 
more pressure ulcers? It is also difficult because of moral 
issues. 

Home care situations offer possibilities. Most caretakers in 
such situations are not trained professionals. Therefore, we 
can collect “poor care” data and might even collect “failed 
care” information. Even if we provide superior advice, such 
caretakers are unlikely to consider all of it. Perhaps the moral 
issue is mitigated.  

However, improvements in information science do not 
allow such experiments. For example, IoT enables us to 
collect data in real-time. Moreover, we can give advice to 
caretakers through ubiquitous network connectivity and such 
advanced hand-held devices as smartphones. In addition, we 
have been addressing whether such systems can be 
implemented with little labor. Therefore, we might be 
severely criticized if we avoid efforts to build such prevention 
systems. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Many research projects obtain features from laboratory or 
under controlled experiments to solve actual workspace 
problems. Our project, which is an example of such an 
experiment, addresses pressure ulcer prevention. We 
obtained several characteristics that seem suitable for 
pressure ulcer risk estimation through laboratory experiments 
with ten elderly subjects and twelve young subjects. However, 
these characteristics were not suitable for the data collected 
from an actual workspace, a special elderly nursing home 
with 18 elderly subjects. The causes of such non-

effectiveness yielded from discussions with nursing 
researchers and the staff members of the nursing home are the 
differences between body shape and the characteristics 
among healthy and unhealthy elders, the effects of pressure 
dispensing cares, and wrinkles of sheets generated during 
periodic body position changes. 

Based on our discussion, we now face a moral dilemma. 
We have to collect data from “poor or failed care.” However, 
this dilemma might be prevented by state-of-the-art 
information science. Future work will address possible 
solutions to this moral issue. 
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Abstract – Sensor networks have many devices connected 
together through slow wireless networks. Currently, these 
devices have a limited number of applications; however, in 
the future, these devices will be widely used for varied 
purposes. Therefore, there is a need for software update 
functions on slow networks. Because many devices are 
connected to one network, updating time should be small, 
and therefore a small data size for updates is beneficial. In 
this paper, we propose a method to reduce the data size for 
software updates. Our method is based on bsdiff, which is a 
well-known code-difference technique. We propose an 
improved bsdiff method and evaluate it using simulation. 
We found that it slightly reduced some of the data sizes. 
 
Keywords: Sensor network, Software Updating, Data 
Compression, Fixed Size Operation Code, Bsdiff 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent times，because of the reduction in size as well as 
cost of various electronic devices that can connect to the 
internet, including smartphones, utility devices, and robots, 
IoT (Internet of Things) has grown widely. This has led to a 
sharp increase in the types and scale of content generated by 

such devices. 
 Most of these devices are continuously running, such as  

various sensing services and machine controllers, which 
need to operate without halting. These devices might require 
their software to be updated regularly.  

 Furthermore, these devices might not be connected via a 
fast network, such as a cellular or broadband network. For 
example, an in-vehicle network is a slow network, which 
might consist of, say, more than 70 automotive ECUs 
(Electronic Control Units); this is depicted in Figure 1. An 
example of a typical in-vehicle network is a CAN 
(Controller Area Network) that can have a maximum 
operating speed of 1 Mbps depending on the length of the 
in-vehicle network. The devices in such in-vehicle networks 
might require their software to be updated to resolve any 
issues that were identified after the vehicle was shipped or 
to enhance their efficiency [1][2]. 

Currently, for these software updates, the vehicles need to 
be sent to the factories or brought to car sales dealers; this is 
not only time consuming, but also inconvenient for the users. 
Therefore, it is required that, in the near future, this new 
software be downloadable to devices (e.g., PCs, tablets, or 
smartphones) at the user’s home or office as is shown in 
Figure 2. In addition, the software for vehicles has to be 
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Figure 5: software updating time for each process 

updated automatically as well. However, during this 
software update, the users cannot drive their car; therefore, 
the software update time should be small.  

Similar to in-vehicle networks, in most sensor networks, 
the size of device software as well as the network capacity is 
relatively small. Each ECU on the in-vehicle network has 
different functions and therefore different software. 
However, in the case of many sensor networks, most of its 
devices have the same function, which is performed by the 
same software and therefore all of the devices need to be 
updated simultaneously. In both cases, the time taken for the 
software update is crucial. In this study, we consider the 
feature of networks and focus on binary difference 
technologies. We consider bsdiff, which is a widely used 
and effective algorithm, and propose a new algorithm  based 
on it.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
discuss the various features of sensor and in-vehicle 
networks that are important with regards to software updates. 
In Section 3, we introduce the related works, and in Section 
4, the bsdiff algorithm is presented and its problems are 
discussed. Then, in Section 5, we propose a new algorithm 
based on bsdiff, and in Section 6, we evaluate our method. 
We conclude the paper with a brief summary in Section 7. 

2 FEATURE OF DEVICES ON SENSOR 
NETWORKS 

As shown in Figure 1, ECUs on the in-vehicle network are 
connected via buses. Each ECU is independent and in many 
cases sourced from different manufacturers. Therefore, the 
software update first needs to be downloaded to other 
connected devices such as a PC, tablet, smartphone, or car 
navigation device. Alternatively, these devices can connect 
directly or through the OBD (On-board Diagnostic) 
interface port.    

As previously mentioned, many sensor networks have the 
same devices, all of which have the same functions and 
same software. However, the network topology may differ, 

such as bus type, ring type, mesh type, and tree type. In all 
these cases, all the devices must be updated simultaneously. 
Therefore, the size of data should be small. 

The time required for software updates in the case of both, 
networks and individual devices, depends on the 
downloading time, as shown in Figure 4. 

We focus on the compression of data for software 
updating. Differential updating technologies should be 
applied. Though there are various differential software 
updating technologies, in this study, we focus on the bsdiff, 
which is a well-known algorithm, and propose an improved 
method of differential update based on bsdiff. 

3 RELATED WORKS 

During an ECU software update, the vehicle must be 
stationary and should not be driven; however, the engine 
must remain on. Therefore, the update time should be 
considerably small. 

Furthermore, reducing the software update time requires 
the following three considerations: structure of the software, 
download time, and update time for flash memories. 

3.1 Software Structure 

The software structure is related to the differences in 
binary code. Figure 5 shows a typical binary update. The left 
–hand side of Figure 5 shows the source code, which has
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Figure 6 Algorithm of Bsdiff 

one line of code modified. The right–hand side shows the 
binary code, which has many differences between the new 
and old versions because of immediate data that refers to 
modified addresses (i.e., new instructions were inserted, 
therefore, the old instructions moved to higher addresses). 
These references cause a considerable difference between 
the original and modified binary codes. 

Reference [1] presents a solution to this problem. However, 
this solution requires information from the development 
environment, which is difficult to acquire. For example, it 
requires the symbol information that is used in the linker, 
and the redundant additional spaces, which reduce the 
reference information that is changed by memory sliding. 

3.2 Downloading Time 

Let T(D,S) be the time that cannot serve many functions. 
This time depends on D, which is the size of the binary 
difference. S is the size of the blocks to be rewritten. Let 
R(S) be the rewrite time that depends on S. T(D,S) can be 
calculated with the following equation. 

 

 
 
where V is the network bandwidth. 
If a high-capacity network can be used, e.g., for PCs or 

smartphones, then V is considerably large, and the ratio D/V 
is negligible; therefore, T depends on R(S), i.e., the software 
updating time. However, if a high-capacity network cannot 
be used, the bandwidth V is small, and therefore D/V is 
considerably large. Then, T depends on D/V. As V cannot be 
changed, T depends on D. As previously mentioned, the in-
vehicle network has a considerably low capacity; thus, the 
size of D has to be reduced.   

Many studies have been conducted on binary differences 
[2][3][4][5][6]. These studies proposed the representation 
formats and methods of searching for binary differences, 
which are based on [5]. 

3.3 Rewriting Time 

The rewrite time depends on the type of flash memory. 
Because NAND flash memory can be updated during 
execution, as shown in Figure 5, we need not consider the 
rewrite time. However, we do need to consider it for NOR 
flash memory. 

Moreover, the rewrite time depends on the number of 
blocks to be rewritten, which depends on the size of the flash 
memory’s erase blocks. Reference [1] shows how to gather 
the differences to the same erase blocks. However, because 
the software size of automotive ECU program and sensor 
devices is not that large, the erase blocks are not an issue. 

3.4 Downloading Protocol 

Not only are there many network topologies, but the 
software updates also need to be conducted simultaneously in 
the case of sensor networks. Therefore, many protocols are 
proposed. Reference [7] introduced one such protocol.  

3.5 Goal 

 When updating software for an automotive ECU or 
sensor devices, the download time is crucial, because of the 
poor network capacity. Therefore, in this study, we focus on 
reducing the binary difference. This can be achieved by 
bsdiff [2], which is a well-known, efficient algorithm for PC 
software. However, this algorithm is optimized for a non-
fixed-length operation set (e.g., the Intel architecture). In 
this study, we modified it for a fixed-length operation set 
(e.g., the ARM architecture).. 

4 BSDIFF 

In this section, we introduce bsdiff. The bsdiff algorithm 
consists of the following four parts: 
 

(1)  Searching for a common sequence, 
(2)  Extension of the common sequence 
(3)  Deciding the differential area, and 
(4)  Compression 

 
These parts are processed as shown in Figure 6. Common 

sequences are searched repeatedly based on an old algorithm 
[7] and suffix-array sorting. Then, each matching common 
sequence is extended based on the similarity of the new 
code with the old code.   
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Table 1 Diff format 

item size

header

"BSDIFF40" 8
Length of similar area 8
Length of diff 8

Size of new file 8

Operation block

ADD 8
COPY 8
SEEK 8

…
Similar area

Diff area

Table2 sample file specification before updating

Source 
program 

Size of  file 
(bytes) 

Number of 
lines 

Size of 
executable 
file(bytes) 

a 946 39 6622 
b 464 22 5831 
c 792 32 6350 

Table3 sample file specification after updating
Source 
program 
(updated) 

Size of  file 
(bytes) 

Number of 
lines 

Size of 
executable 
file(bytes) 

A 1087 43 7478 
B 631 26 5831 
C 829 33 6362 

The directions of the extension are the upper and lower 
sides of the same code areas. The similarity is evaluated 
using the percentage of same code and length of the 
different code. These parameters are 50% and 8 bytes, 
respectively, in the original bsdiff, i.e., if the code differs by 
more than 50% or has 8 continuous bytes different, then it is 
considered as different code. 

If the area in the new code has no similarity with the 
previous code, then it is adjudged to be a different code. 
Figure 7 shows an example of such a difference. The 
representation format consists of same areas, similar areas, 
and different areas (referred to as diff). Table 1 shows the 
commands of this format.  

After representing the difference, the differential data of 
this format is compressed using a general-purpose 
compression algorithm (e.g., bzip2). The causes of the 
differences in similar areas are references that have slid to 
new addresses. In this case, the difference can be efficiently 
compressed. 

Bsdiff is suitable for Intel i386 CPU architecture, which 
has non-fixed operation code. Therefore, we proposed an 
improved method for similar subsequences in programs [2]. 

The proposed method is based on the following two terms: 

(1) There are many similar codes such as function calls.
(2) There are many similar codes such as macro codes.

In this paper, we focus on other aspects which is bsdiff is 
for non-fixed operation code. 

5 PROPOSED METHOD 

In order to optimize the bsdiff algorithm for fixed-
operation CPUs, we change the rules of determining the diff 
area from the additional area, which are shown in Figure 7.  

The following are the rules established for determining 
diff in the original version of bsdiff algorithm: 

(1) If the more than 50% of code is changed, the code is
additional code. Otherwise, the code is changed code.

(2) If 8 continuous bytes of code are different, the code is
additional code.

  The features of CPU with fixed operation code are as 
follows: 
(1) Almost all CPUs have a 32-bit architecture. Therefore,

in many cases, address data is changed only by 1 byte.
(2) Almost all operation codes require 4 bytes.

Therefore, we propose the parameter should be changed. 

6 EVALUATION   

Tables 2 and 3 show the sample file specification for 
evaluation. Table 2 shows the detailed specification for the 
original software, whereas Table 3 shows the detailed 
specification for the software after it is updated by codes a, 
b, and c. 

   Though these are small programs, the diff algorithm can 
be evaluated, because, the software size of the sensor device 
is also small and there are no long jump operations.  
 The format of executable code is ELF. It is clear from Table 
2 and 3 that even if the source code is small, the executable 
code is relatively large. The reason for this is that the 
executable code includes standard libraries, which are not 
changed.  
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Table 4 the size of bspatch  
 
% 
old
→
new 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 

a→
A 

150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 2860 2860 2860 2860 2860 

b→
B 

788 788 788 788 788 788 788 788 788 794 794 780 781 789 3152 3152 3152 3152 3152 

c→
C 

711 711 711 711 711 711 711 712 703 717 729 696 696 3884 3884 3884 3884 3884 3884 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 the size of bsmatch 

  Table 4 shows the size of bspatch for applying our method 
to each file. The rules to determine similarity using 
percentage (i.e., threshold) is changed from 5% to 95%. 
Figure 8 shows the graph for same data. This result shows 
the size of bspatch is the almost same when the threshold 
5% up to 70%. In the case of the threshold being greater 
than 70%, the size of bspatch is large. 
  Therefore, the value of threshold is between 60% and 70%. 
However, it depends on the software. Therefore, if the CPU 
is powerful enough, in the development environment, the 
bspatch generation should be repeatedly executed, and the 
best threshold should be found. 
 

7 CONCLUSION   

In this paper, we propose an improved version of bsdiff for 
CPUs of fixed-operation code architecture. Our proposed 
method uses a modified threshold value. We evaluate our 
method using three sample codes. Our evaluation 
determines that the best threshold value is 70%. However, it 
is not enough data and depends on the software. Therefore, 

it is repeatedly applied and evaluated before the bspatch file 
is generated.   
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Abstract - To realize practical wireless sensor networks,
many studies have been trying to develop low-energy tech-
nologies to realize long-life sensor devises. Thus, several
studies have tried a passive management methodology that
gets to know the network state from several measured in-
formation attached to data packets and collected to the sink
nodes. Though these existing studies basically aim at detect-
ing root causes after failure occurrence, finding signs in ad-
vance of failure is also important to keep the performance of
networks as an infrastructure from the experience of the Inter-
net management. In this paper, we design and develop a new
system to visualize network states to manage wireless sen-
sor networks. Our design is based on the guideline of the in-
frastructure (i.e., the Internet) network management. Through
evaluation, we confirmed that the proposed system design en-
ables operators to watch networks and aware of every change
and symptom that should be noticed by operators.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Operation, Man-
agement, Visualization

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are expected as a prac-
tically important technology to support the up-coming IoT
(Internet of Things) world. However, to realize practical WSNs,
reliable communications have to be done within very low power
consumption. For this challenge, various communication pro-
tocols as well as sensor-node hardwares that consume ex-
tremely low power have been developed so far.

As a well-known communication standard for sensor net-
works, IEEE802.15.4[1] has been promoted, and many com-
modity devices have been developed. However, IEEE802.15.4
in fact consumes considerable power because it is designed
to cover wide variety of practical scenes, and also to include
many functions to enhance flexibility of communications. Thus,
to achieve a minimum power consumption level to collect
sensed values to sink nodes, lots of low-power MAC proto-
cols for WSNs have been proposed [2][3][4][5].

On the other hand, similar to the networks, we have to man-
age and operate WSNs in practice to keep WSNs work cor-
rectly to gather sensed data values. To this end, we need a
system with which we can watch the state of WSNs and find
the trouble as soon as it occurs. There are several tools and
methods developed for this purpose. In early days, query-
based methods to collect value of WSNs has been tried, which
is a similar approach to SNMP [6] in the Internet manage-
ment. However, in low-power duty-cycle MAC protocols,

such queries require quite long delay due to long sleeping
time of each node, and thus it is impossible approach in WSNs.

Alternatively, one of the basic approaches is to collect re-
quired values to sink nodes by piggy-backing them on data
packets to find anomalies of WSNs. There are several propos-
als from this approach: Ramanathan et al. proposed a system
Sympathy that identifies the root causes by constructing de-
cision trees [7]. Liu et al. proposed a method PAD that finds
the root causes by constructing causal diagrams [8].

These methods carefully model the relationship among pos-
sible events to specify the essential causes of troubles. How-
ever, since the events that are considered in them are limited to
the ones that are supposed in advance, new phenomena can-
not be treated. As the Internet management process poses,
the troubles in network management have too large variety,
so that those proposals cannot cover all possible cases. Also,
finding a small sign of trouble before it occurs is an important
issue for prevention of troubles. Thus, in addition to the pre-
defined diagnose systems, we need a system that visualizes
the state of WSNs to help finding troubles or their prior signs
in managing and operating WSNs.

In the literature, there are several studies that visualize WSNs
such as Octopus [9], SRNET[10], etc. Also, several visualiza-
tion tools have been provided as bundled software in WSNs
devices or implementations; they are introduced in a survey
paper [11]. However, they are not designed from the view-
point of managing networks to utilize the experiment of In-
ternet management, nor evaluated from the viewpoint.

In this paper, we propose a new design of systems that visu-
alize the state of WSNs and help managing them. Our system
design is based on the principle of Internet management, i.e.,
we designed to perform (a) structure management, (b) failure
management, and (c) performance management. We imple-
mented and evaluated our system using simulation traces of a
WSN to confirm that the system enables users to find impor-
tant signs from the viewpoint of principles (a)-(c).

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe
the design policy of WSN management systems. Especially,
we discuss on the principal of Internet management and re-
quirements for WSN management systems. In Sec. 3, we
present the proposed system, and we evaluate the system in
Sec.4. Finally in Sec.5, we conclude the work.

2 REQUIREMENTS AND THE DESIGN

2.1 Requirements for WSN Management
Systems
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In this study, we suppose wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
that deploy low-energy MAC protocols such as B-MAC and
RI-MAC, so that any query-based management protocol such
as SNMP cannot be used to manage them.

In managing WSNs, we are required to carefully watch
the networks to keep them correctly working for collecting
sensed data values. For this purpose, not only detecting the
problems occurring, but also finding implicit signs of future
problems is important. One of our primary goals is to make
network administrators possible to find these signs surely and
speedily by visualizing the values collected at sinks. Note that
it is difficult to manage multi-hop WSNs in real time as long
as it is managed in the passive way, i.e., managed through the
values collected at sink nodes. In other words, we have to
allow a certain level of delay on finding failures or troubles
in the network management tasks. If we have a requirement
on the delay performance, they should be covered by the de-
ployed MAC and routing protocols. Accordingly, we in this
paper focus on just inquiring the causes of the failures without
caring the time delay that takes to find them.

On the other side, in the Internet, network management has
been a critically important issue to provide stable and secure
services to end users since the Internet now has a role of social
Infrastructure. In this context, the area of network manage-
ment has naturally been grown in the past decade and formed
a rough but firm consensus on how to manage networks. Such
consensus is issued as some documents, e.g., reference [12]
describes the required knowledge and administrative opera-
tions that should be performed in managing networks. The
document says that the network management consists of 5
specific aspects of management domainsshown in the follow-
ing.

Structure Management
Structure management is the task that maintains phys-
ical and logical elements in networks. Network struc-
ture is the basis of all management task, so it is siginifi-
cantly important to grasp the latest state of the network
structure. In contrast, the structure of current WSNs
is quite simple in which sensor devices, their configu-
rations, neighbor relationship, and the paths from each
node to sinks are included.

Failure Management
Failure management is the task (1) that defines the event
regarded as failure, (2) considers the detecting strategy,
countermeasures and preventive measures for each fail-
ure, (3) and executes them. We have two types of the
failure detection approaches: active detection based on
queries sent to each device, and passive detection based
on the reports coming from each device.

Performance Management
Performance management is the task that maintains WSNs
to keep a constant level of communication performance.
Generally, the performance of networks include such as
throughput, packet loss ratio, latency, jitter, congestion
frequency, etc. In WSNs in this study, we expect each
packet to reach a sink reliably within a certain latency.

Thus, especially packet loss ratio and latency are the
important measure of the performance.

Resource Management
Resource management is the task that maintains the
system resources required in the operation of systems.
Note that resource management includes CPU, mem-
ory, and network capacity management that prevents
shortage of those dynamically used resources.

Security Management
Security management is the task that protects the sys-
tem and the contents from the threat outside of the net-
work. In WSNs in contrast to the Internet, the main
concern is the information leaking, which can be pre-
vented by deploying some encryption facility.

In this study, we only consider three management aspects,
i.e., structure, failure, and performance management, and omit
considering resource and security management. Resource man-
agement includes CPU and memory management, However,
WSNs use small amount of CPU and memory resources so
that they are not important to manage in most cases. As
above, in WSNs, three management issues, i.e., structure, fail-
ure, and performance management, are essentially important.

2.2 The System Design
For structure, failure, and performance management, the

system must collect the required administrative information
from WSNs and visualize them appropriately to help opera-
tors manage WSNs properly. Collecting information is done
such that each node measures several administrative values
and include them in the packet that the node generates. By
piggy-backing the values required for management on pack-
ets, passive management using the values gathered on the sink
nodes is enabled. Note that the administrative values are not
added at each node in the collection paths, but added only at
the originated node of the packet. Therefore, the overhead
incurred from the administrative values does not change de-
pending on the size of WSNs.

User interface is designed in order for operators to easily
find events related with the three management aspects. For
structure management, we prepare the delivery tree view to
see the network state intuitively. In addition, we can overlap
two delivery trees at different time points, which enables us
to see the transition of the delivery tree.

In failure management of WSNs, when the packets from a
node do not arrive at sinks, we can regard that the node or
link failure. Thus, we prepare the alert table in which pos-
sible node failure events as well as other alerts are listed up
to check whether the failure really occurs or not. In addition,
to operate any failures, we prepare the administrative values
table in which all the data values collected in sinks are seen
per source node, and also prepare the line graph view that vi-
sualize the data values per node and per item to see the values
intuitively.

Finally, for performance management, we mainly watch
residual power, packet loss ratio, and delivery delay at each
node. By listing the events in the alert table when these values
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Figure 1: System Structure

exceed a threshold, the operators easily find the performance
degradation. After the operator is notified of the performance
anomalies, they usually explore for the level of the degrada-
tion and specify what is the root cause of this trouble. We can
use the administrative values table and the line graph view
again for this purpose.

With the basic design policy described above, our system
has the following characteristics that differentiate our system
from the others.

(1) Visualizing Delivery Tree Transition
The function of overlaid display of multiple delivery
trees obtained from different time points is unique to
our system, which enables operators to grasp the tran-
sition of delivery paths easily and intuitively.

(2) Alert Table to be Aware of Administrative Events
We prepare the alert table that makes administrators
keep aware of important administrative events occurred
in WSNs. This is done by simply applying thresholds
to several carefully-selected administrative data items

(3) Intuitive Operation
From the base delivery-tree view, we can intuitively
transit to other views by clicking entities nodes and but-
tons. In our user interface design, the administrators are
possible to access the related data values to explore for
the state of WSNs.

3 THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 System Structure

The proposed system visualize the network state from the
administrative values collected to sinks. We show the system
structure in Fig. 1. A sink node collects the sensed values
generated periodically at every node. Note that there may be
multiple sink nodes in a WSN, but the server collects values
from all sink nodes. The server provides the function of web
servers so that the administrators access to the server via Web
browsers to visualize the state of WSNs.

3.2 Attaching Administrative Values to
Packets

In our framework, we piggy-back the administrative values
on packets to collect them to the sinks in WSNs. As the ad-
ministrative values, we used the following 18 items that are
typically used in administrating networks. Note that every
item is measured at each node by itself.

Items: (a) Reception Time at Sink, (b) Sink Node ID, (c)
Source Node ID, (d) Sequence ID, (e) Parent Node ID(Next-
hop of Source Node), (f) Number of Transmitted Frames per
Unit Time, (g) Number of Received Frames per Unit Time(Incl.
Overhead Frames), (h) Number of Transmitted ACKs per Unit
Time, (i) Number of Received ACKs per Unit Time(Incl. Over-
head Frames), (j) Number of Transmitted Control Messages
per Unit Time, (k) Number of Received Control Messages per
Unit Time, (l) Number of Received Frames per Unit Time(Excl.
Overhead Frames), (m) Number of Received ACKs per Unit
Time(Excl. Overhead Frames), (n) generated Time of Sensed
Values, (o) Accumulated Awaking Time per Unit Time, (p)
Accumulated Sleep Time per Unit Time, (q) Sensor Coordi-
nate(If device is with GPS), (r) Residual Power.

Most items above are well-defined but we would add an
explanation for several items. Note that these administrative
values are added to data packets only when a sensor value is
measured and the corresponding data packets are generated,
and not added at the relay nodes.

Item (d) is a value uniquely assigned to each packet by a
node, which is used to check the loss of data packets. Items
(f)-(l) are the values measured per unit time, where typically
counting is done after previous sensed-value generation since
we assume sensing is done periodically at each node. Note
that the number of transmissions (f)(h)(j) include not only the
frame generated at the node but also the frame that the node
relays to sinks. Also note that several items have two sort
of values that include and exclude overheard frames, where
overhearing is the event in which a node receives a frame that
does not destine the node itself. The number of overheard
events can be useful in a specific case, e.g., to measure the
congestion ratio around the node. Item (r) represents residual
power at each node when the packet is generated.

Sensor location (q) may be collected at sink, but we have to
consider that many sensor-node devices do not have GPS due
to large power consumption, and also due to relatively large
errors in computing positions.

From the items (a)-(r) above, we compute several values
useful for managing WSNs shown as follows. (s) Packet Loss
Ratio of the Next-hop Link per Unit Time, (t) Delivery Delay,
(u) Elapsed Time after Last Frame Reception from Each Node
at Sink.

Item (s) represents a quality of next-hop link that is com-
puted from the transmission count (f) and the ACK reception
count (m) using the formula (s)= {((f)−(m))/(f)}×100[%].
Item (t) is the average time of packets taken to travel to sinks
from the packet is generated. This value is computed as an
average of (t)=(a)−(n) for each packet. Item (u) implies a
potential anomaly if it is far larger than the sensing time in-
terval. This value is computed from item (a): if we let an
be the arrival time of a packet with sequence number n, (u)=
an − an−1.

Note that those three values (r)-(u) are especially impor-
tant in managing WSNs since worse values immediately im-
ply performance degradation of WSNs. Thus, in our system,
we set a threshold value for each of (r), (s), (t), and (u) so
that the system can notify administrators of the abnormal state
through the alert table.
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Figure 2: User Interface

3.3 User Interface

3.3.1 Transition of Views

The transition of user’s view in our system is shown in Fig. 2.
In the top view, the delivery tree is displayed to show the
overview of the current state of the WSN. The administra-
tive values table and the alert table are aside of delivery tree
to show the specific data values and important alerts to notice.

At the top of each item in administrative values table, we
placed a button that pop-up a new window and display the line
graph of the specified data item. In combination of those four
components, administrators can watch the state of WSNs and
explore the detailed behavior to find what is going on under
troubles.

3.3.2 Delivery Tree View

Delivery tree view displays the delivery tree at the specific
time point. Normally it would display the latest tree, but user
can specify arbitrary time to see the tree at that time point.
Delivery tree basically consists of a set of nodes which are
placed at the right position and the set of next-hops to which
each node forwards packets destined to sinks. In managing
WSNs, we heve to know the place of each node, so we assume
that the coordinate of each node is known by some mean, for
example, GPS or static map that include the coordinate of
each node. To show the transition of the delivery tree in time,
our view has a function to overlay the past or the future de-
livery tree over the tree of the current time point. See Fig. 3
for this overlaid view. The current delivery tree is shown with
solid blue lines whereas the past tree with dotted pink lines.
The past tree consists of the previous next-hop links that are
different from the current one and are reported not before the
time c− t where c is the current time and t is a predetermined
threshold. Overlaying the future delivery tree is done in the
similar way. By labeling links with the time reported (i.e.,
the generation time of reported packets), administrators can
understand the transition of trees with exact reported time.

3.3.3 Administrative Values Table

The administrative values table shows all the administrative
values collected at sinks per node. We show an example of
the administrative values table in Fig.4. By clicking a node in
the delivery tree, the administrative values table is updated to
show the values sent from the clicked node around the time
specified in the delivery tree view. With the administrative
values table, administrators can refer the required adminis-
trative values intuitively and efficiently from large amount of

Figure 3: Delivery Tree View (When Two Time-points are
Overlayed)

data. Also, the button on top of each column invokes the line-
graph window to see the data values intuitively.

3.3.4 Alert Table

The alert table has a role to keep administrators being aware
of the important signs of WSN state changes. Especially,
performance changes are essentially important to notify since
they are invisible in the delivery tree so that not easy to notice
for administrators. To this end, as mentioned in Sec.3.3.2, we
display alert messages on communication performance by ap-
plying a threshold for each data items (r), (s), (t), and (u). An
example of the alert table is shown in Fig. 5.

3.3.5 Line Graph View

The line graph shows the values listed in the administrative
values table in the line graph fashion to enable administrators
to grasp the trend of values intuitively. An example of the
line graph view is shown in Fig. 6. As shown in this exam-
ple, administrative values are plotted in time series where the
horizontal axis is the reported time of the value.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Implementation
The proposed system is implemented as a web applica-

tion implemented using javaScript and AJAX. We use a li-
brary vis.js[13] for graph visualization, and highcharts[14] for
drawing line graphs. In our system implementation, our ap-
plication runs on Apache ver.2.4.6[15].

4.2 The Evaluation Method
We run simulation of WSNs to obtain a trace from a self-

designed scenario, and visualize it using the proposed system.
For the simulation, we implement a receiver-initiated MAC
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Figure 4: Administrative Values Table

Figure 5: Alert Table

Figure 6: Line Graph View

protocol combined with a low-power routing protocol pro-
posed in [4]. We implement these protocols on Contiki[16],
which is an OS for sensor network devices, and simulated it
over simulator Cooja included in Contiki OS package. As a
simulation scenario, we placed 50 nodes at a random coordi-
nate in a 200[m]×200[m] rectangular field, and we placed a
sink node on the central position of the left side of the field.
Each node generates a sensed value in 5[min] interval, and
sends periodical beacons in 40[sec] interval. We run the sim-
ulation in 60[min], but we intentionally invoke a node failure
about the middle of the simulation time. Other parameters
related to the simulation is shown in Table 1. As a result of
simulation, we obtained a set of trace data set, i.e., the set of
administrative values collected at the sink.

As for the parameters on the proposed system, we used the
threshold values to generate alert messages in Table 2. These
values are determined through previously performed test runs.

Evaluation process is in the following. We prepare the pro-
posed system that loaded the above trace data set. We asked
one subject, who is a student who have studied both the In-
ternet management and sonsor network protocols, to use the
system for 20 minutes and also asked to list up the events that
is important from the viewpoint of three management aspects,
i.e., structure, failure, and performance management. After
the above operations, we carefully examined the trace data
set to find all the events that administrators should be aware
of. We confirmed whether the subject can find all the events
or not.

Table 1: WSN Environment

Simulation Start Time 12:00
Simulation Time 60[min]

Field Size 200[m]×200[m]
Number of Nodes 50

Communication Range Circle with Radius 50[m]
Beacon Interval 40[sec]
Sensing Interval 5[min]
Battery Capacity 27000[J]

Table 2: Threshold for Alert Table

Packet Loss Ratio 10%
Delivery Delay 60[sec]

Elapsed Time after Last Frame Reception 30[min]

4.3 Results

By examining the events that the subjects found, we evalu-
ate the practical efficacy of the proposed system. First of all,
we say that the subject found all the events that we judged
administrators should be aware of. This result shows that the
proposed system works well and useful in managing WSNs.
In the following, we see the detailed description seen from the
three aspects of network management, i.e., structure, failure,
and performance management.

4.3.1 On Node Failure (Failure Management)

The subject indicated the failure of node 32, which we in-
tentionally did in the middle of the simulation time. From
hearing from the subject, this event was found by watching
the delivery tree view. Since packets from node 32 has not
been reached the sink for a long time, next-hop of the node
32 disappears and the color of node 32 turns gray. Simulta-
neously, this event is displayed in the alert table. In this way,
the system provides several mechanisms to help administra-
tors find node failure, and the subject actually found failure of
node 32 in our evaluation test. We confirmed that the failure
management was well performed using our system.

4.3.2 On Path Transition (Structure Management)

The subject explained how and why delivery tree changes as
time passes. This is also possible using delivery tree view.
When the subject saw the delivery tree just after failure of
node 32, which is shown in Fig. 7, he found that all nodes
whose next-hop was node 32 changed their next-hop one after
one. Also, the subject found that, node 20 observes far larger
number of control frames than usual just after node 32 fails.
Note that the deployed MAC and routing protocol [4] trans-
mits far larger number of control messages in face of topology
changes to speed up the tree reconstruction. The subject ob-
served this behavior of nodes, which also supports that the
root cause that changes next-hops is failure of node 32. As
above, we confirmed that the structure management was well
performed.
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Figure 7: Delivery Tree View in Tree Transition

4.3.3 On Performance Degradation (Performance Man-
agement)

As for the performance of the network, the subject indicated
that the nodes 20 and 41 had high frame loss ratio, which is
found by the alert table and the delivery tree view. When the
subject examined the network state around node 20, several
nodes adjacent to node 20 transmit control frames more fre-
quently. So, the subject naturally judges that those control
messages are the cause of the congestion and the frame loss.
As for node 41, he found that the next-hop of node 41 does
not receive frames for a certain time period for some reason.
Although node 41 repeatedly transmits a frame for the time
period, the next-hop does not receive it, nor the delivery tree
is not changed. This is an inconsistent behavior. Thus, it is
inferred that the root cause would be a bug in program codes,
or some kind of design errors of protocols. As above, we
confirmed that performance management was also well per-
formed.

In summary, through the evaluation test, we found that the
subject performed all the tasks of failure, structure, and per-
formance management. Consequently, we confirmed that the
proposed system works well in a practical scenario of WSN
management.

Additionally, note that our result implies that four basic
components (i.e., delivery tree, administrative values table,
line graphs, and alert table) are sufficient for a management
tool of WSNs. However, from the viewpoint of functional de-
sign, the propose system can offer a new principle of WSN
management tools.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a system to manage WSNs that
deploy low-power MAC protocols. We designed the system
from the viewpoint of the network management in the Inter-
net, i.e., we aim at executing structure, failure, and perfor-
mance management. We evaluated the proposed system us-
ing a simulation trace data set. As a result, all the events

that should be noticed are listed up by the subject, while all
three management aspects are well managed, showing that the
proposed system possibly works effectively in the real WSN
management operations.

To apply the system to the real environment instead of sim-
ulation is one of the important task for the future.
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Fig. 1 An accident with 
wheelchair use [6] 
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Abstract - A wheelchair is very important technical aid for 
an independent and healthy life in super-ageing society 
since a few tens presentation older people need wheelchairs. 
However the number of accidents by a wheelchair was the 
worst among all technical aids (walking frame, bed, shower 
chair, etc.) in 2012 in Japan since both a wheelchair user and 
caregiver have blind spots and sometimes cannot find 
dangerous obstacle in a wide 3D space. We investigate safe 
collaboration methodologies by “Aware Wheelchair” with 
sensor networks that detect dangers and distribute awareness 
and suggest suitable actions to both user and caregivers. 
Aware Wheelchairs also send sensor data to a care server 
and accumulate them in the server. We also discuss how to 
give them effective awareness from psychological view 
point and reduce stress in order to utilize the awareness for 
safe actions in the collaboration both in active psychological 
ways and by automatic mechanical assists corresponding to 
personal type among different generation and physical 
ability. Real-time sharing of serious accidents would let the 
users and caregivers avoid similar accidents in similar 
situations. 

Keywords: aware wheelchair; sensor network, collaboration 
for safe action, acoustic guide, declaration of intention 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A wheelchair is very important technical aid for an 
independent and healthy life in super-ageing society. Body 
exercise is indispensable for keeping health and physical 
ability. Therefore most wheelchair users use manual 
wheelchairs in Japan. However, a research in Japan 2012 
showed that a wheelchair caused many more accidents and 
injuries than all the other technical aids (e.g. a walking 
frame, bed, shower chair, etc.)  [Nihon Wheel Chairs Co. 
Ltd, 2012]. Human is very excellent but not almighty. 
Human cannot notice variety of dangers in blind spots. Both 
a wheelchair user and a caregiver usually cannot find danger 
in many kinds of blind spots. Human is also not good at 
finding a small jut in a wide 3D space by visual information. 
S(he) sometimes hit a foot or a hand, etc. by invisible 
obstacles and such a jut.  

We propose “Aware Wheelchair (AW)” with a sensor 
network [9] that detects “dangers within two meters” and 
sends voice awareness to both a user and a caregiver in 
order to take safer actions in 3D space. Both a wheelchair 
user and a caregiver should carefully check invisible 
dangers and risks in a route since accidents by wheelchair 

was the worst in all the technical aids. It is not easy for them 
to safely control moved wheelchair and suddenly stop 
without troubles. We investigate on intension of the 
wheelchair user and sharing intentions between the 
wheelchair user and the caregiver. 

2 ACCIDENTS, PHYSICAL ABILITY, 
INTENTION, AND STRESS 

Most wheelchair users use manual wheelchairs in Japan 
because body exercise with technology aids is necessary for 
making elderly people and impaired persons healthier. The
exercise also influences brain clearer and a user get great 
sense of achievement. However, human cannot aware all 
variety of dangers. The worst rates of accidents happened by 
technology aids were wheelchair (48.6%), and bed (13.3%) 
[6] (See Fig. 1). A wheelchair user (WU) should safely take
actions several times in a day although s(he) does not move
on a wheelchair or a bed in a whole day.

Physical ability, blind spot, physical phenomena, 
misunderstanding of intention, and stress, etc. would cause 
accidents. The major causes of wheelchair accidents can be 
classified into ten categories. 
Causes. 
(C1) Slow recognition and slow reaction for fast moving 
wheelchair. Human needs a longer time period than several 
0.1 seconds to find danger and take an action to avoid, for 
example, a foot blow. A wheelchair usually moves too fast 
for an aged person to quickly stop it in a few seconds. 
(C2) Blind spot. Human usually cannot find dangers in a 
blind spot (Fig. 1). S(he) cannot think of the serious damage 
between invisible foot and invisible obstacle.  
(C3) Small jut and a rough surface of flat board. Human is 
not good at finding a small jut that scratches a leg in a wide 
3D view although s(he) would be seeing around with the 
wide view. Human cannot also find dangers in a rough 
surface of flat board 
(C4) Difficult simulation of 
moving obstacle. Human cannot 
recognize an exact path image of 
moving object in 3D space. S(he) 
cannot also avoid a collision 
between it and a part of his/her 
body. 
(C5) Tired caregiver’s mistake. A 
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tired caregiver sometimes could not find dangers and caused 
serious accident. Some operations of a technical aid need 
heavy physical load and are stressful. Users and caregivers 
usually get tired by such operations with embedded dangers. 
They sometimes suffer from several kinds of arthritis in 
several years. Many caregivers got tired everyday and left 
their jobs. The job of separation rate has been increased. 
(C6) Misunderstanding of unfamiliar user’s ability by a sub-
caregiver.  A sub-caregiver could not safely care an 
unfamiliar wheelchair user while two caregivers were 
collaborating. Misunderstanding of the unfamiliar user by 
the sub-caregiver caused an accident.  
(C7) No record of sensor data and environments in many 
cases of both close calls and accidents. A user and caregivers 
could not record dangerous contexts and situations related to 
both human and environments. 
(C8) A caregiver does not know correct care in a moment 
when s(he) suddenly happen to meet a new danger. 
(C9) Falling down by physical phenomena, such as gravity 
and inertial force.  
(C10) Stress and distruction. A caregiver has accumulated 
stress for not only his/her jobs but also unpredictable actions 
by a wheelchair user. We call this “accumulation type of 
stress.” It is also uneasy for them to quickly control the 
speed of wheelchair and suddenly stop when they suddenly 
meet some danger.  
   A WU expects to safely take easy actions since s(he) 
would be impaired person and lack some physical ability. 
On the other hands, a caregiver expects to take effective 
actions in a short time. Therefor a gap of intentions 
“Intention Mismatch (IM)” between WU and caregiver 
sometimes happens. Caregivers take care of such IM.    

3 AWARE WHEELCHAIR AND 
INTENTION SHARING FOR SAFE 
ACTION 

WU and caregivers usually take safe actions in daily life. 
They sometimes caused accidents when they confronted 
difficult situations or caused negligence by stress in hard 
works. They could avoid or cope with most dangers in close 
cooperation if dangers could be discovered and WU and 
caregivers could know them ahead of time.  

 We propose “Aware Wheelchair (AW) with a sensor 

network” that could be supplements of the weak points of 
human such as blind spots, and slow recognition etc. in order 

to avoid accidents with wheelchair and bed (See Fig. 2). AW 
also gives both WU and caregivers a chance of start 
collaboration to take cooperative safe actions. 

 Aims of AW are mainly four categories. 
Aims. 
A1. Avoid a danger around and take safe actions  
A2. Reduce both stress and load in each operation of a 

technical aid and make control of wheelchair, etc. easy.  
A3. Let a user take self-actualizations with his/her intension 

in some short time period 
A4. Give a chance of starting safe collaboration between a 

WU and caregivers with a shown same goal and share 
intentions for avoiding dangers or risks. 

Functions. 
AW finds a danger in blind spots and provides both a 

wheelchair user and a caregiver with both awareness and 
candidate solutions for the dangers. AW also gives them a 
chance of start collaboration in order to share an
intention and take cooperative safe actions by 
providing the awareness. On the other hand, AW sends 
sensor data to SNS and mobility knowledge base server [8]. 
Expert advisers can know the message in the SNS and could 
send effective advices to both WU and caregivers. AW 
allows users, caregivers, and the advisers to analyze Big-data 
of both close calls and accidents, and to find dangerous spots
and collaborative solutions for dealing with the dangers.     

Safe collaborations between WU and caregivers are very 
important since actions by WU and caregivers sometimes 
caused accidents. The collaboration mainly consists of six 
sub-collaborations. 
(SC1) Caregivers should share WU’s intention for a goal. 
WU should show caregivers his/her intention (See Fig. 3). 
(SC2) Caregivers and WU should choose safe and effective 
actions for the goal corresponding to both WU’s physical 
ability and state of health.  
(SC3) Caregivers should carefully assist WU’s actions based 
on the shared intention. They should say a shared intention 
for a goal and remind check points and embedded dangers. 
Then they should carefully take safe actions.  
(SC4) WU should declare himself/herself his/her intention 
for a goal and get feeling of attainment in case of success. 
(SC5) Remote experts should advice a weak WU with 
effective solutions monitoring SNS. 
(SC6) Caregivers should talk the shared intentions and  

Fig 2. A feature of assist system for aware wheelchair 

Fig 3. Sharing intentions and collaboration by a warning 
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Fig. 5 A blow of foot by a bed 
frame in a blind spot 

A typical example of AW tasks for intensions of the 
wheelchair user and sharing intentions between the 
wheelchair user and the caregiver consists of six steps. 

(S1) detect and predict dangers and risks 
(S2) send warning to a wheelchair user, caregivers, and 
remote advisor in order to start avoiding both dangers and 
risks early to give himself/herself plenty of time 
(S3) show recommended solution to WU and caregivers  
(S4) let caregiver assist the lack of physical ability of WU 
(S5) let both WU and caregivers cry with intention 
presentation to them for careful check of risks and finding 
the best solution. 
(S6) Decrease stress of both caregivers and WU in order to 
avoid distraction for detecting dangers and to get feeling of 
attainment 

4 EXPERIMENT 

Wheelchair users and caregivers could avoid accidents or 
decrease serious injuries if sensor network could find a 
danger and distribute warnings to them ahead of time. 
However, an aged person cannot quickly take safer actions 
for a sudden situation. A caregiver should share an intention 
of WU and collaborate with WU so as to timely take safe 
actions although they cannot always take correct actions for 
unpredictable situations with a panicked user. We 
experimented a scene of reaching nearby a bed and moving 
from a wheelchair to a bed by a warning from a sensor 
network system with real-time sensor data and safe action 
knowledge in order to investigate how people collaborate to 
take safe actions or assist in a blind spot, and reduce stress in 
hard situations. 

Conditions. Suppose, (A) wheelchair user, and (B) caregiver 
of the wheelchair user reach nearby the bed. The user is 
going to move to the bed from the wheelchair.  
Devices.  A wheelchair with a sensor network by ultrasonic 

distance sensor (HC-SRO4) and Arduino 
UNO/MEGA. Voice synthesizer: LSI 
ATP3011F4-PU  

Scene: A caregiver pushed a wheelchair on which a user sat 
and was bringing the user to a bed in a high speed. When the 
sensor attached to the wheelchair detected the bed at the 
point of 90 cm away from the bed the sensor network system 
sent both the user and the caregiver a warning in voice 
messages, such as “Stop! Stop! Pull the body up to pull 
legs.” 
Subjects:  Group I. 30 persons between 18 and 22 years old. 

 Group II. 6 persons between 23 and 65 years old. 

Case (a). A subject was a wheelchair user. S(he) tried to 
decrease the wheelchair speed and prepare not to hit his/her 
foot with the bed (See Fig. 1, Fig. 5).   
Operations (a). 
(Oa1) A subject heard the warning and explanations of 
actions in voice guides in Figure 6.  
(Oa2) A subject tried to decrease the speed of wheelchair 
and pull his/her feet onto the foot rests. 

 Case (b). A subject was a caregiver. S(he) tried to stop the 
wheelchair and hold the user’s body up and pull his/her feet 
onto foot rests in order not to blow his/her feet with the bed. 
Case (c). Remote experts were observing WU and 
caregivers when they would find an unpredictable hard 
situation. 

Test. 
Case (a). A wheelchair user and a caregiver acquired a 
warning and an instruction of avoiding damage 
Question1. “Could you notice the danger by the warning 
ahead of time and avoid a blow of foot?” 
Answer1.   (See Fig. 7) 

Group I: yes/no/no answer: 26/4/0 
Group II: yes/no/no answer: 3/3/0  

Group I                                     Group II 
Fig. 7 Could you avoid a blow of foot with warning? 

83 % young people and 50 % adults could agree with 
effectiveness of the acoustic warning. Many subjects worried 
that a WU with low physical ability could not cope with 
some hard situations if s(he) could get a warning of dangers.  

Question2. “Could you get feeling of attainment in case of 
success if you would declare your intention for a goal to 
yourself before the start of actions?” 
Answer2.   (See Fig. 8) 

Group I: yes/no/no answer: 26/1/3 
Group II: yes/no/no answer: 5/0/1  

Group I                                     Group II 
Fig. 8 Could you get feeling of attainment in case of your 
success with intention declaration? 

80 % young people and 83 % adults could agree with 
effectiveness of the declaration of WU’s intention to WU in 

A bed is approaching within
90 cm. Stop! Stop! Pull the 
body up. Pull your feet. 
 

Fig. 6 Voice warning of bed 
approaching 
 

A bed is approaching within
90 cm. Stop! Stop! Pull the 
body up. Pull your feet. 
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order to avoid dangers and get feeling attainment. We could 
ensure that WU could carefully check dangers and take safe 
actions by the declaration when WU got a warning of danger 
from Aware Wheelchair. WU could get feeling of attainment 
and reduce stress. 

Case (b). A caregiver acquired a warning and an instruction 
of avoiding damage 
Question3. “Could you avoid accidents if you would declare 
the shared intention with WU to both WU and yourself?” 
Answer3.   (See Fig. 9) 

Group I: yes/no/no answer: 26/4/0 
Group II: yes/no/no answer: 6/0/0 

Group I                                      Group II 
Fig. 9 Could you avoid accidents by declaration of the 
shared intention to both WU and yourself? 

Interview3. Why could you avoid the accidents? 
AnswerI3.  

Group I and Group II: (a1) Both WU and caregiver could 
check dangers and carefully take safe actions with shared 
same intention.   

Question4. “Could you reduce stress and easily control the 
wheelchair if AW could automatically reduce the speed of 
moving wheelchair in case of danger?” 
Answer4.   (See Fig. 10) 

Group I: yes/no/no answer: 4/18/8 
Group II: yes/no/no answer: 2/3/1 

Group I                                     Group II 
Fig. 10 Could you reduce stress and easily control the 
wheelchair by automatic speed reducer? 

Interview4. Why could not you easily control the 
wheelchair? 
AnswerI4.  
Group I: (a2) I could not think that accidents could not be 

avoided only by slow seed of the wheelchair.  
Group II: (a3) Automatic slow down function was useful. 

Machine would become danger when the 
machine would be broken.  

(a4) Sudden stop caused stress of caregiver since 
caregiver autonomously controlled the 
wheelchair with some image of motion of the 
whelchair.  

Case (c). Remote experts were observing WU and 
caregivers when they would find an unpredictable hard 
situation 
Question5. “Could remote experts help WU and caregivers 
by Big-data analysis of accidents and close calls when they 
would encounter unpredictable hard situations?” 
Answer5.   (See Fig. 9) 

Group I: yes/no/no answer: 27/3/0 
Group II: yes/no/no answer: 3/3/0 

Interview5. Why could remote experts help such 
unpredictable situation? 
AnswerI5.  

Group I                                      Group II 
Fig. 11 Could remote experts help WU and caregivers by 
Big-data analysis of accidents and close calls? 

Group I: (a5) Big-data analysis of accidents and close calls 
could be useful for unpredictable situations. 

Group II: (a6) Only real-time information supply would be 
effective. Remote experts would be useful for 
training of trainees. 

■Discussion
D1. AW could detect danger in a blind spot by sensor
networks and distribute a warning to WU and caregiver.
Warnings for blind spots were useful for avoiding accidents
if WU or a caregiver would have enough physical abilities.

D2. AW’s warning naturally caused the declaration by a WU 
that enabled to ensure intention and start reminding 
important check points.  S(he) could autonomously proceed 
checking dangers and safe actions with his/her intention. 
S(he) could get feeling of attainment when s(he) could 
complete safe actions. The WU could trust himself/herself a 
nd reduce stress. 

D3. Sharing intention enabled both WU and caregivers to 
easily collaborate with images of actions of surrounding 
people.  Sharing intention would also avoid serious accidents. 

D4. AW’s warning naturally caused the declaration by a 
caregiver that enabled both WU and caregivers to share 
intention. They could start reminding important check points 
and checking dangers at the same time. They could also 
timely collaborate with safe actions in smaller load. Both 
WU and caregivers could trust each other and reduce stress.  

D5. Remote experts would be useful to avoid dangers and 
cope with them in a new type of dangerous situation. Real-
time distribution of useful information for a weak WU in the 
situation would be very important. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

We investigate safe collaboration methodologies by 
“Aware Wheelchair (AW)” with sensor networks that detect 
dangers and distribute awareness and suggest suitable 
actions to both user and caregivers.  We also discuss sharing 
intention for easier and stress-less collaboration between a 
wheelchair user (WU) and caregivers. Declaration of 
intentions that were triggered by awareness would be 
effective to avoid dangers and get feeling of attainment. 
Intelligent function should enhance the collaboration 
between   WU, caregivers, and remote experts. 
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Robot Motion Planning - Post 
Processing and Parallelization

A.Nikitenko,

Riga Technical University

Department of artificial intelligence and systems engineering

Department of artificial intelligence and 
systems engineering
- Computer systems;

- Intelligent robotic systems;

- Business informatics;

Main research directions (robotics):

- Autonomous systems and autonomy;

- Highly mobile systems;

- Multi-robot systems (Multi-agent approach);

- Virtual and augmented reality for robot control;

- 3D and mixed vision systems;

- Agriculture robotic systems;
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Running enthusiast clubs for students and pupils

Why motion planning?

Robots as tools for automation are not new – known since 70’ies. 
While fixed base robots have found their position, mobile robots 
are still under active R&D.

The main challenges being addressed:

1) Increased autonomy;

2) True inclusion in manufacturing workflow;

3) Agility and adaption to changing environment;

4) Cooperation and swarming to target complex tasks;

5) Operation in human populated areas – HMI and HMC aspects;
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Why motion planning?

While meeting the current challenges promises potentially 
new applications and businesses, the very fundamental 
functions are still being under active research. One of them 
is motion planning comprising the following main steps:

1) Planning problem definition

2) Planning algorithms – root search / generation;

3) Plan post-processing;

4) Plan quality check;

5) Execution;

Planning

Motion planning itself is well understood and 
developed field in robotics, however the current 
trends require new practical approaches to planning 
algorithms.

Embedded software for new hardware – Arduino,
RPi, NVIDIA Jetson K1 and successors, etc.

Limited resources on one hand and new
functionality like massively parallel computing
challenge the current planning approaches;
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Plan post-processing

Plan post processing – practical approach

1. Generation of baseline plan using RRT-Connect;

2. Removal of unnecessary plan waypoints –this step allows
to reduce unnecessary heading changes of the robot;

3. Addition of waypoints around obstacles – within this step
additional waypoints are added where the path leads
close enough to obstacles;

4. Point realignment – plan waypoints are realigned away
from obstacles to reduce risk of collisions;

5. Smoothing of the plan – realigned plan is smoothed using
filtering eliminating sharp position or heading changes;

6. Feasibility estimation – the step employs particle cloud
simulation to estimate the collision possibility.
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Algorithm: Base RRT

RRTmain()
1:Tree = q.0
2:q.rnd = q.0
3:while Distance (q.rnd , q.g) < ErrTolerance do
4: q.target = SampleTarget()
5: q.nearest = NearestVertex (Tree , q.target)
6: q.rnd = ExtendTowards (q.nearest,q.target)
7: Tree.add(q.rnd)
8: end while
9: return Trajectory (Tree,q.rnd)

SampleTarget ()
1: if Rand() < GoalSamplingProb then
2: return q.g
3: else
4: return RandomConfiguration()
5: end if

RRT-Connect

Problems in practical situations

10

A – planning area 24m x 13m with a single large 
obstacle

A – planning area 24m x 13m with a single large obstacle 
planning result – failure.

B – Planning area in small warehouse B – Planning area in small warehouse with planning result –
failure.
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RRT modification

11

Step 1: Base plan

Step 2: Plan reduction
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Step 3: generation of new waypoints around 
obstacles

Step 4: Realignment of plan points
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Step 4: Realignment of plan points

Step 4: Realignment of plan points
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Step 5: Smoothing

Results

18

2. 3.

1.
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Step 6: Quality check

Step 6: Quality check

Unfortunately simple Gaussian distribution of positions cannot be applied 
do to nature of error – banana distribution.
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Step 6: Quality check
To model particles two dynamic models are used (Laplace transformation  - based and noisy Differential drive 
model.  

1) Laplace signal transfer based model:

f t 	 ,

ω
·

ω

∗ ∗

∗ ∗

Both v(t) and ω(t) a Gaussian noise is added: ~ , un ~ , . 

Step 6: Quality check
· ∆ · cos
· ∆ · sin 	 , 0

· sin · sin · ∆
· cos · cos · ∆

· ∆
, 0

2) Noisy Differential drive model

2
, ~ , , ~ ,

, ~ , , ~ ,
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Parallelization

Motivation

Main steps of planning:

1) Planning problem definition

2) Planning algorithms – root search / generation;

3) Plan post-processing;

4) Plan quality check;

5) Execution;

Modern GPUs and other heterogeneous computing  
platforms like cell phones provide extensive computing 
resources at a cost of shifting algorithms building 
paradigms – distinguishing among simple and complex 
tasks. 
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Main steps

Transforming the planning problem to image processing problem allows to 
apply massive parallelization.

1) Bluring the obstacle image ensuring safe distances to
obstacles;

2) Generation of planning graph vertexes;

3) Building and planning graph;

4) Searching the graph;

5) Post-processing;

Step 1: Bluring

Width x Height simultaneous kernels
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Step 2: Vertex generation

 Width simultaneous kernels examining each column of the image.

 Vertexes are placed in equal distances between two obstacles
Kernel 1 Kernel n

Step 3: Generation of planning graph
 All the vertexes are connected and checked for safety;

 Kernels operate column-wise checking the vertexes in neighboring
columns
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Applications

Conclusions

1) The discretization of plan post processing allows to
reduce overall complexity and resource requirements
significantly;

2) The parallelization allows to use even the simplest
GPUs thereby benefiting from speedup and reduction
of power consumption in low-cost solutions;

3) The proposed practical approaches speedup overall
planning by several times on tested embedded
robotic systems.
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Thank you!
Questions?
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Development of a Near-Miss Map System utilizing Driver's Emotions 

Yoshia Saito* 

*Faculty of Software and Information Science, Iwate Prefectural University, Japan
y-saito@iwate-pu.ac.jp

Abstract – To realize a safe car society, it is necessary to 
support drivers not only in mechanical aspects but also 
human aspects. We propose a system for automatically 
generating a near-miss map utilizing driver’s emotion. 
Existing near-miss map systems only use conditions of the 
car such as heavy braking to detect unsafe locations. 
However, the accuracy of the near-miss map is not so high 
because there are many false negative and false positive 
errors. To decrease the false positive errors and false 
negative errors for generating a high-accuracy near-miss 
map, we introduce human emotions into the detection of 
unsafe locations and realize a high-accuracy near-miss map 
system. In this paper, we report the design and 
implementation of our prototype system and evaluation 
results of the prototype system in terms of false negative and 
false positive errors. 

Keywords: Emotion, Near-Miss Map 

1. INTRODUCTION

There are 77 million cars in Japan [1] and 1.1 billion cars
in the world [2]. The cars are useful and essential for people 
to live a daily life. On the other hand, there were 540 
thousand traffic accidents in Japan. 4100 people died as the 
victim of the traffic accidents and 670 people were injured 
[3]. The cars also pose a significant danger to people and we 
must decrease the risk. As mechanical approaches, recent 
cars equip driving assistance technologies such as ESC 
(Electronic Stability Control) and ABS (Antilock Brake 
System). In addition, more advance technologies which 
include pre-crash safety are coming into practical use in 
recent years such as ADAS (Advanced Driving Assistant 
System) and DSSS (Driving Safety Support Systems).  With 
assistance of these technologies, the traffic accidents 
decreased from 950 thousand in 2003, when there were the 
highest number of the accidents, to 540 thousand in 2015. 
The decrease ratio, however, draws a shallow slope in recent 
years and it needs other solutions than just the mechanical 
ones.  

It is said that a reason caused majority of the traffic 
accidents is human error. To decrease the traffic accidents, 
we need to focus on human and support drivers introducing 
more human approaches. As the human approaches, it is 
recognized that the driver’s emotion affect the driving 
performance. The typical example is “Road Rage” [4]. The 
road rage is a term used to denote aggressive behaviors by 
drivers when they are cut into their line, overtaken by the 
others and got angry by other reasons. It causes fatal and 

injury accidents. In this way, the human emotions are 
important for the driving safety. Many researchers study 
influence of the driver’s emotion and apply the driver’s 
emotion to the driving support system [11-16].  

In this research, we develop a system which creates a high-
accurate near-miss map utilizing the driver’s emotions. The 
near-miss map is a map which shows unsafe locations 
gathering information. The information gathering of the 
unsafe location in the existed system is realized by 2 
different ways. The first is a manually operated way which 
gathers from human (e.g. questionnaire survey) the second is 
an automatically operated way which gathers from sensors 
(e.g. heavy braking detection).  The manually operated way 
requires a great deal of time and the automatically operated 
way has an accuracy problem of unsafe location detection. 
We introduce driver’s emotion to the automatically operated 
way in order to improve the accuracy of unsafe location 
detection. In our proposed system, a smartphone is used to 
recognize driver’s surprise and fear emotions by facial 
expression and detect an unsafe location using the driver’s 
emotions in conjunction with sensed car conditions. The 
information of unsafe location is sent to the server via the 
Internet. The other drivers which come by near the location 
can receive warning to be aware of the risk of traffic 
accidents. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
describe human emotion researched in psychology and 
applied studies of the human emotions in the automobile 
field. Section 3 shows existed near-miss map system and 
their problems as a preliminary study. We propose a near-
miss map system utilizing driver’s emotion in section 4 and 
implement a prototype system in section 5. Section 6 
evaluates the prototype system and reports the experiment 
results. Section 7 gives some conclusions and our future 
work. 

2. RELATED WORK

As related work, we explain human emotions at first.
After that, we describe existed researches which utilize 
human emotions in automobile field and the effectiveness to 
apply human emotions to driving assistance systems. 

2.1. Human Emotions 

Human emotions have been researched in the field of 
psychology. Ekman defined six basic emotions by 
researching facial expressions of human [5]. The basic 
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emotions are “happiness”, “surprise”, “fear”, “sadness”, 
“anger”, and “disgust”. Seven emotions added “neutral” to 
the six basic emotions are frequently used in the field of 
facial expression recognition with image processing 
technologies [6-8].  

In some researches applied human emotions to 
information systems, the emotion model defined by Plutchik 
is used. Plutchik defines dimensions which include eight 
basic emotions “joy”, “trust”, “fear”, “surprise”, “sadness”, 
“disgust”, “anger”, and “anticipation” [9]. These emotions 
presents a circumplex model. In this model, similar 
emotions are placed on the neighborhood and opposite 
emotions are placed on the opposite side. Plutchik also 
defines eight combinations of two basic emotions “love”, 
“submission”, “awe”, “disapproval”, “remorse”, “contempt”, 
“aggressiveness”, and “optimism”. 

Parrot classify human emotions and define them as 
hierarchical tree structure [10]. The primary emotions are 
“love”, “joy”, “surprise”, “anger”, “sadness”, and “fear”. 
Other a lot of emotions more than one hundred are also 
defined as secondary emotions and tertiary emotions. 

In the above emotion models, there are several common 
basic emotions such as “surprise”, “anger”, “sadness”, and 
“fear”. From these common basic emotions, we focus on the 
“surprise” and “fear” emotions in our research because these 
emotions can be appeared on driver’s facial expression in 
near-miss situation. 

2.2. Emotions in Automobile Field 

There are a lot of researches to detect emotions of drivers 
using sensor devices and grasp conditions of the drivers. 
Jones researched a method to detect driver’s emotion using 
his/her speech and developed a system for emotion 
recognition in a car [11]. Riener proposed a method to detect 
driver’s emotions using his/her heart rate variability [12].  
Haak tried to detect driver’s emotion by analyzing his/her 
brain signals [13]. Moreover, Anzengruber developed a 
system which can detect driver’s emotions using his/her face 
surface temperature and evaluated the system on a driving 
simulator [14]. In this manner, we can detect driver’s 
emotions utilizing information collected by various sensor 
devices. 

There are also applied researches utilizing the detected 
driver’s emotions. Jeon studied effects of driver’s angry and 
fear emotion on his/her driving performance [15]. He found 
angry drivers made more mistakes than fear drivers and fear 
drivers had heavier workload than angry drivers. Cilfford 
described traffic accidents cloud be decreased if a navigation 
system changes emotional expression of voice guidance [16]. 
The energetic voice of the navigation system was effective 
when driver was happy and subdued voice was effective for 
upset drivers in the experiments. In this manner, these 
researches indicate the driver’s emotions affect his/her 
driving performance significantly. To grasp not only car 
conditions but also driver’s conditions using his/her 
emotions is necessary and utilization of the driver’s 
emotions will be effective to develop a system which creates 
a high-accurate near-miss map. 

3. PRELIMINARY STUDY

In this section, we describe several existed near-miss maps
and their map generating methods. Then, we clarify a 
problem of the generating methods. 

3.1. Existed Near-miss Maps 

Many local governments and organizations create and 
offer near-miss maps for citizens and communities. To 
create and offer the near-miss maps, it is necessary to gather 
information of unsafe locations and warn the information to 
people. In this research, we focus on information gathering 
of unsafe locations. 

There are two methods for the information gathering to 
create near-miss maps. The first method is manual 
information gathering. It gathers information manually by 
means of questionnaire surveys and interview researches 
(called "manual information gathering" hereafter). Most 
near-miss maps [17-20] are created by the manual 
information gathering. This method can gather high-accurate 
information. However, a great deal of time and effort is 
required and it is difficult to gather information in real time. 
The second method is automatic information gathering. It 
gathers information automatically by means of analyzing 
sensor data (called "automatic information gathering" 
hereafter). Typical example is the SAFETY MAP of Honda 
Internavi [21]. The automatic information gathering detects 
a heavy braking and bad road using acceleration sensors and 
so on. This method does not need time and effort. However, 
accuracy of the map is not so high because it uses only car 
conditions although it does not always show the driver feels 
a sense of danger at that time. 

3.2. Manual vs. Automatic Information 
Gathering 

To determine whether there is difference between manual 
information gathering and automatic information gathering, 
we compare the existed near-miss maps. In this preliminary 
study, we compared a near-miss map at the station of 
Muikamachi, Minamiuonuma city of Niigata in Japan [20] 
with a map of the SAFETY MAP [21] at the same location. 
The former map is created by manual information gathering 
(called "manual near-miss map" hereafter). The latter map is 
created by Honda Internavi which detects -0.2G acceleration 
and estimates a heavy breaking (called "automatic near-miss 
map" hereafter). 

By comparing these two near-miss maps, we found the 
manual near-miss map said unsafe locations but not unsafe 
locations in automatic near-miss map. This problem is called 
“false negative error”. The term, false negative error is a 
result that indicates a given condition is not fulfilled but the 
actual condition is fulfilled. There are many false negative 
errors in the automatic near-miss map. Thus, these false 
negative errors mean the driver felt a sense of danger but did 
not brake hard. Especially, these errors were found around 
locations where a city areas prohibited speeding. 

On the other hands, we found the automatic near-miss 
map said unsafe locations but not unsafe location in manual 
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near-miss map. This problem is called “false positive error”. 
The term, false positive error is a result that indicates a 
given condition is fulfilled but the actual condition is not 
fulfilled. There are many false positive errors in the 
automatic near-miss map. Thus, these false positive errors 
mean the driver did not feel a sense of danger but braked 
hard. Especially, these errors were found around locations 
where long straight road with a good view allowed speeding. 

Table 1 shows supplementary explanation for the false 
negative and false positive errors. The false negative and 
false positive errors must be solved in order to increase 
accurate of the automatic near-miss map. As mentioned 
above, car conditions such as heavy brakes are not enough to 
detect actual unsafe locations where the driver feels a sense 
of danger. If we apply the driver’s emotions to the automatic 
information gathering, more high-accurate near-miss map 
can be created without time and effort. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose a system which creates a high-accurate near-
miss map utilizing the driver’s emotion.in order to realize a 
safe car society. Figure 1 shows the model of our proposed 
system. The proposed system utilize driver’s fear and 
surprise emotions and abnormal car conditions to gather 
information of unsafe locations. By using not only car 
conditions but also driver’s conditions, it improves accuracy 
of the automatic information gathering for unsafe locations. 
The proposed system uses the information of unsafe 
locations and warns of a danger to drivers who come by near 
the locations in order to encourage them to drive carefully. 
In this research, our research scope is the mechanism of 
information gathering for unsafe locations in a high 
accuracy. 

The proposed system use general-purpose smartphones 
and does not need any dedicated devices so that more people 
can use the system. Therefore, we use only general sensors 
such as a camera and an acceleration sensor equipped in the 
general-purpose smartphones. Figure 2 shows the 
architecture of the proposed system. The procedure of 
proposed system is as follows. 

 
(1) Detection of abnormal car conditions 
(2) Detection of driver’s fear and surprise emotions 
(3) Estimation and record of an unsafe location 
(4) Warning to drivers who come by near the unsafe 

location 
 

In next section, we implement a prototype system using 
the above procedure. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section, we describe implementation of functions 
(1) detection of abnormal car conditions, (2) detection of 
driver’s fear and surprise emotions, (3) estimation and 
record of an unsafe location, and (4) warning to drivers who 
come by near the unsafe location. The function (4) is out of 
our research scope but we just implement it. 

5.1. Detection of Abnormal Car Conditions 

We detect heavy brakes to detect abnormal car conditions. 
An acceleration sensor equipped in a smartphone is used for 
the function of heavy brake detection. The function detects a 
certain measure of acceleration. In the prototype system, a 
smartphone is mounted on dashboard of a car and senses 
variation of the acceleration. When the variation value 
exceeded by -0.25G which is defined by reference to the 
other existed system for automatic near-miss map, the 
function recognizes it as a heavy brake. 

5.2. Detection of Driver’s Fear and Surprise 
Emotions 

For the detection of driver’s fear and surprise emotions, 
we use clmtrackr [22-23] which is a library of facial 
expression recognition. This library presents each emotion 

Table 1: False negative and false positive error 
 

Condition  (Correct Answer)

Positive Negative

Test 
Outcome

Positive True Positive False Positive

Negative False Negative True Negative

Figure 1: The model of our proposed system 
 

Proposed
System

1.  Driver’s fear and surprise emotion
＋Abnormal car conditions
＋Geographical coordinates

Drivers who felt a danger Drivers who come by 
near the unsafe location

3. Warning

2. Storing unsafe location

Our Research Scope

Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed system 
 

Near-Miss Map Server

The Internet

3G/4G

(1) Detection of abnormal 
car conditions

Client Client

(2) Detection of driver’s fear 
and surprise emotions

(3) Estimation and record 
of an unsafe location

(4) Warning to drivers 
who come by near 
the unsafe location
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as a probability value from 0.0 to 1.0 by the facial 
expression. It uses a camera of the mounted smartphone and 
gets driver’s facial expression images in real time. From the 
image, the library calculate the probability value for each 
emotion as shown in Figure 3. 

5.3. Estimation and Record of an Unsafe 
Location 

We conducted a preliminary experiment to assess a 
reference probability value of fear and surprise emotion for 
estimation of unsafe locations and set it to 0.3 with heavy 
brakes. However, it could not detect unsafe locations when 
the heavy brake was not detected in a city areas prohibited 
speeding. In such a case, we use a high probability value of 
fear and surprise emotions with no heavy brake to estimate 
unsafe locations in low-speed areas. The high probability 
value for fear and surprise emotions is used for 0.6 which is 
twice as much as 0.3 with heavy brakes. After the detection, 
information of the unsafe location is sent to a server on the 
Internet via 3G/4G wireless network. The client 
communicates with the server using WebSocket and the 
information includes geographical coordinates of an unsafe 
location, probability values of the driver’s emotions and 
acceleration data. 

5.4. Warning to Drivers 

Figure 4 shows a user interface of the prototype system on 
a smartphone in order to detect unsafe locations and give a 

warning to the driver. The user interface presents a driver’s 
current location on the map by using GPS equipped in the 
smartphone. The current location is updated in real-time. 
Unsafe locations are also displayed on the map by getting 
unsafe location information from the server. The driver’s 
facial expression image is taken from a camera equipped in 
the smartphone and driver’s emotions are detected in real 
time. The acceleration value is displayed for heavy brakes. 
The client communicates with the server every 5 seconds. It 
sends current location information and receives unsafe 
location information. When the driver comes close to an 
unsafe location, the client give a warning to the driver with 
alarmed sound and text. After a fixed time, the alarm is 
stopped. 

6. EVALUATION

We evaluate the prototype system in terms of false-
negative and false-positive errors. At first, we explain the 
experimental methodology. Then, we show the results and 
discuss about accuracy of the near-miss map. 

6.1. Experimental Methodology 

In the experiment, we create a manual near-miss map 
created by a questionnaire and an automatic near-miss map 
created by the prototype system. After that, we compare 
them if the automatic near-miss map achieves low false-
negative and false-positive errors.  

Figure 5 shows the driving route in the experiment. The 
route includes residential sections around our university, 
straight road where the driver can put on speed, sloping, and 
various types of roads. It is 17 km long and takes time for 
approximately 30 minutes to go around the route. 

At first, we created a manual near-miss map by a 
questionnaire. The subjects are 30 students, who have driver 
license, of our university. Before conducting the 
questionnaire, we developed a system for the questionnaire 

Figure 3: The detection of each emotion 
by facial expression image in real time 

Figure 4: The user interface of the prototype system 

AccelerationCurrent Location

Unsafe Location Driver’s Face and 
Emotion Detection
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survey which presents a driving video on the route and 
current car location on a map. The subjects used the system 
and answered unsafe locations and their reasons. In this time, 
there were no dangerous scene in the video and we asked 
subjects to remember their experience when passed the 
locations. We defined the unsafe locations where the 
subjects of ten percent (3 subjects) answered it was unsafe in 
the questionnaire. 

Secondly, we conducted an experiment on the road with a 
real car which mounted a smartphone on the dashboard for 
the prototype system. In this experiment, the subjects were 
20 students, who have driver license, of our university. We 

suppose the proposed system is utilize driver’s emotion. 
However, for the safety of the subjects, they rode in the front 
passenger seat of the car. We also record the driving video 
for analytical use. Figure 6 shows the experimental 
environment in the car. 

6.2. Results and Discussions 

Figure 7 shows the result of the manual near-miss map 
created by the questionnaire and figure 8 shows result of the 
automatic near-miss map created by the prototype system. 
Figure 9 shows the comparison result of these two maps. 
The circles show the locations of false-positive errors and 
the triangles show the locations of false-negative errors. 

The locations of false-positive errors were three points. 
The one point was detected by heavy brakes and 0.3 
probability value of fear/surprise emotions. The other two 
points were detected by 0.6 probability value of fear/surprise 
emotions. The rate of the false-positive errors was 14 % 
which was on 3 errors of 21 detected locations and the 
prototype system achieved low false-positive error rate. 

The locations of false-negative errors were eight points. 
The rate of the false-negative errors was 36 % which was on 
8 errors of 22 actual unsafe locations. The prototype system 
should be improve in terms of the unsafe locations. Possible 
reasons for the false-negative errors are low accuracy of the 
emotion detection. Since the emotion detection of facial 

Figure 5: The driving route in the experiment 
 
 

Figure 7: The manual near-miss map  
created by the questionnaire 

 

Figure 6: The experimental environment in the car 
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expression is difficult and has a limit of accuracy, the 
prototype system could not detected the subject’s 
fear/surprise emotions. One of the solutions is to use 
together with other methods for emotion detection such as 
utilization of driver’s heart rate, body temperature and so on. 

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a high-accurate near-miss map
system utilizing driver's emotions and developed the 
prototype system. From the evaluation experiment, we found 
our proposed system could achieve false-positive error rate 
although it required to improve false-negative error rate. For 
the future work, we will introduce other methods for 
emotion detection to reduce false-negative error rate. 
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Abstract – In this paper, the vehicle information sharing 
(VIS) system for safety driving is analyzed by microscopic 
traffic flow simulation. To share other vehicles’ information, 
vehicles with an on-board communication unit (for short 
“OBU vehicle”) communicate with other vehicles by 
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication technology. In this 
study, an intersection collision warning system (ICWS) is 
assumed as the target safety application.  In the simulation 
analysis, two VIS systems are compared; one shares 
individual information of OBU vehicles (named VIS for 
ICWS-INDV) and another shares not only individual 
information but also forward vehicle information that is 
detected by a forward obstacle detection sensor (named VIS 
for ICWS-ODSU). The simulation result shows that the 
performance of the VIS for ICWS-ODSI is superior to that 
of the VIS for ICWS-INDV. 

Keywords: ITS, vehicle information sharing (VIS), V2V 
communication, Intersection collision warning system 
(ICWS), forward obstacle detection sensor. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In a blind intersection, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 
communication allows vehicle information sharing (VIS) 
among vehicles that cannot see each other. However if 
vehicles with OBU of V2V communication unit (for short 
“OBU vehicle”) and non-OBU vehicle are mixed, naturally, 
non-OBU vehicle information cannot be shared. Therefore a 
VIS system that shares not only individual OBU vehicle 
information but also forward vehicle information obtained 
by an in-vehicle forward obstacle detection sensor has been 
investigated [1]. An example of VIS for an intersection 
collision warning system sharing obstacle detection sensor 
information (ICWS-ODSI) is illustrated in Fig.1. 

In the previous analysis [1], it is assumed that the VIS is 
conducted under a condition of the ideal communication (no 

delays and no packet collisions). Meanwhile, a standard of 
V2V communication which is expected to spread future 
(IEEE802.11p [2]) considers CSMA/CA as its medium 
access control (MAC). Because the transmission amount of 
the VIS that shares the individual driving information and 
the driving information of forward vehicle detected by an 
on-board obstacle detection sensor becomes larger than that 
of VIS that shares only the individual driving information, it 
is considered that packet collisions of the VIS that shares 
sensor information increase according to the traffic volume.  

In this study, a microscopic traffic simulator in 
consideration of medium access control is constructed and 
the performance of VIS is analyzed. In section 2, V2V 
communication for VIS is explained. In Section 3, a 
microscopic traffic simulator for VIS performance analysis 
is described. In Section 4, the VIS performance is analyzed 
by the microscopic traffic simulator. Finally, Section 5 
concludes this paper. 

2 V2V COMMUNICATION 

2.1 Standard for V2V Communication 

Recent years, V2V communication standards of VIS for 
driving support system are considered in North America, EU 
and Asia region [3]. As for them, CSMA/CA-based 
broadcasting communication becomes a candidate for safety 
driving applications. These standards are summarized in 
Table 1. Particularly, the standard of North America /EU 
attracts attention of many other countries. These standards 
use IEEE802.11p for the physical and data link layer in the 
OSI reference model.  

IEEE802.11p is a wireless communication standards for 
dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) that includes 
data exchange between high-speed vehicles and between the 
vehicles and the roadside infrastructure in the licensed ITS 
band of 5.9 GHz (5.85-5.925 GHz).  Because it is a 
modified version of IEEE802.11a, many technologies are 
common. For such a process, IEEE802.11p adopts 
CSMA/CA for the medium access control. Meanwhile, 
IEEE 1609.X /WAVE [4] is a higher layer standard based 
on the IEEE 802.11p. WAVE (Wireless Access for 
Vehicular Environment) standards defines an architecture 
and a complementary, standardized set of services and 
interfaces that collectively enable secure vehicle-to-vehicle 
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) wireless 
communications. Together these standards provide the 
foundation for a broad range of applications in the 
transportation environment, including vehicle safety, 

Fig 1: VIS for ICWS-ODSI 
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automated tolling, enhanced navigation, traffic management 
and many others. To share vehicle information, BSM (basic 
safety message) that is a message set of ITS application is 
assumed. Basic safety message contains vehicle safety–
related information. It is periodically broadcast to 
surrounding vehicles.  

2.2 CSMA/CA 

CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/ Collision 
Avoidance) is a protocol for carrier transmission in 802.11 
networks. The procedure of medium access control by 
CSMA/CA is explained as follows: 

 Carrier Sense: prior to transmitting, a node (vehicle)
first listens to the shared medium (such as listening for
wireless signals in a wireless network) to determine
whether another node is transmitting or not.

 Collision Avoidance: if another node was heard, the
node waits for a period of time (usually random) for
the node to stop transmitting before listening again for
a free communications channel.

 Transmission: if the medium was identified as being
clear, it sends the frame in its entirety.

CSMA/CA achieves high-throughput. However, if the 
number of the nodes or the packet size becomes larger, its 
performance decreases by increase of the packet collision 
probability. 

2.3 Intersection Collision Warning System 
sharing On-board Obstacle Detection 
Sensor Information [1] 

Intersection collision warning system (ICWS) discourages 
a driver in a vehicle that approaches a blind intersection 
from entering the intersection if another vehicle approaches 
the same intersection from another direction. In this study, a 

T-junction model shown in Fig. 1 is configured. The T-
junction combines a priority road and an inflow road. The
road extending horizontally is called the priority road, and
vehicles running on it are called priority vehicles. In the
priority road, priority vehicles run on the left-hand side of
the road (drivers obey Japanese traffic rules). Furthermore,
the road that intersects at right angles is called the inflow
road, and vehicles running on it are called inflow vehicles.
Inflow vehicles should not tie up priority vehicles that
approach the intersection. When the line-of-sight from the
inflow road to the priority road is interrupted by obstacles
(by a pedestrian, hedge, wall, building, etc.), the driver of
the inflow vehicle might pass over with the priority vehicles
and get into danger of causing a crossing collision. To avoid
this danger, ICWS assists the inflow vehicle in entering the
intersection safely by providing driving information
(position, velocity, etc.) of the priority vehicles that
approach the intersection. In this system, for the priority
vehicle to broadcast its individual driving information
repeatedly with short intervals, the OBU of the system must
have two fundamental functions; a real-time V2V
communication function and a real-time positioning
function. By using these functions, the inflow vehicle’s
OBU can acquire other priority vehicles’ driving
information in real-time. In this paper, we call this ICWS
that shares individual vehicle information as ICWS-INDV.

3 MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC SIMULATOR 
FOR VIS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Scenargie (Scenario Generation and Management 
Framework for In-Depth System Analysis and Evaluation) 
[5] can simulate mobility of nodes and communication of
nodes simultaneously. Therefore, the mobility and
communication models provided by the Scenargie
framework are used for the construction of a microscopic
traffic simulator for VIS performance analysis. In this study,
a T-junction model shown in Fig. 1 is constructed. Then, the
V2V communication module (based IEEE802.11p and

Table 1: vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication standard 

Japan North America EU 

standard/committee RC006 IEEE802.11p/1609.x IEEE802.11p/1609.x 

Frequency band 715～725MHz 5.850～5.925GHz 5.850～5.925GHz 

Number of ch. 10MHz×1ch 10MHz×7ch 10MHz×7ch 

Modulation OFDM 

Transmission rate 3～18Mbit/s 3～ 27Mbit/s, /  6～54Mbit/s 3～ 27Mbit/s 

Medium access control CSMA/CA 

Communication mode Simplex 
broadcast 

Broadcasting without ACK,  
Multicasting, Unicasting with ACK 
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IEEE1609 (WAVE)) provided by Scenargie are 
implemented to the simulator.  

To achieve a function that the OBU sends information 
obtained by in-vehicle obstacle forward detection sensor, it 
is assumed that the information contained into the message 
set of the Basic Safety Message (BSM) of WAVE [6]. OBU 
vehicle makes two packets (the payload size of each packet 
is 128 byte). One is a packet that contains its individual 
driving message and another is a packet that contains the 
driving message of its forward vehicle detected by the 
forward obstacle detection sensor. They are transmitted 
separately. 

4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

4.1 Simulation Method 

In this analysis, left-turn merging situation is assumed. 
Priority vehicles are arrived at both side of the priority road 
of the T-junction. The distribution of their arrival interval 
(corresponds to the headway time distance) follows an 
exponential distribution. Those vehicles run through the 
400m length of priority road and they update its position 
every 0.1 seconds. In this analysis, two VIS patterns are 
simulated. One is the VIS for the ICWS-INDV that send 
only one BSM packet that includes its individual 
information every 100 ms. Another is the VIS for the ICWS-
ODSI that send two BSM packets; individual driving 
information packet and forward vehicle driving information 
packet obtained by a forward obstacle detection sensor 
every 0.1 seconds. The specification and parameters are 
listed in Table.2. In the table, penetration rate means a rate 
that OBU-equipped priority vehicles to all the priority 
vehicles. The simulation data were recorded from 30 
seconds to 40 seconds. 

4.2 Results 

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2. In these graph, 
dots indicate that the inflow vehicle obtained entire vehicle 
information in the V2V area. Besides, some dotted-lines 
break because of packet collisions or the packet non-
transmission by the congestion of the communication 
channel. Whereas, red square-dots are supplemental 
information made from the information of a forward 
obstacle detection sensors and shared via V2V 
communication. Besides, the cumulative total number of 
recognized vehicles NR (corresponds to the total dots in each 
graph), the cumulative total number of unrecognized 
vehicles NU, and the cumulative total number of running 
vehicles N, the information omission rate ( NU / N ) are 
summarized in Table 3. The information omission rate 
(IOR) of both of VISs increase with increasing of the 
average traffic volume. This is because the packet collisions 
and transmission failure by timeout are increased by the 
increasing of the average traffic volume. 

These result shows that the IOR depends on the traffic 
flow. That is, the packet collisions and transmission failure 
by timeout are increased by the increasing of the average 
traffic volume. Moreover, in each traffic, VIS for ICWS-
ODSI shows less IOR than that of ICWS-INDV. The case 
that a priority vehicle (subject vehicle) with VIS for ICWS-
ODSI could not be recognized by the inflow vehicle occurs 
when both packets from the subject vehicle and the vehicle 
that follows the subject vehicle are lost. Consequently, it is 
indicated that negative influence caused by packet collisions 
and transmission failures is smaller than the positive 
influence of ODSI sharing.  
 

Table 2: Configurations 

Road Configuration T-junction with 2 lanes 

distribution of HWD Exponential distribution 

V2V area 200m from the center of the Intersection 

Penetration rate 100[%] 

transmission interval 100[ms] 

Payload size 128[byte] 

Vehicle speed 40[km/h] 

Average traffic volume 150,300,600[vehicle/h] 
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(a) Traffic flow: 150 vehicle/h, ICWS-INDV) (b) Traffic flow: 150 vehicle/h, ICWS-ODSI)

(c) Traffic flow: 300 vehicle/h, ICWS-INDV) (d) Traffic flow: 300 vehicle/h, ICWS-ODSI)

(e) Traffic flow: 600 vehicle/h, ICWS-INDV) (f) Traffic flow: 600 vehicle/h, ICWS-ODSI)

Figure2: Results of simulation 

Table 3: Cumulative total number of vehicles 

Traffic flow 

(vehicle/h) 
VIS type NR NU N Information omission 

rate (%) 

150 
ICWS-INDV 152 31 

183 
0.169 

ICWS-ODSI 171 12 0.066 

300 
ICWS-INDV 215 107 

322 
0.332 

ICWS-ODSI 249 73 0.227 

600 
ICWS-INDV 253 152 

405 
0.375 

ICWS-ODSI 310 95 0.235 
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5 CONCLUSION 

In this study, a simulator for the performance analysis of 
VIS for ICWS was constructed, which shares vehicle 
information that is obtained by on-board obstacle detection 
sensor of OBU vehicles. Moreover, the performance of the 
VIS for ICWS was analyzed in the situation of 100% of 
OBU penetration rate. Then two patterns of VIS for ICWS is 
analyzed; ICWS-INDV and ICWS-ODSI. For the result of 
ICWS-ODSI shows superior VIS performance that than 
ICWS-INDV. Furthermore, it is indicated that the VIS 
performance of both ICWS decrease with increasing the 
traffic volume because packet collisions and transmission 
failure by timeout.  Meanwhile, it is indicated that negative 
influence caused by packet collisions and transmission 
failures is smaller than the positive influence of ODSI 
sharing. Future work is analysis of the penetration rate 
properties. 
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Abstract - In recent years, many studies have been con-
ducted on autonomous vehicles. These studies could not have
been done without information processing and communica-
tion technologies (ICT) such as sensing technologies and V2X
communication technologies. Many governments expect these
technologies to reduce traffic jams, traffic accidents, and so
on. In an ideal traffic environment, all vehicles on the road
are controlled by autonomous technologies. However, in a
real traffic environment, we think that vehicles on the road
will be intermingled with autonomous and non-autonomous
vehicles. Non-autonomous vehicles may have some functions
of autonomous vehicles. In this paper, we focus on a junction
of three roads and classify various cases using simple models.
Then we clarify the problems in real traffic.

Keywords: ITS, autonomous vehicles, traffic jam, traffic
flow

1 INTRODUCTION

Traffic jams constitute a serious societal problem; they cause
critical issues such as a significant loss of time and bad influ-
ences on the environment. In Japan, 40% of driving time is
lost owing to traffic jams. This is an enormous economic loss
that is 20% higher than the loss in Europe or America [1]. In
recent years, research and development of autonomous vehi-
cles has been actively pursued in order to reduce these prob-
lems.

In order to realize an autonomous vehicle, two systems are
integrated: an ”autonomous type system” and a ”collabora-
tive type system.” These systems are expected to upgrade[2].
An ”autonomous type system” recognizes the driving envi-
ronment using sensors that are installed on the vehicle. A
”collaborative type system” recognizes the driving environ-
ment on the basis of acquired information from the outside
using V2V and V2R communication technologies.

Many vehicles and traffic infrastructure equipped with DSSS
correspond to the collaborative systems. In many cases, col-
laborative environments result in safe and smooth traffic. Ref-
erence [3] proposed a method of reducing right and left turn
times at intersections. This method acquired information around
the intersection in advance using Inter-Vehicular Communi-
cation (IVC) and Road-Vehicle Communication (RVC).

However, in the process of increasing the market for au-
tonomous vehicles, there will be intermixed environments of
autonomous vehicles operated by machine, and non-autonomous
vehicles operated by humans. In these environments, there

will be a possibility that the strong braking by surprising the
human who cannot believe the computer and machine per-
fectly. In such a situation, it is possible that the behavior
of autonomous vehicle will cause accidents or traffic jams.
One cause is the difference in distance sensation seen by the
human eye (see Figure 1) and the safe distance obtained by
distance recognition and speed recognition by a machine (see
Figure 2).

For example, we consider the following scene: A non-
preferred vehicle turns right at a minimum inter-vehicle dis-
tance at an intersection where a non-autonomous vehicle that
is driving on a preferred road is approaching. In such a situa-
tion, the non-autonomous vehicle may sense danger at a short
inter-vehicle distance. The vehicle will reduce speed, and the
vehicles behind it will similarly reduce speed. Such a situa-
tion shrinks the inter-vehicle distance between the following
vehicles. This mechanism results in a traffic jam (see Figure
3).

This problem is a difference in judgment between a ma-
chine and a human. The point of difference cause the simi-
larly situation between humans. However, humans can make
different decisions owing to communication between drivers.
The purpose of this study is to realize a driver support system
that considers this difference, and to achieve a smooth traffic
flow. This paper reveals the problems in an intermixed envi-
ronment of autonomous vehicles and non-autonomous vehi-
cles by a simulation

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Problem of Collaborative-Type System

Even if a human and a machine confront a situation in the
same way, they do not necessarily perform the same behav-
iors. If driver can select some behaviors, it occurs confronta-
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Figure 1: Entry judgement by human
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Figure 2: Entry judgement by machine
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Figure 3: Traffic jam occurrence by autonomous vehicle

tion in between humans and machines [4] . If the human se-
lects a behavior that is different from that of the machine,
smooth communication is needed between the human and the
machine in order to prevent deterioration of acceptability of
human side.

Humans must understand the behavior of the machine and
its intent in order to communicate smoothly between human
and machine. The following method for this problem is pro-
posed in [5] :

1. Information that the basis for judgment of machine can
understand.

2. Information that becomes a clue to understanding the
machinefs intentions.

3. Information sharing between human and machine.

4. Information that helps to understand the limits of the
capacity of a machine.

If the machine is able to present easy-to-understand informa-
tion to the human, the human will understand the machine and
can accurately rate its ability.

B

point

A

point

No relation 

of entry
Entry

judgement

Entry

denial

Figure 4: Driver judgement on the priority road

2.2 Problem of V2V System at Intersection
When a driver judges at an intersection using inter-vehicle

communication, it is necessary to perform determination along
the human behavior. If a driver decides to enter into an inter-
section by using vehicle communication, the driver needs to
define the timing, etc., in advance. In [6] , experiments with a
real vehicle and a simulator are conducted from an ”A-point”
to a ”B-point.” The ”A-point” is the border where the priority
vehicle begins the judgment of acceptance propriety of non-
priority vehicle. The ”B-point” is the border where the prior-
ity vehicle refuses entry to the nonpriority vehicle. The mar-
gin time between the ”A-point” and ”B-point” where the pri-
ority vehicle travels at a velocity of 50[km/h]and 30[km/h]are
1.5[s]and 3.4[s], respectively. It is considered hard that non-
priority vehicle to enter preference road using cueing from
this result. If one can indicate his or her intention before the
A-point using inter-vehicle communication, can make judg-
ment time of acceptance propriety of nonpriority vehicle.

As results has been and can be expected to achieve secure
communication.

3 TRADITIONAL MODEL

In this paper we consider an unsignalized junction that has
a crossing with a preference road and non-preference road.
Intersection is regarded as road shape that is accident, and
traffic jams tend to occur [7] . Smoothing the traffic flow of
the intersection leads to problem-solving faced by automo-
bile society. In addition, in provincial cities where means of
transport are limited, it is considered that this problem is more
serious.

3.1 Problems in Today’s Traffic
In the current environment, where there are no autonomous

vehicles, humans perform all driving operations using three
phases: cognition, judgment, and operation. It is necessary
that the driver correctly performs all phases for safe driving
operation.

A survey of the literature [8] indicates that 75% of drivers
have made a mistake during the cognition phase. Eighty per-
cent of the information that humans acquire while driving is
visual information. Situations in which visual information is
limited include those that shut down the information uncon-
sciously by driver prejudice, and those that cause poor visi-
bility by obstacles and weather, and the like. Owing to delays
in judgment and unreasonable operation, the risk of an acci-
dent increases when information remains insufficient during
the cognitive phase.

An unsignalized T-junction has many factors that cause mis-
takes that result in traffic accidents. One of these factors is the
restriction of visual information. Other main factors include
the following:

• Static obstacles
Buildings and walls at the corners of an intersection are
representative examples of static obstacles. They limit
visual information to the side. Therefore, traffic infor-
mation in the lateral direction of the lane is insufficient..
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• Dynamic obstacles
Heavy vehicles, including buses and trucks, are rep-
resentative examples of dynamic obstacles. If these
vehicles drive around another vehicle, information ob-
tained from the direction, that exist vehicle, is limited.
If heavy vehicles are driving in front of the vehicle, in-
formation obtained from the front and side is limited.

• Drivers prejudice
The prejudice of the driver with regard to a specific lo-
cation can lead to an accident. If the driver knows that
the traffic volume of a nonpriority road is small, that
driver is neglected cognitive of nonpriority road. As a
result, an accident with the nonpriority vehicle occurs.
This accident is caused by driver prejudice.

In order to avoid accidents caused by these factors, the
driver requires prudent peripheral confirmation and safe driv-
ing operation.

However, there are individual differences in the surround-
ing confirmation of the status quo. This is not unique to spe-
cific drivers. In fact, there are cases in which the results are
different for the same driver.

Judging when to enter the intersection is a situation in which
individual differences occur. In this situation, determining
when to enter is based on the speed of the oncoming vehi-
cle and the distance between the oncoming vehicle and the
driverfs own vehicle.

n this research, the speed of oncoming vehicle is v [km/h],
and the time that the driverfs own vehicle takes to arrive at
the intersection is t [s]. Equation 1 calculates the inter-vehicle
distance y [m] in which the driverfs own vehicle is required
to turn left or right at the intersection.

y =
1000v

3600
t (i)

A margin time of 2 s is added to the minimum inter-vehicle
distance because 2 s is the inter-vehicle distance that is rec-
ommended for proper human judgment [9] .

y =
1000v

3600
(t+ 2) (ii)

If the oncoming vehicle is a heavy vehicle, a margin time
of 3 s is added to the minimum inter-vehicle distance:

y =
1000v

3600
(t+ 3) (iii)

If the speed of the oncoming vehicle and the intersection
passing time of the driverfs own vehicle are, respectively,
40km and 4.5s, the resulting calculations for Equation 1, Equa-
tion 2, and Equation 3 are shown in Figure 5.

Inter-vehicle distance that is increased as a result of vague
judgment can create a new traffic jam. In addition, if pedestri-
ans and bicycles are on the sidewalk, further delays in judg-
ment time occur, and it is expected that the traffic flow will
worsen. It is difficult to perform such driving operations, con-
sidering safety and impact on traffic flow, in current surround-
ing recognition.

Figure 5: Inter-vehicle distance required for entry

3.2 Ideal Traffic Flow by Autonomous Vehicle

A collaborative system that includes IVC and RVC is said
to be effective in solving this problem. By sharing informa-
tion about other vehicles and infrastructures, information to
be used for making judgments is increased. In addition, in an
autonomous vehicle, because a machine performs all driving
operations with regard to cognition, judgment, and operation.
and exact driving operation that does not through of the hu-
man ambiguous judgment can be expected.

Reference [3] considered an intersection of low visibility
with obstacles at the corners, proposed congestion mitigation
techniques that used IVC and RVC, and showed the effective-
ness of those techniques through a traffic simulation.

In the proposed method of conventional, share the vehi-
cle information of around the T-junction at between vehicles,
driver perform efficient judgment of turn of right or left.

The simulation compared an ITS environment and a non-
ITS environment. In the ITS environment, an ITS vehicle
communicates by IVC and RVC. In the non-ITS environment,
non-ITS vehicles do not communicate with each other.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the number of completions
of right or left turns in this simulation. Figure 8 shows a com-
parison of the average waiting time of the vehicles in this sim-
ulation. In the experiment results for the ITS environment, the
average waiting time is shortened, and has increased the right
or left turn completion. The average waiting time in the ITS
environment increased for left turns. By contrast, the average
waiting time in the non-ITS environment was approximately
4 s regardless of right or left turns. From this, in the ITS en-
vironment, it is considered performing the effective turn. All
vehicles in an ideal ITS environment are assumed to perform
cooperatively by communicating with each other. The real-
ization of an ideal traffic flow by performing efficient driving
operations can be expected

However, it is difficult to imagine that all vehicles can change
into autonomous vehicles that perform efficient driving oper-
ations. This is also evident when viewed from the current
situation of the automobile society that the vehicle of mod-
els of the new and old a variety has come and go. Because
the typical lifetime of a vehicle is 10 years, we are at least
10 years from being mandated by legislation to have mixed
environments of autonomous and non-autonomous vehicles.
In a situation where autonomous and non-autonomous vehi-
cles are mixed in an autonomous vehicle dissemination stage,
a system to achieve a smooth traffic flow is obtained that
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Figure 6: Road model that was used in [3]

Figure 7: Number of right-turn and left-turn completion vehi-
cle in LANE 2 in [3]

considers the impact that autonomous vehicles have on non-
autonomous vehicles.

4 ENTERING THE T-JUNCTION MODEL
IN MIXED SITUATION

4.1 Vehicle Model
In the mixed environment that is assumed in this paper,

there exist autonomous vehicles, ITS vehicles, and non-ITS
vehicles. The autonomous vehicle uses an autonomous-type
system and a collaborative-type system, and a machine per-
forms driving operations. The ITS vehicle uses a collaborative-

Figure 8: The average waiting time of vehicle to right-turn
from LANE 2 to LANE0 in [3]

Table 1: Features of the vehicle

Communication Right or Left Operaion
turn subject

Autonomous o Formula 1 Machine
ITS o Formula 1 human

Formula 2
non-ITS x Formula 2 human

Autonomous
Machine 

to each other

Machine 

and Human
Non-autonomous

Human 

to each other

Using Information 

providing terminal

Operation 

authority transfer

Autonomous

Autonomous

Autonomous Non-autonomous

Figure 9: Method of Intention transmission by each vehicle

type system, and a human performs the driving operations.
The non-ITS vehicle does not use a collaborative-type sys-
tem, and a human performs the driving operations. Features
of these vehicle are listed in Table 1.

The driver of an ITS vehicle receives information regarding
efficient driving operations in order to perform right or left
turns at a minimum inter-vehicle distance. The information
is provided by a terminal. However, there is a case of per-
forming a driving operation that takes the long inter-vehicle
distance by judgment of driver.

In the original traffic environment, there are pedestrians, bi-
cycles, and heavy vehicles. In addition, if the machine cannot
make a decision, machine is not always to perform operation
driving in order to transfer driving operation to human. How-
ever, in this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we consider an
environment in which only these three types are present.

4.2 Concessions in Mixed Situation
Figure 9 shows the operation of each vehicle in a mixed sit-

uation. In a T-junction with a mixed situation, an autonomous
vehicle must convey its ideas of driving operation to the other
driver in order to perform a smooth concession of the right-
of-way.

When misses occur, the ITS vehicle and non-ITS vehicle
cannot understand the driving operations, and there is the pos-
sibility that the traffic flow is stagnant.

If a human drives an ITS vehicle, we can solve this prob-
lem by conveying the intent of a driving operation through
the information terminal. Therefore, in such a situation, we
consider that it is necessary to solve this problem by commu-
nicating between human beings.

4.3 Entering the T-junction
It is possible that efficient driving operations of an autonomous

vehicle may be dangerous to humans. Thus, effective driving
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Figure 10: Acquisition of ITS non-equipped vehicle informa-
tion due to the RVC

operations for smooth traffic flow becomes a factor in traffic
jams.

A representative example is the situation shown in Figure
3. In Figure 3, traffic jams are caused by oncoming vehicles
that were surprised by autonomous vehicles that approach at
the required minimum inter-vehicle distance.

4.4 Acquire Vehicle Information

ITS vehicles acquired information using only IVC and RVC
in the traditional model. However, this method cannot acquire
vehicle information of non-ITS vehicles.

In this paper, in order to acquire information of non-ITS
vehicles that do not have communication equipment, a com-
munication base station is installed at the intersection. This
base station detects vehicles using sensors and cameras (Fig-
ure 10). Reference [11] was unable to detect all vehicles when
using a stereo camera. In addition, bottlenecks in provincial
cities are limited. We do not consider installing a sensor to be
a problem.

5 EVALUATION BY SIMULATION

5.1 Simulation Method

We ran a simulation using the multi-agent simulator of the
traffic simulator ”Scenargie” [10] .

Figure 11 shows a road model that has an unsignalized T-
junction. There is a priority road and a nonpriority road.

Priority road length and width are 2000 m and 16 m, re-
spectively, and nonpriority road length and width are 1000 m
and 14 m, respectively. Installed building that become depar-
ture point and destination at exit of each road. With regard to
communication, for simplicity, the vehicles can always trans-
mit and receive.

Three types of vehicle are used: autonomous vehicle, ITS
vehicle, and non-ITS vehicle, as described in section 4.1.

Table 2 shows the occupancy rate of each vehicle in the
simulation environment. Table 3 lists the specifications for
the simulation. For simplicity, we do not distinguish between
the driver and vehicle. In reality, however, the characteristics
of the driver should be considered because unique local rules
often exist.

Building

16[m]

14[m]

Road3

1000[m]
Road1

1000[m]

Road2

1000[m]

Building Building

Figure 11: Assumed road model

Table 2: Occupancy rate of each vehicle
Percentage

Pattern autonomous ITS non-ITS
A 20 20 60
B 50 20 30
C 80 20 0

5.2 Simulation Results
Figure 12 shows the average longest congestion length of

each road when the vehicles occur at 600 [units]. On the pri-
ority road, even if the occupancy rate of each vehicle is al-
tered, no significant changes were observed. However, on the
nonpriority road, the lower the occupancy rate of autonomous
vehicle, the longer the length of the traffic jam.

We consider the problem that, as the occupancy rate of non-
autonomous vehicles increases, opportunities for a human to
judge a left or right turn increases. In the simulation, when the
lead vehicle on the approach road is a non-autonomous vehi-
cle, situation could confirm to increase succession vehicles by
take time to right-turn or left-turn.

Figure 13 shows changes in the maximum traffic jam length
for different traffic flows and occupancy rates on Road 2. Al-
though there is a difference in the amount of the increase, in
every pattern it can be seen that maximum traffic jam length
increases with the traffic flow. The higher the occupancy rate
isthe smaller the increase in maximum traffic jam length. A
traffic jam mitigation effect by diffusion of autonomous vehi-
cle has affecting effectively.

Figure 14 shows the transition in traffic jam length when
vehicles occur at 600 units. Figure 15 shows a comparison
of the average waiting time at an intersection when vehicles
occur at 600 units. In any pattern, the traffic jam length and

Table 3: Simulation conditions
Simulation time 7200[s]

Position update interval 0.1[s]
number of 150[units], 300[units],

Occurrences Vehicles 800[units]
Vehicle occurences Interval expornential distribution

Number of vehicle
Definition of that has driving at 10[km/h]

Traffice Length less before 500[m] of
intersction or stopping
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Figure 12: Maximum traffic jam length at occurrence vehicle
600 units

Figure 13: Compare maximum traffic jam length in Road 2

average waiting time increased as the number of vehicle oc-
currences increased. The peak time of the traffic jam length is
in the vicinity of 1500 [s]. However, traffic jam cancellation
time and peak time of the average waiting time were different
for each pattern.

The times when the traffic jam length started to decrease
are as follows: for pattern A, in the vicinity of 2500 [s]; for
pattern B, in the vicinity of 2000 [s]; and for pattern C, in the
vicinity of 1500 [s]. In addition, the traffic jam lengths are
shortened to less than 10 m, and traffic jams are resolved after
500 s from the start of the decrease.

The peak time of the average waiting time was as follows:
for pattern A, in the vicinity of 2000 [s]; for pattern B, in the

Figure 14: Compare Traffic Jam Length in Road 2

Figure 15: Compose Average Waiting Time in Road 2

vicinity of 2500 [s]; and for pattern C, in the vicinity of 3000
[s]. This corresponds to traffic jam cancellation times. We
consider that the waiting time of a vehicle is reflected in the
peak time of the average waiting time.

5.3 Considerations
The traffic jam length and average waiting time are reduced

as the occupancy rate of autonomous vehicles increases. In
pattern A that has an occupancy rate of 80%, the traffic jam
length and average waiting time are reduced compared with
other patterns. Thus, we can say that a traffic jam reduction
effect resulting from efficient right-left-turn judgment is ap-
plied effectively.

In pattern B and pattern C, the traffic jam length and aver-
age waiting time are approximately two to three times those of
pattern A. When the occupancy rate of autonomous vehicles
is high, the number of vehicles that cannot smoothly judge
right or left turns increases. When considering the time loss
when operating non-autonomous vehicles, we consider that
the traffic jam length and average waiting time are increasing.

When the occupancy of autonomous vehicles is low, if we
are unable to achieve a satisfactory traffic jam mitigation ef-
fect, the penetration speed to market may could slow down.
The premise for the conventional method was that all vehi-
cles operate efficiently. However, it is difficult to solve the
problems of a mixed environment by using the conventional
method. Thus, we need a new method that considers a mixed
environment. An example of this method is shown below:

• Share the on-vehicle equipment information using IVC
In the conventional method, the infrastructure side de-
tects non-autonomous vehicles, and the result had send-
ing other vehicles. However, in places where a commu-
nication base station is not installed, non-autonomous
vehicles cannot be detected. Hence, an autonomous ve-
hicle can recognize a non-autonomous vehicle by using
sensor and radar, and then share this information be-
tween vehicles using IVC. Thus, we can expect to use
peripheral vehicle recognition that does not depend on
infrastructure equipment.

• Efficient Entry Permit by Autonomous Vehicles
In simulation of this time, the lead non-autonomous ve-
hicle cannot enter smoothly onto the priority road, and
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it causes a traffic jam. To smooth the traffic flow on
the entry road, we consider a method where the au-
tonomous vehicle modulates the inter-vehicle distance
with the front vehicle, and the non-autonomous vehi-
cle conducts a prompt ingress. To realize this method,
need to get swiftly intersection information than con-
ventional method. Therefore, we consider the sharing
of non-autonomous vehicle information using IVC.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, to realize a driver assistance system in a mixed
environment with autonomous vehicles and non-autonomous
vehicles, we simulated an unsignalized T-junction. This al-
lowed us to clarify the problems in the mixed environment.

As a result, when the occupancy rate of autonomous vehi-
cles is high, a traffic jam mitigation effect was effective. How-
ever, when the occupancy rate of autonomous vehicles is low,
we are unable to achieve a satisfactory traffic jam mitigation
effect. When the occupancy rate of non-autonomous vehicles
is high, the number of vehicles that cannot perform a smooth
right turn or left turn increases. Be affected by time loss by
this operation, became we cannot achieve a satisfactory traffic
jam mitigation effect.

From the above, a future task is to consider a mixed en-
vironment of autonomous vehicles and non-autonomous ve-
hicles, to devise a method that solves these problems, and to
conduct an evaluation. In addition, these problems are very
important in local cities because there are limited means of
transportation aside from vehicles. Signals are not always
installed at T-junctions in local cities. If there is a signal,
we consider that a vehicle turning right from a priority road
onto a nonpriority road has the same problem. Right turns
are important problems in local cities. When many vehicles
are waiting to make a right turn, there is a case to block the
road straight ahead. To solve this issue, we are considering a
method where an approach is performed by a vehicle that is
not equipped with a communication device.

In the future, we plan to analyze right turns at general in-
tersections, and to propose a method for communication be-
tween drivers that does not use telecommunication.
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Abst r act - Realistic mobility traces are important for the
simulation of a communication system with vehicles. Some
of public travel survey data have been available as realistic
mobility traces. The temporal granularity of these survey
data is hourly or minutely and it is too rough to be used for
VANET simulations. VANET simulations need to use finer
grain of mobility trace such as movement traces of every sec-
ond. In this paper, we propose a framework of the achieve-
ment method for complement of a travel survey data with a
traffic flow simulator: People Flow Data by the University of
Tokyo is used as the travel survey data and SUMO is used for
the traffic flow simulator. As an application of the generated
realistic mobility trace data, we evaluate an opportunistic Wi-
Fi offloading with a cellular phone carrier’s actual Wi-Fi spot
map. In the offloading method, moving vehicles ferry mobile
data to the nearest Wi-Fi spot. As a result, we have derived
each moving vehicle’s encounter frequency and connection
time of a Wi-Fi spot. The encounter frequency is estimated
about 26 seconds and the connection time is about 23 seconds
in a simulation of downtown Tokyo.

Keywor ds: Mobility trace, Person trip survey data, People
flow data, Traffic flow simulator, SUMO, Mobile data offload-
ing, Opportunistic Wi-Fi offloading.

1 INTRODUCTION

These days intelligent transport systems (ITS) are actively
researched, and many novel services utilizing traffic flow have
been proposed. Such services include vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munication systems and message ferry systems with vehicles.
The performance of these systems depends on the physical
behavior of vehicles. Accordingly, a realistic mobility trace is
necessary to evaluate such services.

To obtain a vehicle’s trajectory with GNSS (Global Navi-
gation Satellite Systems) is getting popular. This trajectory is
currently the most realistic mobility trace. Cellular phone car-
riers, car companies providing telematics services, and navi-
gation system companies have collected much amount of ve-
hicles’ trajectory data, but such data are not opened to the
public or it requires a lot of costs. On the other hand, some
public taxi and bus trace datasets are available, but the amount
of such data is not enough to simulate a whole city.

Actual temporal-spatial data like an observed data and a
social survey data represent crucial information for simulated
real-world traffic. However, conventional datasets of trajecto-
ries are represented by minutely position data, so it is lacking

time step dependent accuracy for VANET simulations. Such
temporal-spatial data are generated from statistical OD (Ori-
gin/Destination) data and all the passing points along each
path are not directly observed. They are just estimated and it
may cause a lack of spatial accuracy.

As related work, several methods to gather detailed OD
data from such rough temporal-spatial data have been pro-
posed[1][2][3]. In the methods, the rough temporal-spatial
data is given as an input to a traffic flow simulator to simu-
late behavior of vehicles. The mobility traces generated by
the methods are regarded as more realistic. The methods use
a variety of statistics and datasets to generate trace data. The
accuracy of the trace data depends on that of their original
data. Each of the methods is designed to use dataset or statis-
tics of a certain city or area as its input, and therefore these
methods are not generalized to be applied to a variety of cities.

Public agencies in a variety of countries such as National
Household Travel Survey (NHTS) of U.S. Department of Trans-
portation provide Travel Survey data[4][5][6]. OD matrix and
travel time are common survey items in a lot of countries like
the USA, Japan and Netherlands. We propose a framework
for generating complemented mobility traces with travel sur-
vey data and a traffic flow simulator. In this paper, we target at
the travel survey data of JICA (Japan International Coopera-
tion Agency) and the University of Tokyo, which includes 30
Japanese and Asian cities, as the input dataset. Our method
generates mobility traces by complementing such a travel sur-
vey data with the traffic flow simulator SUMO[7].

The Center for Spatial Information Science, the University
of Tokyo (CSIS) researches a method to consolidate a variety
of temporal-spatial data. This method aims at circulation of
such temporal-spatial data. CSIS generates detailed individ-
ual pseudo mobility-trace data from JICA’s temporal-spatial
statistics data and provides them named People Flow Data
(PFLOW)[8]. JICA’s temporal-spatial statistics data is called
Person Trip Survey (PT Survey)[6]. The PT Survey is one of
the travel survey like the NTHS. At the moment, the PFLOW
includes unified grain size data of 26 Japanese cities and 4
Asian cities. Each PFLOW data consists of many individ-
ual detailed trace data (a sequence of every minute’s location
information) for 24 hours, and the amount of traces is, for
example, 600,000 for Tokyo 2008. Researchers can access
PFLOW free after applied to CSIS[9].

A trip of a conventional PT data consists of the origin and
destination location, its hour and its time distance. In each trip
of PFLOW, the minutely intermediate points of the trip are es-
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timated and complimented although assuming its mobility as
linear uniform motion on the shortest path between the origin
and destination. PFLOW has more detail information than the
usual travel survey data, but the pathways of minutely geo-
graphical position will not be enough for VANET simulations
with high-speed vehicles over 30km/h. To use a traffic flow
simulator like the related work[1][2] is reasonable for simu-
lating minutely behavior of vehicles on the second time scale.
However, such datasets as PFLOW which include less actual
traffic volume may not consider traffic jam in the traffic sim-
ulator. In this framework, we set up parameters to the traffic
flow simulator for considering traffic jam.

As an application of VANET, we evaluate mobile data of-
floading through Wi-Fi spots by using the proposed frame-
work. Opportunistic Wi-Fi offloading simulations which use
moving vehicles have been researched[10]. Moving vehicles
ferry mobile data to Wi-Fi spot. This enables the enlarge-
ment of Wi-Fi area. In this paper, we simulate such Wi-Fi
offloading system based on the proposed framework of the
mobility trace. The performance of the Wi-Fi offloading sys-
tem depends on moving vehicle’s encounter frequency and
connection time on Wi-Fi spots on the simulation. We use ac-
tual Wi-Fi spot map from NTT DoCoMo , the Japanese major
cellular phone carrier[13].

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Synthetic Mobility Models
It is useful to synthesize mobility trace data both from sur-

vey data and observed data as a way to presume OD matrix.
In this way, the OD matrix can satisfy real-world traffic vol-
ume. There are some researches that generate mobility trace
from the synthetic mobility models. In these approaches, fine-
graded OD matrix is synthesized by a traffic simulator. Two
examples about the synthetic mobility model are described as
follows.

First, datasets in Luxembourg are used to define each area’s
weight coefficient[1]. The datasets are about the use of the
land map, for example, commercial, residential, industrial
and downtown. The amount of the traffic from/to outside of
the area is estimated by a roadside measurement unit.

Second, the simulation in Cairn is used three datasets[2].
The datasets are (i) home locations and sociodemographic
characteristics, (ii) working places and free-time activities take
place, and (iii) the time use patterns. These datasets conjec-
ture 1.2 million ODs satisfied real-world traffic volume in an
area of approximately 400 km2 around the urban agglomer-
ation. In the research, an allocation method of pathway is
argued to feed the huge OD matrix into the traffic flow simu-
lator.

An advantage of such synthesized OD matrix is potentially
of topping up trip scenarios if the base datasets do not rep-
resent the original amount of trips. On the other hand, mock
traffic jams are necessary to simulate individual vehicles re-
alistically. To use a real-world traffic volume is a typical
method to generate simulated traffic jams. Since a simple
pathway interpolation, e.g. the shortest path, of each vehicle’s
may cause too heavy traffic at specific intersections on simu-

lation, the pathway assignment of each OD trip is important.
Road topology on simulators and that of real-world have often
different capacity of traffic volume. Accordingly, to guarantee
the reality of the pathway is difficult in this method. Further-
more, the same set of datasets are needed if applying these
approaches to another city.

In this paper, we generate detailed mobility trace data just
from travel survey data. This data are available in a lot of
cities around the world.

2.2 Mobility Traces Based On A Travel
Surveys

Methods to generate mobility traces based on travel surveys
have been researched. For example, a mobility trace is gen-
erated from the surveyed OD matrix in Zurich[3]. This OD
matrix is surveyed by Swiss regional planning authority. It in-
cludes 24-hour zone-level OD matrix. The zone-level OD is
not coordinate-OD but summarized-OD in each zone, hence
it is impossible to obtain accurate OD points in the zone. This
zone-level OD matrix is given into a traffic simulator to out-
put a mobility trace. This simulation has simple road topolo-
gies of the queue, and moreover only arterial roadways are
covered. In this simulation, 65,000 km2 area and 260,000 ve-
hicles are included, and however, the amount of the data is
less than the original traffic because the data is based on the
traffic survey.

On the other hand, individual coordinates of the OD form
travel surveys are based on true values, in consequence, the
OD’s margin of error is smaller than their zone size. That is
why the OD matrix from a travel survey has higher accuracy
than synthetic mobility models. Travel time is also surveyed
in many travel surveys. The travel time enables quantitative
evaluations of mobility trace through comparisons with real-
world travel time.

Travel survey data are suited for generating mobility traces
around the world, because it is published in a lot of cities.
This trace generation approach based on travel surveys needs
a travel time evaluation, because the survey data includes less
traffic volume data and enough traffic jam cannot be consid-
ered.

2.3 People Flow Data (PFLOW)
PFLOW[8] is developed from Person Trip Survey (PT Sur-

vey)[6], one of the travel survey. OD matrix and travel time
are included in the travel survey data. PT Survey is surveyed
by Japan local government and Japan International Cooper-
ation Agency. CSIS (the center for Spatial Information Sci-
ence, the University of Tokyo) aims at circulation of various
temporal-spatial data through PFLOW. PT Survey data is the
main source of PFLOW. Individual trips in the flow are gen-
erated from statistics of survey data.

PFLOW uses population-delimited zone-level of OD ma-
trix, 15,000 peoples on each population group. In PFLOW,
the origin point and destination point of a flow is remapped
based on the actual distributions of buildings and population
of each of the zones. Spatial smoothing in the geocoding is
also conducted in order to obtain finer-graded ODs. Each trip
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of PFLOW is appended to intermediate points as its detailed
path between its origin to destination, and these points are cal-
culated considering the mode of transportation and making its
path length reasonable. Such pathways are represented by a
sequence of coordinates on a minute-by-minute basis.

Departure time and arrival time are surveyed in the each
trip of PT Survey. However, survey subjects usually answer
rough departure time and arrival time. In the PFLOW, such
departure time and arrival time are smoothed.

Advantages of PFLOW are (i) realistic included coordinate-
level OD matrix , (ii) unified grain size data of 30 cites in 5
Asian countries, (iii) an application procedure permits access
to PFLOW, and (iv) easy cropping due to coordinate-level.
Currently, we can access 26 Japanese metropolitan datasets
and 4 Asian datasets (Hanoi, Manila, Jakarta and Dhaka).

2.4 Opportunistic Wi-Fi Offloading Which
Use Moving Vehicles

Opportunistic Wi-Fi offloading which use moving vehicles
is often simulated by the use of various datasets and methods.

In terms of network simulation, a Wi-Fi network model
with M/G/1/K queue is used[10]. In this research, trade-off
between network ability and Wi-Fi offloading ability is sim-
ulated. The network model is realistic, and real-world map
information is used in the simulation. However, Wi-Fi spots
are deployed randomly, and unrealistic mobility trace which
a traffic flow simulator generates automatically is used.

The simulation for 83km2 of San Francisco shows that we
can offloading half of mobile data through the opportunistic
Wi-Fi offloading[11]. In the simulation, a real-world mobility
trace of taxis is used. Wi-Fi spots are deployed along the main
roads adequately.

On the other hand, effective placement of Wi-Fi spots is
researched to improve the opportunistic Wi-Fi offloading[12].
In the simulation with traced taxi dataset, the effectiveness of
this placement was verified.

As mentioned above, some network models and frameworks
are proposed for the opportunistic Wi-Fi offloading simula-
tion. However, there are some cases where unrealistic mo-
bility traces or qualifying datasets like taxi are used. In this
paper, we propose the mobility trace to combine it with these
network simulations.

3 MOBILITY TRACE GENERATION
METHOD FOR VANET SIMULATION

In this section, we mention disadvantages of zone-level OD
matrix. Then, the complement method is introduced to con-
quer the disadvantages. In the proposed framework, we re-
move all arbitrary area off from PFLOW and selected two
area from Tokyo for evaluation. Figure 1 shows the workflow
for generating method of mobility trace.

Travel Survey Data

（OD, Travel Time）

ex. PFLOW

Cut off

Arbitrary Areas

OpenStreetMap

Supplement by Use of

Traffic Flow Simulator

SUMO

Network Simulations

Mobility Trace

Figure 1: Workflow for Generating Method of Mobility
Traces

3.1 Mobility Trace

3.1.1 Prerequisite of Mobility Trace for VANET Simula-
tion

Mobility traces for VANET simulation need to be expressed
by moving trajectory of every second based on the actual
travel. The performance evaluation of VANET application
depends on acceleration and deceleration caused by traffic
light waiting and traffic jam. The traffic frequency also has
an impact on the performance evaluation. Therefore, mobility
traces for VANET simulation need to be based on the actual
physical behavior of real-world vehicles. Vehicles usually run
several ten meters per second. On the other hand, commu-
nication range of VANET is about 100m, so mobility traces
need to be expressed by moving trajectory at least of every
second.

3.1.2 Disadvantages of Zone-Level OD Matrix

No one can find the true coordinate-level OD points by using
zone-level OD matrix. Owing to this, assumed coordinate-
level OD points based on zone-level OD matrix have a small
margin of error. The longest error and diameter of the zone
are same length, since trips between close two zones espe-
cially have larger error than usual. This is the common prob-
lem of zone-level OD matrix surveyed by travel surveys which
is not included travel distance. PFLOW even has such the
common problem.

3.1.3 PFLOW Dataset in This Evaluation

In this paper, our framework targets for at PT survey datasets
of various cities. PFLOW is more convenient than usual travel
survey data and we can access datasets of 30 Asian cities.
PFLOW is as versatile as usual travel survey data. Further-
more, it is easy to input PFLOW to the traffic flow simulator,
because PFLOW has coordinates of OD and middle path, so
we use PFLOW in this paper. PFLOW dataset in this evalu-
ation is from PT Survey data in Tokyo on October 1, 2008.
Survey slips were sent to 16,000,000 households. 340,000
households (600,000 people) provided a reply.

A PFLOW dataset covers an extensive area. However, the
VANET simulation with such extensive area has huge calcu-
lation costs. We cut selected areas in Tokyo (i.e. A downtown
and a suburb, 5km square areas) from the PFLOW. The down-
town area is Chiyoda and the suburb area is Tachikawa. The
two selected areas are fed to SUMO.
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3.2 A Supplement Method of PFLOW by Use
of SUMO

CSIS developed the PT survey into easily usable PFLOW.
PFLOW’s pathways represented by coordinates on a minute-
by-minute basis are still rough to simulate VANET applica-
tions. In this paper, we make such pathways finer. Traffic
simulator SUMO outputs detail pathways represented by co-
ordinates on a second-by-second basis. It is necessary to ap-
ply the method which we can hold the reality of travel time of
travel survey data.

3.2.1 Simulation Models of SUMO in This Evaluation

In this paper, we feed a free road topology of OpenStreetMap
(OSM)[14] into the SUMO. In this simulation, the reality
of the road topology and traffic lights depend on capacity
of SUMO and OSM. The number of lanes are optimized by
SUMO based on tagging road scales in OSM data. These
optimized lanes are represented by edges including a pair of
node i.e. a starting point and ending point of a short line. In
the OSM road topology, the position of traffic lights are given
as identical with real-world positions. By contrast, the lights
switching are different from real-world, because OSM does
not include such changeover timing data. Only one type of
general vehicles is used in this simulation and it does not run
on the expressway.

3.2.2 Input Method for PFLOW to SUMO

The one method of how to generate a trip scenario is to assign
OD and fragmentary middle path. SUMO can calculate the
shortest path from assigned information and Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm. We assigned the closest pair of edge to PFLOW’s OD
as the trip scenario’s OD. The closest edges to PFLOW’s in-
termediate points was assigned as the trip scenario’s fragmen-
tary middle path. This is how to input PFLOW to SUMO.

3.2.3 Velocity Adjustment

PFLOW includes smaller traffic volume than that of real-world,
so we cannot consider traffic jams on the SUMO by simple
use of PFLOW.

Travel times of PFLOW are based on true values, because
they are generated from surveyed PT Survey Data. In ad-
dition, most travel distances and average speeds are authori-
tative, because the average travel distance (17.9 km) is much
longer than the general zone size of PT Survey (1km2-1.5km2).
On the other hand, SUMO simulation with PFLOW dataset
and OSM legal speed cannot simulate traffic jams, because
PFLOW dataset is smaller than real-world traffic. But for
average speed, the simulated speed is faster than PFLOW.
Figure 2(a) shows the normal supplemented result of average
speeds based on OSM legal speed in downtown Tokyo. The
result of the suburb area was similar to the downtown area.

Then, SUMO is re-executed by using speed factors. Those
are computed from the first output of SUMO trips. When
average speed of the first SUMO trips is vs and average speed
of the PFLOW trips is vp , a speed factor is vp

vs
. The maximum
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Figure 2: The Average Speed Comparisons between PFLOW
and Simulated Trip by SUMO (Downtown Tokyo)

value of speed factor is 80 km/h and has potential to excess
OSM regal speed.

3.3 A Supplement Result by Use of SUMO
In each trips, We evaluate coincidence average speed be-

tween SUMO and PFLOW. The substantial reason for this
evaluation is what survey basis on PFLOW expresses real-
world traffic jams. In the comparing between re-executed re-
sult and PFLOW, 90% of trips have speed difference within
8km/h. Figure 2(b) shows the coincidence by using the speed
factor.

Conversely, 10% of trips data are incorrect by PFLOW’s
unrealistic fast average speed. Those are common problem of
assumed ODs based on zone-level OD matrix.

3.4 Consideration
In this paper, we complemented finer grain of mobility trace

based on PFLOW by use of traffic simulator SUMO. PFLOW
is a realistic data based on questionnaire survey. SUMO’s out-
put is a data which is moving trajectory of every second. It is
considered acceleration and deceleration caused by vehicle’s
waiting for traffic light. In this paper, we also considered ve-
hicle’s waiting for caused by traffic jam. Therefore, our pro-
posal method satisfies the requirements of mobility trace for
VANET simulation shown at section 3.1.1.

4 AN OPPORTUNISTIC WI-FI
OFFLOADING SIMULATION WHICH
USE RUNNING VEHICLES

In this section, we evaluate the Wi-Fi offloading system
which uses running vehicles. Running vehicle’s encounter
frequency and connection time of Wi-Fi spot are evaluated by
using the proposed mobility trace and a Wi-Fi spot location
data. It is necessary to consider detailed network models like
packet collision and radio signal propagation model to simu-
late exact VANET communication. By contrast, we use sim-
ple network model with the aim to simulate Wi-Fi offloading
statistically. Simulation areas are identical with the evalua-
tion of the generating mobility trace (i.e. The downtown and
suburb of Tokyo, 5km square areas).
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Figure 3: NTT DoCoMo Part of Document about Wi-Fi Lo-
cations

(a) The Downtown Tokyo (b) The Suburb Tokyo

Figure 4: The Drawing of Extracted Wi-Fi Spots

4.1 The Wi-Fi Offloading Simulation Models

4.1.1 Real-world Wi-Fi Offloading Spot Location Data

NTT DoCoMo, the Japanese major cellular phone carrier has
released Wi-Fi spot locations on their website[13]. Figure 3
shows the part of website document. The underline of Fig. 3
shows lat/long by use of Japanese Geodetic Datum 2000
(JGD2000). We got all Wi-Fi spot location data of Tokyo
from the website. We extracted all Wi-Fi locations from web-
site and convert the data location from JGD2000 to WGS84
format for used with OSM and PFLOW. The use of only one
carrier dataset is justified, because users cannot access Wi-Fi
spots installed by other carriers which is not contracted.

Figure 4 shows extracted Wi-Fi spots. There are 2988 spots
in the downtown simulation area, and there are 324 spots in
the suburb simulation area.

4.1.2 Communication Models

In this evaluation, we use simplified communication models
to simulate the upper bound of opportunistic Wi-Fi offload-
ing ability. Wi-Fi communication areas are concentric circles
with a radius r in meters with no barriers. Running vehicles
connect to the nearest Wi-Fi spot preferentially. There is no
no packet collision. The communication probability in Wi-Fi
areas is 100%. The negotiation time to get IP address is 0
seconds. The maximum number of concurrent connections at
a Wi-Fi spot is not subject to restraint. Communication re-
quests occurs when vehicles outbound from Wi-Fi areas or
start to travel. In this simulation, it is no problem whether
to complete sending packets or not. However, this offloading
system targets at small packets like mail data, synchronous
data and system update data. It is possible to apply DTN (De-
lay Tolerant Networking) to these communication.
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Table 1: Average Encounter Frequency And Connection Time

90% CDF Encounter Connection
Data Encounter Frequency Time

Frequency
Downtown Proposal 71s 26.0s 23.6s

PFLOW 79s 32.0s 22.2s
Suburb Proposal 291s 107.1s 24.2s

PFLOW 300s 110.1s 19.4s

4.1.3 Evaluation Items

There are two items conceivable in the Wi-Fi offloading eval-
uation. One is running vehicle’s encounter frequency of Wi-
Fi spot. The other is running vehicle’s Wi-Fi spot connec-
tion time. The send-able packet size depends on Wi-Fi spot
connection time. Kinds of send-able content depend on the
encounter frequency, because of using DTN and size of send-
able packets rely on the connection time of Wi-Fi spot. In the
evaluation, we compare proposed mobility trace with normal
use of PFLOW through the Wi-Fi offloading simulation.

4.2 Evaluation Result

In general, Wi-Fi spots are estimated to work in 100m ra-
dius of communication area without barriers. However, the
actuality of Wi-Fi signal is attenuate in long distance. In this
comparisons, we set Wi-Fi radius r to 40m as a significant
value of parameters .

Figure 5 shows cumulative probabilities of the encounter
frequency of two mobility traces. Table 1 shows average en-
counter frequency and average connection time. The result
of using proposed mobility trace has about 10% higher than
original PFLOW in case of connection time cumulative prob-
ability in downtown Tokyo.

4.3 Consideration

In the framework of generating mobility trace, average speed
of SUMO and PFLOW were adjusted. However, the encounter
frequency of use of proposed mobility trace is shorter than
normal PFLOW (Fig. 5). Generally, Wi-Fi spots are installed
in crowded places like mass transport stations. That is why,
locations of traffic jams and Wi-Fi spots located at the same
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position. In contrast, vehicles run speedily on non-dense Wi-
Fi areas, hence encounter frequencies between two Wi-Fi spots
become shorter than the PFLOW’s motion of uniform veloc-
ity.

The difference of the connection time between proposed
mobility trace and normal PFLOW is explained by same rea-
son. Vehicles run slowly on tight Wi-Fi areas, hence con-
nection times at a Wi-Fi spot become longer than than the
PFLOW’s motion of uniform velocity.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the framework of achievement
to generate mobility trace from public travel survey data. This
Generating of mobility trace aims at vehicle’s network simu-
lation. People Flow Data (PFLOW) generated by the Center
for Spatial Information Science, The University of Tokyo. It
was used in framework evaluation. For this framework, traffic
jams were reconstructed based on compensated speed factors
of SUMO and adjusted to be average speeds of PFLOW.

In addition, we simulated the opportunistic Wi-Fi offload-
ing system by using proposed mobility trace and original PFLOW.
Running vehicles ferry mobile data to Wi-Fi spot for the of-
floading. The vehicle’s encounter frequency and connection
time were evaluated in this simulation. In simulation result,
there was a difference between proposed mobility trace and
normal PFLOW. The necessity of proposed mobility trace was
confirmed through evaluation result.

In the downtown Tokyo, the average encounter frequency
was 26 seconds and the average connection time was 24 sec-
onds. Accordingly, the data which has delay tolerance like
mail data, synchronous data and system update data is capa-
ble through this Wi-Fi offloading system.

In this framework, only one PFLOW dataset from private
vehicles was simulated. There are improvement of reality by
simulation of buses, motorcycles, bicycles and pedestrians in
the future task.

Parenthetically, we used very simple network models in the
evaluation of Wi-Fi offloading system. Network simulators
such as ns-3 has ability to improve the Wi-Fi offloading sim-
ulation.
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Introduction

Puppet-show
Familiar Cultural Experience for Children 
Educational Materials
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Riga Marionette Theater

Characters
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Program ( August)

Normal Puppet-Show

It is difficult for deaf children to enjoy

narrator

children with normal hearing

the audio information is main

Hello ？？？？

Puppet shows are a very familiar cultural experience

Hello
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Problems

Normal Puppet-Show

・The Dialogue Information

・The Interactive Experience
ex) Conversation with Characters

1. The Dialogue Information
Support the contents of the puppet theater for the deaf
→It is important to get the dialogue content in real time
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Problems

Normal Puppet-Show

・The Dialogue Information

・The Interactive Experience
ex) Conversation with Characters, Play a Role

Previous Studies

Inclusive Puppet-Show System

1.The Dialogue Information
→Projection the Dialogue

2.The Interactive Experience
→Using Body Motion
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Digital Puppet-Show

System Framework

router

Server PC Client PC

Projector Kinect Sensor
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Puppet

The characters’ dialogues

Balloon

Puppet(Speaking)
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Previous Studies

・The Interactive Experience

→Using Body Motion

 The digital puppet show 

Using Flash animation

side
front

screen
Character

operator
Single projector

screen

children

character

operator

operator
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Previous Studies

Animation

Viewer

demo

• video
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Collaborative puppet show

Purpose of the Study

・Developing a Novel Collaborative
Interaction Experience Function Using Body 
Motion

・ Evaluation of the Function as it Supported
the Immersive Viewing Experience of the 
Puppet-Show
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Story

Setting: In Laboratory

Purpose: Repairing Broken Robot 

Collaborative Interaction Experience:
Two Interactive Game Like Experiences in
the System’s Puppet- Show as Problems

1.The Electricity Generation Game
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The Electricity Generation Game

Jumping on a Pump 
at the Same Time

• video
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2.The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

Choose One of 
The Options

21 3
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The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

Choose One of 
The Options

21 3

The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

21 3

Choose One of 
The Options
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The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

21 3

Choose One of 
The Options

The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

21 3

Audience Can  
Discuss or Teach
Each Others
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The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

Jumping in Front of  
the Selection

21 3

• video2
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Evaluation Experiment
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Methods
Participants: 18 Deaf or Hard of hearing  
children in their 3rd to 6th year of elementary  
school (8 to 12 years of age)
Procedures:

Watching the puppet show (30 min)
Completed a Paper Questionnaire

(15min/20 items)
Study date: November 30, 2015

Methods
Questionnaire:
Viewing Experience of Puppet-Show 
The Electricity Generation Game  
The Fill-in-the-Blank Game

For each item the participants replied using a seven-stage 
Likert scale with strongly agree to strongly disagree.
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Results: The Electricity Generation Game
Questions examining the electricity generation game

Items SA A SWA N SWD D SD

1. The electricity generation game was
emotionally engaging **

13 2 2 1 0 0 0

2. I experience feelings as deeply in the
electricity generation game as I have in real
life **

8 5 3 1 0 0 1

3. When playing the electricity generation
game I feel as if I was part of the puppet-
show’s story **

10 1 3 3 0 1 0

4. When I accomplished something in the
electricity generation game I experienced
genuine pride **

5 3 4 2 0 1 3

5. I had reactions to events and characters of
the puppet-show in the electricity generation
game as if they were real *

3 1 2 0 1 3 8

N = 18, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.: not significant, (-): reverse scoring item  
SA: Strongly Agree A: Agree SWA: Somewhat agree N: No strong option

Results: The Electricity Generation Game
Questions examining the electricity generation game

Items SA A SWA N SWD D SD

1. The electricity generation game was
emotionally engaging **

13 2 2 1 0 0 0

2. I experience feelings as deeply in the
electricity generation game as I have in real
life **

8 5 3 1 0 0 1

3. When playing the electricity generation
game I feel as if I was part of the puppet-
show’s story **

10 1 3 3 0 1 0

4. When I accomplished something in the
electricity generation game I experienced
genuine pride **

5 3 4 2 0 1 3

5. I had reactions to events and characters of
the puppet-show in the electricity generation
game as if they were real *

3 1 2 0 1 3 8

N = 18, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.: not significant, (-): reverse scoring item  
SA: Strongly Agree A: Agree SWA: Somewhat agree N: No strong option
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Results: The Electricity Generation Game
Questions examining the electricity generation game

Items SA A SWA N SWD D SD

6. I  am not impacted emotionally by events
in the electricity generation game (-) * 1 3 1 0 1 6 6

7. When playing the electricity generation
game, I feel transported to the time and
place of the puppet-show’s story n.s

6 1 1 5 0 3 2

8. When moving through the electricity
generation game, I feel as if I am in the
world of the puppet-show actuallyn.s

6 3 2 1 0 5 1

N = 18, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.: not significant, (-): reverse scoring item  
SA: Strongly Agree A: Agree SWA: Somewhat agree N: No strong option

Results: The Electricity Generation Game
Questions examining the electricity generation game

Items SA A SWA N SWD D SD

6. I  am not impacted emotionally by events
in the electricity generation game (-) * 1 3 1 0 1 6 6

7. When playing the electricity generation
game, I feel transported to the time and 6 1 1 5 0 3 2
place of the puppet-show’s story n.s

8. When moving through the electricity
generation game, I feel as if I am in the
world of the puppet-show actuallyn.s

6 3 2 1 0 5 1

N = 18, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.: not significant, (-): reverse scoring item  
SA: Strongly Agree A: Agree SWA: Somewhat agree N: No strong option
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Results: The Fill-in-the-Blank Game
Questions examining the fill-in-the-blank game

Items SA A SWA N SWD D SD

9. The fill-in-the-blank game was emotionally
engaging * 9 3 3 1 0 1 1

10. I experience feelings as deeply in the fill-
in-the-blank game as I have in real life ** 5 8 1 2 0 1 1

11. When playing the fill-in-the-blank game I
feel as if I was part of the puppet-show’s
story n.s

6 2 2 2 4 1 1

12. When  I  accomplished something in the
fill-in-the-blank game I experienced
genuine pride **

9 2 4 2 0 0 1

13. I had reactions to events and characters
of the puppet-show in the fill-in-the-blank
game as if they were real *

7 3 5 1 0 1 1

N = 18, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.: not significant, (-): reverse scoring item  
SA: Strongly Agree A: Agree SWA: Somewhat agree N: No strong option

Results: The Fill-in-the-Blank Game
Questions examining the fill-in-the-blank game

Items SA A SWA N SWD D SD

14. I am not impacted emotionally by events
in the fill-in-the-blank game (-) * 3 0 0 2 1 6 6

15. When playing the fill-in-the-blank game, I
feel transported to the time and place of the
puppet-show’s story*

3 5 4 4 1 0 1

16. When moving through the fill-in-the-
blank game, I feel as if I am in the world of
the puppet-show actually *

8 0 5 3 0 1 1

N = 18, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.: not significant, (-): reverse scoring item  
SA: Strongly Agree A: Agree SWA: Somewhat agree N: No strong option
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Results: The Fill-in-the-Blank Game
Questions examining the fill-in-the-blank game

Items SA A SWA N SWD D SD

9. The fill-in-the-blank game was emotionally
engaging * 9 3 3 1 0 1 1

10. I experience feelings as deeply in the fill-
in-the-blank game as I have in real life ** 5 8 1 2 0 1 1

11. When playing the fill-in-the-blank game I
feel as if I was part of the puppet-show’s
story n.s

6 2 2 2 4 1 1

12. When  I  accomplished something in the
fill-in-the-blank game I experienced
genuine pride **

9 2 4 2 0 0 1

13. I had reactions to events and characters
of the puppet-show in the fill-in-the-blank
game as if they were real *

7 3 5 1 0 1 1

N = 18, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.: not significant, (-): reverse scoring item  
SA: Strongly Agree A: Agree SWA: Somewhat agree N: No strong option

Conclusions
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Conclusions
The Collaborative Interaction Experience 
Functions…

Generally Supporting an Immersive Puppet-
Show Experience
(Feeling Presence, Participation, Absorption, 
or Immersion in the Puppet-Show)

Conclusions
No Significant Differences were seen between 
positive and neutral or negative replies for a  
number of items related to…

I feel transported to the time and place or the world 
ofthe puppet-show’s story
(The Electricity Generation Game)

I feel as if I was part of the puppet-show’s story 
(The Fill-in-the-Blank Game)
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Future work
We’ll further analyze the causes in order to 
improve the system.
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A Study on Scalability Analysis of Exploration with Micro-Robots for Search
in Rubble
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Abstract - To utilize a huge number of small robots, called
micro-robots, for survivor searches in rubble in disaster ar-
eas is considered as a promising approach because of their
smallness. How many micro-robots should be deployed is one
of crucial research issues for survivor searches with micro-
robots. In this paper, we derive theoretical lower bounds of
the number of required micro-robots for accomplishing their
search mission by modeling rubble as a graph and drawing
orbits of micro-robots as paths on the modeled graph. As
the first step to analyze the number of required micro-robots,
we focus on relations between the number and sizes of rub-
ble. Our comparison between the theoretical lower bounds
and simulated results of the number of required micro-robots
implies that the searches in rubble with micro-robots becomes
difficult as the rubble is large in the vertical direction.

Keywords: Search in Rubble, Micro-Robot, Graph-based Anal-
ysis

1 INTRODUCTION

As various robots have been developed [1–4], attempts to
use robots for survivor searches in rubble in disaster areas
are studied [5, 5]. These robots can enter dangerous areas
for humans and perform their tasks. Moreover, using robots
may reduce risks of further endangering the survivors and res-
cuers due to secondary disasters. For these reasons, robots
are expected as one of promising means for search and rescue
in disaster areas. Since smallness of robots allows them to
break into small gaps in rubble, it is more likely to find sur-
vivors buried inside the rubble. Therefore, to utilize smaller
robots, which are often called micro-robots [6–8], for survivor
searches in disaster areas is considered [9–11].

Searches in rubble with micro-robots are generally performed
on the basis of deployment of enormous micro-robots because
of the following two reasons: one is a simple structure of
micro-robots and the other is a complex structure of rubble.
Since it is difficult to install many functions on small micro-
robots, they have minimum capabilities for searching, such as
moving and detecting obstacles and survivors [9]. Thus, one
approach for achieving a fast completion of the search is de-
ploying enormous micro-robots and searching many possible
spaces simultaneously [10]. As another point of view about
the difficulty in searches in rubble with micro-robots, Cho and
Arnold [11] point out a possibility that micro-robots may fall
into holes surrounded with debris inside rubble and they can-
not escape from the holes. Therefore, enormous micro-robots
have to be deployed so that they accomplish the search in rub-
ble even if a certain amount of them fall into such holes.

To determine how many micro-robots should be deployed
to complete a search in rubble with micro-robots is one of
crucial issues since the searches are performed with a huge
number of micro-robots. However, few researches analyze
the number of deployed micro-robots to complete the search
in rubble. We simply refer to the number of deployed micro-
robots to complete the search in rubble as the number of de-
ployed micro-robots, hereafter. In [10], a method to reduce
the number of deployed micro-robots is introduced but the tar-
get of the research is two-dimensional spaces with several ob-
stacles. However, the number of deployed micro-robots will
strongly depend on complexity of three-dimensional struc-
tures of rubble since many holes exist inside rubble of col-
lapsed buildings, as Cho and Arnold point out in [11]. In this
paper, we use the number of deployed micro-robots for indi-
cating one of the difficulties in search in rubble with micro-
robots and analyze the number of required micro-robots in a
three-dimensional structure of rubble.

As the first step to understand difficulty in searches in rub-
ble with micro-robots, we theoretically derive the minimum
number of deployed micro-robots to complete the searches
under an ideal case where all micro-robots move optimally in
the rubble on the basis of the complete information about the
internal structure of the rubble. We model a pile of rubble as a
graph and get the minimum number of micro-robots by deriv-
ing the minimum number of paths, which correspond to orbits
of the micro-robots, to cover all vertices in the modeled graph.
Then, we conduct several simulation experiments assuming
that currently developed micro-robots having capabilities of
moving horizontally and detecting humans are used. By com-
paring the theoretical and simulation results , we discuss how
searches in rubble with the currently developed micro-robots
is difficult.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we define the problem of searches in rubble with micro-robots.
Then, a method to model a pile of rubble with a graph and
a method to derive the theoretical minimum number of de-
ployed micro-robots are described in Section 3 and 4, respec-
tively. We compare the number of deployed micro-robots in
the case of the primitive micro-robots with the theoretical re-
sults in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec-
tion 6.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION OF
SEARCH IN RUBBLE WITH
MICRO-ROBOTS

In this section, we define the problem of searches in rubble
with micro-robots.
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2.1 Micro-robots and Searches in Rubble

1) Micro-robots: We assume that low-cost and small, cm-
scale, micro-robots are used for searches in rubble in this pa-
per. The micro-robot is equipped with 1) a sensor device to
detect humans, 2) a moving mechanism to move inside rubble
and 3) a device for notifying findings of survivors. Regarding
the human detection in rubble, we assume that micro-robots
use a temperature sensor or carbon a dioxide sensor to detect
humans. Regarding the moving capability of micro-robots,
we assume that they have the capability of moving to horizon-
tal direction since many currently developed millimeter-scale
micro-robots have the capability of crawling ground [6–8].
That is, we do not assume that micro-robots have the moving
capability toward the upward direction in rubble. Finally, re-
garding the notifications of the survivor detection, we assume
that micro-robots have wireless communication functionality
like Wi-Fi or Bluetooth and they can notify the finds of sur-
vivors from anywhere inside the rubble to outside the rubble.
Hence, we do not make further consideration about notifica-
tions of the survivor detection, hereafter.
2) Searches in Rubble: A micro-robot finds a survivor if and
only if it detects the survivor by using the installed sensor de-
vice, i.e., the micro-robots need to approach close enough to
the survivor. To find all survivors buried in the rubble, micro-
robots need to arrive at all possible spaces, which are defined
as places without any pieces of rubble, at least once, since
no knowledge about locations of survivors is available in ad-
vance of the search.

Micro-robots have only the horizontal movement capabil-
ity. Therefore, once they drop vertically into the lower space,
they can never go back to the upper spaces. Since the micro-
robots have no way to avoid dropping into holes, which are
defined as spaces surrounded with walls of debris, micro-
robots that drop into holes no longer continue their search
missions. That is, it is practically impossible for one micro-
robot to reach all spaces in rubble and find all survivors buried
there. Hence, for search in rubble with micro-robots, it is
necessary to deploy multiple micro-robots and to search all
possible spaces simultaneously.

2.2 Building Artificial Rubble

In this section, we explain a method for building rubble to
analyze the difficulty in searches in rubble with micro-robots.
We refer to rubble built with our method as artificial rubble.

We model rubble by piling small and equal-sized cuboids,
which are the minimum units of artificial rubble, in a three-
dimensional Euclidean space. We divide the three dimen-
sional Euclidean space into small sections. We refer to the
three-dimensional Euclidean space and the sections there as
field and cells, respectively. These cuboids represent small
blocks of rubble. That is, the cuboids are building blocks
of the artificial rubble and we build the complex structure of
rubble by piling the cuboids. In this paper, we use a cuboid
with sides of 10, 10, and 5 cm for constructing the artificial
rubble. The sizes of cells and cuboids are the same. We con-
struct artificial rubble by placing the cuboids into cells. We
refer to cells filled with the cuboids, which represent objects

(a) Decision of selection of rubble cells

(b) Example of artificial rubble

Figure 1: The overview of constructing artificial rubble

of rubble, as rubble cell and other cells except for rubble cells
as empty cells. That is, empty cells represent spaces inside
rubble. We handle rubble as a field of given width, depth,
and height. To simplify notations, we refer to the lengths in
the x, y, and z axes directions in the Euclidean space as width,
depth, and height, respectively. Micro-robots discussed above
can stay in empty cells having a rubble cell underneath them.
We refer to these cells, where micro-robots can stand as plane
cells. They can move horizontally on plane cells that are ad-
jacent each other on the same height of the field. We refer to
a set of adjacent plane cells with the same height as a plane.

Figure 1 depicts the overview of constructing the artificial
rubble. At the initial step, we fill a field of given width, depth,
and height with empty cells. That is, the field is empty at
the initial step. Then, we fill the field with rubble cells from
the bottom toward the top step by step. At each layer of the
field, rubble cells are placed until a given ratio, which we call
rubble ratio, of cells are filled with rubble cells, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). At each layer, one cell is selected randomly among
empty cells. Then, we make a cuboid of i× j cells starting
from the selected cell and fill with rubble cells in the cuboids.
The integer numbers i and j are uniformly distributed random
numbers between 1 and 10. Note that we make one constraint
where at least one cells underneath the cuboid must be a rub-
ble cell to avoid the situation where rubble cells float. We
construct a complex structure by combining small rubble cells
in this way, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
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2.3 Definition of Searches in Rubble

This section defines the problem of searches in rubble with
micro-robots. We define the completion of a search in rubble
with micro-robots as the situation where all plane cells in arti-
ficial rubble are covered by micro-robots. A plane cell is cov-
ered when at least one micro-robot reaches the cell. Covering
all plane cells means that micro-robots will find all survivors
in the rubble. To cover all plane cells, a search in rubble with
micro-robots are performed according to the following pro-
cedures. First, all micro-robots are deployed on top of the
highest rubble cells. Each micro-robot moves independently
from other micro-robots. Then, they move to one of adjacent
empty cells of the same height in x or y axes directions per
unit time. If the cell where micro-robots arrived at is an empty
cell, they fall vertically to a plane cell right under the empty
cell. Thus, if a plane is horizontally surrounded with rubble
cells, they cannot escape from the plane. We refer to such
planes as holes. We assume that micro-robots do not collide
each other. Finally, we assume that micro-robots have enough
battery capacity and therefore they do not stop moving till the
completion of the search.

2.4 Difficulty in Searches in Rubble

This section explains a metric to indicate difficulty in a
search in rubble with micro-robots and discusses a method
for analyzing the relation between the size of rubble and the
difficulty.

Since a micro-robot in a hole keeps staying there, all plane
cells are not able to be covered by one micro-robot. Thus,
we have to deploy multiple micro-robots to cover all plane
cells. We expect that many micro-robots have to be deployed
since many holes exist inside rubble of collapsed buildings.
Therefore, the number of deployed micro-robots to complete
the search is one of metrics to know how the search is difficult.

To measure the difficulty in the search in rubble with the
number of deployed micro-robots, we compare results ob-
tained by simulation with the theoretical lower bounds de-
rived theoretically. In the simulation experiments, we assume
that above-mentioned autonomous micro-robots are used, that
is, micro-robots having only the horizontally moving capa-
bility move autonomously without any knowledge about rub-
ble. We use the minimum number of deployed micro-robots
to cover all plane cells as a metric to indicate the difficulty
in the search in rubble. We simplify refer to the minimum
number of deployed micro-robots as the minimum number of
micro-robots, hereafter. That is, we use the minimum number
of micro-robots as guidelines to measure the difficulty in the
search.

To analyze the difficulty, we use a graph that represents
a structure of the artificial rubble and derive the minimum
number of micro-robots. We define the graph and a method to
derive the minimum number of micro-robots from the graph
in the following sections.

3 METHOD OF MODELING RUBBLE
WITH A GRAPH

3.1 Overview

In this section, we define a search in rubble as a problem
traversing a graph which corresponds to the artificial rubble
constructed in the previous section. That is, we model the
artificial rubble as a directed graph, of which vertices and di-
rected edges correspond to places where micro-robots can be
and paths where micro-robots can move, respectively. Then,
we derive the minimum number of paths, which correspond
to orbits of the micro-robots, to traverse all the vertices in the
graph.

We model the artificial rubble as a directed graph according
to the following two steps: 1) We simply express all possible
places and paths where micro-robots can be and move as a
directed graph and then 2) we simplify the graph by sum-
marizing horizontal movements of micro-robots. More pre-
cisely, we first derive a graph G1 by converting all empty cells,
where micro-robots can be, as vertices and placing directed
edges between all the possible vertices where micro-robots
can move horizontally or fall vertically. That is, micro-robots
can move from one vertex to another along directed edges in
G1. However, G1 has many redundant information to know
the minimum number of paths to cover all vertices, such as
loops and unreachable vertices. Thus, we derive G2 by sum-
marizing several vertices in G1 where micro-robots can move
each other with horizontal movements to one vertex and re-
moving unreachable vertices. That is, G2 contains only di-
rected edges that correspond to vertical movements of micro-
robots. Consequently, the problem of a search in rubble is
equivalent to covering all vertices in G2 since all plane cell
are contained in vertices in G2 and the minimum number of
micro-robots is equivalent to the minimum number of paths
to cover all vertices in G2. The following section mathemati-
cal defines the directed graphs and develops several heuristic
algorithms to build the graphs.

3.2 Graph Formation

3.2.1 Formulating Rubble as a Graph

Before defining a directed graph, symbols used in this section
are defined. The location of the cell in the artificial rubble is
expressed by (i, j,k) (i, j,k ∈ Z), which indicates i-th, j-th,
and k-th cell in x, y, and z axis directions, respectively. The
cell at (i, j,k) is represented as c(i, j,k). The function C(i, j,k)
is defined, which returns 0 if c(i, j,k) is an empty cell, return 1
if c(i, j,k) is a plane cell. X , Y , and Z are the width, depth, and
height of the artificial rubble.

Let G1 = (V1,E1) be the directed graph, where V1 and E1
are the sets of vertices and edges. V1 includes all plane cells
in the artificial rubble and defined as follows:

V1 =
{

v(i, j,k) | (i, j,k) ∈ I× J×K ∧ C(i, j,k) = 0

∧ (k = 1∨ (k ̸= 1∧ C(i, j,k−1) = 1))
∨ (i, j,k) = (0,0,Z +1)} , (1)
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where I, J, and K represent ranges of x, y, and z axes, respec-
tively. That is, I is represented as I = {x ∈N | 1≤ x≤ X} and
J and K are represented similarly. The condition C(i, j,k) =
0 ∧ (k = 1∨ (k ̸= 1∧ C(i, j,k−1) = 1 ) represents that c(i, j,k)
is plane cell. Therefore, V1 contains all the plane cells in the
artificial rubble. Micro-robots are deployed on top of the rub-
ble. Thus, we add another vertex to express the deployment of
micro-robots, root vertex v0, and the root vertex is represented
by the constraint (i, j,k) = (0,0,Z +1).

Next, we define the set of directed edges E1 in G1. Directed
edges express the movement of micro-robots from one plane
cell to another plane cell with horizontal movements and free
falls and are defined as follows:

E1 =
{(

v(i, j,k),v(l,m,n)
)
|

(l,m,n) = (i±1, j,k) ∨ (l,m,n) = (i, j±1,k)
∨ (((l = i±1 ∧ m = j) ∨ (l = i ∧ m = j±1))

∧ ∑k
h=n C(l,m,h) = 0 ∧ k > n)

∨

(
(i, j,k) = (0,0,Z +1)∧

Z

∑
h=n

C(l,m,h) = 0

)}
. (2)

The condition (l,m,n) = (i±1, j,k) and (l,m,n) = (i, j±1,k)
represents the horizontal movements and (((l = i± 1 ∧ m =
j) ∨ (l = i ∧ m = j± 1)) ∧ ∑k

h=n C(l,m,h) = 0 ∧ k > n)
represents movements from one plane cell to another in a free
fall through empty cells. To express the deployment of micro-
robots, E1 contains the edge that is link from the root vertex
v0 to vertices of plane cells of the top of the rubble and this is
represented by the last condition in Eq. (2).

Next, we present a heuristic algorithm to derive the directed
graph G1 from given artificial rubble in Algorithm 1. First, the
sets of vertices and edges V1 and E1 are initialized with empty
sets at lines 1 and 2. From line 3 to 11, G2 is constructed
from the given artificial rubble according to the definitions in
Eqs. (1) and (2). The sub-function SET EDGE defined at lines
12 to 15 is the function to set edges between vertices.

3.2.2 Summarizing a Graph

Next, we derive the graph G2 = (V2,E2) by summarizing sev-
eral vertices in G1 where micro-robots can move each other
with horizontal movements to one vertex. That is, vertices in
V2 correspond to planes in the artificial rubble. A plane is de-
noted by A(i, j,k), which contains the plane cell c(i, j,k), and the
constraint to aggregate plane cells and constructing a plane is
expressed as

A(i, j,k) = {c(i, j,k) | c(i, j,k) ∈ A(i, j,k)s ∧ A(i, j,k)s = A(i, j,k)s−1},
(3)

where A(i, j,k) s is defined using the following constraints.

A(i, j,k)1 = {c(i, j,k)} (4)

A(i, j,k) s = {c(l,m,n) | c(l,m,n) ∈ A(i, j,k) s−1

∨ (c(l,m,n) ∈ Q ∧ ∃c(s,t,u) ∈ A(i, j,k) s−1 ((l,m,n) = (s±1, t,u)

∨ (l,m,n) = (s, t±1,u)))} (5)

Algorithm 1 Constructing G1 = (V1,E1)

Input: The artificial rubble, c(i, j,k)
Output: The directed graph, G1 = (V1,E1)

1: V1← /0
2: E1← /0
3: for k← 1 to Z do
4: for j← 1 to Y do
5: for i← 1 to X do
6: if C(i, j,k) = 0∧C(i, j,k−1) = 1 then
7: V1←V1∪{v(i, j,k)}
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for
11: end for
12: for all v(i, j,k) ∈V1 do
13: SET EDGE(v(i, j,k),c(i±1, j,k))
14: SET EDGE(v(i, j,k),c(i, j±1,k))
15: end for

16: function SET EDGE(v(i, j,k),c(l,m,n))
17: if C(l,m,n) = 0 then
18: if n = 1 ∨ C(l,m,n−1) = 1 then
19: E1← E1∪{(v(i, j,k),v(l,m,n))}
20: else
21: z← n
22: while C(l,m,z) = 0 do
23: z← z−1
24: end while
25: E1← E1∪{(v(i, j,k),v(l,m,z+1))}
26: end if
27: end if
28: end function

Q = {c(i, j,k) | (i, j,k) ∈ I× J×K ∧ C(i, j,k) = 0

∧ (k = 1∨ (k ̸= 1∧ C(i, j,k−1) = 1))} (6)

To express the relationship between a plane and a vertex va
that constitutes the plane a, we introduce Sva , where Sva is
a set of plane cells that constitute the plane a. Sva satisfies
∀c(i, j,k) ∈ S(va)∀c(l,m,n) ∈ S(va) (A(i, j,k) ∈ A(l,m,n)). Sv0 is an
empty set.

Next, we explain how a set of directed edges E2 of directed
graph G2 is constructed. Edges in E2 represent the vertical
movements in free falls from one plane to the next plane. The
edge from va to vb must satisfy ∃ c(i, j,k) ∈ S(va) ∃ c(l,m,n) ∈
S(vb) (((l = i±1 ∧ m = j) ∨ (l = i ∧ m = j±1)) ∧ k > n).
Since micro-robots are deployed via the root vertex v0, we
connect the root vertex to all other planes which can reach
from the top of the artificial rubble, i.e., directed edges are
placed from v0 to all va that satisfies the constraint ∃ v′(i, j,k) ∈
S(va) ∑Z

h=n C(l,m,h) = 0.
Then, we present a heuristic algorithm to derive the di-

rected graph G2 from the given rubble and the directed graph
G1 built with Algorithm 1. In The algorithm consists of three
parts: initializing variables from lines 1 to 3, constructing ver-
tices from lines 4 to 14, and constructing edges from lines 15
to 25. To distinguish which plane vertices belong to, we as-
sign identifiers to all plane and the identifier of plane where
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Algorithm 2 Constructing G2 = (V2,E2)

Input: G1 = (V1,E1) and c(i, j,k)
Output: G2 = (V2,E2)

1: V2← /0
2: E2← /0
3: id← 1
4: for k← 1,Z do
5: for j← 1,Y do
6: for i← 1,X do
7: if C(i, j,k) = 0 ∧ C(i, j,k − 1) =

1∧ c(i, j,k).id = 0 then
8: V2←V2∪{vid}
9: CLUSTER(id,c(i, j,k))

10: id← id +1
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: for k← 1,Z do
16: for j← 1,Y do
17: for i← 1,X do
18: if C(i, j,k) = 0∧C(i, j,k−1) = 1 then
19: id← c(i, j,k).id
20: SET EDGE2(vid ,c(i±1, j,k))
21: SET EDGE2(vid ,c(i, j±1,k))
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: end for

c(i, j,k) belongs to is stored to c(i, j,k).id. The initial value of
c(i, j,k).id is zero. From lines 4 to 14, each plane in the given
artificial rubble is converted to a vertex. That is, all adjacent
plane cells of the same height are aggregated toe one plane.
To construct planes, we use sub-function CLUSTER, which
aggregates plane cells recursively assign the identifier to the
plane cells. From lines 15 to 25, directed edges are placed
from one plane to another where micro-robots can move ver-
tically in free falls. Finally, we construct G′2 by removing ver-
tices that are unreachable from v0 and edges to the removed
vertices since micro-robots cannot reach such spaces in the
rubble.

4 THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF
MICRO-ROBOTS

The theoretical minimum number of micro-robots is equiv-
alent to the number of paths in the minimum path cover of
the modeled graph G′2. A path cover is a set of directed paths
such that every vertex in the graph belongs to at least one of
the path. If the path cover consists of the minimum number of
paths, the path cover is referred to as the minimum path cover.
In this section, we first explain the reason why the minimum
number of micro-robots is equivalent to the number of paths
in the minimum path cover and then how to derive the mini-
mum path cover of G′2.

A search in the rubble with micro-robots is equivalent to
traverses of vertices leaving from the root vertex along with

Algorithm 3 Sub-functions for constructing G2 = (V2,E2)

1: function SET EDGE2(vid ,c(i, j,k))
2: z← k
3: if C(i, j,z) = 0 ∧ C(i, j,z−1) = 0 then
4: while C(i, j,z) = 0 do
5: z← z−1
6: end while
7: id2← c(i, j,k).id
8: E2← E2∪{(vid ,vid2)}
9: end if

10: end function

11: function CLUSTER(id,c(i, j,k))
12: if C(i, j,k) = 0∧C(i, j,k−1) = 1∧c(i, j,k).id = 0 then
13: c(i, j,k).id← id
14: CLUSTER(id, i±1, j,k)
15: CLUSTER(id, i, j±1,k)
16: end if
17: end function

directed edges on the directed graph derived from the rubble.
Specifically, we have modeled a given pile of artificial rubble
as a directed graph. Passing through a vertex in the graph is
equivalent to surveying the space in the rubble that correspond
to the vertex. In the similar way, moving along with a directed
edge is equivalent to moving from one space to another in the
rubble. Therefore, orbits of micro-robots in the rubble can
be expressed as paths starting from the root vertex v0 in the
directed graph G′2. The minimum number of deployed micro-
robots is equivalent to the minimum number of paths, which
are originating from v0, to cover all vertices in G′2.

Next, we derive the minimum number of paths originating
from the root vertex v0 for covering all the vertices in G′2. A
path P is defined as an ordered set of vertices. We denote
a set of paths using P , hereafter. The set of paths to cover
all vertices is also called as path cover and it is defined as
follows: P is a path cover of G = (V,E) if P is a set of
paths of G such that every v ∈V is included at least one path
P ∈P [12]. That is, a path cover must satisfy the following
condition:

∀v ∈V ∃P ∈P v ∈ P. (7)

The minimum path cover is a path cover P such that |P| is
minimum.

The orbits of micro-robots can be expressed by paths but
the paths must start with v0 since micro-robots are deployed
on top of the rubble. That is, the paths of micro-robots must
satisfy the following constraint:

∀P ∈P (v0 ∈P) ∧ ∀ v ∈V ∃P ∈P (v ∈ P) (8)

Such a path cover is called a single starting point path cover.
Therefore, the constraints of paths of the path cover problem
and the search in rubble with micro-robots are slightly dif-
ferent, as shown in Eqs. (7) and (8). The minimum single
starting point path cover is a single starting path cover P
such that |P| is minimum. Though algorithms to deriving
the minimum path cover have been already developed but no
algorithms to derive the minimum single starting point path
cover.
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If the number of elements of the minimum single starting
point path cover is equal to that of the minimum path cover,
the minimum number of micro-robots can be derived by solv-
ing the problem of the minimum path cover of G′2. We prove
that the number of elements of the minimum single starting
point path cover is equal to that of the minimum path cover
as follows: Since for all vertices v ∈ V ′2 in G′2 at least one
path that originates from v0 and reaches to v exists, a set of
paths P exists such that P satisfies the following condition,
|C |= |P| ∧ ∀P ∈P (v0 ∈ P) ∧ ∀P′ ∈ C ∃P ∈P (P′ ⫅ P ),
where C is the minimum path cover of G′2. That is, the set of
paths P is the minimum path cover and the all paths in P
start with v0. The number of elements of the minimum path
cover is equal to that of the minimum single starting point
path cover. Hence, the minimum number of micro-robots can
be derived by solving the problem of the number of elements
of the minimum path cover of G′2.

Finally, we explain a method to derive the minimum path
cover in G′2. G′2 is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [12]. It is a
well-known fact that the minimum vertex-disjoint path cover
in DAG can be derived by solving the maximum matching
problem by converting the DAG into a bipartite graph [13].
The minimum vertex-disjoint path cover is a set of the mini-
mum number of elements in vertex-disjoint path covers. The
vertex-disjoint path cover is a set of paths P such that for ev-
ery v ∈V in G there exists at exactly one path P ∈P includ-
ing v. The vertex-disjoint path cover must satisfy another con-
straint that no paths in the set cannot share vertices in addition
to the minimum path cover. However, if the target graph G is
a DAG, the minimum path cover of G is equal to the minimum
vertex-disjoint path cover of the transitive closure of the graph
Gclo [12]. Therefore, we can have the minimum path cover
of G′2 by deriving the minimum vertex-disjoint path cover of
transitive closure of G′2. In this way, the minimum number
of micro-robots deployed to complete the search in the rubble
can be derived.

5 DIFFICULTY IN SEARCH IN RUBBLE
WITH MICRO-ROBOTS

In this section, we analyze the difficulty in searches in rub-
ble with micro-robots. First, we describe our simulation envi-
ronments. Then, we analyze the number of deployed micro-
robots and the minimum number of deployed micro-robots by
change the width/depth and height of the artificial rubble.

5.1 Simulation Conditions
We set parameters of the artificial rubble as follows: To

express complicated shape of rubble, we set the size of one
cell to 10 × 10 × 5 cm. Since we suppose that micro-robots
search inside highly dense rubble, where a large robot can-
not enter, we set the percentage of rubble cells in the ar-
tificial rubble to reasonably high, i.e., 0.65. In our simu-
lation experiments, micro-robots are deployed randomly on
top of the artificial rubble. In the rubble, the micro-robots
move horizontally on planes according to Lévy Flight mobil-
ity model [14, 15], which is know as one of efficient mobility
patterns to search targets, and they fall in free falls when they

reach an empty cell. In this paper, we ignore situations where
micro-robots stop working during the search due to several is-
sues, such as failures of locomotion or sensor devices. We de-
fine that a plane cell is surveyed if at least one micro-robot en-
ters the plane cell. The search will be finished within 24 hours
since the probability of humans under rubble being alive de-
creases rapidly 24 hours after they are buried. We compute
the number of deployed micro-robots to cover 90% of plane
cells in the artificial rubble within 24 hours. We compute the
average of results obtained from 30 simulation trials. In the
following section, we investigate how the search in rubble is
difficult by evaluating the number of deployed micro-robots
by changing the size of the artificial rubble.

5.2 The Number of Deployed Micro-robots

First, we observe the effects of the area size, i.e., the width
multiplied by the depth, of the artificial rubble on the number
of deployed micro-robots. Figure 2 shows relations between
the number of deployed micro-robots and the area size of the
rubble. In this simulation, the height of the rubble is set to
1.5 meters. The horizontal axes of the figures are the area
size, which is defined as the width multiplied by the depth.
The minimum number of micro-robots derived theoretically is
shown in Fig. 2(a) and the number of deployed micro-robots
obtained through simulations is shown in Fig. 2(b). The error
bars in Fig. 2(b) indicate the 95% confidence intervals. Com-
paring the absolute values of the analytical and simulation re-
sults is nonsense. We compare the tendency of the results in
this paper. Both the minimum number of micro-robots de-
rived theoretically and the number of deployed micro-robots
obtained through simulations increase almost proportionally
to the area size. These results imply that primitive micro-
robots, which have only the horizontal movement function
as their locomotion function, can be used for search in wide
range of rubble.

Next, we observe the effects of the height of the artificial
rubble on the number of deployed micro-robots in Fig. 3.
The horizontal axes indicate the height of the artificial rubble.
The vertical axes are the same as those in Fig. 2. The mini-
mum number of micro-robots derived theoretically is shown
in Fig. 3(a) and the number of deployed micro-robots ob-
tained through simulations is shown in Fig. 3(b). In this sim-
ulation, both the width and depth of the artificial rubble is set
to 10 meters. In contrast to the minimum number of micro-
robots derived theoretically, which increases almost propor-
tional to the height, the number of deployed micro-robots
obtained through simulations increases more sharply. The
results suggest that the search in the rubble with primitive
micro-robots is quite difficult if the rubble is high.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze the number of deployed micro-
robots to complete the search in the rubble. To investigate
the difficulty in the search, we derive the theoretical lower
bounds of the number of deployed micro-robots, which can
be used as guideline to measure the difficulty in the search
in the rubble. As the first step to analyze the difficulty in
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Figure 2: The minimum number of micro-robots and the number of deployed micro-robots in the case that the area size of the
rubble is changed.
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Figure 3: The minimum number of micro-robots and the number of deployed micro-robots in the case that the height of the
rubble is changed.

the search in the rubble, we compare the number of deployed
primitive micro-robots, which have only the horizontal move-
ment function as their locomotion function, with the mini-
mum number of micro-robots derived theoretically by chang-
ing the area size and the height of the rubble. In contrast to
the minimum number of micro-robots derived theoretically,
which increases almost proportional to the height, the num-
ber of deployed micro-robots obtained through simulations
increases more sharply. The results imply that searches in
rubble with primitive micro-robots get difficult as the rubble
gets large in the vertical direction.
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Abstract – In recent year, people can easily take a picture 

of around a person by such as a drone equipped with a 
camera. Moreover, three-dimensional (hereinafter 
abbreviated as 3D) image data can be generated from these 
pictures by using the algorithms such as SFM or SIFT. Then, 
the shape as a 3D model is possible to make from 3D image 
data by a 3D printer. I think that people will become making 
own copy robot in a personal factory in the future. Such a 
factory come true with digital imaging technology, 3D 
reconstruction technology, image recognition technology, 
3D printing technology and robot control technology. Image 
recognition technology recognize  the hand, the foot, the 
body and the head from the 3D image data. These 3D image 
data are shaved spaces for mounting of the mechanisms, the 
control electronics and CPU. And these parts are produced 
robot shapes by a 3D printer. The people will own a 3D 
printer. And a person will get possible to make the own 
copy robot in one’s private factory. In this paper, I propose 
to make an own copy robot in order to change the work style. 
The robot assemble the parts, such as a actuate mechanisms, 
the control electronics and the artificial intelligence 
(hereinafter abbreviated as A.I.) . In proposed making robot 
method, an robot owner can obtain the copyright of the it. 
The value chain form the work service by offering this robot. 
It is important that AI, a robot and a person evolve together 
changing each role in the economic system. 

 
Keywords: labor service, own copy robot, work style 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The work style has been changing by the development of 
information equipment and infrastructure. For example, 
there is the providing of labor forces by using the video, 
audio and data to the company from the home and external 
office the like. People are freed from constraints of time and 
place by such a work style. In order to maximize the 
working ability of the individual, it is necessary to slide into 
activating the sharing of information to be exchanged within 
the group using a variety of devices in the workplace. Such 
a work style was made possible by the spread of ICT 
technologies such as "smart devices, communication 
network by wired or wireless, social networks and cloud". It 
is possible to share information through efficient 
communication on a global basis. 

On the other hand, changes in work style has also been 
advanced by the use of A.I. is known such as a "WATSON" 
of IBM [1]. 

However, if these changes has been progressed, the 
employment of people may be replaced to A.I.. In addition, 

The information sharing between people will be replaced to 
the information sharing between A.I.s in the network. 

In case of the workforce provided, its income is divided by 
the company providing the software of A.I. . We need to 
search for a method of providing a labor force that build a 
value chain can benefit for people. In this paper, I propose 
that people provide labor services by an own copy robot. 
The value chain will solve the singularity problem. 

2 RELATED WORKS 

Android is appearing in TV commercials. Professor 
Hiroshi Ishiguro is director of the Intelligent Robotics 
Laboratory at Osaka University, Japan. A notable 
development of the laboratory is the Actroid, a humanoid 
robot with lifelike appearance. Technology of making 
androids, robots closely resembling the human form, has 
been established. For example, Matsukoroid [2] is often 
referred to by the media. In the case of Matsuko, there was 
the possibility to scan her to obtain data. They had to take a 
trial and error process using three-dimensional Computer 
aided design system (hereinafter abbreviated as CAD). 
Matsukoroid can record the sound of Matsuko Deluxe and 
makes a voice synthesis. Therefore, Matsukoroid is able to 
talk various texts with the voice of Matsuko Deluxe. 
Photograph of a Matsukoroid is shown in Figure 1. 

On the other hand, Robi is a robot created by Tomotaka 
Takahashi. Design of Robi has been focused on 
communication and emotions [3]. Robi has no practical 
function, except the pleasure of those who share their time 
with him. Robi can turn its head and pelvis 360 degrees. 
Microphones in its ears detect the location of a speaker and 
it will automatically turn its head towards him or her. Robi 
is the 35-cm tall and 1kg weight toy robot. It has a 
vocabulary of 250 English words and can understand more 
than 250 phrases and command. It also can dance and show 
emotion by changing the color of its eyes. It will take some 
time to complete making Robi, but he will gain functions at 
each stage. De Agostini ModelSpace expert team breaks it 
down in Five Easy Build Phases. 

Photograph of a small robot ROBI is shown in Figure 2. 
Following are its functions. 
(1) Speech-recognition Board 

Robi has a sophisticated speech recognition board 
programmed to understand many different English phrases 
and reply appropriately. 

(2) Microcontroller Board 
The high-performance microcontroller board controls 

important functions such as Robi’s motion and reactions. 
(3) Speaker 
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Robi’s chest includes a miniature speaker for its spoken 
responses. 

(4) Motion Sensors
Robi’s motion sensors detect human presence and will turn

its face in response to movement. 
(5) Servo Motors
Robi’s movements are controlled by a total of 20 servos.

They use the Robi-servo command system to ensure smooth 
movement, and have simple, robust wiring connections.  

In a news paper, researchers at MIT’s Computer Science 
and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) present the 
first-ever technique for 3-D printing robots that involves 
printing solid and liquid materials at the same time [4]. A 
photograph of a 3-D hexapod robot is shown in Figure 3. 
The new method allows the team to automatically 3-D print 
dynamic robots in a single step, with no assembly required, 
using a commercially-available 3-D printer. This 3-D 
hexapod robot moves via a single motor, which spins a 
crankshaft that pumps fluid to the robot’s legs. Besides the 
motor and battery, every component is printed in a single 
step with no assembly required. Among the robot’s key 
parts are several sets of “bellows” 3-D printed directly into 
its body. 

The people will own a 3D printer. And a person will get 
possible to make the own copy robot in one’s private factory. 

Figure 1: Matsukoroid 

Figure 2: Small robot ROBI 

Figure 3: 3-D hexapod robot 

 It is important to install A.I. for an autonomous robot. 
Basically, A.I. would be the ultimate version of Google. 

So we have the ultimate search engine that would 
understand everything on the Web. It would understand 
exactly what we wanted, and it would give us the right thing. 
That's obviously artificial intelligence, to be able to answer 
any question, basically, because almost everything is on the 
Web, right? We're nowhere near doing that now. 

However, we can get incrementally closer to that, and that 
is basically what we work on. And that's tremendously 
interesting from an intellectual standpoint [5]. 

And, we know “WATSON” as the A.I. supplied by IBM. 
Watson detects variants of the same answer and merges their 
feature scores together. Watson then computes the final 
confidence scores for candidate answers by applying a series 
of Machine Learning models that weight entire feature 
scores to produce final confidence scores [1]. The process of 
WATSON is shown in Figure 4. (Referring to Dave Mobley, 
2014) 

However, Stephen Hawking warns artificial intelligence 
could end mankind. Prof Stephen Hawking has said that 
efforts to create thinking machines pose a threat to our very 
existence. He told "The development of full artificial 
intelligence could spell the end of the human race." [6]. 

Figure 4: Watson 

3 EXPERIMENT AND THE RESULTS 

I explain the making flow of the own copy robot in figure 
5. 

First, I used the multi-copter to take 2D photographs. In 
order to take 2D photographs from the multi-angle, I could 
use the multi-copter phantom 3 manufactured by DJI 
equipped with camera. In addition, because the multi-copter 
was equipped with gimbals to keep the camera horizontally, 
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it could take stabilized 2D photographs even if the aircraft 
was shaking. By using this multi-copter, I took 2D 
photographs of myself from the over-head to the feet while 
changing an angle of the camera. However, the camera has a 
wide angle lens. Therefore, the lens has the lens distortion. 
2D photographs were distorted, because I did not correct the 
distortion of 2D photographs. 2D photographs are shown in 
Figure 6. Reconstructed 3D text mapping pictures were also 
distorted. Reconstructed 3D pictures are shown Figure 7. IN 
future study, I will take photographs by using a multi- copter 
again. And, I will correct the lens distortion of photographs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Making flow of own copy robot 
 

 
 

Figure 6: 2D photographs by multi-copter 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7: 3D pictures with lens distortion 
 

In next step, I prepared the compact digital camera to take 
2D photographs from the multi-angle. Some of 2D 
photographs are shown in Figure 8.  

 

 
 

Figure 8: 2D photographs by compact digital camera 
 

These 2D photographs were reconstructed into a 3D 
image by PhotoScan using SfM algorithm [7][8][9]. 
PhotoScan is has been made by Agisoft Company. First, 
PhotoScan perform alignment of 2D photographs. Camera 
positions and angles in 3D view are shown in Figure 9. The 
alignment of 2D photographs is performed in order to 
analyze the position that took 2D photograph. PhotoScan 
analyze the position of camera from EXIF information 
buried in photographs and the overlap of each photograph 
automatically. 

 

Taking photographs 
around me from various 

 

START 

Reconstructing 3D model 
from 2D photographs 

Making the mounting 
space into 3D data in 
order to install CPU, 
sensors, servo motors, 
gears and power supply 

Printing 3D model from STL 
data by 3 D printer 

Assembling shape parts installed 
functional parts automatically 

Installing the own knowledge to 
CPU of copy robot 

END 
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Figure 9: Camera position and point in 3D view 

When the camera model is pinhole model is pinhole 
model, the SfM parameters at each camera position is given 
as (1) and (2). 

Assuming the origin of the image plane is the image 
center, the three dimension point m : 

),,( zyx mmmm =  (1) 
can be converted into the image point p : 

),( yx ppp = (2) 
from following equitions (3), (4), and (5) [10]. 

)(' cmRm −= (3) 

)'/''/'( zyzx mfmmfmp −−= (4) 

')''1( 4
2

2
1 ppkpkp ++=  (5) 

 Here, 

)( f :  Camera focal length 
)(c : Camera central location

),( 21 kk  : Distortion of radius parameter 
)(R : Rotation matrix

Reconstructed 3D images are shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10: Reconstructed 3D images 

The following things are proposed by the desk study. The 
3D object can be constructed from the data of the STL 
format by a 3D printer. 3D data of the STL format consists 
of many triangle mesh shape. Triangle facets are described 
with three vertexes coordinates and normal vectors. 
PhotoScan can output the STL format data. Therefore, 3D 
model can be made from the 3D data immediately. However, 
separating the head, the hand, the body and the leg is needed 
in order to assemble a moving robot. The robot has to 
actuate these parts. After output process of the 3D model is 
completed, the 3D model has to be driven with the designed 
degrees of freedom. Therefore, their parts are shaved the 
mounting space off, in order to install a CPU, servo motors, 
gears and a power supply. 

However, it is difficult to assemble the robot by this 
method full automatically. On the other hand, the image 
recognition technique by machine learning has been known. 
We have recognized the face by machine learning. The face 
recognition from the 2-dimensional image is shown in 
Figure 11. Furthermore, we have collected the correct image 
of the photograph of a servomotor. Then, we have created 
learning pattern from these photographs. And, we have 
gotten feature vectors from these patterns. We have 
classified the servomotor pattern from a 2-dimensional 
photograph. We show this result in Figure 12. The result 
was correct recognition. Pattern recognition algorithm of 
Figure 11 and Figure 12 is shown following. 

Pattern Recognition Algorithm 
We apply adaptive boosting (hereinafter abbreviated as 

AdaBoost) algorism to enhance the learning capability. 
AdaBoost algorithm [11][12][13] detects a face and a servo-
motor. 

Given example images 
( ) ( )nn yxyx ,,,, 11 

Where 
1,0=iy  for negative and positive examples respectively. 

Initialize weight 

lm
w i 2

1,
2
1

,1 =  for 1,0=iy  respectively, 

Where m  and l are the number of negatives and 
positives respectively. 

For Tt ,...,1= : 
1. Normalize weights,

∑
=

← n

j
jt

it
it

w

w
w

1
,

,
,

So that tw  is a probability distribution. 

2. For each feature, j , train a classifier jh which is 

restricted to using a single feature. The error is 
evaluated with respect to  
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( ) ||, iiji ijt yxhww −= ∑ε . 

3. Choose the classifier, th , with the lowest error tε . 
4. Update weights: 

ie
titit ww −

+ = 1
,,1 β  

 Where 0=ie  if example ix  is classified correctly, 

    1=ie  Otherwise, and 

t

t
t ε

εβ
−

=
1

. 

The final strong classifier is: 
   

 ( ) ( )
Otherwise

xhxh
T

t

T

t ttt∑ ∑= =
≥= 1 12

1

0
1

{ αα  

Where  
t

t β
α 1log=  

 

 
 

Figure 11: Face recognition 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12: Recognition of servo motor 
 

By using the Figure 11 method, we can classify the head, 
the hand, the body, and the leg from 3D shape data. And, the 
Figure 12 method can be applied to classify the servo motor 
from robot parts. 

In case of applying machine learning to 3D shape 
recognition, it is able to increase the correct recognition rate 
more than the 2D image recognition. Because of image 
recognition technology can recognize the head, the hand, the 
body and the leg from the 3D image data, each outer shape 
as parts can be made by a 3D printer by using the 
recognition results. In addition, the mounting space in order 
to install a CPU, servo motors, gears and a power supply can 
be made by processing the 3D image data of parts. These 
parts using image recognition are made by a 3D printer from 
the STL format data, too. The parts of head, hand, body, leg, 

sensor, and actuator are picked up from the parts box by 
using the image recognition technique, and the robot is 
assembled by using the image recognition technique. When 
these processes are finished, the hardware making process of 
the own copy robot is completed.  

The software of machine learning is installed to the 
memory devices of the robot hardware. The software of 
machine learning learns the personal knowledge. This robot 
is able to take action based on the personal experience and 
knowledge. An artificial neural network is shown in Figure 
13. An artificial neural network has generally had the 
problem of slow training multi-layer neural networks. For 
example, a neural network for face recognition is defined by 
a set of input neurons which may be activated by the pixels 
of an input image [14]. Therefore, A.I. should learn many 
faces.  It is possible to use alternative computer architectures 
to speed up the processing. However, this learning process 
usually needs long time even though uses GPU-based 
implementations. Usually the learning rule will depend on 
the activities of the neurons. The learning rule depends on 
the values of the target supplied by the teacher or on the 
current value of the weights. If I have the past database of 
target faces, A.I. can learn them from the database. If I do 
not want to wait for the long time, I can use A.I. by 
unsupervised learning. The learning time becomes shorter 
with the recognition which gradually goes up. The learning 
process of the A.I. is able to be switched into on or off. In 
the off state, the weights of the interconnections are fixed. 
When the robot finishes learning photographs, texts, 
speeches, etc. from my information devices (For example, 
PC), the robot stops the learning. 

 

Input
layer

Hidden
layer1

Hidden
layer2

Output
layer  

 
Figure 13: Artificial neural network 

 
In proposed making robot method, an robot owner can 

obtain the copyright of it. The value chain form the work 
service by offering this robot. The value chain is shown in 
Figure 14. It is important that a robot and a person evolve 
together with each different ole in the economic systems. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14: Value chain of labor service 
 
 

Making 
copy 
robot 

Sales 
activity 

Employ-
ment 
agreement 

  
 

Providing 
labor 
service 

Charging 
for labor 
service 
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4 CONCLUSION 

As discussed above, the person can earn income by 
incorporating the own copy robot in flow of value chain 
labor services. In addition, physical body can be used to 
gain knowledge or creative activities without spending time 
for work. 

When the own copy robot is laid off by one’s employer or 
A.I. of the copy robot became inefficient for elapsed time,
the person can be added the new knowledge A.I.. The
proposed labor service is important so that a robot coexists
with the human race.

In the future, I will continue the research for increasing of 
accuracy of individual elemental technology. Especially, I 
research how to import efficiently my memorized data to my 
own robot from my information devices. And I want to 
make the proposed service come true. 
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Abstract – When creating Internet-of-Things (IoT) 
applications, it is difficult to deal with multimedia data 
captured from cameras and microphones installed at field 
sites since it requires a wide variety of knowledge of topics 
such as codecs, protocols and image processing. To solve 
this problem, therefore, we propose a framework that makes 
it easy to deal with multimedia stream data in IoT 
application development. Our framework has three main 
features as follows: (1) Virtualization of multimedia 
input/output devices; (2) Distributed execution of 
multimedia processing pipeline between gateways and a 
cloud; and (3) Simple service description using a graphical 
flow editor. In this paper, we present some of the proof-of-
concept applications we created and discuss the 
effectiveness of our framework from the perspective of 
complexity, productivity and ease of trial and error. 

Keywords: Internet-of-Things; Multimedia; Framework; 
Web API 

1 INTRODUCTION 

We have entered the era of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), 
where not only computers but also physical objects (i.e., 
things) such as vehicles and home appliances are connected 
to the internet and interact with each other, or with systems, 
services and people. When creating such IoT applications, it 
is important to make devices such as sensors and actuators 
already installed at field sites (e.g., classrooms, concert halls, 
building entrances) available for various applications, rather 
than to install devices at a field site for a specific purpose [2, 
5]. 

In addition, not only sensory data (e.g., temperature and 
acceleration) but also multimedia data (i.e., audio and video) 
captured from devices such as cameras and microphones 
installed at field sites are important for IoT application 
development, since we can offer many beneficial 
applications that utilize multimedia data as sensory data by 
using computer vision technologies (e.g., detecting a 
suspicious person at a building entrance), or that utilize 
sensory data as an input to process multimedia data (e.g., 
adding effects to a live video stream of a concert event 
according to the mood of audiences there).  

On the other hand, there are some multimedia frameworks 
such as Kurento1 [4] and Skylink2 that make it easy to create 
applications utilizing multimedia data. These frameworks 

1 Kurento: https://www.kurento.org/ 
2 Skylink: http://skylink.io/ 

provide multimedia server programs and client libraries, and 
developers can easily create their applications without 
worrying about the differences in codecs and formats of 
audio/video contents by using the provided libraries. For 
example, developers can easily create applications equipped 
with multimedia features (e.g., VoIP, augmented reality) 
simply by connecting multimedia processing blocks as a 
pipeline. However, even when using these frameworks, 
problems remain when considering the characteristics of IoT 
application development, as follows: 

 Since there may be many different types of devices at
field sites, developers need to know the detailed
specifications (e.g., an interface to start/stop capturing
media data, to establish a media session between a
device and a media server) in advance, and need to
create applications according to the specifications.

 If all multimedia stream data generated at field sites are
continuously transferred to a media server, they
consume large amounts of network bandwidth.

To solve these problems, we designed and implemented a 
framework to simplify the process of multimedia IoT 
application development. Our framework has three main 
features as follows: 

Virtualization of multimedia input/output devices 
Our framework provides a mechanism to virtualize 

multimedia input/output devices (e.g., cameras and 
speakers) to obscure the differences in heterogeneous device 
specifications. This mechanism means that developers no 
longer need to consider the details of devices already 
installed at field sites, and applications once created can be 
adapted for another field site. 

Distributed execution of multimedia processing pipeline 
between gateways and a cloud 

Our framework provides a mechanism to distributedly 
process single multimedia stream data by coordinating 
multiple multimedia servers running independently on 
gateways (installed at field sites) and on a cloud, 
respectively. This mechanism enables developers to easily 
create multimedia IoT applications that can save network 
bandwidth usage and can serve immediate detection and 
response to field sites. 
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Simple service description using a graphical flow editor 
Our framework provides a web-based graphical flow 

editor tool to simply define a distributed multimedia 
processing pipeline by connecting input/output device 
blocks and filter blocks. This tool enables developers to 
easily use trial and error by replacing and relocating each 
block. 

In this paper, we present some of the proof-of-concept 
applications we created and discuss the effectiveness of our 
framework from the perspective of complexity, productivity, 
and ease of using trial and error.  

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Multimedia frameworks 

There are several frameworks that make it easy to create 
applications that utilize multimedia stream data. 
GStreamer 3 is an open-source framework for creating 
multimedia applications that handle audio, video and any 
kind of data flow in a modular way. The basic idea of 
GStreamer is to link together various plug-in elements (e.g., 
sinks/sources, encoders/decoders, filters) on provided 
pipeline architecture to obtain a stream that meets the 
desired requirements. This seems to be effective for 
developers who are not familiar with multimedia processing 
or multimedia networking. However, even when using 
GStreamer, developers are required to know which type of 
devices, which protocols, and which codecs to use in 
advance, in order to define a pipeline. 

Kurento Media Server is an open-source multimedia 
server based on GStreamer that supports WebRTC. 
Developers can easily create web-based multimedia 
streaming applications (e.g., VoIP, video conference, 
augmented reality) using provided APIs. Since Kurento 
Media Server provides the mechanism to absorb the 
differences in media codecs and formats, even developers 
unfamiliar with multimedia processing (e.g., web 
application developer) can create multimedia streaming 
applications by linking media processing modules (e.g., 
image processing, event detection) via the provided web 
APIs. In addition, this framework provides a way to 
implement a new media processing module using OpenCV 
4(Open-Source Computer Vison). Computer vision experts 
can create their new modules independently from the 
application development process. 

Although it becomes easy to deal with multimedia stream 
data by using such framework technologies, these 
frameworks are not necessarily suitable for creating IoT 
applications (that make use of devices already installed at 
field sites) since developers need to create their applications 
according to device type, protocols, codecs and so on. 

3 GStreamer: https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/ 
4 OpenCV: http://opencv.org/ 

2.2 IoT application development platforms 

On the other hand, there are several cloud-based 
platforms for creating and deploying IoT applications that 
utilize multiple sensors and actuators installed at field sites. 
Kii Cloud 5 , a Backend-as-a-Service for IoT application 
development, provides the functionalities to virtualize 
devices on the cloud. IoT application developers can create 
their IoT applications by combining multiple virtualized 
device functionalities by using provided APIs, so they need 
not be concerned about the differences in detailed 
specifications such as communication protocols. 

IBM Bluemix 6  also provides a way to create IoT 
applications using virtualized device functionalities on the 
cloud. Bluemix provides a graphical flow editor (called 
Node-RED 7 ) to create interactive, near real-time IoT 
applications by simply connecting things and services. 
Blackstock [3] focused on the fact that many IoT scenarios 
require the coordination of computing resources across 
networks: on servers, gateways, and devices, and extended 
Node-RED in order to create distributed IoT applications 
that can be portioned between servers and gateways. 
MyThings 8 (provided by Yahoo! Japan) enables users to 
create IoT applications that link various devices to various 
web services by simple IF-THEN rules. 

Owing to such platforms, it becomes easy to create IoT 
applications that connect multiple devices and services to 
each other. However, if developers attempt to create an IoT 
application that deals with multimedia streams generated 
from field sites, they have to use multimedia frameworks 
such as those mentioned above. 

There have been a few efforts to simplify the creation of 
IoT applications that can handle both sensory data and 
multimedia data in combination. ThingStore [1] provides the 
mechanisms to virtualize any type of device as a thing that 
generates Boolean data (i.e., Boolean value represents 
whether a certain event occurs or not). Owing to this 
abstraction, application developers can deal with media 
input devices as sensor devices and can simply create IoT 
applications that coordinate both sensory and multimedia 
stream data. However, since ThingStore abstracts 
multimedia stream data as Boolean data, it is not suitable for 
dealing with end-to-end multimedia stream data transferred 
from a device to another device. 

2.3 Target of our framework 

We aim to make it easier to deal with not only sensory 
data but also multimedia stream data among devices in such 
cloud-based IoT application development platforms. In this 
paper, we propose a framework that makes it easy to create 
such multimedia IoT applications by extending Kurento 
Media Server. Our framework focuses on IoT applications 

5 IoT Cloud Platform Kii: https://en.kii.com/ 
6 IBM Bluemix: 
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/cloud/bluemix/ 
7 Node-RED: http://nodered.org/ 
8 myThings: http://mythings.yahoo.co.jp/ 
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where sensory stream data and multimedia stream data 
affect each other interactively.  

3 KURENTO MEDIA SERVER 

In this section, we describe Kurento Media Server, which 
is the basis of our framework implementation. Kurento 
Media Server is an open-source software media server that 
makes it simple to create web applications equipped with 
multimedia features (e.g., VoIP, video conference, 
augmented reality). Kurento Media Server provides 
endpoint modules (i.e., elements to input or output the 
multimedia stream) and filter modules (i.e., elements 
affecting the media stream or detecting events from the 
media stream) shown in Table 1. Application developers are 
simply required to take the modules needed for an 
application and to connect them, without worrying about 
differences in codecs and formats of audio/video data. 
Figure 1 shows an application example: the video stream 
captured by the web browser is sent to the media server, 
then FaceOverlayFilter detects faces from frames of the 
video stream and puts a specified image on top of them, and 
finally the face-overlaid video stream is sent back it to the 
web browser, while recording it on the media server. 

Kurento Media Server provides Java and JavaScript client 
libraries. Developers can use the functionalities Kurento 
Media Server offers on their applications. Figure 2 shows 
the required procedures to construct the pipeline shown in 
Figure 1. Firstly, a web browser-side script creates a Session 
Description Protocol9 (SDP) offer and sends it to the web 
application server. Then, a server-side script creates the 
pipeline by using the provided client library, makes 
WebRtcEndpoint process the SDP offer in order to get an 
SDP answer, and sends the SDP answer back to the client. 
Finally, the client processes the received SDP answer to 
establish a WebRTC session with the WebRTCEndpoint on 
the media server. When the client starts sending the video 
stream, the processed video stream data is sent back to the 
client. Our framework also uses the provided client library 
to control Kurento Media Server in the same manner as 
described. 

The filters and endpoints that Kurento Media Server 
provides have their own methods for clients to change inner 
parameters. Moreover, events raised by filters are 
subscribable by client-side scripts. For example, in Figure 3, 
an application can change the image path to overlay and can 
subscribe an event that a barcode is detected in a frame of 
video stream. Our framework makes use of such features of 
Kurento Media Server and implemented some additional 
functionalities from the perspective of the IoT scenario. 

4 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Typical scenario cases we assume as multimedia IoT 
applications are as follows. 

9 RFC 4566 - SDP: Session Description Protocol: 
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4566.html 

[Case 1] Capture live video stream from a certain camera at 
a field site and transfer it to a screen installed at the same 
place. 

[Case 2] Obtain text segment data from live audio stream 
captured from a certain microphone by speech recognition, 
overlay the text on live stream video captured from a certain 
camera, and project the text-overlaid video stream on a 
nearby screen. 

[Case 3] Count the number of people from live video stream 
captured by a certain camera, and detect an event 
according to the change of that number. 

[Case 4] Record live stream video captured from a certain 
camera installed at a field site only when the temperature 
there is higher than a threshold value. 

In order to make it easy to create such multimedia IoT 
applications, we extract the requirements of functionalities 
that the framework should provide as follows: 

(1) Virtualization of multimedia input/output devices
Considering the above scenarios, it is desirable to deploy

an IoT application once created to many various field sites 
rather than to create an IoT application for a specific field 
site. However, there may be different types of devices (e.g., 
IP camera that supports RTSP, USB camera) at field sites 
and they may communicate using different protocols (e.g., 
WebRTC, RTP, HTTP). Such heterogeneity does not 
become a problem when creating conventional web 
applications since developers already know which type of 
device to use (i.e., devices are virtualized on the HTML5 
layer on the browser side). However, from the perspective of 
IoT scenarios, it is assumed that many IoT applications 
utilize the same devices already installed at field sites 
together. Therefore, the framework should obscure such 
device heterogeneity so that developers do not need to 
consider it. 

Table 1: Modules provided by Kurento Media Serer 
Endpoints (Inputs/Outputs) 

WebRtcEndpoint Send and receive WebRTC media 
flow 

RtpEndpoint Send and receive RTP media flow 
PlayerEndpoint Read media from a file or URL 
RecorderEndpoint Store media flow to a file or URL 

Filters (Processing/Detecting…) 
FaceOverlayFilter Recognize face areas and overlay 

picture on that area. 
ZBarFilter Detect barcode and QR code 
GStreamerFilter Use filters of GStreamer 

WebRTC
Endpoint

FaceOverlay
Filter

Recorder
EndpointWeb 

Broweser

Figure 1: Example of connecting endpoints and filters 
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(2) Distributed execution of multimedia processing
pipeline between gateways and the cloud

Since multimedia stream data is far larger than sensory 
data, it consumes a large amount of network bandwidth if 
transferring all multimedia stream data generated at field 
sites to the cloud. Considering the case where the results of 
event detection from video stream data captured from a field 
site are fed back to the same field site (Case 2), or the case 
where an IoT application needs only metadata extracted 
from multimedia streams (Case 3), Processing multimedia 
stream data on a computational resource near the field site is 
effective in saving network bandwidth usage and responding 
to the field site quickly. 

To realize this, it is effective to process a single 
multimedia stream distributedly between a gateway 
(installed at the field site) and a cloud. However, in order to 
do that, it requires laborious procedures such as opening 
ports for sending/receiving multimedia stream on multiple 
media servers and establishing a media session between 
them. Therefore, the framework should enable the 
processing of single multimedia stream distributedly without 
considering media session establishment. 

(3) Cooperation with external system
We assume not only the case where the framework

control and process end-to-end multimedia stream are sent 
from one device to another (Case 1 and 2) but also the case 
where the framework detects an event using time series 
metadata extracted from a multimedia stream (Case 3) and 
the case where the framework controls the media stream 
according to the changes in sensory data (e.g., temperature) 
(Case 4). To do that, the framework should provide a way to 
easily cooperate with an existing IoT platform that provides 
the functionalities of time series data analysis or complex 
event processing. 

(4) Simple description of media processing pipeline
By using media framework technologies such as Kurento

Media Server, developers can easily create multimedia web 
applications by connecting multiple endpoints and filters as 
a pipeline, and can easily use trial and error by replacing or 
reconnecting each block. The framework should inherit this 
feature to simply implement a media processing pipeline, 
while satisfying the above three requirements ((1)-(3)).  

5 ARCHITECTURE 

In order to meet the above requirements, we designed the 
architecture of our framework (Figure 4). Here, we define 
the term media service as a set of an entity to process 
multimedia stream data running on media servers, and an 
IoT application as an entity to use media service(s) by using 
the APIs that our framework provides. Our framework uses 
multiple media servers running independently on the 
gateway(s) and the cloud, respectively, and deploys 
corresponding modules to cooperate with multiple media 
servers. The framework forms star topology, where the 
cloud-side module aggregates all gateway-side modules. 
Noted that we adopted Kurento Media Server as the media 
server, but other media servers are adaptable to realize such 
architecture. In the following, we describe the behavior of 
each component. 

[Request Receiver] 
This component receives the requests from the clients 

(e.g., registration of devices, gateway, media services, and 
operation of media services) via web APIs (shown in Table 
1). The person who installs the devices uses the web APIs 
on the gateway side, while media service developer and IoT 
application developer use those on the cloud side. 

[Media Service Manager] 
This component manages the media service descriptions 

written in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. Since 
media services to be executed on the gateway side are 
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deployed at the time of execution, media service 
descriptions are centrally managed on the cloud side. 

[Media Service Interpreter] 
This component converts media service descriptions into 

executable ones for the Media Service Executor; this 
component divides media service description into cloud-side 
and gateway-side media services. 

[Media Service Executor] 
Based on converted media service descriptions (described 

above), this component initializes and controls media 
processing modules on the corresponding media server. In 
addition, this component establishes media sessions between 
devices and gateways and between gateways and the cloud. 
The cloud-side Media Service Executor cooperates with 
the Gateway Manager in order to deploy a media service to 
the specified gateway and establish the session between 
media services, while the gateway-side one cooperates with 
the Device Manager in order to establish a media session 
between the device and the endpoint on the gateway-side 
media server. 

[Gateway Manager] 
This component manages the relationships between ID of 

each gateway (i.e., keyword to specify a field site) and their 
URLs and provides an interface to control gateways. When 
receiving the requests from Media Service Executor, this 
component forwards it to the specified gateway-side module. 

[Device Manager] 
This component manages the relationships between ID of 

each devices and connection information (e.g., URL, socket 
ID in the case of using HTTP, WebSocket, respectively) and 
provides an interface to negotiate SDP and to start/stop and 
sending/receiving multimedia stream data. 

 In the following, we describe the procedure to create a 
multimedia IoT application using our framework 
functionalities. The main players in this scenario are Field 
Site Administrator, Media Service Developer, and IoT 
Application Developer. These players may be either the 
different persons respectively or the same person. 

(1) Registration of the gateway
The Field Site Administrator edits the configuration file

in the gateway module to define the field site ID. When 
starting up the gateway-side module, a request for 
registering this gateway is automatically sent to the cloud. 

(2) Registration of the devices
The Field Site Administrator registers devices to the

gateway-side module via using gateway-side APIs by 
specifying the device ID and device type. Device IDs needs 
to be identifiable only in the same field site since they are 
managed by each gateway. 

(3) Registration of the media service
The Media Service Developer writes the media service

description (such as shown in Figure 5) and registers it to 
the cloud-side module using cloud-side APIs. 

(4) Execution of the media service
The IoT Application Developer connects his/her

application to the specified media service using server-side 
APIs to operate media services.  

6 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITIES 

In this section, we describe the detailed behaviors of the 
functionalities of each component above. 

Interpretation/execution of media services 

The Media Service Developers describe their services in 
JSON format (shown in Figure 5). This example shows a 

Table2: Web APIs 
URI Method parameters 

/service GET Get a list of registered media service descriptions
/service POST Register new media service description id

service
/service/:id GET Get the media service description specified by id id
/service/:id/create/:params GET Create media service instance using specified media service 

description by assigning specified parameters. 
id
params

/pipeline GET Get a list of executed media service instances
/pipeline POST Create media service instance service:
/pipeline/:id GET Get the media service instance specified by ID id
/pipeline/:id/:method GET Operate media service specified by ID 

(start | pause | stop | release)  
id
method

/gw GET Get a list of registered gateways
/gw POST Register a new gateway key

uri
/device GET Get a list of registered devices
/device POST Register a new device key

uri
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media service where the video stream captured from a 
specified camera at a specified field site is processed to put a 
specified image on the face area on the gateway side and 
sent to cloud side to be recorded. Here, type is used to 
specify the type of filter/endpoint, place is used to specify 
the execution place (i.e., gateway or cloud), front_id is used 
to specify the field site where the media service is applied, 
and in/out is used to specify the relationship between 
elements. 

The Media Service Interpreter divides the received 
media service description and creates a GwEndpoint that 
includes a partial media service description that should be 
executed on the gateway side (shown in Figure 6). Based on 
this converted media service description, the Media Service 
Executor initializes filters and endpoints on the media 
server and connects them. 

In addition, the media service description can accept 
variable definition. For example, in Figure 5, front_id (i.e., 
the ID that specifies where the device is installed) is defined 
as a variable (“$0”) so that it can be set when this media 
service is executed. 

Virtualization of Media Devices 

As an endpoint of multimedia stream data via a network, 
Kurento Media Server has three different types of endpoints: 
RTSPEndpoint, WebRTCEndpoint and RTPEndpoint. When 
using a camera that supports RTSP, it is required to simply 
specify the resource URL to establish a media session 
between the device and a media server, while it is necessary 
to manually negotiate SDP when using a camera that 
supports WebRTC or RTP. Moreover, since each device 
may provide its own interface to operate (start, stop), 
developers need to take care of how to establish a session 
and how to operate devices that vary according to device 
type. 

Therefore, the framework provides a set of classes, each 
of which implements required procedures to establish a 
session according to the corresponding device type (Figure 
7). Field Site Administrators are required to specify the 
device type when registering a new device. Owing to this, 
Media Service Developers do not need to be concerned 
about such differences in devices. A media session is 
automatically established when executing the media service.  

Cooperation between Gateways and Cloud 

To execute a media service distributedly on gateways and 
a cloud, it is necessary to establish a media session between 
divided partial media services. Therefore, the framework 
automatically inserts an SDPEndpoint (i.e., either 
RTPEndpoint or WebRTCEndpoint) at the end of the 
gateway-side media service description. The framework also 
creates an SDPEndpoint on the cloud-side media server and 
establishes a media session between gateway-side and 
cloud-side SDPEndpoints (as shown in Figure 8). Thereafter, 

[
{

id: 0,
//type of  device
type: “DeviceEndpoint”,
//specify the device id to use
key:“camera001”, 
//specify a place to execute media service
place: “gw”, 
//specify the field site id ($0 is variable) 
front_id: “$0”,
out:[0] 

},
{

id: 1,
type: "FaceOverlayFilter",
//filter’s own property (specify image url to overlay)
img: “http://XXXX/hat.jpg”,
place: "gw",
in:[0],
out:[1]

},
{

id: 2,
type: "RecorderEndpoint",
place: "cloud",
in:[1]

}
]

Figure 5: Example of media service description 
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Figure 6: Transformation of media service description 
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when the cloud-side module receives the request to operate a 
media service, it propagates this request to the 
corresponding gateway-side module. 

Management of Events 

The framework enables developers to describe event 
subscription between two filters in a media service 
description. As shown in Figure 9, three attributes are 
required to define an event subscription: target (to specify 
which filter or endpoint publishes the event), event (to 
specify which type of event to subscribe), and callback (to 
describe the callback function that is evaluated when the 
specified event occurs). In the callback function, variable 
this is bound as the subscriber element itself. 

Additionally, as shown in Figure 10, the framework 
provides two endpoints in order to cooperate with external 
systems: InputHttpEndpoint publishes the event when a 
specified URL is called by an external system and 
OutputHttpEndpoint subscribes inner events and calls the 
external URL (specified in advance) when a specified event 
occurs. By using these endpoints, developers can easily 
create a media service that can process media stream data 
according to environmental changes or can store time series 
of metadata extracted from media stream data into external 
databases. 

Graphical Editor for Media Service Description 

Developers are able to create media service by following 
JSON format as shown in Figure 5 without coding 
complicated logic. Furthermore, we implemented a web-
based graphical flow editor for easily creating media 
service descriptions (Figure 11-13). In the following, we 
describe how to use this client. 

Figure 11 shows an example of the screen for creating and 
editing the media service, which is implemented using a 
SVG-based JavaScript library, JointJS 10 . When a user 
selects an item from the left-side list, a new node appears on 
the center area. The user can make a link from an input port 
of a node to an output port of another node by dragging and 
dropping. When a selected item requires some properties 
(e.g., image URL path for FaceOverlayFilter), input forms 
corresponding to each property appear on the right side of 
the screen. Event subscription can be defined in this area.  

Figure 12 shows the screen for executing specified media 
service. The user can select which field sites to apply the 
specified media service to. Figure 13 shows a list of 
executed media services and the user can operate (i.e., start, 
stop, pause, release) each media service.  

7 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT APPLICATIONS 

In order to verify the effectiveness of our framework, we 
created three proof-of-concept IoT applications. In this 
section, we explain these IoT applications and discuss the 
features of each application. 

[Prototype 1] Supporting lectures in the classroom 
In the lectures at universities, teachers often use the 

projector to present their documents on the screen display. 
In such lectures, a teacher may use a stick or laser pointer to 
specify the focus area of the screen display. However, 
students may not clearly see the specified area in a large 
classroom. Therefore, we implemented an application that 
supports such lectures. We implemented it by connecting 
TrapezoidCorrectorFilter (which transforms a trapezoid-
shaped area to square), FingerDetectorFilter (which detects 
the coordinates of fingertips and raises an event), and 
ScalerFilter (which expands the area around a specified 
point) as shown in Figure 14. 

There are three devices registered to the framework in the 
classroom: a camera (which captures video stream data 
including screen display area for detecting fingertips), a 
screen capturer (which captures video stream data from the 
teacher’s PC screen), and a display screen (which displays 
the video stream process by ScalerFilter). Using this 
combination, the area of the screen the teacher points is 
scaled so that students can look at the focused area clearly. 
Since this media service is executed on the gateway-side, 
immediate response (i.e., followability of finger motion) can 
be expected compared with executing on the cloud-side. 

[Prototype 2] Monitoring suspicious person 
Suspicious person monitoring services using networked 

cameras are now widely used in various areas. However, 
when operating such monitoring services on the cloud, it 
consumes a large amount of network bandwidth and storage. 
Therefore, we created an IoT application that transfers a 
video stream data to the cloud while detecting a moving 
object and records it on the cloud.  

We realized this by connecting MotionDetectorFilter 
(which detects moving objects using background 

10 JointJs: http://www.jointjs.com/ 
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subtraction) and SwitchFilter (which can be switched to 
drop or pass-through received buffer) as shown in Figure 15. 
Since video stream data is transferred to the cloud only 
when moving objects are detected on the gateway side, 
network bandwidth and cloud storage can be saved. 

[Prototype 3] Preventing workers from heatstroke 
In summer, outdoor manual laborers are exposed to a risk 

of heatstroke due to both high temperatures and high-
humidity. To prevent this, there is a rule on restricting 
continuous work according to the heat index called 
WBGT11; however, it is difficult for the field overseer to 
know the WBGT of the corresponding field site and the 
health conditions of all workers at all time. Therefore, we 
implemented a monitoring application which records video 
stream data that captures a specified field site when WBGT 
is above a threshold and reports to the field overseer when a 
worker stops moving. 

 Here, we adopted an existing IoT platform that can detect 
events according to the changes in time series data. The 
WBGT value, calculated from temperature and humidity 
using sensors installed at the field, is continuously registered 
to the IoT platform. Whenever the WBGT value goes above 
a specified threshold, the IoT platform calls the web API 
defined by InputHttpEndpoint. This cooperation makes it 
possible to control media service (e.g., start recording video 

11 National Weather Service Weather Forecast Office: 
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/tsa/?n=wbgt 

stream data, start detecting moving objects from video 
stream data) according to the changes in sensory data (e.g., 
WBGT). At the same time, our framework notifies the result 
of moving object detection to the IoT platform using 
OutputHttpEndpoint, and the IoT platform can send 
warnings to the overseer and workers according to the result. 
InputHttpEndpoint and OutputHttpEndpoint make it easy to 
create multimedia IoT applications that cooperate with 
existing IoT platforms. 

8 EVALUATION 

We evaluated the effectiveness of our framework based 
on the above proof-of-concept prototypes from the 
perspectives as follows: 

8.1 Complexity 

To process single multimedia stream data cooperatively 
using multiple media servers, developers are required to 
establish a media session using RTP or WebRTC in addition 
to implementing originally required media processing. In 
addition, developers are required to take care of which 
endpoint to use and how to establish a media session, which 
varies with the device type installed at the field site. Our 
framework spares developers from such complexity, so IoT 
application developers can be dedicated to connecting 
devices at field sites with media processing modules.  

Figure 11: Media service description screen 

Figure 13: List of executed media services 

Figure 12: Media service execution screen 
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8.2 Productivity 

Table 3 shows the comparison of the number of program 
lines between cases using our framework and not. These 
numbers are counted without brackets. In the case of media 
service used by Prototype 2, our framework works 
effectively since developers are not required to write logic to 
establish the media session between the gateway and the 
cloud.  

On the other hand, considering the case of Prototype 3, 
i.e., the case where media processing pipeline topology 
changes according to an event, we defined a single static 
media service description that includes SwitchFilter in the 
case of using our framework, while we implemented this 
switching as IoT application-side logic in the case not using 
our framework. As a result, the number of lines not using 
our frameworks is fewer in spite of writing logic to establish 
a session with the gateway and the device. Therefore, the 
current media service description format is not suitable for 
describing a dynamically changing pipeline. We need to 
consider an effective way to describe event-driven media 
services as a future work.  

8.3 Ease of trial and error 

It is important to repeatedly use trial and error for creating 
IoT applications. However, in multimedia application, logic 
to handle multimedia input and output are tightly-coupled 
with multimedia processing logic itself. As a result, when 
application developers modify their application, they are 
required to rewrite programming logic itself. For example, 
in order to change the behavior of Prototype 1 to put a circle 
on the fingertips, developers are required only to replace 

ScalerFilter with another (i.e., a filter to put marker) and do 
not need to deploy the application again by using our 
framework.  

8.4 Division of labor  

Considering the case of creating IoT applications such as 
Prototype 1 using only Kurento Media Server, the 
application may not be adaptable to other classrooms, since 
the installed device type may differ from classroom to 
classroom. On the other hand, by using our framework, an 
IoT application once created can be adapted for any other 
classroom only if each device is registered in the same name 
owing to our framework’s device virtualization mechanism. 
This makes it possible to create IoT applications 
independently from device installation.  

In addition, not only cameras, microphones and screens, 
but also any software modules implemented to meet the 
specification of a virtualized device interface can be 
registered as a device. Developers can equally treat both 
cameras and screen capturer modules on our framework. 

8.5 Cooperation with external systems 

Our framework can deal with not only the case where a 
media stream data captured from a device is processed, 
recorded and transferred to another device, but also the case 
where an external system affects multimedia stream data 
using InputHttpEndpoint and notifies the external system 
when an event occurs using OutputHttpEndpoint. In the case 
of Prototype 3, we adopted an existing IoT platform, but we 
are not limited to such IoT platforms. For example, 
cooperating with the existing complex event processing 
system enables more advanced event detection by using 
both sensory stream data stream and multimedia stream data.  
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Figure 16: [Prototype 3] Media service description  
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Table 3: Comparison of the number of program lines 
 Used Not used 
Prototype 1 38 50 
Prototype 2 26 42 
Prototype 3 50 48 
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In other words, our framework can be used as an 
extension to make it easy to deal with media stream data on 
an existing IoT platform rather than a substitute. Currently, 
our framework supports cooperation using only HTTP 
requests, but we plan to implement endpoint modules for 
protocols other than HTTP (e.g., MQTT, WebSocket) to 
make it easier to create IoT applications that deal with both 
multimedia and sensory data streams.  

9 SUMMARY 

We designed and implemented a framework that makes it 
easy to deal with multimedia data such as audio and video 
generated from devices installed at field sites. The features 
of our framework are as follows: 
 Virtualization of multimedia input/output devices
 Distributed execution of media service between

gateway and a cloud
 Simple media service description using a graphical

flow editor.
In this paper, we presented the three proof-of-concept 

applications we created and discussed the effectiveness of 
our framework from the perspective of complexity, 
productivity, and ease of trial and error. 

As future work, we need to improve the media service 
description format and create endpoints other than HTTP. 
We plan to offer our framework to workshops and 
hackathons to verify the effectiveness of our framework 
from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives. 
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Abstract – Recently, due to traffic growth including mobile 
and fixed service traffic, it is a high priority goal for 
communication network operators to provide high quality 
network service at low cost. However, if they provide high 
quality network services, they require more capital 
expenditure. To ensure quality of network service, it is 
significant to prevent traffic overload of the link from 
happening in the commercial network. So it is necessary to 
find an appropriate threshold of the link and keep traffic 
below the threshold level and to expand the link capacity 
before the load exceeds the threshold. On the other hand, 
traffic should be accommodated into the network as much as 
possible from the perspective of the capital expenditure. 
Thus finding an appropriate threshold is the main effort for 
network capacity planning so that the threshold should be 
set high as much as possible. The existing method, packet 
by packet queuing simulation is an effective approach for 
finding appropriate threshold. However, it is not sufficient 
to evaluate the actual network because in the existing 
method TCP flow’s behavior which accounts for much of 
the actual traffic is not taken into account. Therefore, we 
propose a practical testing method using TCP simulation to 
evaluate the maximum traffic load satisfying the target level 
of quality. Specifically, in the proposed method, the TCP 
flow’s retransmissions and RTTs factor into the calculation. 
We also evaluate this method using actual traffic data-set in 
an operator’s network and had a positive result that the 
higher threshold could be set than the result of the existing 
method. 
 
Keywords: capacity planning, traffic monitoring, queuing 
simulation, TCP simulation 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 Communication network operators should be responsible 
for providing high quality network service with end users at 
law cost. However, recently due to huge traffic growth 
including mobile and fixed service, it is necessary to expand 
the network massively in order to provide high quality 
service. Which means that there exists trade-off between 
quality and cost. To ensure quality of network service, it is 
important to prevent traffic overload of the link from 
happening in the commercial network. So it is necessary to 
find an appropriate threshold of the link and keep traffic 
below the threshold level and to expand the link capacity 
before the load exceeds the threshold. Where the threshold 
is the proportion of the available link bandwidth to the max 
link bandwidth. For instance, if the threshold of the 

100Gbps link is 50%, 50Gbps is the available bandwidth as 
the operator’s policy. On the other hand, traffic should be 
accommodated into the network as much as possible from 
the perspective of the capital expenditure. Thus finding an 
appropriate threshold is the main effort for network capacity 
planning so that the threshold should be set high as much as 
possible. To solve this problem, it should be noted that the 
threshold value depends largely on traffic characteristics on 
the link. When the bursty traffic go through in the link, 
instantaneous peak load would be much higher than visible 
load which can be observed by a common network 
management system. In such a case, the threshold value 
should be set to low in order to avoid packet loss. Therefore 
detailed evaluation of each link is necessary. A lot of past 
work addressed self-similar and long-range dependent 
traffic in terms of statistical nature [e.g. 1], mathematical 
modeling [e.g. 2], and performance analysis [e.g. 3]. 
However, network topology or architecture, network usage, 
and commonly used applications on network are quite 
diverse recently, thus there are no generalized traffic models 
which can be applied to individual network operating and/or 
planning task. From the practical perspective, specific and 
concrete steps which are widely applicable to actual 
operations are important. The existing method of capacity 
planning to evaluate the maximum traffic load satisfying the 
target level of quality is an effective method. However the 
existing method, packet by packet queuing simulation is not 
sufficient to evaluate the actual network. Because in the 
existing method TCP flow’s behavior which accounts for 
much of the actual traffic is not taken into account. 
Considering these background conditions, we propose a 
more practical method to evaluate the maximum traffic load 
satisfying the target level of quality. Specifically, in the 
proposed method, the TCP flow’s retransmissions and RTTs 
factor into the calculation. We also evaluate this method 
using actual traffic data-set in an operator’s network. In our 
proposed method, we had a positive result than the result of 
existing method. Which means that we had a higher 
threshold of the link capacity than ever. 

2 RELATED WORKS 

In many past works or studies, self-similar and log-range 
dependent traffic in terms of statistical nature, mathematical 
modeling, and performance analysis are addressed mainly. 
In our study, the existing method [4] have been used for 
many years to evaluate actual network and to find an 
appropriate threshold of the link capacity. For years some 
network operators apply this method and conduct capacity 
planning. However, recently due to huge traffic growth, 
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network operators demand to expand the network and the 
links (e.g. 100Gbps or 40Gbps ) and accommodate more 
traffic into the links than ever. Because from the viewpoint 
of the capital expenditure, setting of the high threshold of 
the link capacity is important challenge for them. The 
existing method is a packet by packet queuing simulation, 
discrete event-driven simulation of single server queue. A 
goal of this simulation is to solve the least required link 
capacity under the given condition that is targeting the 
packet loss ratio and buffer size of the nodes that exist at 
either end of that link. The targeting packet loss ratio is 
tolerated loss ratio of the communication network operators. 
The notations of R, B, X, m and p are defined as below. 

R: output rate from the queue 
B: buffer size of the node 
X: input traffic to the queue 
m: input mean rate to the queue 
p: target packet loss ratio 

Input traffic data includes packet size and arrival time of 
each packet. The data is calculated from the packet capture 
data. In the simulation, an event will be processed each time 
the packet #n (n = 1,…,N) arrives at the queue. Note that X 
consists of N packets. And the notation of tn, ln and Q[n] are 
defined as below. 

tn: the time when the packet #n arrives 
ln: the length of the packet #n 
Q[n]: the queue length at the time tn 

Fig.1 represents the relationship among the notations.Fig.2 
shows an example of queuing process. In this example, 
packet #n enters into the queue but packet #(n+1) is dropped. 

Fig.1 Notation of the simulation 

Fig.2 Example of the simulation process 

In this existing method, the simulation is processed packet 
by packet and even if packet overflow is occurred and the 

packet is dropped, the retransmission is not occurred. Which 
means that TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) flow’s 
behavior is not taken into account. So, it is not sufficient to 
evaluate actual network to find appropriate threshold of the 
link capacity. Because TCP flow traffic accounts for much 
of the actual traffic going through the network. In our data-
set which is observed at one point of the actual network 
accommodates the internet service, TCP traffic accounts for 
about 70% in all traffic and the rest of them are almost UDP 
(User Datagram Protocol) traffic. To find an appropriate 
threshold of the link capacity suited to the actual network 
from the viewpoint of practical capacity planning, we should 
consider the TCP flow’s behavior that is packet 
retransmission and RTT (Round Trip Time) and so on. By 
doing that we could find an appropriate threshold that is 
maybe higher than that resulted of the existing method. 
Because TCP has a network congestion avoidance algorithm 
and we could use network resource more effectively. For 
example, if a single packet is lost in a stream, TCP sender 
retransmits the packet. And another thing, the congestion 
avoidance algorithm is worked. If there is no congestion in 
the network and packet loss does not occurs, TCP sender 
assumes that there is enough resource in the network. So to 
use high bandwidth network more efficiently, a larger TCP 
window size may be used. On the other hand, when there is 
congestion in the network and packet loss occurs TCP 
sender uses a smaller TCP window size to avoid network 
congestion. Furthermore TCP sender uses a larger TCP 
window size when the measured RTT is lower than the 
calculated RTT. Other way round if the measured RTT 
exceeds the calculated RTT, TCP sender assume that the 
network is congested and a smaller TCP window size may 
be used. 

3 PROPOSED METHOD 

In order to address the challenges we propose a TCP-based 
evaluation method for network capacity planning. The point 
of this proposed method is using TCP flow’s behavior 
simulation. We use NS-3 [5] to simulate the TCP flow’s 
behavior. NS-3 is a discrete event network simulator. It is a 
free software targeted mainly for research and education. 
And it is publicly available for research, development and 
use. Fig.3 shows the overview of the proposed method. The 
proposed method, TCP-based evaluation method for 
network capacity planning is consists of 3 steps: (1) capture 
of the actual traffic in the network, (2) simulation using NS-
3 of IPv4/v6 TCP and UDP and (3) output of RTT and 
throughput of the flows. Before we conduct the proposed 
evaluation method, we should capture the traffic data in the 
actual network which we would like to do capacity planning. 
We should capture the traffic data through the interface 
which may be a bottleneck in the network. Because the 
threshold of the link which is calculated in a bottleneck may 
be lower. To avoid quality degradation of network, it is 
important to set the lowest threshold in the network. We 
should make effort to calculate the highest threshold on that 
condition. The packets which is captured in the network 
consist of TCP,UDP/IPv4 and TCP,UDP/IPv6 packets. In 
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the simulation step, we input the traffic data-set (pcap file) 
which is captured in the network. And we could input some 
parameters as below. 

L: link bandwidth 
B: buffer size of the node 
p: target packet loss ratio 

Fig.3 Proposed method 

On the NS-3-based simulator we implemented TCP 
simulation (IPv4/IPv6) and UDP simulation (IPv4/IPv6). 
Moreover we implemented calculation feature of TCP RTT. 
As fig.4 depicts, we define the time from detection of the 
SYN packet to detection of the corresponding SYN ACK 
packet as the RTT of TCP sender. And another thing, we 
define the time from detection of the SYN ACK packet to 
detection of the corresponding ACK packet as the RTT of 
TCP receiver. The calculated RTT value is memorized per 
each TCP flow. In the case of UDP packets, it is impossible 
to calculate the RTT with only UDP packets. Because UDP 
uses connectionless transmission model and has no 
handshaking dialogues like as TCP. Therefore if there is 
TCP connection associated to the UDP, the RTT of TCP 
connection is calculated. When there is no TCP connection 
associated to the UDP flow, the RTT of the flow is set the 
average of the RTTs of all TCP flows.  

Fig.4 RTT of TCP sender and receiver 

The TCP throughput of the flow is defined as below. We 
define the time from the arrival of SYN or SYN-ACK 
packet to the arrival of FIN or RST packet as the duration of 
the flow. The total count of the receive packets during the 
duration of the flow. The TCP throughput is obtained by 
dividing the number of bytes of the received packets by the 
duration time.   

Packet loss behavior on the device’s queue goes as follows. 
Fig.5 depicts that the simulator has a queue intended to 
transmit. When the packet is sent to the device it put the 
packet into the queue. Next if the device could transmit the 
packet, it takes the packet from the queue and send to the 
link. When it put the packet into the queue and the overflow 
of the queue is occurred, the packet is lost. However the 
packet is retransmitted by the TCP retransmission behavior.  

Fig.5 Transmission of the packet 

Fig.6 depicts the packet drop by error model. When the 
device receives the packet from the link, it drops the packet 
by error model prepared on NS-3. NS-3 has error models as 
Table 1 shows. 

Fig.6 Packet drop by error model 

Table 1: Error models 
Items Description 
RateErrorModel Packet loss by error rate 
BurstErrorModel Bursty packet loss by error rate 
ListErrorModel Specific packet loss by label 
ReceiveListErrorModel Packet loss at the receiver by 

arrival turn 
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Next, we describe about the link bandwidth (output rate) 
between the nodes. As Fig. 7 depicts, it simulate the link 
bandwidth by putting the delay according to the transmit 
rate when the packet go through from the sender to the 
receiver. And in the simulation we set the value of the link 
bandwidth to find an appropriate link bandwidth that is the 
threshold of the link. As we discuss later, by the simulation 
we have the throughput and RTT information per flow. Thus 
we could find a more appropriate threshold based on careful 
study of the customer quality of experience.  

Fig.7 Simulation of the link bandwidth 

Finally, we discuss about the output of the proposed 
method. After the simulation we have the statistical 
information of the simulation, throughput and RTT per flow. 
The statistical information of the simulation includes the 
items as Table 2 shows. And the statistical information of 
the throughput includes the throughput per TCP and UDP 
flow as Table 3 shows. The throughput is based on the user 
data length differently from the statistical information of the 
simulation and the unit is Mbps. As Table 4 shows, the 
statistical information of RTT includes the distribution per 
IPv4 and IPv6.  

Table 2: The statistical information of the simulation 
Items Description 
Benchmark: Time taken to analyze 1 sec 

data 
Pcap: Total throughput of the data 
Pcap:Tx: Tx throughput of the data 
Pcap:Rx: Rx throughput of the data 
Pcap:ParseFailed: The throughput of the 

control packet 
NS3:Rotuer:Tx: Tx throughput of the Router 
NS3:Router:Rx: Rx throughput of the Router 
NS3:Router:IPv4:Tx|Rx: IPv4 Tx|Rx throughput of 

the Router 
NS3:Router:IPv6:Tx|Rx: IPv6 Tx|Rx throughput of 

the Router 
NS3:Router:TCP:Tx|Rx: TCP Tx|Rx throughput of 

the Router 
NS3:Router:UDP:Tx|Rx: UDP Tx|Rx throughput of 

the Router 

Table 3: The statistical information of throughput 
Items Description 
tcp-throughput TCP throughput from 

establishment to closing of 
the session 

(time)-tcp.csv TCP throughput per 1 sec 
(time)-udp.csv UDP throughput per 1 sec 

Table 4: The statistical information of RTT 
Items Description 
rtt-(IPv4|IPv6).csv The distribution of RTT per 

IPv4 and IPv6 
(time)-rtt-(IPv4|IPv6).csv The distribution of RTT per 

1 sec 

4 EVALUATION 

We evaluated the proposed method using actual traffic 
data-set. The data-set is measured in the 10Gbps-based 
metro network accommodating the consumer service in 
Japan. In the proposed method, we focus on the RTT and 
throughput information because these factors are important 
to improve the customer quality of experience. Firstly Fig.8 
and Fig.9 depict the result of the simulation, RTT and 
throughput. In the simulation the link bandwidth is set so 
that the threshold of the link will be 50%. That is to say that 
there is no congestion and enough resource in the network. 
In this case the result of the simulation is served as useful 
reference to find an appropriate threshold.  

Fig.8 RTT distribution of the threshold 50% 
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Fig.9 Throughput information of threshold 50% 
 

Next, Fig.10 and Fig.11 show the result of the simulation 
that the link bandwidth is set so that the threshold of the link 
will be 85%. In our experience and our study, the actual 
network operated based on like this threshold of the link 
may be stable from the network resource perspective.  

 

 
 

Fig.10 RTT information of threshold 85% 
 
 

 
 

Fig.11 Throughput information of threshold 85% 
 
 

Fig.12 and Fig.13 depict the result of the simulation that 
the link bandwidth is set so that the threshold of the link will 
be 90%. Maybe the operators may set the threshold of the 
link to around 90%. Actually, by the existing method using 
the same data-set, the threshold of the link is calculated as 
around 90% with targeting packet loss ratio to 10^(-5) . In 
the result, what is important is that there is little difference 
between the throughput distribution of threshold 50% and 
that of threshold 90%.  

 

 
 

Fig.12 RTT information of threshold 90% 
 
 

 
 

Fig.13 Throughput information of threshold 90% 
 

 
Finally Fig.14 and Fig.15 show the result of the simulation 

that the link bandwidth is set so that the threshold of the link 
will be 95%. When the operational threshold of the link is 
around 95%, it is beneficial from the viewpoint of the 
capital expenditure. Additionally the distribution of RTT 
and throughput in this case are little difference from 
previous described results.  

 

 
 

Fig.14 RTT information of threshold 95% 
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Fig.15 Throughput information of threshold 95% 

However, by the existing method, packet by packet 
simulation with the same data-set, we had the correlation 
packet loss ratio and the threshold of the link as Fig.16 
depicts. If the network operator’s targeting packet loss ratio 
is 10^(-5), they decide the threshold is 90% which is 
satisfying the network quality target. Because on the other 
hand, in the existing method when the threshold is 95% the 
packet loss ratio is not satisfying the target packet loss ratio. 
However as we mentioned above, if the network operator 
could set higher threshold, it is very beneficial from the 
viewpoint of capital expenditure. Thus based on the 
proposed method result, the network operators could decide 
to set the threshold value 95%. Because considering the 
TCP flow’s behavior, the TCP throughput or RTT more 
strongly affected the customer quality of experience than the 
simple packet losses. 

However it is not easy to decide to the threshold of the link 
because there is not purely theoretical methods to calculate 
the appropriate threshold of the link from many factors. We 
consider that for network operators using the existing 
method and the proposed method concurrently is an 
effective. Specifically after we got the threshold by the 
existing method, we simulate by the proposed method using 
the link bandwidth so that the threshold of the link will be 
some percent higher than the previous threshold. In the 
result if the throughput and the RTT of the higher threshold 
are little differently from the result of the simulation with 
the previous threshold, we could propose the higher 
threshold for the network operators. 

Fig.16 correlation of packet loss ratio and threshold of the 
link by existing method 

5 CONCLUSION 

In order to enable communication network operators to 
find an appropriate threshold of the network links so that the 
network operators provide stable and high quality network 
service, this paper proposed a TCP-based evaluation method 
of capacity planning.  

We evaluated the proposed method using actual traffic 
data-set which is observed in the actual metro network.  

We confirm the practicality of the proposed method. By 
this method we introduce the process of finding an 
appropriate threshold of the link from the viewpoint of the 
customer quality of experience. That is to say the proposed 
method is taken account into TCP flow behavior. 

Since the proposed method is quite specific and practical, 
the network operators could easily apply this method to their 
work to find an appropriate threshold of the network link. 
Additionally we believe that by this proposed method they 
could improve the quality of their capacity planning work 
and it could contribute to the reduction in capital 
expenditure. 
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Abstract - With the spread of Web access, cyber attacks
are increasing. Drive-by Download attack is a kind of cyber
attacks which may happen when visiting a website. Drive-by
Download attacks redirect Web users to malicious Web pages.
Drive-by Download attacks force Web users to download mal-
ware by exploiting the vulnerabilities of Web browsers or
plug-ins when these users visit malicious Web pages. Attack-
ers use heavily Exploit Kits to build Web sites for Drive-by
Download attacks. Some characteristics such as string length
and the number of special symbol, depending on the types of
Exploit Kit are seen in the URLs of malicious Web pages used
for these attacks. In addition, domain name of malicious Web
sites tends to be short-lived to avoid blacklisting. Therefore, it
is difficult to detect these attacks by using blacklists of URLs.
However, the characteristic of the path and query of URLs
does not change if an attacker does not change Exploit Kit to
use. Therefore we can detect an attack from these characteris-
tic of the path and query of URLs even if the attacker changed
the domain name of the Web sites to use for attacks. These
characteristics are extracted by decision tree learning. In this
paper, we propose a novel malicious URLs detection method
of Drive-by Download attacks by using features of Path and
Query components of URLs used in Exploit Kits.

Keywords: Drive-by Download Attacks, Web Security,
Malware, URLs, Exploit Kits

1 INTRODUCTION

The threats of cyber attacks are increasing with the spread
of using the Web. The Drive-by Download attack is one of
the cyber attacks through the Web. And it is increasingly so-
phisticated and becomes the large threat in late years. Drive-
by Download attack forces Web users to download malware
unconsciously. Figure 1 shows number of detected cases re-
ported by IBM TOKYO SOC Report[1]. It shows that 2,740
of Drive-by Download attacks are detected in the first half
year period of 2015. Furthermore, 800 attacks are detected in
all half year periods from 2013.

Drive-by Download attackers compromise legitimate Web
sites and embed malicious contents[2]. Attackers guide Web
users from legitimate Web sites to the malicious Web sites and
transmit the malware to PC of users. Generally these attacks
exploit software of Web users and transmit the malware. It is
difficult to detect this type of attack because malware is down-
loaded without any user noticing. Some kind of script code is
used in Drive-by Download attacks. Script codes are almost
always obfuscated. In addition, the detection by IPS(Intrusion
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Figure 1: Number of Drive-by Download Attacks

Prevention System) becomes difficult because the obfuscated
code does not appear in the attack patterns memorized in IPS.
In this way, Drive-by Download attacks are being sophisti-
cated and complex during recent years.

Figure 2 shows typical flow of a Drive-by Download at-
tacks. Firstly, attackers tamper with legitimate Web pages in
order to redirect Web users to intermediate sites which guides
Web access to the malicious sites. Secondly, Web users visit
the compromised Web pages. Web users are redirected to
multiple intermediate sites by compromised redirection. Usu-
ally, there are multiple redirections to make attack detection
difficult. After multiple redirections, Web users are redirected
to the exploit sites and the malware download sites. The ex-
ploit site attacks the vulnerabilities of operating system, Web
browser, and plug-ins of Web browser. Finally, Web accesses
of users are redirected to the malware download sites and dis-
tribution sites transmit malware to PC of Web users.

Recently, attackers often use Exploit Kits at the time of
Drive-by Download attack[3]. An Exploit Kit is the packaged
tool kit consisting of some exploit codes which can exploit
various type of vulnerabilities. Exploit codes attacking newly
discovered vulnerabilities are added to Exploit Kit continu-
ously. Exploit Kits can be managed by GUI, and the user
without the technical knowledge can make effective attacks
easily.

In the Drive-by Download attack, a fingerprinting technol-
ogy distinguishing the environmental information of Web users
is used. Because many exploit codes are included in Exploit
Kit, the attacker can use code fitted to the environment of each
Web users. Therefore if there is even one vulnerability in the
environment of the Web users, the attack aimed at the vul-
nerability succeeds, and malware is downloaded to the user’s
terminal.
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Figure 2: Typical Drive-by Download Attacks Flow

There are some types of Exploit Kits, and each Kits have
features in generated URL. Web user can detect the pattern of
the Drive-by Download attack by using these features and can
prevent downloading of malware.

In this paper, we propose a detection method of malicious
URLs of the Drive-by Download attacks based on features of
URLs generated by Exploit Kits. As a contribution, even if
the domain name of the website changed in a short term, our
approach can detect malicious Web sites. Our approach does
not need the blacklist management and can detect malicious
Web sites at lower cost. And the proposed method shows pos-
sibility of the detection using URL’s path and query informa-
tion.

2 RELATED WORK

There are some approaches to detect Drive-by Download
attacks.

Some approaches are blacklist type method. Google Safe
Browsing is a typical example of such approaches. Gener-
ally, the blacklist is generated by 3 steps. First step is to trace
links included in the Web page using Web crawler. Second
step is to extract URLs considered to be malicious based on
the features of HTML codes and URLs. As the last step, an-
alyzers actually access Web pages with URLs considered to
be malicious and evaluate the codes of HTML and JavaScript
of Web pages and convert into scores. However, construction
and maintenance of the blacklist requires large cost because
domain name of malicious Web pages change frequently. To
solve this problem, Invernizzi proposed low-cost construction
method of blacklist by efficient Web crawling [4].

However, domain name of malicious Web sites tend to be
short-lived to avoid blacklisting. Reference[5] shows that 40%
of malicious URLs are changed within one month. And Ref.[6]
describes that 80% of domain names of the malicious site are
not used in six months. If attackers change domain name of
malicious site, blacklisting can’t detect attacks such as Drive-
by Download attacks because changed domains is not listed.
It is difficult to perfectly detect by blacklists. As a result, the
blacklist-type detection becomes more difficult because the

update of the blacklist does not catch up with the changes
of domain names if attackers frequently change the domain
names of the malicious sites.

Some methods are proposed to prevent Drive-by Down-
load attack without blacklists. One method of Ref.[7] is de-
tecting Drive-by Download attack by analyzing attack script
codes and extracting features of frequently appearing char-
acters used in codes. Because algorithm used in attack code
varies according to the kinds of Exploit Kit, this feature can
be used for the detection. It can detect attacks by these differ-
ences. Reference[8] introduce the method to detect malicious
Web sites used for attacks by monitoring Web communica-
tion log, and the method to detect attacks by analyzing HTTP
header information.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 Basic Concept

There are some features in the Web pages generated using
Exploit Kit in Drive-by Download attacks. At first there is
feature that URLs generated by Exploit Kits are longer than
those of legitimate Web page. And different features appear
in these URLs depending on Exploit Kits used for genetation.
It is known that these URLs can be detected by regular ex-
pressions.

In this paper, we propose a method to detect URLs of ma-
licious Web pages based on features of URLs generated by
such Exploit Kits. Our approach focuses on URLs path and
query information as features. If the Exploit Kit using for
generation is the same, the features of the path and query of
URLs do not have any change even if attackers change do-
main name of malicious sites frequently. These features can
be used for the detection of malicious sites. Therefore we use
features of URL paths and queries for the detection of ma-
licious sites in the Drive-by Download attack. Our method
vectorizes the features of paths and queries of URLs used in
malicious URLs, and constructs the decision tree using these
vectors. In this way, we can detect malicious URLs of Drive-
by Download attacks.

3.2 URL’s path and query

In this paper, “URL’s path and query” is defined as the
string which combined path of URL with query of URL using
character “?”.

For example, in the URL of “http://www.example.com/dir/
file.html?key=value”, part of “dir/file.html” becomes the path
of this URL, and part of “key=value” becomes the query of
this URL. In other words this URL’s path and query becomes
“dir/file.html?key=value”.

3.3 Binary decision tree

Binary decision tree is classifier that classify input data into
premade classes. It has leaf nodes, root nodes, and internal
nodes. Leaf nodes represent the premade multiple classes.
Internal nodes and root nodes except leaf nodes represent the
test for input data. Binary decision tree can classify which
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class the input data applied to by repeating tests for the input
data from the root node to a leaf node.

Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is
open source software for machine learning, which was made
by machine learning group at the University of Waikato[9].
Weka has many functions such as data preprocessing and data
visualization in machine learning.

Our method uses J48 classifier which is an implementation
of C45 algorithm developed by Quinlan[10] for the genera-
tion of binary decision tree.

3.4 Detection method of malicious URLs
3.4.1 Detection process

The proposed method uses URL’s path and query to detect
malicious URL. As preparations, the method needs to collect
the information of legitimate URLs and malicious URLs be-
forehand. Firstly the method extracts URLs that occurred by
communication from the communication data which accessed
to the legitimate Web pages, and from attack communication
data of Exploit Kit. Secondly, URL’s path and query is ex-
tracted from these legitimate and malicious URLs. Thirdly,
these URL’s path and query are vectorized using multiple fea-
tures of malicious Web sites like the next subsection. Binary
decision tree for classifications to detect malicious URLs is
made by these vectors and C4.5 algorithm. This decision tree
classifies whether the URL was generated by Exploit Kits. By
using this result the proposed method can determine whether
the URL is malicious or the legitimate.

3.4.2 Vectorization of URL’s path and query

The extracted URL’s path and query is converted into a
vector using item (1) to item (9) of Table 1.

In Ref.[11], L. Xu et al. describe that the average length
of the legitimate URL is 18.23, and the average length of the
malicious URL is 25.11. They also describe that long and ran-
dom character string tends to be used in malicious URL. From
this result, we use the length of the URL’s path and query as
a component of the vectors (item (1)).
Reference[11] also describe that the average number of spe-
cial symbols of the legitimate URL is 3.36 and the average
number of special symbols of the malicious URL is 2.93.
From this result, we use the number of special symbols as
a component of the vectors (item (2)).

In Ref.[12], J. Ma et al. describe that the longest and aver-
age path lengths of URLs are available as malicious detection
factor. Therefore, path length is used as a component of the
vectors (item (3)). And they also describe that the number
of digits included in URLs is available as malicious detection
factor. Therefore, number of digits is used as a component of
the vectors (item (3)).

Because the number of alphabets and keys in query are
thought to increase in malicious URLs by features of item
(1), these parameters are used as component of the vectors
(item(6), (7)).

Because many redirections are used in the Drive-by Down-
load attack, redirection URL may be included in query. There-
fore we use the information whether the query includes char-

acter string “http” or whether the query includes IP address as
components of the vectors (item(8), (9)).

Table 1: Vector Components
Item Vector Components Values
(1) Length of URL’s path and query Integer
(2) Number of special symbols Integer
(3) Path length Integer
(4) Number of digits Integer
(5) Query length Integer
(6) Number of alphabets Integer
(7) Number of keys in query Integer
(8) Inclusion of string “http” 0 or 1
(9) Inclusion of IP addresses 0 or 1

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1 Overview of experimentation

This experiment intends for only a URL query path with
disregard to the operation of the Web browser by the user. We
extracted only URL’s path and query in a text file and use the
text file as input data.

In this experiment, we make the binary decision tree which
classifies legitimate URL and malicious URL according to the
kind of Exploit Kit. The construction of the decision tree
uses C4.5 algorithm. Specifically, we use J48 implemented
in Weka. This experiment evaluate the proposed method with
10-fold cross validation by using constructed decision tree for
input data.

4.2 Experimental data

URLs of malicious and legitimate communication data are
used as experimental data. About the malicious data, we
use the PCAP type format data including in Malware - Traf-
fic - Analysis.net from 2013 through 2015[13]. These data
include malicious and legitimate communication data, and
downloading communication data of malware. The number
of the URL’s path and query included in the experimental data
is 7,212. We also extract the set of Exploit Kits from the same
PCAP data. These Exploit Kits are classified using file name.
PCAP data is named each Exploit Kits used. The types and
number of Exploit Kits included in the experimental data are
as follows.

We use DMOZ as legitimate communication data[14] be-
cause data have many URLs included many path and query.
DMOZ is the largest Web directory that constructed and main-
tained by a global community of volunteer editors. In this
experiment, we extract 300 of URLs of Web pages indexed
in DMOZ at random. We randomly extract 2,368 of URL’s
paths and queries as legitimate data from the URL’s path and
query of the request URL occurred at the time of access to
these URLs.
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Table 2: Types and Number of Exploit Kits
Types Number

Angler Exploit Kit 1,947
Blackhole Exploit Kit 39

Cool Exploit Kit 18
Dotkachef Exploit Kit 54

Fiesta Exploit Kit 1,071
Flashpack Exploit Kit 225

Goon Exploit Kit 225
Hello Exploit Kit 9

KaiXin Exploit Kit 18
Magnitude Exploit Kit 1,128
Neutrino Exploit Kit 408
Nuclear Exploit Kit 1,314

Rig Exploit Kit 387
Styx Exploit Kit 135

Sweet Orange Exploit Kit 234

4.3 Evaluation process
In this experiment, we evaluate the detection of the pro-

posed method using five evaluation items such as true posi-
tive rate (TPrate), false negative rate (FNrate), true neg-
ative rate (TNrate), a false positive rate (FPrate), and ac-
curacy (ACC). We evaluate every URL’s paths and queries
included in a request to any Web page. In the following for-
mulas, “URL’s P & Q” denotes to “URL’s path and query”.

When the proposed method correctly classifies the URL’s
path and query of the malicious URL as malicious, we define
it as true positive. It is true positive if malicious URLs are
classified as any Exploit Kits. The true positive rate is a ra-
tio of true positive number in all malicious URL’s paths and
queries. This rate is expressed as formula (1).

TP rate =
# of malicious URL′s P&Q classified as malicious

# of malicious URL′s P&Q (1)

False negative is that malicious URL’s paths and queries
incorrectly classified as legitimate. The false negative rate is
a ratio of false negative number in all malicious URL’s paths
and queries. This rate is expressed as formula (2).

FN rate =
# of malicious URL′s P&Q classified as legitimate

# of malicious URL′s P&Q (2)

True negative is legitimate is classified as legitimate. True
negative is that legitimate URL’s paths and queries correctly
classified as legitimate. The true negative rate is a ratio of true
negative number in all legitimate URL’s paths and queries.
This rate is expressed as formula (3).

TN rate =
# of legitimate URL′s P&Q classified as legitimate

# of legitimate URL′s P&Q (3)

False positive is that legitimate URL’s paths and queries
incorrectly classified as malicious. The false positive rate is

a ratio of false positive number in all legitimate URL’s paths
and queries. This rate is expressed as formula (4).

FP rate =
# of legitimate URL′s P&Q classified as malicious

# of legitimate URL′s P&Q (4)

The accuracy is defined as a ratio of true positive and true
negative number in all URL’s paths and queries. This rate is
expressed as formula (5).

ACC =
TP+TN

TP+FP+FN+TN (5)

5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Result

Table 3 shows the result of classification using the proposed
method by each evaluation item. Table 4 shows the classifica-
tion result by Exploit Kits. From this result, the classification
of the Exploit Kits with much used number achieves high de-
tection precision. On the other hand, the classification of the
Exploit Kits with a little used number tends to have a low
detection precision.

Table 3: Result of Classifying
Evaluation Items Value

True Positive (TP) 89.02%
False Negative (FN) 10.98%
True Negative (TN) 81.67%
False Positive (FP) 18.33%

Accuracy 87.20%

5.2 Discussion

Our proposed method has a strong point to be able to detect
the URL of malicious Web page, even if the domain name
of the malicious Web site is changed, because our method
focuses on URL’s path and query occured in Exploit Kits.

From the result of experiment, the more number of URLs
are generated by the Exploit Kits, the higher detection preci-
sion is achieved. In order to increase the detection precision
of malicious URLs, it is necessary to collect much more ac-
cess data made by Exploit Kits.

Our approach only vectorize from path and query in URLs.
For instance, when URLs path and query is “/”, vector of le-
gitimate URLs may be the same as vector of malicious. If it
comes to that, legitimate URLs are classified as malicious and
vice versa. For this problem, in order to block exploit attacks
and downloading malware precisely, we need to make im-
provement adding some other components such as the num-
ber of redirections. For the future, we are going to enhance
the capability to detect by classify in detail URLs generate by
Exploit Kits.
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Table 4: Result of Classifying by Exlopoit Kits
Number of Classifying

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P
A Angler 1572 0 0 1 9 3 5 0 2 77 9 100 0 3 0 166
B Blackhole 0 25 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
C Cool 0 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
D DotKachef 3 0 0 36 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
E Fiesta 10 0 0 0 889 2 12 0 0 34 2 37 6 0 0 79
F Flashpack 1 0 2 0 3 139 3 0 0 1 15 5 0 0 2 54
G Goon 12 0 0 1 9 1 105 0 1 12 2 26 11 0 3 42

Exploit Kits H Hello 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
I KaiXin 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 11
J Magnitude 86 0 0 0 27 1 15 0 0 859 6 54 6 2 0 72
K Neutrino 25 0 0 0 4 11 3 0 0 11 237 57 0 0 2 58
L Nuclear 73 0 0 0 28 2 8 0 0 55 30 1013 5 0 2 98
M Rig 5 0 0 1 12 0 9 0 0 7 1 17 304 3 0 28
N Styx 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 2 70 0 49
O Sweet Orange 5 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 4 2 0 118 98

Legitimate P Legitimate 97 3 4 5 53 26 19 1 0 61 37 82 13 13 20 1934

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed malicious URLs detection method
based on features generated by Exploit Kits by using URLs
path and query. This method builds binary decision tree from
practical communications, and classifies malicious or legiti-
mate URLs with paths and queries. From the experimental
evaluation, the method achieved 89.02% of true positive rate
and 81.67% of true negative rate.

As a future work, we will classify Exploit Kits in detail and
need propose a detection method in extreme precision with
string pattern or regular expressions.
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Abstract - In this paper, we present a fast EDA (Estimation
of Distribution Algorithm)-based algorithm to learn Bayesian
Network structure accelerated by GPU computation. Bayesian
Network is a graphical model that expresses causal relation-
ship among events, which is useful in decision making in
various practical scenes. A number of algorithms to learn
Bayesian Network structure from data have been proposed so
far, but since the problem to learn Bayesian Network struc-
ture is proved to be NP-hard, it takes considerable time to
learn sub-optimal structures. However, recently, EDA-based
genetic algorithms are reported to be an efficient approach for
this problem. In this paper, we propose a method to extend an
EDA-based structure-learning algorithm to achieve far faster
execution by using GPU acceleration. Through evaluation,
we show that the proposed algorithm runs about 14-times
faster than the original one executed on CPU.

Keywords: Bayesian Networks, GPU, EDA, PBIL

1 INTRODUCTION

Bayesian Networks (BNs) are well-known graphical mod-
els used to analyze causal relationship among events. There
are so many practical fields in which Bayesian Networks are
effectively utilized, such as bioinformatics research, medical
analyses and diagnosis, computer security, system diagnosis
and monitoring, etc. Recently, we are surrounded by so much
data coming from the Internet, sensors embedded to the en-
vironment, or various information systems, the importance of
Bayesian Networks as analytic tools is continuously growing
larger.

Considerable amount of researches have been dedicated to
learn good BNs efficiently in the literature. It is well known
that BN structure learning can be formulated as an optimiza-
tion problem that optimizes a model score defined as an in-
formation criterion. However, because it is proved to be NP-
hard [1], the constraint of variable order to reduce the search
space is introduced in the early years by a heuristic method
called K2 [2]. The variable order is a constraint on events
n1, n2, . . . , nk where ni can be a parent of nj only if ni ≺ nj .
However, there are many cases in practice in which order con-
straint is not applicable.

To solve the optimization problem without order constraint,
many studies tried to find sub-optimal BN models. Re-
cently, Algorithms based on genetic algorithms (GAs) are
well-studied as shown in the survey article [3]. Among them,
we in this paper focus on a kind of GA-based algorithm called
EDA (Estimation of Distribution Algorithms) in which the

distribution of model scores on the graph space is estimated
in order to find better-score Bayesian Network models ef-
ficiently. specially, we treat a EDA-based algorithm called
PBIL (Probability-Based Incremental Learning)[4], which is
reported to be the best to learn BNs among EDAs [5]. The
problem here is that the above algorithms including PBIL-
based one take significant time to learn BNs. To cope with the
large data available today, acceleration of those algorithms to
run within shorter time is important.

In this paper, we present a method to accelerate a PBIL-
based BN-learning algorithm to run much faster using GPU
computation. In evaluation, we achieved about 14-times
faster running speed than the original CPU-executed algo-
rithm using consumer-class GPU hardware. From above, we
conclude that the algorithm proposed in this paper computes
good solutions within a short time by utilizing a GPU.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, we introduce
the optimization problem to learn BN structures and give the
specific description of PBIL-based BN-learning algorithm.
After we concisely explain the GPU architecture related to
our work in Sec.3, we describe the proposed method to ac-
celerate the PBIL-based algorithm using GPU computation in
Sec.4. In Sec.5 we evaluate the running speed of the proposed
method, we finally conclude the work in Sec.6.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Problem Formulation
A Bayesian Network model is a graphical model that repre-

sents the causal relationship among events. A Bayesian Net-
work model has a structure represented by a directed graph
where events are denoted by nodes while causal relationships
are denoted by directed edges. In many cases (including this
work), each node takes multinomial discrete values, and con-
ditional probabilities among them are expressed by a model.
See Fig. 1 for a concise example. Nodes n1, n2, and n3 rep-
resent distinct events, where they take 1 if the corresponding
events occur, and take 0 if the events do not occur (in this case
we show a binomial case for conciseness). Edges n1 → n3

and n2 → n3 represent causal relationships, which mean that
the probability of occurrence for each n3 value depends on
the values of n1 and n2. If edge n1 → n3 exists, we call that
n1 is a parent of n3 and n3 is a child of n1. Because nodes n1

and n2 do not have their parents, they have own prior proba-
bilities P (n1) and P (n2). On the other hand, because node
n3 has two parents n1 and n2, it has a conditional probability
P (n3|n1, n2). In this example, the probability that n3 oc-
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curs is 0.890 under the assumption that both n1 and n2 occur.
Note that, from this model, Bayesian inference is possible: if
n3 is known, then the posterior probability of n1 and n2 can
be determined, which enables us to infer more accurately the
occurrence of events.

The Bayesian Networks model can be learned from the
data obtained through the observation of events. Let N =
{ni}, (1 ≤ i ≤ |N |) be a set of events, and O = {oj},
(1 ≤ j ≤ |O|) be a set of observations, where |N | is the
number of events and |O| that of observations. Let oj =
(xj1, xj2, . . . , xj|N |) be j-th observation, which is a set of
observed values xji on event ni for all i(1 ≤ i ≤ |N |). We
try to learn a good Bayesian Network model m from the given
set of observations. Note that, good Bayesian Network model
m is the one that creates data sets similar to the original ob-
servation O. As an model score (i.e., evaluation criterion) to
measure the level of fitting between m and O, several infor-
mation criteria such as AIC (Akaike’s Information Criterion)
[9] are used. Formally, the problem of learning Bayesian Net-
works that we consider in this paper is defined as follows:

Problem 1: From the given set of observations O, find a
Bayesian Network model m that has the lowest model score.

2.2 PBIL
In PBIL, an individual creature m is defined as a vector

m = {e1, e2, . . . , eL}, where ei(1 ≤ i ≤ L) is the i-th ele-
ment that takes a value 0 or 1, and L is the number of elements
that consist of an individual. Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pL} be a
probability vector where pi(1 ≤ i ≤ L) represents the prob-
ability to be ei = 1. The algorithm of PBIL is described as
follows:

(1) As initialization, we let pi = 0.5 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , L.

(2) Generate a set M that consists of |M | individuals ac-
cording to probability vector P , i.e., element ei of each
individual is determined by the corresponding proba-
bility pi.

(3) Compute the score for each individual m ∈M .

(4) Select a set of individuals MTopk whose members have
evaluation scores within top k in M , and update the
probability vector according to MTopk. Specifically,
the formula applied to every pi to update the probability
vector is shown as follows.

pnewi = ratio(i)× α+ pi × (1− α), (1)

where pnewi is the updated value of the new probability
vector (pi is replaced with pnewi in the next generation),
ratio(i) is the function that represents the ratio of indi-
viduals in MTopk that include edge i (i.e., ei = 1), and
α is the parameter called learning ratio.

(5) Repeat steps (2)-(4) until P converges.

By merging top-k individuals, PBIL evolves the probability
vector such that the good individuals are more likely to be
generated. Different from other genetic algorithms, PBIL
does not include “crossover” between individuals. Instead,

Figure 1: An Example of Bayesian Network Models
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Figure 2: A Probability Vector.

it evolves the probability vector as a “parent” of the generated
individuals.

2.3 PBIL-based Bayesian Networks Learning
In this section, we describe a PBIL-based algorithm that

learns BN models. Because our problem (i.e. Problem 1) to
learn BN models is a little different from the general descrip-
tion of PBIL shown in the previous section, a little adjustment
is required. In our problem, individual creatures correspond
to each BN model. Namely, with the set of events N , an indi-
vidual model is represented as m = {e11, e12, . . . , e1|N |, e21,
e22, . . . , e|N |1, e|N |2, . . . , e|N ||N |} where eij corresponds to
the edge from an event ni to nj , i.e., if eij = 1, the edge from
ni to nj exists in m, and if eij = 0 it does not exist. Similarly,
we have the probability vector P to generate individual mod-
els as P = {p11, p12, . . . , p1|N |, p21, p22, . . . , p|N |1, p|N |2,
. . . , p|N ||N |} where pij is the probability that the edge from
ni to nj exists. A probability vector can be regarded as a table
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that, because BNs do not allow
self-edges, pij is always 0 if i = j. The process of the BN-
learning algorithm is basically obtained from the steps of the
general PBIL, as described in the following (See also Fig. 3
that illustrate these steps).

(1) Initialize the probability vector P as pij = 0 if i = j,
and pij = 0.5 otherwise, for each i, j(1 ≤ i, j ≤ |N |).

(2) Generate M as a set of |M | individual models accord-
ing to P .

(3) Compute the evaluation scores for all individual models
m ∈M .

(4) Select a set of individuals MTopk whose members have
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top-k evaluation values in M , and update the probabil-
ity vector according to the formula (1).

(5) Repeat steps (2)-(4) until P converges.

Same as the genearal PBIL, the BN-learning algorithm
evolves the probability vector so that we can generate better
individual models. However, there is a constraint specific to
BNs, that is, a BN model is not allowed to have cycles in it.
To consider this constraint in the algorithm, step 2 is detailed
as follows:

(2a) Consider every pair of events (i, j) where 1 ≤ i, j ≤
|N | and i ̸= j, create a random order of them.

(2b) For each pair (i, j) in the order created in step (2a), de-
termine the value eij according to P ; every time eij is
determined, if eij is determined as 1, we check whether
this edge from ni to nj creates a cycle with all the edges
determined to exist so far. If it creates a cycle, let eij
be 0.

(2c) Repeat steps (2a) and (2b) until all the pairs in the order
are processed.

These steps enable us to learn good BN models within the
framework of PBIL.

2.4 PBIL-RS
Note that PBIL introduced above does not include mutation

operators. Therefore, naturally, it easily converges to a local
minimum solution. To avoid converging to the local minimum
solution and to continuously improve the solution after that,
several mutation operators have been proposed such as Bit-
wise Mutation (BM) [6], Transpose Mutation (TM) [5], and
Probability Mutation (PM) [7]. PBIL-RS (PBIL-Repeated
Search) [8] is also a method to avoid converging to local min-
imum solution, which, when it detects convergence, spreads
the search area again. PBIL-RS is shown to find better solu-
tions compared to the mutation-based methods such as BM,
TM, and PM by repeating spreading and converging [8].

3 GPU ARCHITECTURE

3.1 GPU Structure
GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) is an arrayed processor

that is originally developed to accelerate graphical comput-
ing, which currently is used to accelerate general scientific
computation. A GPU structure is illustrated in Fig. 4. A GPU
has a hierarchical structure where it consists of multiple (tens
to hundreds of) Streaming Multi-processors (SMs) and a SM
further includes multiple (tens to hundreds of) Streaming Pro-
cessors (SPs). Since each SP in a SM concurrently executes
a fragment of program code, a GPU executes a number of
fragmented codes in parallel, which potentially results in sig-
nificant performance.

To exchange data between a CPU and a GPU, a memory
called global memory is prepared in the GPU that can be ac-
cessed by both the CPU and the GPU. Also, to accelerate par-
allel computation, each SM has a small high-speed memory

called shared memory that can be accessed by all SPs in the
same SM. A thread runs in each SP, and the threads in the
same SM runs the same bytecode in parallel with different
values of variables. Thus, memory accesses of threads are ex-
pected to occur simultaneously. To optimize the efficiency of
the parallel access is the key issue to design algorithms for
GPU. Note that, if the number of threads to execute exceeds
the number of SPs in a SM, a single SP executes multiple
threads in turn until all of them are executed.

3.2 Coalesce Access to Global Memory
To have as much performance gain as possible from GPU,

one of the most basic techniques is to consider the efficient
access to the global memory called coalesce access, which is
illustrated in Fig. 5. Coalesce access is a synchronized par-
allel access technique in which threads in a SM simultane-
ously access the successive addresses in the global memory
to achieve high-throughput memory access. When the access
is scheduled completely to the successive addresses, the SM
read/write the memory block in a single action that completes
the access of all SPs. To utilize coalesce accesses is an impor-
tant technique in designing GPU algorithms.

4 ACCELERATING PBIL WITH GPU

4.1 Overview
The method we propose in this paper extends PBIL and its

family algorithms (such as PBIL-RS and the mutation exten-
sions) to run in significantly shorter time by means of par-
allel computation of GPU. We re-designed Step (3) of PBIL
described in Sec.3 for GPU execution to compute the model
scores for a collection of models M . Because, in PBIL, hun-
dreds of models are to be computed in a single generation to
estimate a distribution of model scores, introducing parallel
computation in Step (3) is significantly effective.

Specifically, we detailed the step (3) in the following.

(3a) Transporting data from CPU to the global memory.

(3b) For each model m, we compute the evaluation score by
executing the following substeps (3b-1) and (3b-2).

(3b-1) Counting the occurrences in the observation set
that match each value pattern.

(3b-2) Computing evaluation scores from the counts.

(3c) Transporting the computed scores back to CPU.

As written in Step (3b), we first count the number of oc-
currences in the observation data O that match each value
pattern of events. Here, value patterns are defined on each
event as a set of values taken by the event and its parent
events. For definition, see Fig. 1 again. The value pat-
terns on event n3 is the combination of values of n3 and
its parents n1 and n2. Since those three variables take bi-
nomial values (i.e., 0 or 1), we have 8 value patterns such
as (n1, n2, n3) = (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), . . . , (1, 1, 1). For con-
ciseness, we denote it by n1n2n3 = {000, 001, . . . , 111}. In
general, the set of value patterns for event ni is denoted by
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Vi = p1p2 . . . prni = {0..00, 0..01, · · · , 1..11}where the par-
ents of ni in model m is pa(ni) = {p1, p2, . . . , pr} and r is
the number of parents of ni.

Then, our task in step (3b) is to compute the number of oc-
currences Niv in O that takes value pattern v, for every event
i ∈ N and value pattern v ∈ Vi. Although there are sev-
eral information criterion such as AIC, BIC and MDL that
are used as model scores in learning Bayesian Network struc-
ture, they are all computed from the counts of value patterns,
as shown in Sec. 4.3.

The basic strategy for counting value patterns is to assign a
SM to a single model m, and to use all SPs in the SM in paral-
lel to count all value patterns for all events in m. By assigning
a model m to a single SM, we compute the model score of m
in the SM. Each SM in a GPU processes models one by one in
parallel to compute model scores for all models in M . In the
following subsections, we describe the algorithm to process
m within a SM to show how to make efficient manipulation
of data, especially to gain from the coalesce access of global
memory.

4.2 Data Structure
In Step (3a), we transport the data required to compute

model scores to the global memory. We declare three arrays
that represent the following sets, respectively, in the global
memory.

(i) The observation set O.

(ii) The model set M .

(iii) An array to record the computed model scores.

The pseudo code to define these data items is shown in the
following.

u_int8_t observation[N][O];
boolean model[M][N][N];
float modelScore[M];

Here, variables M,N,O represents |M |, |N |, and |O|, re-
spectively. We represent the observation set O as a two-
dimensional array observation where the 1st dimension
is events and the 2nd observations. We represent The model
set M as a three-dimensional array model where 1st dimen-
sion is used for the index of models and 2nd and 3rd dimen-
sions are used to describe each model. Each model is ex-
pressed as an adjacency matrix such that model[m][i][j]
is true if there is a directed link from event i to j in m. The
array modelScore is used to retain the value computed by
the algorithm.

We use the Shared Memory to place the counters that retain
the counts of every value patterns for all events in a model, as
follows.

u_int16_t counter[Vi];

Here, Vi denotes the number of value patterns on event
i ∈ N . Note that Vi is determined depending on the number
of parents of i in the model m, and the number of their multi-
nomial values. Thus, this array may exceed the capacity of the
shared memory. (Consider that, if pj may take a value from
w(pj) distinct values, Vi = w(i)w(p1)w(p2) . . . w(pr).) If
the shared memory can afford to store this array in size, we
execute fast counting algorithm that we call case-1 shown in
Sec. 4.4, and otherwise, we use alternative algorithm that we
call case-2 shown in Sec. 4.5.

4.3 Model Scores

Note that we count the number of observations in each
case to compute evaluation scores. Although there are several
information criterion such as AIC, BIC and MDL, used as
model scores in learning Bayesian Network structure, they all
are computed from the number of observations in each case.
For instance, AIC is computed with the following formula:

AIC = −2l(θ|O) + 2k, (2)
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Figure 6: Counting Value Patterns (Case 1)
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where θ denotes the parameter set, l(θ|O) denotes the likeli-
hood of θ under observation O, and the term k represents the
number of parameters. Here, we further show that the func-
tion l(·) is represented by the following formula

l(θ|O) ∝
∑
i∈N

∑
v∈Vi

(Niv) log θiv, (3)

where i denotes an event, v denotes a value pattern, Niv de-
notes the number of occurrences in observations O that match
i and v, and θiv is a parameter computable from Niv . This
means that, by counting the number of observations for each
value pattern, we can compute the evaluation score of the
model m such as AIC. Note that other information criteria
used in Bayesian Networks such as BIC, MDL, etc., also can
be computed through counting the matching value patterns in
the observation set O.

4.4 Computing Model Scores (Case 1)
If the size of the array counter[Vi] is within the ca-

pacity of shared memory, the procedure described here (i.e.,
case-1) is applied. Before computing the model score of the
given model m ∈ M , the SM responsible to this task com-
putes Niv for all i ∈ N and v ∈ Vi. In the procedure, the SM
proceeds each node i sequentially. Thus, we now fix i ∈ N
and focus on computing Niv for all v ∈ Vi.

Our strategy to do this is to process occurrences in O in par-
allel using SPs. Thus, we designed the procedure such that
each thread reads a single occurrence of O and increments
the corresponding value in counter. Namely, we have as
large number of threads as the occurrences of O. By the

scheduler of GPU that assigns threads to SPs, we can read oc-
currences from successive addresses of the global memory as
shown in Fig. 6 (remember that the addresses of occurrences
for ni, p1, p2, . . . , pr are successive in array observation,
respectively), gaining from coalesce access.

As the result of the above procedure executed for all events
i ∈ N , we can obtain Niv for all i ∈ N and v ∈ Vi.

After computingNiv for all i ∈ N and v ∈ Vi, we compute
the model score of m from them. This is simply done by
computing the value according to formula (2). To compute it
in parallel, we assign a SP for each i ∈ N and sum up the
model scores on the shared memory using a technique called
parallel reduction. We finally store the computed score into
the array modelScore in the global memory.

4.5 Computing Model Scores (Case 2)
If the size of the array counter[Vi] exceeds the capac-

ity of the shared memory, we have to choose a less efficient
algorithm. In the Alarm Network used in the evaluation of
this paper, we can use the case-1 algorithm only when the
number of parents r is less than 7, where each event takes 4
distinct values and we have about 48KBytes shared memory.

In the case-2 algorithm, instead of the array
counter[Vi], we define the array patternValue[O]
as follows.

u_int16_t patternValue[O];

We simply use this array by storing pattern values of each oc-
currences of O. Retrieval of the pattern values from global
memory can be done using coalesce access in the similar way
to case-1. After retrieving the pattern values, we sort the val-
ues as shown in Fig. 7. Note that a GPU-specific sorting al-
gorithm called bitonic sort can be used for high-throughput
sorting. Then, we trace through the array sequentially in or-
der to count each value pattern and sum up the model score.
Although it takes a little longer than case-1, we can compute
the model score in relatively short time.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed method in terms of both running
time and quality of the output model.

To clarify the performance of the proposed method to ac-
celerate computational speed, we compare the running time of
the proposed algorithm executed on GPU with its base PBIL-
based algorithm executed on CPU. Note that their output is
the same, only running time is different.

5.1 Computational Time
We compare the running time of the proposed algorithm

executed on GPU with its base algorithm PBIL-RS executed
on CPU. We implemented both algorithms in C++ language
with CUDA library for GPU processing. The execution envi-
ronment is shown in Table. 1. We used Alarm Network [10]
including 37 nodes as the base BN model; we generate an
observation set including 1024 occurrences based on Alarm
Network and learn BN models using each algorithm.
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Table 1: Evaluation Environment
OS CentOS 5.0

CPU Intel Core i7 4770k (3.50GHz)
Memory 32GBytes

Model nVidia GeForce GTX
TITAN Black (0.98GHz)

# of SM 15
# of SP per SM 192 (2880 SPs in total)

GPU Global Memory 6143 MBytes
Shared Memory 49152 Bytes per SM

GPU Library CUDA 6.0
Compiler g++ 4.1.2

Fig. 8 shows the computational time as generation pro-
ceeds. We see that the proposed algorithm that runs on GPU
is about 14-times faster than PBIL-RS that runs on CPU only.
In this figure, we also show a variant of the proposed algo-
rithm seen as “case-2 only” that always runs case-2 algorithm
instead of case-1 even if the number of parents is small. This
variant takes about 1.6-times longer than the both-algorithm
case, which indicates that case-1 algorithm is considerably
faster than case-2. To see the difference more precisely, we
show the execution ratio of case-1 and case-2 in each gener-
ation in Fig. 9. Because mostly case-1 algorithm is executed
with 100% ratio, we can estimate that the case-1 algorithm is
about 1.6-times faster than case-2.

6 CONCLUSION

We proposed a method to accelerate PBIL-based BN learn-
ing algorithms using GPU computation. We make the most of
the coalesce access technique of GPU computation to reduce
computation time using consumer level hardware. Through
evaluation, we confirmed that the proposed method achieves
about 14-times faster in running speed than the original PBIL-
RS executed on only CPU.
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＜Panel Session＞

1) Title
Next Generation Distributed System

-IoT/M2M and Its Application-

2) Panelists
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Table of Contents

1. Current Status of IoT Architecture and Its Problems

2. Research Trend of IoT Architecture

3. Edge Computing
4. Towards Flexible IoT System based on

Autonomous Distributed Cooperation Control
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4

1. Current Status of IoT Architecture and Its Problems
1.1 Cloud Centric- Type Systems

Copyright©2016 by Norio Shiratori. All Rights Reserved.

・Problems

1) Lack of cloud-side network capacity for large scale IoT systems
2) Decrease of cloud service level by the disconnection

btw the platform and gateways
3) Privacy and information leakage problems because

all of collected data are stored in the IoT Platform
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5
Copyright©2016 by Norio Shiratori. All Rights Reserved.

2. Research Trend of IoT Architecture

1) 3 layers Architecture

2) 5 layers Architecture (Network-base)

3) 5 layers Architecture (SOA-base)

6

＜Solution＞
Role sharing btw cloud systems and edge computing
needs to be done “appropriately” based on 
content of users’ requests and of data processing

Copyright©2016 by Norio Shiratori. All Rights Reserved.

3. Edge Computing
-Solutions for Problems of Cloud –centric Systems

・ To overcome disadvantages of “cloud –centric systems” ,
edge computing was proposed and processes data
near data sources and controlled objects.

＜Problems of Edge Computing＞
・When edge computing processes the data

which is processed by only cloud systems,
edge computing also becomes vertical IoT system
same as cloud systems.
・Then, same problems of cloud computing

such as congestions  and data delays occur
in edge computing.
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Cloud-centric
(scalability) (effectiveness)

20 year ago
(1996)

Current

Goal of Autonomous Adaptive Flexible IoT
breakthrough of singular point by pushing up development axis(z-axis)
with flexibility 

自律適応型やわらかいIoTが目指すもの

-> Flexibilityにより発展軸をcomputationla fieldからz軸方向に押し上げ、

Symbiotic Spaceに展開することで、singular pointを突破

Flexible IoT

20 year
after
(2036）

User-centric
Computing

(usability)
(security)
(privacy)
(trust)
(QoE)

Computational
Field

20years after(2036）
without flexibility

Symbiotic Space

Copyright©2016 by Norio Shiratori. All Rights Reserved.

4. Towards Flexible IoT System based on
Autonomous Distributed Cooperation Control

5. Application Example

- Example of IoT system which satisfy individual requests of
a large number of users

＜Example＞

・Real-time information service of marathon for individual users

A real-time marathon race situation of each marathoner

(sons and friends of users, etc.) can be offered according to 

many number of individual requests from users (parents and 

friends of marathoners).

［Future Schedule］

・Sept.29-30, 2016

Our proposal will be presented in the IEICE “IN Workshop”, Sendai

(信学会IN研究会於仙台）.
8
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Let's think about user

Katsuhiko Kaji

Aichi Institute of Technology
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• Can you control useful IoT devides/functions
when you really need ?

Problem

You cannot watch/touch IoT devices

Rhythm Pattern Library for Smartphone

Pattern matching

♩ ♩ ♩ ♩

♩ ♩

♩♩

Control 
corresponding

function

• Turn on a light
♩♩

• Video recording
♩ ♩

• Tweet
♩ ♩ ♩ ♩

0.30 1.10 2.00 2.80(s)

Rhythm pattern 
extraction 

from microphone
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Did you aware the unnatural behavior?

YES:5%

NO: 95%

Advantage of Rhythm Pattern

• Multimodal expression
• Knocking a smartphone in pocket

• Finger snapping
• Tapping a table
• Hitting a frying pan by chopsticks

• Eye blinking
• Muscle :)

• Increase opportunity to control IoT devices/smartphone
• But, Rhythm Pattern is just one of them
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BLE Beacon 

• Easy to detect proximity

• Small, cheap, low consumption, longer operating life

• Coupon service, stamp rally, indoor positioning
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Let's Imagine …

• You are an event manager of stamp rally.

• Today, the event finished.

• You should gather the BLE beacons and
configure/remove/add
some of them for next stamp rally.
(e.g.: ID, signal strength, beacon interval).

Problem Management 
terminal

???
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PakaPaka Method for 
BLE Beacon Identification

Management terminal

R
SS
I (
d
B
m
)

time(s)

PakaPaka

Solved Management 
terminal

???
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Future work

?
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Toward the Future Internet Architecture
for IoT Services

2016.8.30   IWIN2016 Panel 

Takuya Yoshihiro

(Wakayama University)

Requirements for IoT Infrastructure
• Supporting applications in the up‐coming IoT World

– Need connection to every sensor for various app.

– phones, vehicles, embedded or tiny devices, etc.

• Points of my concern
– Common platform: Hardware or protocols should not be
connected with apps, be common platform of all apps.

– Separation from data processing: edge computing would
be promising solution, but data processing functions
should be added as a distinct layer.

Need common network platform 
to connect various types of sensors
Need common network platform 
to connect various types of sensors
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Conceptual View of IoT Infrastructure

Data 
Center

Data 
Center

The Internet/Cloud

Cellular APs

Reliable Mesh Specific Wireless

Tiny Sensors

Phones

Vehicles

Satellites

QueryQuery

ResponseResponse

DTN

Duty cycled

Ad‐hoc

①

②

③

④

Local 
Query
Local 
Query

Key Infrastructure Technologies

1. Reliable Mesh Networks: Extending Internet coverage
– Fixed nodes, Multi‐hop, High‐speed, Highly reliable

2. Wireless Sensor Networks: Low‐cost env. monitoring. etc
– Duty‐cycled, Battery driven, low operation cost, tiny devices

3. Phone Networks: Event discovery, Human issues. etc.
– Mobility, Ad‐hoc, but should be low delay and reliable

4. Vehicular Networks: Traffic opt., Service discovery. etc.
– DTN: high delay, but high reachability
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1. High‐speed Wireless Mesh[1]

• Collision‐free Slotted CSMA[1]

– Run CSMA within time‐divided slots on license‐free band

– CSMA‐aware fast scheduling for distributed deployment

My Research WorkMy Research Work

[1] Takuya Yoshihiro and Taiki Nishimae, “Practical Fast Scheduling and Routing
over Slotted CSMA for Wireless Mesh Networks,” In Proc. IEEE/ACM IWQoS2016.

DATA

A

B

C

tD

slot 1 slot 2

DATA

ACK DATA

DATA

ACK

ACK DATA

ACK

DATA

DATA

CTS

RTS

・・

・・・

node
slot 3 slot 4 slot 1

2. Long‐life Sensor Networks[2]
• Goal: 10‐year network life with AA Battery

– Based on receiver‐initiated MAC protocols

– approach: saving further energy by omitting beacons

My Research WorkMy Research Work

Leaf node

Relay node

Beacon Data frame

omitBeacon Data

sleep

omitomit

[2] 横谷, 吉廣,”受信ノード主導型MAC プロトコルのビーコン削減に基づいた
長寿命センサネットワーク”, 情報処理学会DPSWS2016 (To appear).
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3. Reliable Vehicular Networks[3]
• Placing static nodes at key intersections

– Vehicular net. is by nature Delay Tolerant Network (DTN)

– Achieving high delivery ratio via routing over static nodes

My Research WorkMy Research Work

static node
[2] T. Yoshihiro, et al., “Reliable Distance‐Vector Routing for Static‐node‐
assisted Vehicular Networks,” In Proc. of MobiQuitous2016 (To appear)

Conclusion

• Presented my future view of access networks
for IoT networks, and my on‐going studies.

1. High‐speed Wireless Mesh Networks

2. Long‐life Sensor Networks

3. Smartphone Ad‐hoc Networks

4. Reliable Vehicular Networks

• How to combine data processing as a common
platform of IoT would be another essential issue
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IoT Era Changes Stream Data?

Tomoki Yoshihisa
Associate Professor

Osaka University, Japan

Thanks to Mentors

Self-Introduction
Research field:

Stream data (video, sensor) delivery systems, protocols, applications

Main papers:
IEEE Trans. on Broad. [impact factor 2.7], IEEE COMPSAC [acceptance rate 22%], 
ACM SAC [acceptance rate 24%], IEEE WCNC, Pervasive, ACM SIGGRAPH (Demo)

Personal history:
Assistant Professor at Kyoto University, Japan since 2005.
Associate Professor at Osaka University, Japan since 2009.
(During 2009, Visiting Researcher at University of California, Irvine, USA)

Awards:
ICMU (2 times), IEEE PACRIM golden paper (2007), ICMU (2 times) 
Osaka University Presidential Awards (2014)
many domestic conference awards

1. Introduction
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Stream Data

Stream Data
Development of communication technologies in this 
decade (before IoT era) improve the communication 
speed on Internet.
Stream data delivery over Internet has became popular.

Stream Data: data generated continuously
e.g.) video data, audio data, sensor data, stock price data, etc.

used for video conference, environmental observations, etc.

A situation of video 
stream data delivery

1. Introduction

IoT Era
In IoT Era, various ‘things’ connect to the Internet.

Appliances (security cameras, air-conditioners, refrigerators)
Furniture (door, table, chair)
Creatures (pets, humans)

Most of them generate and deliver stream data.
To monitor houses, security cameras generate and deliver 
video stream to security companies.
To get pokemon, smart phones generate and deliver their 
location data stream to game servers.

Here, I have 4 questions about stream data in IoT era.
These questions are based on 3V features (one of them is 
divided into two features) of big data.

`
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Question 1

Yes.
Various things connect to the Internet and these 
various things generate and deliver various stream 
data. 

Do the Variety of Stream Data 
Increase by the Start of IoT Era?

Different variety of stream data has different characteristics 
of stream data such as generation patterns, bit rate, etc.

Question 2

Do the Number of Stream Data 
Increase by IoT Era?

Yes.
The number of the things that connect to the Internet 
and generate stream data increases.
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Question 3

No.
The data size of one datum can increase in the 
future. But this is not related to IoT.

Do the Data Size of
One Datum in Stream Data

Enlarge by IoT Era?
To define the data size for continuously generated stream data, 

I used the expression “one datum in stream data.”
e.g.) frame data in video stream, one sensor data for temperature data stream.

Question 4

No.
Stream data speeds are restricted by communication 
speed for Internet.
Stream data speeds themselves can be faster.
e.g.) high frequency, high resolution, high accuracy

Do Stream Data Speeds in Internet 
Become Faster by IoT Era?
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Regarding about stream data on Internet

Currently

IoT era

Comparison

Items Before IoT Era IoT Era

Variety Not so increase Increase
Number Not so increase Increase
Data Size No dependency No dependency
Speed No dependency No dependency

After IoT Era

More increase
More increase

20℃ 21℃ 20℃ 23℃ 19℃ 18℃ 20℃Temperature data stream
Time

Temperature, humidity,
video, linked data stream

20℃ 21℃ 20℃ 23℃ 19℃ 18℃ 20℃

22% 21% 19% 18% 21% 22% 21%

1.jpg 2.jpg 3.jpg 4.jpg 5.jpg 6.jpg 7.jpg

My Research

Stream data delivery for a large number of various
stream data is required in IoT era.

To contribute stream data research field, I have 
developed some systems.

Other Worlds Broadcasting (OWB)
Metreamer (Mobile Ever Stream-er)
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Other Worlds Broadcasting (OWB)
To deliver various stream data (video stream) with 
short delay, I have developed an Internet broadcasting 
system.

OWB servers receive various stream data from OWB clients 
and execute some calculation to the data.
e.g.) adding video effect (looks other worlds than real world)

Metreamer
To deliver a large number of stream data (video 
stream) with small interruptions, I have developed a 
mobile video-on-demand system.

Stream merge
Spare data delivery
Remaining battery based bit rate

Developed client Software for clients

Software for server
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Conclusion
Stream data delivery is proliferating.
I have 4 questions about stream data in IoT era.
1. Do the Variety of Stream Data Increase by IoT Era?
2. Do the Number of Stream Data Increase by IoT Era?
3. Do the Data Size of One Datum in Stream Data Enlarge

by IoT Era?
4. Do Stream Data Speeds Become Faster by IoT Era?

How do you think about these?
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On Best Time Estimation Method for Phenological Observations 
Using Geotagged Tweets 

Masaki Endo*,**, Yoshiyuki Shoji**, Masaharu Hirota***, Shigeyoshi Ohno*, and Hiroshi Ishikawa** 

*Division of Core Manufacturing, Polytechnic University, Japan
**Graduate School of System Design, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan 

*** Department of Information Engineering, National Institute of Technology, Oita College, Japan 

Abstract - In recent years, social network services (SNS) 
such as Twitter have become widely used, attracting great 
attention for many reasons. An important characteristic of 
Twitter is its real-time property. Twitter users post huge 
volumes of Twitter posts (tweets) related to daily events in 
real time. We assume that the tweet contents depend on the 
region, season, and time of day. Therefore, the possibility 
exists of obtaining valuable information for tourists from 
tweets posted during travel. As described in this paper, we 
propose a method to estimate regional best times for 
viewing flower blossoms from tweets including flower 
names. Our proposed method analyzes the number of tweets 
using a moving average. Additionally, we particularly 
examine geotagged tweets. Our experiments compare the 
best time for viewing estimated using our method to the 
flowering date and the full bloom date of cherry blossoms 
that the Japan Meteorological Agency has observed and 
posted. We conducted an experiment using data for the best 
time for viewing cherry blossoms during 2015 and 2016. 
Results confirmed that the proposed method can estimate 
the full bloom period accurately. 

Keywords: trend estimation; phenological observation; 
Twitter 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, because of rapid performance 
improvement and the dissemination of various devices such 
as smart phones and tablets, diverse and vast data are 
generated on the web. Particularly, social networking 
services (SNS) have become prevalent because users can 
post data and various messages easily. According to the 
2014 Communications Usage Trend Survey of the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) [1], the 
percentage of Japanese people aged 13–39 years old using 
SNS is greater than 60%, the figure for people 40–49 years 
is higher than 50%. Twitter [2], an SNS that provides a 
micro-blogging service, is used as a real-time 
communication tool. Numerous tweets have been posted 
daily by vast numbers of users. Twitter is therefore  a useful 
medium to obtain, from a large amount of information 
posted by many users, real-time information corresponding 
to the real world. 

Here, we describe the provision of information to 
tourists using the web. Before SNS were used, local 
governments, tourism organizations, and travel companies 
provided regional tourism information using web pages. 
After SNS became widely used, they also undertook efforts 

to disseminate more detailed information related to 
respective tourist spots. The information is useful for 
tourists, but providing timely and topical travel information 
entails high costs for the information provider because they 
must update the information continually. Today, providing 
reliable information related to local travel is not only 
strongly demanded by tourists, but also local governments, 
tourism organizations, and travel companies, which bear 
high costs of providing the information. 

Tourists also want real-time information and local 
unique seasonal information  posted on web sites, according 
to a survey study of IT tourism and services to attract 
customers [3] by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry (METI). Current web sites provide similar 
information in the form of guide books. Nevertheless, the 
information update frequency is low. Because each local 
government, tourism association, and travel company 
provides information about travel destination local unit 
independently, it is difficult for tourists to collect 
information for “now” tourist spots. 

Therefore, providing current, useful, real-world 
information for travelers by capturing the change of 
information in accordance with the season and time zone of 
the tourism region is important for the travel industry. As 
described herein, we define "now" as information for 
tourism and disaster prevention required by travelers during 
travel, such as a best flower-viewing time and festivals and 
local heavy rains. 

We propose a method to estimate the best time for 
phenological observations for tourism such as the best time 
for viewing cherry blossoms and autumn leaves in each 
region by particularly addressing phenology observations 
assumed for “now” in the real world. Tourist information for 
the best time requires a peak period, which means that the 
best time is not a period after and before falling flowers, but 
a period to view blooming flowers. Furthermore, the best 
times differ among regions and locations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to estimate a best time of phenological 
observation for each region and location. To estimate the 
best time for viewing, we must collect much information 
having real-time properties. For this study, we use Twitter 
data obtained for many users throughout Japan. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Chapter 2 presents earlier research related to this topic. 
Chapter 3 describes our proposed method for estimation of 
best time of phenological observations. Chapter 4 describes 
experimentally obtained results for our proposed method 
and a discussion of the results. Chapter 5 summarizes the 
contributions and future work. 
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2 RELATED WORK 

The amount of digital data is expected to increase greatly 
in the future because of the spread of SNS. Reports 
describing studies of the effective use of these large amounts 
of digital data are numerous. Some studies use microblogs 
to conduct real-world understanding and prediction by 
analyzing information transmitted from microblogs. 
Kleinberg [5] detected a "burst" of keywords signaling a 
rapid increase in time-series data. Ochiai et al. [6] proposed 
a disambiguation method for family names that are also used 
as place names using dynamic characteristic words of topics 
that vary from period to period, including static 
characteristic words and locations that are independent of 
specific seasonal variation according to the location as a 
target of microblog. Kurata et al. [7] developed a system to 
detect events in real space using geotagged tweets. This 
system can grasp what events occur in time and place by the 
top 10 of frequent word extraction conducted in each time 
zone. Sakaki et al. [8] proposed a method to detect events 
such as earthquakes and typhoons based on a study 
estimating real-time events from Twitter. Consequently, 
various methods for extracting event and location 
information are discussed. However, a method used to 
estimate the start and end of the full bloom period of 
phenological observations using tweets is controversial. 

3 OUR PROPOSED METHOD 

This chapter presents a description of a method of 
analysis for target data collection and our best time 
estimation to get a guide for phenological change from 
Twitter in Japan. Our proposal is portrayed in Fig. 1. 

3.1 Data collection 

This section presents a description of the Method of (1) 
data collection shown in Fig. 1. Geotagged tweets sent from 
Twitter are a collection target. Range geo-tagged tweets 
include the Japanese archipelago (120.0 ≤ longitude ≤  154.0 
and 20.0 ≤ latitude ≤ 47.0) as the collection target. 
Collection of these data was done using Streaming API [9], 
one API provided by Twitter, Inc. 

Next, we describe the collected number of data. The 
percentage of geotagged tweets among tweets originated in 
Japan, according to the study of Hashimoto et al. [10] as a 
whole is about 0.18%. Such tweets are very few among all 
data. However, the collected geo-tagged tweets, shown as an 

example in Table 1, number about 70,000, even on 
weekdays. On weekends there are also days on which more 
than 100,000 such messages are posted. We use about 30 
million geo-tagged tweets from 2015/2/17 through 
2016/4/30. For each day of collection, the number during the 
period covered was about 72,000. We calculated the best 
time for flower viewing, as estimated by processing the 
following sections using these data. 

3.2 Preprocessing 

This section presents a description of the method of (2) 
preprocessing shown in Fig. 1. Preprocessing includes 
reverse geocoding and morphological analysis, as well as 
database storage for data collected through the processing 
described in Section 3.1. 

Reverse geocoding identified prefectures and 
municipalities by town name from latitude and longitude 
information of the individually collected tweets. We use a 
simple reverse geocoding service [11] available from the 
National Agriculture and Food Research Organization in 
this process: e.g., (latitude, longitude) = (35.7384446, 
139.460910) by reverse geocoding becomes (Tokyo, 
Kodaira City, Ogawanishi-cho 2-chome). 

Morphological analysis divides the collected geo-tagged 
tweet morphemes. We use the “Mecab” morphological 
analyzer [12]. By way of example, "桜は美しいです” ( in 
English “Cherry blossoms are beautiful.”)" is divided into 
"(桜 / noun), (は / particle), (美しい / adjective), (です / 
auxiliary verb), (。 / symbol)". 

Preprocessing performs the necessary data storage  for 
the best time to view, as estimated from results of the 
processing of the data collection and reverse geocoding and 
morphological analysis. Data used for this study were the 
tweet ID, tweet post time, tweet text, morphological analysis 
result, latitude, and longitude. 

3.3 Estimating the best time for viewing 

This section presents a description of the method of (3) 
best time estimation presented in Fig. 1. Our estimation 
method for the best time to view is one that processes the 
target number of extracted data and calculates a simple 
moving average, yielding an inference of the best time to 
view the flowers. The method defines a word related to the 
best time for viewing, estimated as the target word. The 
target word is a word including Chinese characters, hiragana, 

Figure 1: Our proposal summary. 

Table 1: Transition example of geotagged tweets 
(2015/5/9-6/4) 
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and katakana, which represents an organism name and 
seasonal change, as shown in Table 2. 

Next, we describe the simple moving average calculation, 
which uses a moving average of the standard of the best 
time to view judgment. It calculates a simple moving 
average using aggregate data on a daily basis by the target 
number of data extraction described above. Fig. 2 presents 
an overview of the simple moving average of the number of 
days. 

We calculate the simple moving average in formula (1) 
using the number of data going back to the past from the day 
before the estimated date of the best time for viewing. 

   (1) 

The standard length of time we used for the simple 
moving average is a 7-day moving average and 1-year 
moving average. A 7-day moving average has been one 
week of the criteria of the period in full bloom estimated 
because  a tendency exists for a transition of geotagged 
tweets, as shown in Table 1 of the above-described increases 
on weekends than on weekdays. In addition, phenological 
observations are based on the moving average of a best time 
for viewing estimated in past years because there are many 
such “viewing” events every year: cherry blossom viewing, 
autumn leaf viewing, and even moon viewing. 

Next, we describe a simple moving average of the 
number of days specified for each organism to compare the 
7-day moving average and a one-year moving average. In
this study, because the best time to view the period varies
depending on the specified organism, the individual
organism, and the number of days from the biological period.

As an example, we describe cherry blossoms. The Japan 
Meteorological Agency [13] carries out phenological 
observations of "Sakura," which yields two output items of 
the flowering date and the full bloom date observation target. 
"Sakura of flowering date" [14] is the first day of blooming 
5–6 or more wheels of flowers of a specimen tree. "Sakura 
in full bloom date" is the first day of a state in which about 
80% or more of the buds are open in the specimen tree. In 
addition, "Sakura" is the number of days from general 
flowering until full bloom: about 5 days. Therefore, 
"Sakura" in this study uses a 5-day moving average, which 
is standard. 

Next, we describe an estimated judgment of the best time 
for viewing, which was calculated using the simple moving 
average (7-day moving average, 1-year moving average, and 
another biological moving average). It specifies the two 
conditions as a condition of an estimated decision for the 
best time for viewing. Condition 1 is the number of data one 
day before expression. Formula 2 is a simple moving 
average greater than that of the estimated best time to view 
date. Condition 2 is the case that follows formulas 3 ((A) / 
(2)) or more. The short number of days by comparison of 
the 7-day moving average and another biological moving 
average is A. A long number of days is B. 

(2) 
 (3)

Our inference of the best time for viewing was estimated 
for conditions 1 and 2. Actually, the best time for viewing 
both holds day to the estimated date for the best time for 
viewing. 

3.4 Output 

This section presents a description of the method of (4) 
output shown in Fig. 1. Output can be visualized using a 
result of the best time for viewing, as estimated by 
processing explained in the previous section. This paper 
presents a visualization that reflects the best time to view 
inference results in a time-series graph. The graph shows the 
number of data and the date, respectively, on the vertical 
axis to the horizontal axis. We are striving to develop useful 
visualization techniques for travelers. 

4 EXPERIMENTS 

This chapter presents a description of the experiment to 
infer the best time to view flowers for the proposed method 
described in Chapter 3. It shows the dataset to be used for 
inference of the best time for viewing full blooming flowers 
in Section 4.1, with similar results shown for 2015 cherry 
blossom viewing in Section 4.2, and 2016 cherry blossom 
viewing in Section 4.3. 

Table 2: Examples of the target word 

Figure 2: Number of days simple moving average. 
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4.1 Dataset 

Datasets used for this experiment were collected using 
streaming API, as described for data collection in Section 
3.1. Data are geo-tagged tweets from Japan during 
2015/2/17 – 2016/4/17. The data include about 27 million 
items. We are using these datasets for experiments to infer 
the best time for cherry blossom viewing in 2015 (shown in 
Section 4.2) and in 2016 (shown in Section 4.3). 

4.2 Estimation experiment for best time to 
view cherry blossoms 

The estimation experiment to ascertain the best time to 
view cherry blossoms uses the target word in Table 2: 
"Sakura". The target word is “cherry blossom,” which is 
“桜 ” and “さくら ” and “サクラ ” in Japanese. The 
experimental target areas were "Tokyo," "Ishikawa", 
"Kyoto," and “Hokkaido." For each area, a specimen tree is 
used for observations by the Japan Meteorological Agency. 
The cities of “Chiyoda," "Kanazawa," "Kyoto," and 
"Sapporo" are target areas. 

Fig. 3 presents the target area location. Kyoto and 
Hokkaido are separated by about 1,000 km straight line 
distance. Kyoto and Tokyo are about 360 km apart. Because 
of their latitudes, cherry trees flower later in the north in 
Hokkaido than in Kyoto. Moreover, higher altitudes and 
consequently cooler temperatures delay flowering even 
when locations have similar latitudes. Although issues 
related to altitude were not particularly addressed in this 
study, they are not expected to affect important results for 
single sites. 

4.3 Target word results in target areas 

Fig. 4 presents experimentally obtained results for the 
estimated best time for viewing in 2015 using the target 
word cherry blossoms in the target area of "Tokyo." The 
dark gray bar in the figure represents the number of tweets. 
The light gray part represents the period of time it is 
determined that the best time to view the proposed method. 

In addition, the solid line shows a 5-day moving average. 
The dashed line shows a 7-day moving average. The dotted 
line shows the 1-year moving average. Fig. 5 shows the best 
time to view estimated experimentally obtained results in 
2016 using the target word cherry blossoms in the target 
area of "Tokyo."  

For Tokyo in 2015, as shown in Fig. 4, we obtained the 
greatest number of data. The greatest number of tweets per 
day reached about 400. Our proposed method indicates the 
best time for viewing as 3/23 – 4/3. 

Our proposed method shows the best time for viewing as 
3/21 – 4/6 in Fig. 5. The estimation for the best time to view 
in 2016 indicates a longer period than that in 2015, which is 
consistent with the trend of 2016, with low-temperature days 
after flowering. Tokyo of 2016, as shown in Fig. 5, also has 
the largest number of data in the area of the experimental 
subjects of 2016. More than 1,600 tweets were sent on some 
days, which is about four times that of 2015. Therefore, the 
one-year moving average value for the rapid increase in the 
number of tweets is reduced. For that reason, much noise is 
included in the estimate of the best time to view. 

Fig. 6 presents results of 2015 for Ishikawa Prefecture. 
Results of 2016 for Ishikawa Prefecture are shown in Fig. 7. 
The greatest numbers of data were, respectively, 15 tweets 
and 45 tweets. Ishikawa data are far fewer than those of 
Tokyo. However, 2015 has been the best time to view was 
estimated as 3/30 – 4/8. In 2016, the best time to view was 
estimated as 4/1 – 4/6. Noise contents that are unrelated to 
"Sakura" organisms are also included in tweets. However, 

Figure 3: Position of target area. 

Figure 4: Results of the best time to see, as estimated by 
Tokyo (2015). 

Figure 5: Results of the best time to see, as estimated by 
Tokyo (2016). 
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before the peak period, tweets abound for budding and 
flowering cherry. After the peak period, tweets related to 
cherry blossom leaves are prominent.  

Therefore, the possibility exists of allowing full bloom 
estimation of the state of more detailed "Sakura" by 
analyzing the discovered contents. However, these analyses 
estimate the best time for viewing for each region based 
only on the target word appearance. No mention is made of 
the analysis of tweet contents. 

4.4 Comparing best time for viewing 
estimation and observed data 

Table 3 presents results of comparison between the best 
time to view the estimated target area in 2015 and the Japan 
Meteorological Agency observation data. Dates in the table 
are the target dates for the estimated best time to view. The 
thin gray portion of each region is the day determined as the 
best time for viewing: as an example, Tokyo’s best time for 
viewing in 2015 was 3/23 – 4/3. This result represents the 
same day and best time to view the estimated thin gray part 
of the previous section in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the arrow 
indicates the period of up to "cherry blossoms in full bloom 
date" from "cherry flowering date" that the Japan 
Meteorological Agency has observed in each region. As an 
example, Tokyo observations are based on the specimen tree 
in Chiyoda. The "Sakura flowering date" of 2015 is 3/23. 
The "Sakura in full bloom date" of 2015 is 3/29. Specimen 

trees of the Japan Meteorological Agency of the 
experimental target area are the following. Ishikawa is 
Kanazawa. Kyoto is Kyoto City. Hokkaido is Sapporo. 
Recall and precision using the observed data and best time 
to view estimated results are calculated for each target area 
for 2015 from 3/1 – 6/30 using formula (4) and formula (5). 

(4)

(5)

The precision ratio average in Table 3 is about 20%. A 
low precision ratio does not include the period from full 
bloom to abscission. The best time for viewing is estimated 
as 3/30 – 4/3 for Tokyo as determined by the Japan 
Meteorological Agency as the best time for viewing after 
full blooming of cherry trees. Therefore, the result presents 
the possibility of providing the best time to view 
information that is required to complement tourist 
observation data of the Japan Meteorological Agency using 
the proposed method. However, the data are few for areas 
such as Kanazawa. Therefore, the moving average used to 
estimate the best time for flower viewing is vulnerable to 
extreme changes. 

Moreover, Hokkaido, Tokyo, Ishikawa, and Kyoto recall 
is higher than that of municipal districts. These experiments 
use aggregate data of each whole area against observation 
data of a sample tree of the Japan Meteorological Agency. 
Chiyoda and Kanazawa are regions within prefectures. They 
therefore have a low recall rate because of fewer data. Kyoto 
and Sapporo show no decrease of recall because many data 
in the region are city data. Results of this best time 
estimation should be provided as tourist information in each 
region for which there is limited information of target areas. 

Table 4 presents experimentally obtained results for 
2016. The notation is the same as that used in Table 3. The 
experimental period in 2016 was 3/1 – 4/30. Data of 2016 
obtained using our proposed method were also confirmed 

Figure 6: Results of best time to see, as estimated by 
Ishikawa (2015). 

Figure 7: Results of best time to see, as estimated by 
Ishikawa (2016). 

Table 3: Comparison result in target areas of the best 
time to see the estimated and the observed data (2015) 
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best time estimation for each region. Data confirmed the 
best time estimation after full bloom observation by the 
Japan Meteorological Agency. Compared to 2015, 2016 was 
confirmed to have a long best time period because of low 
temperatures after flowering. However, precision and recall 
for some data loss are lower than in 2015. 

Therefore, our proposed method is useful for estimating 
the best time for viewing cherry blossoms in areas where 
about 10 tweets per day were obtained. However, 
experimental target areas have fewer data in large areas, 
where there might be a specimen tree in a prefectural capital 
used for observations by the Japan Meteorological Agency. 
Therefore, further verification must be done in other regions. 

5 CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed the use of Twitter to produce a 
useful approach for estimating the best time for presenting 
tourism information related to phenological observations. 
The proposed method used geotagged tweets with target 
words and organism names to infer the best times for 
viewing flowers in Japan. Results of cherry blossom 
experiments show that seasonal changes in tweets and real-
world seasonal changes are relevant to estimates. Therefore, 
our proposed method  presents the possibility of a real-world 
best time estimated by observation of tweets related to 
organism names. The granularity of the proposed method 
differs according to the target word and region. However, 
best time estimation of each prefecture and city were 
confirmed for different regions. Results verify the 
possibility of tourist information presentation with real-time 
properties for different regions by best time estimation using 
geotagged tweets. Future studies must verify that the 
proposed method is applicable to other organisms. 
Additionally, the method must be expanded to a system by 
which travelers can obtain event information and disaster 
information related to travel destinations in real time. 
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Abstract - A method for accurately estimating 3D pedes-
trian location from sensing data using a smartphone equipped
with an accelerometer, gyrometer, and air pressure sensor is
proposed. We participated in the PDR Challenge of Ubi-
comp/ISWC 2015 for the most accurate 3D Pedestrian Dead
Reckoning (PDR) algorithm. In this contest, accuracy was
calculated from the difference between estimated position and
correct position in one-second intervals. Position estimation
required number of steps, step length, walking direction, and
change of height via stairs. All corridors were linear and all
corners were orthogonal in the venue where the PDR Chal-
lenge was held, so we assumed linear pedestrian trajectories
and left/right turns made at right angles. Additionally, we set
step length when walking stairs to a small fixed value match-
ing the generally short length of individual steps. Height esti-
mation took into account the actual height difference between
floors to avoid unrealistic values. Our team came in third out
of five teams with an average error of 12.96 m. We improved
our algorithm after the PDR Challenge reducing average error
to 7.94 m.

Keywords: Pedestrian dead reckoning, Smartphone

1 INTRODUCTION

Improved accuracy in location estimation technologies is
driving the practical implementation of various types of lo-
cation information services such as navigation and check-in
services. Location estimation techniques using wireless LAN
and the Global Positioning System (GPS) are frequently used
outdoors. However, poor line-of-sight conditions with satel-
lites and multipath error can prevent GPS-based positioning
from being sufficiently accurate, which makes it particularly
difficult to use GPS indoors. One powerful technique for es-
timating a person’s location indoors is Pedestrian Dead Reck-
oning (PDR) [1]–[3]. In contrast to direct detection of one’s
current position, ”Dead Reckoning” is the process of obtain-
ing that position by detecting the amount of movement from
an initial position. Elemental technologies making up PDR
include those for estimating number of steps, step length, walk-
ing direction, and movement between the floors of a building.
Past implementations of PDR made use of dedicated sensors
affixed to the user’s waist, leg, head, etc. However, recent im-
provements in mobile terminal technologies have driven the
spread of smartphones equipped with a variety of sensors.
This development enables PDR to be implemented without
having to carry around dedicated sensors.

In this paper, we propose a method for achieving high-

accuracy PDR by introducing knowledge that can be applied
to ordinary indoor walking. Specifically, we assume that cor-
ridors are linear, corners are orthogonal, movement between
floors is infrequent, and step length when ascending/descending
stairs is shorter than usual. In ordinary PDR systems, the ac-
curacy of gyrometers is particularly poor, and there are cases
in which even straight-ahead walking is mistaken as turning.
Consequently, introducing the knowledge that corridors are
linear means that even a situation in which a gyrometer has
an offset value will be treated as linear walking.

We already proposed a pedestrian trajectory estimation method
based on environmental knowledge [4]. However, the method
is offline algorithm, so that it cannot apply realtime indoor
positioning. Main contribution of this paper is to expand the
method as an online method that is available for realtime in-
door positioning.

We participated in the PDR Algorithm Category of the Ubi-
Comp/ISWC 2015 PDR Challenge [5] with our proposed method
competing with other participants for the most accurate al-
gorithm. In this contest, a subject walked along five pre-
arranged routes while carrying a smartphone equipped with
several types of sensors. The accuracy of a PDR algorithm
was taken to be the result of calculating the error between the
estimated trajectory while walking and the correct trajectory
determined from the prearranged route in one-second inter-
vals and taking the average of those values. The contest was
held in a building with a simple shape, meaning an environ-
ment in which we could apply the building-related knowledge
assumed by our method. Specifically, the building featured
only orthogonal corners and only one staircase for moving
between floors. Using the proposed method, we came in third
out of five teams in the PDR Challenge.

2 RELATED WORK

Positioning techniques can be broadly divided into two types:
absolute positioning and relative positioning. An absolute po-
sitioning technique determines the absolute position of the
targeted person using an infrastructure installed outside that
person. Positioning by GPS, by an indoor messaging system
(IMES), or by WiFi access points can be classified as absolute
positioning [6]–[8]. WiFi access points are considered to be
advantageous in that commercial Wi-Fi facilities are already
installed in great number thereby lowering the hurdle associ-
ated with the installation of equipment. In contrast, locations
in which no IMES or Wi-Fi access points exist suffer from
the costs incurred in deploying and maintaining an infrastruc-
ture. Furthermore, in Wi-Fi, the accuracy of positioning can
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deteriorate owing to the existence of many noise sources and
the diffraction, reflection, and absorption of radio signals. In
GPS, meanwhile, the presence of structures and obstacles can
hamper the reception of radio signals making indoor position-
ing difficult.

A relative positioning technique, on the other hand, esti-
mates current position by having the user carry sensors whose
data can be used to determine the amount of movement from
immediately preceding positions [1]–[3]. This technique uses
no established infrastructure and therefore has the advantage
of not being limited to certain locations. Relative position-
ing corresponds to navigation techniques that determine one’s
own position by estimating acceleration during movement from
a gyrometer and accelerometer (inertial navigation methods)
and calculating velocity and distance by integral calculations.
This technology is used in car navigation systems for navigat-
ing inside tunnels where GPS signals cannot be received, and
it is also used in ship and rocket navigation systems. How-
ever, the outside environment can easily affect inertial navi-
gation methods, so their application is limited to objects with
simple movement. The PDR method can also be classified as
a relative positioning technique. A key characteristic of PDR
is that error tends to accumulate and increase as the position-
ing interval becomes longer. This error can be corrected by
such methods as radio-frequency identification (RFID) and
map matching. The RFID method can effectively correct lo-
cation information by using RFID readers to detect a tag with
a specific ID and transmitting the installation location or de-
tection time of a detecting reader to the user corresponding
to that ID [9]. Low accuracy in estimating step length is also
connected to an increase in PDR error.

One technique for resolving the above issues is to calculate
step length when walking outdoors by using distance and du-
ration of movement obtained by GPS and the number of steps
at that time and to then use that step length when walking in-
doors. However, step length when walking indoors can differ
from that when walking outdoors. In addition, GPS neces-
sarily includes error, and accurate estimation of step length
cannot be expected unless the user is in an ideal environment
having small multipath effects. There is also a technique us-
ing ultrasound waves for calculating step length, but incorpo-
rating an ultrasound device in smartphones is not practical.

3 PDR ALGORITHM

The processes used for estimating number of steps, step
length, direction of travel, and inter-floor movement are con-
stituent elements of PDR. Accelerometer values are used to
estimate number of steps and step length and calculate dis-
tance moved, while gyrometer values are used to estimate di-
rection of travel. Combining these two types of values en-
ables location information to be obtained by estimating how
far and in what direction the target person has moved on a
plane. Furthermore, since estimation of inter-floor movement
is necessary to perform 3D PDR, the values of an air pressure
sensor are used to estimate height in this study.

3.1 Estimating Number of Steps
Accelerometer values are used to estimate number of steps.

An accelerometer obtains values along a total of three axes:
two axes in the horizontal direction and one axis in the verti-
cal direction with respect to the ground plane. In this study,
instead of being affixed to the user’s body, the accelerome-
ter is carried around, which means that it is always in a tilted
state. Accordingly, to enable acceleration values to be used
without having to take sensor tilt into account and to simplify
processing, we denote the three-axes composite value of ac-
celeration as A and the values of acceleration along the X, Y,
and Z axes as ax, ay , and az , respectively, and combine those
values using their norm as shown in Eq. 1.

A =
√
ax ∗ ay ∗ az (1)

Accelerometer values, however, include noise owing to fac-
tors such as the sensor’s accuracy and sensitivity, an unsteady
hand, etc. Consequently, if accelerometer values were to be
used as such, values displaced by walking could not be dis-
tinguished from such noise and estimating number of steps
would be difficult. For this reason, we perform a smoothing
process by using a low-pass filter to remove high-frequency
components and extract only low-frequency components. De-
noting the three-axes composite value after correction as lowA,
the three-axes composite value before correction as A, and
elapsed time as t, we express this filtering process by Eq. 2.

lowAt = A ∗ 0.1 + lowAt−1 ∗ 0.9 (2)

Since composite acceleration is affected only by gravity
when the accelerometer is at rest, it will stabilize near 0.9 [g],
the approximate value of gravitational acceleration. Acceler-
ation when walking, however, will drop below the value of
gravitational acceleration after the body moves upward when
taking a step. Then, when stepping on the floor, it will rise
above the value of gravitational acceleration due to the ac-
companying shock and the increase in speed. Thus, as shown
in Figure 1, we set thresholds at 1.4 [g] and 0.4 [g] to en-
close the value of gravitational acceleration and increment the
step count by one whenever the value of acceleration reaches
the upper threshold, drops to the lower threshold, and again
reaches the upper threshold.

Figure 1: Step estimation using accelerometer.
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3.2 Estimating Step Length
Step length constitutes an important piece of data for cal-

culating walking distance, but it differs between pedestrians.
One factor that can be offered to explain this is body height
since leg length differs according to height. For this reason,
body height is often used to estimate step length. Denoting
step length as l [m] and body height as h [m], step length can
be calculated by Eq. 3.

l ≈ h− 1 (3)

In the event that such height information is not available,
calibration data can be obtained beforehand using a PDR-
based application. Specifically, if the subject can be asked
to hold the smartphone while walking a fixed distance L, that
distance can be divided by the estimated number of steps s to
give the length of a single step (Eq. 4).

l = 14.4/s (4)

Step length can therefore be determined as described above
by dividing calibration distance by number of steps. How-
ever, if error happens to be included in the value estimated for
number of steps, error will likewise occur in step length. If
location should then be estimated using step length, that er-
ror will always be retained when calculating the distance of
movement thereby increasing the amount of error. With this
in mind, we tried calculating step length using acceleration.
Denoting step length as l, maximum acceleration and mini-
mum acceleration of the accelerometer’s vertical component
per unit time as max(av) and min(v), respectively, and a
constant as ri, we express step length by Eq. 5.

l ≈
√
max(av)−min(v) ∗ ri (5)

However, the results of a preliminary experiment showed
that accuracy could not be improved beyond that of Eq. 4. We
consider the reason for this to be as follows: since the sub-
ject hand-holds the accelerometer, a variety of factors other
than walking can be reflected as accelerometer values thereby
making step length fluctuate in value. In light of the above,
we decided to use Eq. 4 for estimating step length.

On the other hand, a disadvantage in estimating step length
by Eq. 4 is that dealing with actual fluctuation in step length is
difficult since the trajectory of the walking user is calculated
with step length as a fixed value from beginning to end. One
location where step length can vary greatly from the norm is a
staircase. Human step length generally lies in the range of 60 -
80 [cm], but on a staircase, it takes on a fixed value if walking
one step at a time regardless of body height or gait. Since the
depth of a single step on a staircase is approximately 30 [cm],
step length can be approximated as such. Whether the subject
is moving between floors can be estimated from the slope of
the regression line plotted from the values of an air pressure
sensor as described later. Thus, when estimating that the user
is walking on stairs, we change step length from the value
previously calculated from Eq. 4 to a fixed value and calculate
walking distance accordingly. Then, when estimating that the
user has stopped walking on stairs and returned to walking on
level ground, we return step length to its original value.

3.3 Estimating Direction

We estimate direction of travel using a gyrometer built into
a smartphone. Change in the direction of travel can be com-
puted by integrating the value of angular speed. In this study,
we target ordinary buildings and assume a building structure
composed only of linear corridors and orthogonal corners.
Consequently, to detect a change in the direction of travel,
we consider that estimating only whether the user is walk-
ing straight ahead or turning at a right angle is sufficient and
narrow down user behavior into the four patterns of moving
forward, turning right, turning left, and turning around. In
judging the direction of rotation, the difference between the
value of angular speed measured in real time and that mea-
sured 0.5 s earlier corresponds to a right rotation if negative
and a left rotation if positive. We use the thresholds shown
in Figure 2 to judge the occurrence of right and left turns and
a turn-around. For example, the detection of a rotation with
a value between 70 ◦ and 160 ◦ is judged to be a left turn of
90 ◦, and a detection of a rotation with a value between -70 ◦

and -160 ◦ is judged to be a right turn of 90 ◦. The reason for
using thresholds of 70 ◦ and -70 ◦, that is, for setting thresh-
olds ± 20 ◦ different from a right angle, is to absorb a change
in angular speed of about 20 ◦ to the left or right that may
be applied owing to rotation of the torso even when walking
straight ahead at the time of measurement.

Figure 2: Turn estimation.

3.4 Estimating Height

We use the values obtained from an air pressure sensor to
estimate height. First, however, we apply a low-pass filter to
remove noise as a form of preprocessing. We also introduce
the knowledge that the height of any particular floor is the
same throughout that floor [4]. Furthermore, we assume that
movement between floors is limited to stairs-elevators and es-
calators are outside the scope of this study. Finally, we es-
timate height by combining two processes: judging that the
subject is ascending or descending stairs between floors and
judging the current floor.

In judging the ascending/descending of stairs, we calculate
the slope of the regression line plotted from the time-series
values of an air pressure sensor and conclude that the sub-
ject is ascending/descending stairs if the value of that slope
has risen above or dropped below a certain threshold value.
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Here, we use 100 air pressure values at one-second intervals
to determine the slope of the regression line. Specifically, we
judge that the user is ascending stairs when the slope value is
below -0.0877 [hPa/s], descending stairs when the slope value
is above 0.0444 [hPa/s], and walking on level ground other-
wise. When walking on stairs, height changes incrementally.
We use Eq. 6 below to compute height h [m] from air pressure
p [hPa].

h = 153.8× (t0 + 273.2)×
(
1−

(
p

p0

)0.1902
)

(6)

Here, p0 [hPa] and t0 [ ◦C] are atmospheric pressure and
ambient temperature, respectively, at h = 0 [m]. We set p0 =
1013.25 [hPa] and t0 = 15 [ ◦C] in this formula to calculate
height. We determine the distance ascended or descended by
subtracting the value of height calculated in real time from
the value of height when beginning to ascend or descend the
stairs.

Height is set to a fixed value once it has been determined
that the user is walking on the same floor. In short, if height
is set to a value of 賊 0 [m] at start time, it can then be set
to a value one floor’s worth greater after ascending stairs to
the next floor. Likewise, if it is estimated that the user has
returned to the start-time floor, height will be reset to a value
of 0 [m]. In judging the current floor, it is determined that the
user has moved between floors if the difference in air-pressure
values before and after judging stair ascending/descending is
above a certain threshold.

The height of one floor is set to constant H . Here, a low-
pass filter is applied to the air-pressure values obtained from
the user’s smartphone to determine an average value. The
value of air pressure when starting the walk is treated as a ref-
erence value and the difference between air-pressure values
calculated in real time and that reference value is determined.
However, as the value of air pressure when starting the walk
is essentially unstable, the reference value is updated to the
average value of air pressure obtained on the tenth time the
process for determining the average value is performed after
starting to walk. The difference between two air-pressure val-
ues is an absolute value. In this study, we set the threshold
for judging floor movement by air-pressure difference to 0.51
[hPa]. If difference in air pressure exceeds this threshold, the
reference value is updated to the current average value of air
pressure.

When judging that floor movement has taken place, the
current height is determined and the height value is fixed to
that height. If the reference value is higher than the cur-
rent air-pressure value, the floor number is considered to have
increased. Furthermore, if the current height should satisfy
H − 0.9 < h < H + 0.9, height is updated to H .

Figure 3: Android application for PDR Challenge.

Figure 4: A scene of data collection.

4 UBICOMP/ISWC 2015 PDR
CHALLENGE

PDR Challenge was a contest in PDR accuracy that took
place in 2015 as part of UbiComp/ISWC held at Grand Front
Osaka in Japan [5]. In this contest, subjects walked on five
prearranged routes and collected data by carrying a smart-
phone equipped with several types of sensors. Nearly 100
subjects came together and about 300 sets of walking data
were collected.

An Android app designed for this PDR Challenge was used
to collect data. This app displays a floor map on the smart-
phone’s screen and plots the subject’s trajectory in real time
as shown in Figure 3. Purple balloon is start/goal point. Ini-
tial direction is purple balloon to green balloon. The other
nodes are represented as red balloon. Aqua balloon is current
position. The subject proceeds to walk while observing that
trajectory. Here, the management side of the PDR Challenge
distributes an ”app skeleton” in a state that enables a certain
amount of PDR in this app to be performed. The participant
side adds a program on top of this skeleton and/or makes re-
visions to incorporate the participant’s own algorithm for col-
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lecting walking data.

Table 1: Result of PDR Algorithm Category.

Error Avg. [m] Error SD.
Team Freshers

12.96 9.21

TUT USL
13.06 7.78

No PDR, No Future.
3.49 1.69

Kohei Kanagu
10.67 6.53

Team UCLAB

(unofficial)
46.93 9.37

An operator walks behind the subject at the time of data
collection. The subject is briefed on the route to be taken
once before the walk beings, but the subject is also given in-
structions from the operator while walking to move straight
ahead, turn right or left, ascend/descend stairs, etc. (Figure
4). The smartphone held by the subject is connected to a but-
ton switch by a cord. The operator walking behind the subject
holds this button switch and pushes it when giving the subject
certain route-related instructions, such as walk, turn right or
left, or stop. Pushing the button in this way adds relevant in-
formation to sensor time data such as when walking began,
where a right or left turn was performed, or when walking
ended. This information is used in calculating accuracy.

Final results in the PDR Algorithm Category are shown in
Figure 1. Our team, called ”Team Freshers,” is listed at the
top of the table shown. With our algorithm, we achieved an
average error of 12.96 [m] and standard deviation of 9.21 [m].
These results came in third out of the five teams that competed
in the PDR Challenge. Looking only at the results for stan-
dard deviation, our value was large coming in fourth among
the participating teams. This result reflected a mix of walking
data exhibiting relatively high accuracy and walking data ex-
hibiting low accuracy. We consider two factors at play here:
the subject’s trajectory was estimated in a linear manner and
errors occurred in estimating height.

Among the above factors, the one that helped improve ac-
curacy was the former one, that is, an algorithm that assumes
linear walking and orthogonal corners. Examples of location
estimation accuracy on a plane are shown in Figure 5. The
left and right sides of the figure shows results for traditional
PDR and proposed PDR, respectively; the blue plots are the
correct trajectories and the red plots are the estimated trajec-
tories. Trajectories obtained by traditional PDR turn out to be
curved trajectories owing to the effects of drift in the gyrome-
ter. In contrast, the proposed PDR method generates trajecto-
ries close to the correct trajectories as a result of applying the
knowledge that corridors are linear and corners are orthogo-
nal [4].

At the same time, there were several failures in estimating
right and left turns, which contributed to a drop in accuracy
(Figure 6). An error in estimating a right or left turn even
at only one location can significantly displace the rest of the
estimated trajectory from the correct trajectory and degrade

accuracy greatly. There is therefore a need for some means of
preventing such mishaps in estimating right and left turns.

Figure 5: Examples of horizontal positioning (left: traditional
PDR, right: proposed PDR)
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Figure 6: Error of direction estimation

Figure 7: Examples of height estimation.

Figure 8: Improvement of height estimation.

Examples of making estimations in the height direction are
shown in Figure 7. Unfortunately, the implemented algo-
rithm contained errors preventing correct estimations from
being made in the height direction. On the whole, errors in
the height direction affect a drop in accuracy the most, so a
correct implementation of the proposed algorithm became an
issue to resolve.

However, we were given an opportunity to have our algo-
rithm evaluated one more time after the PDR Challenge, so
we decided to revise and reevaluate it. Original version con-
tains several bugs especially in height estimation. Therefore,
we focused mainly on removing program errors, resolving
problems in the passing of function arguments, and improving
the height-estimation algorithm. At first, correct fixed floor
height is introduced. Second, we improve estimation algo-
rithm of stair descending/ascending stairs because the origi-
nal version cannot estimate the activity stably. As a result,
the revised algorithm achieved an average error of 7.93 [m]
and standard deviation of 5.72 [m] thereby improving our
standing from third to second place. In particular, improve-
ment could be seen in height estimation. As shown in Figure
8, ascending and descending by stairs could be tracked and
change in height estimated correctly to some extent. How-
ever, these results still included failures in floor estimation
since the current floor was sometimes incorrectly estimated
to be the first floor. Further improvement in this algorithm is
therefore needed.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method for estimating the loca-
tion of a pedestrian in an indoor 3D space using data on accel-
eration, angular speed, and air pressure obtained from sensors
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built into a smartphone. A key feature of this method is the
introduction of environmental knowledge that can be applied
to ordinary indoor walking such as linear walking and turns
of 90 ◦. Using this method, we competed in the PDR Chal-
lenge of UbiComp/ISWC 2015 (a leading international forum
for ubiquitous computing) and came in third out of five teams
with an average error of 12.96 [m] and standard deviation of
9.21 [m]. Subsequent improvements in the PDR algorithm
resulted in an average error of 7.93 [m] and standard devia-
tion of 5.72 [m] thereby improving our standing from third
to second place. Since linear corridors can be seen in many
buildings, we consider that an algorithm that makes the walk-
ing trajectory linear as proposed here should be applicable to
many buildings.

In future research, we plan to deal with the occurrence
of large error associated with the estimation of travel direc-
tion and failure in estimating movement between floors by air
pressure with the aim of creating an even more accurate PDR
algorithm.
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Abstract- Recently, a systems to use life log data for the 
improvement of daily living life is paid much attention. 
Considering that the quality of one’s daily living relates to 
his/her personal feelings very closely, more effective 
improvement of living life can be expected by taking account 
of personal feelings in addition to the life log data. The 
purpose of this research is to combine user's feelings with life 
log data and provide more effective improvement method of 
the quality of daily living. The user lives using the system 
while paying good attention to provided advices and factors 
which influences user's feelings, and tries to reproduce a daily 
living model which generates good feelings. The experiment 
showed that days which produced better feelings increased 
with advices provided by our system. 
 
Keywords: Life improvement method, Personal feelings, Life 
log, SNS, Health care. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a system to use life log data for the 
improvement of daily living life is paid much attention [1] [2]. 
Considering that the quality of one’s daily living relates to 
his/her personal feelings very closely, more effective 
improvement of living life can be expected by taking account 
of personal feelings in addition to the life log data. Wearable 
devices are widely used rapidly by technological progress in 
recent years. Life log data became easy to collect by the 
wearable devices such as Apple Watch, SONY SmartBand, 
etc. Acquired life log data is used for the improvement of 
living life.  

Negative feeling of such as spiritlessness is mentioned as 
the one which damages healthy consciousness [3]. It is 
pointed out that it is difficult to motivate people in correction 
of living habit, but a supporting method which relates living 
habit to human feelings such as spiritlessness is the effective 
clue to bring up the self-management power toward the 
healthy behavior. 

The human feelings are related to the living life very 
closely. For example, a student with appropriate eating habit 
scored low negative feelings such as depression, anxiety and 
spiritlessness, and the oppression tendency of the feeling 
which can be often seen under stress conditions was little [3]. 

The purpose of this research is to combine user's feelings 
with life log data and provide more effective improvement 
method of the quality of daily living. 

Takeuchi et al. [4] use life log data for health care by 
mining the data in their system. Their system asks users to 
input their personal stress level in five stages manually by 
themselves. But the problem is that the manual input takes up 
users’ time and the evaluation of stress becomes subjective 

above all. In our research, we consider to reduce the input 
time and make the stress evaluation objective by extracting 
personal feelings out from users’ daily SNS information. 

By using two kinds of data, i.e., user's feelings and life log 
data, daily life model is constructed. Life log data on the day 
when good feelings are generated is accumulated as a good 
model, on the contrary, when bad feelings are generated as a 
bad model. 

Advices to improve daily living habit are given based on 
the models accumulated. When daily life log data is 
approaching to a bad model, a warning notice is issued and an 
advice to bring it back to a better model is provided. The 
system looks for the tendency of the model and tries to find 
factors which influence the user's feelings. The user lives 
using the system while paying good attention to provided 
advices and factors which influence user's feelings, and tries 
to reproduce a model which generates good feelings. 

By the experiment, life log data and data of personal 
feelings extracted from SNS have been collected for 2 months 
for one subject who is a University student. Then, data was 
collected for one more month while providing life 
improvement suggestions to the subject. We use standard 
score (deviation) as the reference value. On a day beyond 
score value 55 in feelings value, the model is categorized as a 
good model. When the score value is lower than 45, the 
model is categorized as a bad model.  

This experiment showed a feature that the feelings on the 
day when the subject went to the university is tend to be a 
good model. Also considering the fact that a short stay time at 
home or a short work time at the part time job induced better 
feelings. It is highly possible that the chance to come in 
contact with other students is the factor to cause good feelings. 
After that the subject tried to go to a university as much as 
possible intentionally and the standard score improved. As an 
evidence, 5 cases out of 16 good models concentrated in the 
last 2 weeks of the experiment. The experiment was a short 
one, but we can confirm that days which produced better 
feelings increased with advices by our system. 

But time of the good feelings may not always be good for 
health. So good feelings are generated by the proposed 
method, but there is a possibility of unhealthy living conduct. 
It is left for the user's choice to compromise good feelings and 
good healthy living. That is one of the problems of the current 
system. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, 
we describe about improvement of living with consideration 
of feelings. In section 3, we present how to acquire personal 
feelings in detail. In section 4, details of the acquisition of life 
log data is described. In section 5, we describe model and 
model construction. In section 6, we describe how to generate 
life improvement advices using model data base. In section 7, 
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conducted experiment and its result are described. Finally, the 
paper is concluded in section 8. 

2 IMPROVEMENT OF LIVING HABIT 
WITH CONSIDERATION OF FEELINGS 

A user's daily life log data and feelings are acquired. Life 
log data on the day when good feelings were produced is 
saved as a good model and life log data on the day when bad 
feelings were produced is preserved as a bad model as shown 
in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Mechanism of a model construction 
 
Advices to improve user's living habit are provided based 

on the model accumulated as shown in Figure 2. When user is 
approaching to "bad model", daily life log data is considered 
cautionary and the system sends advices to bring it back close 
to a better model. And it's the purpose of this research, to 
change the daily lifestyle to a better one. 

3 AQUISITION OF PERSONAL FEELINGS 

To deal with the user's feelings as data by this research, 
it's necessary to acquire feelings. After explaining the system 
configuration for the acquisition of personal feelings, the 
procedure to extract personal feeling from SNS is explained 
in detail. A design of the data base with which we deal the 
feelings acquired in the system is described. 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Approach to change the daily life to a better life 

 
 
Figure 3: System configuration of acquisition of personal 

feelings 
 
As shown in Figure 3, the user contributes the contents 

about the feelings which has formed from the daily life and 
events to SNS. Contributed information is acquired by the 
contribution information acquisition method in the feelings 
acquisition part and a feelings value of the contribution 
information is calculated with the procedure described in 3.1. 
After calculating the feelings value of the contributed 
information, it is preserved and accumulated. To have to 
calculate the feelings value of the day at the end of the day, 
the system refers to the feelings values of the contributed 
information which are accumulated up to now and calculate 
the mean value every day. This is preserved as the mean 
feelings value of the day and accumulated in the feelings data 
base again. 

3.1. Acquisition procedure of feelings 

An elementary feeling acquisition and analysis method 
from Twitter is used. We acquire data of the contribution and 
its date and time from Twitter. 

After morphological analysis of the body of acquired 
contribution messages, we find the feeling value for every 
morpheme. It is checked with the feeling language dictionary 
[5][6] for every morpheme. There are various views about the 
kind of feelings. In this research, two kinds feelings of 
positive and negative is used and a feeling language 
dictionary which consists of only two kinds is used and 
positive is set to 1 and negative -1. 

With the feelings value for a morpheme, the feeling value 
of the contribution information is calculated as a mean value 
with the following equation. Here xi is the feelings value for 
each morpheme 1 or -1 and 𝑛𝑛 the number of morphemes of 
the contribution information which were registered by a 
feeling language dictionary. 
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The system is able to calculate the feelings value of 

contribution information as the value between 1 to -1. We 
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feelings value of the contribution information together. The 
feelings value calculated to each case of contribution 
information, a mean is calculated once a day. It is processed 
for the previous day's contribution information when the date 
changes. 

3.2. Feelings data base 

The feelings data base holds the feelings value of the 
contribution information of Twitter and the feelings value for 
every day. The data base records are as follows; 

- The feelings value of the contribution information 
 Contribution date and time  
  Feelings value of the contribution information 
- The feelings value of a day 
 Date 
 Feelings value of a day 

4 AQUISITION OF LIFE LOG DATA 

After showing the system configuration in the life log data 
acquisition part, The contents of acquired data and the data 
base we deal with are described. 

System configuration in the life log data acquisition part is 
shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: System configuration of life log data acquisition 

part 
 

4.1. Acquisition methods of life log data 

Life log data acquisition part employs SmartBand and 
Lifelog API which Sony Mobile Communications offers [7]. 
A smart phone with lifelog application is to be used to log the 
trends of usage of the smart phone and the position 
information by the GPS. By the SmartBand, sleeping hours 
and the depth of the sleep are measured, and the number of 
steps and consumption calorie can be recorded in detail by the 
acceleration sensor. 

Smart phone is connected with SmartBand by Bluetooth. 
The information acquired from SmartBand is preserved by a 
Lifelog server through smart phone. Preserved data can be 
accessed by Lifelog API on the smart phone. 
 

4.2. Life log data base 

Following items are recorded in the life log data base. 
- Smart phone usage time 

The general usage hours of the smart phone in a day is 
measured. 

- The genre-sorted smart phone application usage time 
Time is measured about the genre-sorted smart phone 
applications with the smart phone. Roughly sorted by 
SNS, a game application and a browser application, etc. 
and measured application usage time according to the 
genre. 

- Sleep (sleep time and the depth of sleep) 
A record about sleep is acquired. Acquired items are as 
follows. 

 Total sleeping hours 
 Time of shallow sleep 
 Time of deep sleep 
- Position information 

In this research, we measured the sojourn time at the 
pre-designated points rather than using latitude and 
longitude position information. Pre-designated points 
are as follows because we conducted experiment for a 
subject who is a University student. We estimated the 
stay at these points by using acquired latitude and 
longitude value. 

 Home stay time 
 University sojourn time 
 Part-time work sojourn time 
-Activity data 

It is acquired as the most basic data of life log. The 
acquired items are as follows. 

 Number of walk steps 
 Consumption calorie (calorie consumed by exercise) 
 

5 MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

Model construction part is explained here. After 
explaining about the model, the system configuration in the 
model construction part is shown. 

 

5.1. Model and model construction 

A model is life log data on the day when good feelings or 
bad feelings are produced. It's preserved with the feelings 
value of the day. 

The system configuration of the model construction part is 
shown in Figure 5. A model is constructed using and 
processing data acquired by the respective acquisition part in 
the model construction part. If feelings value of a day exceeds 
the threshold then recorded as a good model or is lower than 
the threshold then recorded as a bad model.  

The deviation value is used for the model construction 
standard. We refer to the feelings value of all days from the 
feelings data base and calculate the deviation value of the 
feelings value of the latest day in the whole data base. It's 
confirmed by the model examination method whether the 
calculated deviation value satisfies the model construction 
standard beforehand. When satisfied, we refer to life log data 
on the day from the life log data base and add it to the model 
data base. 

The model construction part is processed every day. At 
the end of the day, when feelings acquisition finishes its daily 
calculation, calculation of the deviation value and model 
examination are performed. 

Acquisition of 
information 
from life log

Life log

Acquisition of 
life log data

Life log data 
base

Life log data
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5.2. Model construction criteria 

We first prepare two criteria by which a good model and a 
bad model are constructed. The deviation value is used for the 
respective criterion this time. 

The reason why we have decided to use the deviation 
value is because we want to make the model construction 
criteria somewhat dynamic. When the degree of life is 
improved by the system, the mean of the feelings value rises. 
And the chances of producing good models would increase. 
But at certain degree the living improvement may stop with 
fixed criteria. In this research we always aim at improving to 
a better life by use of the system. Therefore, we thought it is 
always possible to put up a higher target by using the 
deviation value. When the living degree has gone down, it is 
the same. In that case, by setting a low target which fits the 
user as a waypoint, then the good effect can be expected. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: System configuration of model construction part 

6 ADVICE GENERATION FOR LIFE 
IMPROVEMENT 

It's explained about the improvement suggestion (advice) 
part. The system configuration of the improvement 
suggestion part is shown in Figure 6. 

Current life log data is compared with the model in the 
improvement suggestion part. Models are referred from the 
model data base and a model chart and an improvement 
advices are generated. Improvement suggestions (advices) 
with a model chart are shown to the user. 

6.1. Creation of improvement proposals 

The following improvement suggestion is made for every 
item of the living data at the improvement suggestion part. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: System configuration of improvement 
suggestion part 

 
- Ascertain the reliability of the model 

All the acquired life log data may not be the factor 
which largely influences the user's feelings. So factors in 
the good model and bad model are compared and find 
the degree of difference between them. When the 
difference is distinctive, there is a possibility that the 
factor is the item which tends to have an influence on 
personal feelings, so the advice is mainly generated so 
that an effort may be made to bring the factor close to 
that of a good model. On the other hand, it can be 
considered that the credibility is low as the item which 
influences feelings when the difference is small. 

 
- Confirm whether it's the raised item or lowered item 

Acquired life log data, more than one, it's different 
depending on the users whether a higher value tend to 
induce a good model or a lower value tend to induce a 
good model. So we refer to the existing models and 
examine which model has higher value, a good model or 
a bad model. When the one of the values of the good 
model is high, it'll be important to raise this value in 
daily life. When the value of the good model is low, it's 
necessary to be aware that this value should be lowered. 

 
- See the recent living tendency 

Recent life log data is compared with the model to see 
whether the recent life is approaching to a good model 
or a bad model. When approaching a bad model, caution 
is needed. 

- Confirm whether there is a day when you deviated from 
a good model in recent life 

The user is trying to live to achieve a good model but it's 
abnormal to deviate from the value of the good model. 
So it should be confirmed whether there is a day when 
the value deviates from the model. When noticed that, 
there is an interface which can read life log data in the 
nearest seven days, so we recommend the user to look at 
the life again and look for the cause for the large 
deviation. 

6.2. Design of user interface 

The main function of the user interface is to show life 
trend in terms of life log data in the nearest seven days, to 
confirm generated models and to receive life improvement 
advices. The system refers data for the nearest seven days 
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from the life log data base and outputs them. The 
improvement advices created at the improvement suggestion 
part are output. Data of the model data base created at the 
model construction part is referred and outputs by a line 
graph for the model confirmation. Output data are more 
detailed below. 
 

- Life trend in the nearest seven days 
Life log data in the nearest seven days are output. It is to 
see what kind of life the user is living through these data 
once again, and have the user look back his life trend. 
 

- Confirmation of generated models 
Respective averages of the present good model and bad 
model and the value of one week life log data of the 
nearest seven days are indicated by line graphs. In days 
which invents good feelings or bad feelings the user can 
confirm which data item is in what degree visually from 
these graphs. Life log data in the nearest seven days are 
shown together and comparing the present life with 
models, it is possible to recognize current status of life. 
 

- Life improvement advices 
The improvement advices created at the improvement 
suggestion part is presented verbally. 

 
Interface looks as follows. 

 
 Life log data in the nearest seven days 

As shown in Figure 7, life log data in the nearest seven 
days can be accessed here. For the upper part, tabs of a week 
are shown, and when a tab is clicked, life log data on that day 
is listed. It is also possible to check sleep information and 
position information by scrolling down to the bottom. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Showing Life log data in the latest seven days 
 

 
 Confirmation of generated models and life improvement 

advices 
As shown in Figure 8, model confirmation and life 

improvement advices are accessed here. Tabs are used to 
select data items and to output them. The system aims to have 
the user check the models and current state of life visually 
through charts, and has this as the trigger to look back his life 
again.  

The improvement messages created at the evaluation part 
is shown on the right space of the charts. And English 
translations are shown on the right hand side boxes in the 
figure. In this implementation, some of the simple message 
templates are prepared and output messages are constructed 
by combining variable parts with the prepared templates. The 
user is asked to make an effort for improvement of his living 
habit checking the evaluation and data of the charts. 

7 EXPERIMENTS 

In this chapter, the experiment to evaluate the usefulness 
of the system is described. This experiment was conducted 
for one subject who is a University student. 

7.1. Experiment method 

Feelings extraction is performed from Twitter in this 
experiment, so the subject has to have Twitter account and 
has certain familiarity to the usage of Twitter. For the 
experiment, life log data and contribution information to SNS 
are acquired, so we get permission for the usage of private 
data in terms of the privacy protection. Lifelog is installed in 
smart phone of the subject, and the subject puts on Smartband. 

The subject is only permitted to remove Smartband during 
bathing, and he is supposed to wear it even during sleeping. 
Charge for Smartband is only allowed during bathing when it 
is taken off and charge it other time is basically not allowed 
because it isn't possible to acquire life log data during 
charging it. 

As usual, the subject uses Twitter. We did not set any 
restriction on the lowest or maximum number of tweets 
because there was a possibility to obstruct usual usage. 

The experiment is made for two months first and 
collection of life log data and construction of models are 
executed to certain degree. For the model construction criteria, 
a good model corresponds to deviation value more than 55 
and a bad model to deviation value less than 45. From the 
third month, using the interface of the system, the user 
receives life improvement advices and looks back his life. 
The experiment is finished when three months have passed. 

In this experiment, the system is evaluated by the 
frequency of the created models. If the number of good 
models created during the last one month in the three months 
of the whole experiment duration exceeds 33% of all good 
models which are created throughout the experiment, we 
judge that the system is useful to change user's life to create 
better feelings in his daily life. On the other hand, if the 
number of bad models created during the last one month falls 
below 33% of whole bad models, we judge that the system 
tends to prevent to create bad feelings in his daily life. The 
system is evaluated from two points of view. 
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Figure 8: Confirmation of generated models and life improvement advices 

7.2. Experimental results 

The experimental result is shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1:  Experimental result 
Month No. of good 

models 
No. of bad 
models 

First, second months 9 6 
Third month 7 3 
Total 16 9 
% of third month 43.8％ 33.3％ 
 
For the evaluation of good model, result value 43.8% 

exceeds 33% and bad model evaluation value 33.3% is over 
33%. The system is effective for the improvement of creation 
of good feelings, but the effect which evades holding bad 
feelings can't be expected. 

We came up with a hypothesis that the good feelings 
could be easily created when the subject goes to the 
University. An actual record is as shown in Table 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2:  Created model related to sojourn time at 
University 

Created models Average sojourn time at 
University 

Good models 4 hours 21 minutes 
Bad models 53 minutes 

 
When the position information is checked, it shows the 

same trend as indicated in Table 3. 
 
Table 3:  Created model related to sojourn time at Home 

and Part-time work 
Created models Hours at home Hours at Part-time 

work 
Good models 09:20 01:42 
Bad models 11:40 05:02 

 
It is estimated from this result that the chance to interact 

with others has a high possibility to create good feelings in 
case of this subject. Therefore, after two months the system 
advised the subject to go to school as much as possible and 
that caused this experimental result. 

 
 
 
 

Evaluation: 
 
Little influence on your life. 
Lower value generates a good model. 
Latest value is approaching to a good model. 
Keep lower values. 
Days 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are deviating from a good 
model. Day 4 is the closest to a good model. 
Look back your life more closely from recent 
7 days data. 

Evaluation: 
 
Little influence on your life. 
Lower value generates a good model. 
Latest value is approaching to a good model. 
Keep lower values. 
Days 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are deviating from a 
good model. Day 3 is the closest to a good 
model. 
Look back your life more closely from recent 
7 days data. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

In this experiment, the number of subject was only one, 
and the session length was three months and it is a very short 
period. Sample data is also small, and the reliability of the 
evaluation is still low. Therefore it's necessary to assume 
various patterns and conduct an additional long term 
experiment. 

In the limited experiment, it is seen that the proposed 
system is working for the improvement of the creation of 
good feelings, but the effect which evades holding of bad 
feelings can't be expected. In this research, feelings was 
combined with life log data, and a system was designed, 
implemented and evaluated its effectiveness for the 
improvement of daily life to some extent. It was a short 
period of an experiment, but it is confirmed that days when 
better feelings are produced increased. 

Days of good feelings may not always be good for health. 
So even good feelings are produced by the proposed method, 
there is a possibility which induces unhealthy life. It is left for 
the user's choice to compromise good feelings and good 
healthy living. That is one of the problems of the current 
system. It is necessary to consider whether factors which 
produce good feelings would not influence unhealthily to the 
user and the proposal should be made. 
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Abstract - In this study we discuss a proof technique for
a timed version of trace anonymity. Even though commu-
nication patterns are indistinguishable, the sender’s identity
might be disclosed by detecting the timing of message emis-
sion. To deal with such timing features, this study employs
timer variables which range over non-negative real numbers.
When verifying the timed anonymity of a security protocol, in
this study we employ a theorem-proving tool. In this paper,
we also have a discussion on an adversary model to handle
stronger adversaries. This paper does not introduce formal
definitions, but we believe that the formalization is possible
in analogy with the adversary model.

Keywords: Timed systems, Anonymity, Verification, For-
mal Method, I/O-automaton

1 INTRODUCTION

We say a security protocol is anonymous if an adversary who
can observe all the occurrences of events from the protocol
cannot determine who is the “actor” of the events. There are
many studies to describe and verify the anonymity of security
protocols formally; for example, in [3] a proof technique that
incorporates theorem-proving is introduced.

In this paper we discuss anonymity of timed systems. There
have been many studies based on formal methods that mod-
eled and verified the correctness of timed systems [1][2]. To
establish anonymity, we should deal with patterns of com-
munication. However, even though all the communication
patterns are indistinguishable, detecting a timing of message
emission might break anonymity. That is, the detection of
timing information leads to the disclosure of who is an actor.

This study models a timed system with a formal specifi-
cation language [4]. The language is based on I/O-automaton
theory [5][6]. We must handle infinite systems by introducing
timer-related variables; however, I/O-automaton theory pro-
vides a proof technique called a simulation-based method that
can handle infinite-state systems directly. We discuss how
the simulation-based method can be applied for proving the
anonymity of timed systems.

2 PRELIMINARIES

We explain how to formalize (untimed) anonymity. We as-
sume that readers are familiar with the basic notions and no-
tations for I/O-automaton theory and an I/O-automaton-based
formal specification language.

Figure 1: D1

Figure 2: D2

2.1 Basic Notion of (Untimed) Anonymity
We explain the basic notion of anonymity with the follow-

ing example.

Example 1 (Donating anonymously) There are two people,
Alice and Bob, and we assume that only one of them has made
an anonymous donation. Alice was going to contribute $5,
while Bob was going to contribute $10.

I/O-automaton D1 in Fig. 1 describes the above situation.
Actions $5 and $10 of D1 are external actions to represent a
donation. After the occurrence of I’m(Alice) or I’m(Bob),
either $5 or $10 occurs. Here, I’m(Alice) and I’m(Bob)
are actions that specify the donor. For convenience, we call
I’m(Alice) and I’m(Bob) actor actions. We can see
that D1 is anonymous if an adversary who observed all the
occurrences of the non-actor actions cannot determine which
actor action of D1 will occur.

If an adversary observed that $5 was posted, then the ad-
versary can deduce that Alice made a donation, since action
I’m(Alice) can occur in D1 only when action $5 occurs.
That is, D1 is not anonymous. One reason for D1 not being
anonymous is that an adversary can know how much money
was posted. So, we assume that a donation was posted in
an envelope. Suppose f is an operation to replace exter-
nal actions $5 and $10 of D1 with a fresh external action
envelope, and we define D2 as f(D1) (see Fig. 2). This
operation hides information on how much money was posted.
With D2, an adversary who can detect the occurrence of event
envelope cannot deduce which actor action is actually pos-
sible. Hence, D2 is anonymous.
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Below, we formally discuss the correctness of communi-
cation patterns with regard to anonymity. Let X be an I/O-
automaton and A be a family with the following conditions:
(i)
∪

A′∈A A′ ⊂ ext(X); (ii) A′ and A′′ are disjoint for any
distinct A′, A′′ ∈ A. We call A a family of X’s actor ac-
tions, and an element of

∪
A′∈A A′ is called an actor action

(on A). The occurrences of different actor actions should be
indistinguishable to an adversary. That is, if an eavesdropper
cannot distinguish the trace set of system X and that of X’s
“anonymized” version, then we can see that X is anonymous.
This is formalized as follows.

Definition 1 Let X be an I/O-automaton and A be a family of
X’s actor actions. We define I/O-automaton anonymA(X)
as follows:

states(anonymA(X)) = states(X),
start(anonymA(X)) = start(X),
ext(anonymA(X)) = ext(X),
int(anonymA(X)) = int(X) and
trans(anonymA(X))
= {(s1, a, s2) | (s1, a, s2) ∈ trans(X) ∧ a ̸∈

∪
A′∈A A′}

∪{(s1, a, s2) | (s1, a′, s2) ∈ trans(X)
∧A′ ∈ A ∧ a′ ∈ A′ ∧ a ∈ A′}.

If traces(anonymA(X)) = traces(X) holds, we say X is
trace anonymous on A.

2.2 How to Prove Anonymity
We describe a proof method for trace anonymity [3].

Definition 2 Assume X is an I/O-automaton and A is a fam-
ily of X’s actor actions. An anonymous simulation asA of
X on A is a binary relation on states(X) that satisfies the
following conditions:

1. asA(s, s) holds for any initial state s ∈ start(X);

2. For any states s1, s2, s
′
1 ∈ states(X) and action a ∈

sig(X), asA(s1, s′1) and s1
a→X s2 implies the follow-

ing:

If a ∈ A′ holds for some A′ ∈ A, for all a′ ∈
A′ there is a state s′2 such that asA(s2, s

′
2) and

s′1
a′

⇒X s′2; otherwise, there is a state s′2 such
that asA(s2, s′2) and s′1

a⇒X s′2.

I/O-automaton X is trace anonymous on A if X has some
anonymous simulation asA. It is easy to see

traces(anonymA(X)) ⊇ traces(X)

since anonymA(X) has all the transitions of X . The other
inclusion traces(anonymA(X)) ⊆ traces(X) of traces can
be shown since asA is a forward simulation from automaton
anonymA(X) to automaton X . A forward simulation from
I/O-automaton P to I/O-automaton Q is a binary relation r ⊂
states(P ) × states(Q) with the conditions shown in [5]; if
there is a forward simulation, then we have traces(P ) ⊆
traces(Q) ([5], Theorem 3.10).

Proposition 1 Let X be an I/O-automaton. If there is an
anonymous simulation asA of X on A, then

traces(anonymA(X)) = traces(X)

holds. �

3 ANONYMITY FOR TIMED SYSTEMS

This section discusses a formalization of timed anonymity.

3.1 Example

We use the following example.

Example 2 There are two people, Alice and Bob. Alice has
$50, while Bob has $10,000. Charlie has requested only one
of them to give him $10. We do not know which person makes
a payment, but one of them actually sends $10.

Figure 3: Automaton GMT

Fig. 3’s I/O-automaton GMT describes this situation. Special
actions giveMe10(Alice) and giveMe10(Bob) repre-
sent the actors, and pay10 is for a payment. The trace set

traces(GMT) =

{
giveMe10(Alice).pay10,
giveMe10(Bob).pay10

}
.

is given by automaton GMT. We can see that an adversary who
observed the occurrence of action pay10 cannot determine
the preceding action. That is, both of giveMe10(Alice)
and giveMe10(Bob) are possible, so the adversary never
knows who made a payment. This is the same thing of the
second setting in Example 1, so GMT is trace anonymous.

In Example 2, Alice possibly pays $10 even though she
has only $50. In the following, we would like to consider a
modified example.

Example 3 Bob has much money ($10,000), so he can send
$10 immediately. But Alice has only $50. When asked by
Charlie, she thinks for a moment before sending $10.

Fig. 4 shows this situation. Bob can make a decision im-
mediately, but Alice might take some time up to 100 seconds
before sending $10. From this observation, if the payment
of $10 occurs after one second, then the payer is Alice. This
means that even though communication patterns are indistin-
guishable, the sender can be identified by detecting the timing
of message emission.
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Figure 5: GMTt’s Transitions (Expanded in Conventional I/O-Automaton)

Figure 4: Timed Automaton GMTt

3.2 Modeling Timed System
We model a timed system with IOA [4], which is a formal
specification language based on I/O-automaton theory. Au-
tomaton GMT in Fig. 3 is written as follows.

automaton GMT
signaure

output giveMe10(Alice)
output giveMe10(Bob)
output pay10

states
money: Nat := 0

transitions
output giveMe10(Alice)
pre money = 0
eff money := 50;

output giveMe10(Bob)
pre money = 0
eff money := 10000;

output pay10
pre (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
eff money := money - 10

To model a timed system in IOA, this paper uses the following
special variables:

• timer : a timer variable for elapsing time, and

• timerFlg : a flag variable for activating/deactivating
the timer.

Also, we use time actions (giveMe10Time, pay10Time(t)
and elapse(delta)) for expressing timing constraints and
for elapsing time; in the rest of this paper, other actions except
actor actions (i.e., giveMe10(Alice), giveMe10(Bob)
and pay10) are called normal actions. We obtain Fig. 4’s au-
tomaton GMTt. We can see that (with Fig. 5) a one-step tran-
sition by action pay10 in Fig. 4 is formalized with a two-
step transition sequence with pay10Time(t) and pay10
in IOA language.

automaton GMTt
signaure
output giveMe10(Alice)
output giveMe10(Bob)
output pay10
output giveMe10Time
output pay10Time(t)
output elapse(delta)

states
money: Nat := 0,
timer: Real := 0.0,
timerFlg: Bool := true

transitions
output giveMe10(Alice)
pre ˜timerFlg

/\ money = 0
eff money := 50;

timerFlg := true

output giveMe10(Bob)
pre ˜timerFlg

/\ money = 0
eff money := 10000;

timerFlg := true

output pay10
pre ˜timerFlg

/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
eff money := money - 10;

timerFlg := true

output giveMe10Time
pre timerFlg

/\ money = 0
eff timerFlg := false

output pay10Time(t)
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pre timerFlg /\ t = timer
/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)

=> (0.0 <= timer /\ timer <= 100.0))
/\ ((money = 10000)

=> (0.0 <= timer /\ timer <= 1.0))
eff timer := 0.0;

timerFlg := false

output elapse(delta)
pre timerFlg /\ delta > 0.0

/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)

=> ( ( 0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 100.0)

/\ ( 0.0 <= timer + delta
/\ timer + delta <= 100.0)))

/\ ((money = 10000)
=> ( ( 0.0 <= timer

/\ timer <= 1.0)
/\ ( 0.0 <= timer + delta

/\ timer + delta <= 1.0)))
eff timer := timer + delta

4 ANALYZING ANONYMITY FOR TIMED
SYSTEMS

Automaton GMTt is not anonymous because we do not have

giveMe10Time.giveMe10(Bob).
elapse(30).pay10Time(30).pay10

∈ traces(GMTt)

but we have

giveMe10Time.giveMe10(Bob).
elapse(30).pay10Time(30).pay10
∈ traces(anonym{{Alice,Bob}}(GMTt)).

This means that anonym{{Alice,Bob}}(GMTt)’s anonymity
does not lead to GMTt’s anonymity. If we use:

output pay10Time(t)
pre timerFlg /\ t = timer

/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)

=> (0.0 <= timer /\ timer <= 1.0))
/\ ((money = 10000)

=> (0.0 <= timer /\ timer <= 1.0))
eff timer := 0.0;

timerFlg := false

output elapse(delta)
pre timerFlg /\ delta > 0.0

/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)

=> ( ( 0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 1.0)

/\ ( 0.0 <= timer + delta
/\ timer + delta <= 1.0)))

/\ ((money = 10000)
=> ( ( 0.0 <= timer

/\ timer <= 1.0)
/\ ( 0.0 <= timer + delta

/\ timer + delta <= 1.0)))
eff timer := timer + delta

for defining pay10Time(t) and elapse(delta), we
can establish the anonymity. We call the resulting automa-
ton GMTt2.

For GMT, we can find an anonymous simulation easily. The
binary relation is:

asGMT(s, s
′) ⇐⇒ s.money = s′.money

∨ |s.money− s′.money| = 9950.

For the modified timed automaton GMTt, we can define a bi-
nary relation over states:

asGMTt2(s, s
′) ⇐⇒ asGMT(s, s

′)
∧ s.timer = s′.timer
∧ (s.timerFlg⇐⇒ s′.timerFlg)

which is a candidate binary relation of an anonymous simu-
lation. This formula contains asGMT, and we can prove that
asGMTt2 satisfies some of the conditions to be an anonymous
simulation of GMTt2. Below, let (s, t, p) ∈ start(GMTt2)
be an initial state of GMTt2, where s is a tuple that represents
a state of automaton GMT, t is a value of variable timer, and
p is a value of variable timerFlg.

For the initial state condition of Definition 2, it is easy to
show asGMT(s, s) implies

asGMTt2((s, 0.0,true), (s, 0.0,true))

since we have t = 0.0 and u = true from GMTt2’s defini-
tion.

For the step’s correspondence condition of Definition 2, we
have two more cases. Suppose that a normal action a is en-
abled in GMTt2. If we have (i) (s1, t, p)

a→GMTt2 (s′1, t, p
′)

and (ii) asGMTt2((s1, t, p), (s2, u, q)) then we have (iii) t =
u, (iv) p = q = false and p′ = true, and (v) asGMT(s1, s2)
and s1

a→GMT s′1. Thus, there exists a state s′2 of GMT such
that:

• We have s2
a′

⇒GMT s′2 and asGMT(s
′
1, s

′
2);

• a ∈ {giveMe10(Alice),giveMe10(Bob)} im-
plies a′ ∈ {giveMe10(Alice),giveMe10(Bob)};
and

• a = pay10 implies a′ = a = pay10.

Therefore, for the state (s′2, t,true), we have

(s2, u, q) ≡ (s2, t,false)
a′

⇒GMTt2 (s′2, t,true)

and
asGMTt2((s

′
1, t, p

′), (s′2, t,true)).

Consequently, if binary relation asGMT is an anonymous sim-
ulation, then binary relation asGMTt2 satisfies a step corre-
spondence condition for any normal action.

On the other hand, we suppose that a time action b is en-
abled at a state. If we have: (i) (s1, t, p)

b→GMTt2 (s′1, t
′, p′),

and (ii) asGMTt2((s1, t, p), (s2, u, q)) then we have: (iii) s′1 =
s1, t = u, and p = q = true; (iv) If b is elapse(delta)
then p′ = true; otherwise, p′ = false; and (v) asGMT(s1, s2).
If we can prove

(s2, u, q) ≡ (s2, t,true)
b⇒GMTt2 (s2, t

′, p′)

for state (s2, t′, p′), then asGMTt2((s1, t
′, p′), (s2, t

′, p′)) holds.
Hence, asGMTt2 satisfies the conditions to be an anonymous
simulation of GMTt2 for action b.
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5 DISCUSSION: ANONYMITY PROOF
WITH STRONGER ADVERSARIES

We have introduced an automaton that has variables timer
and timerFlg in this study. A similar approach is employed
in [7] to deal with stronger adversaries.

The technique in [3] can only deal with eavesdroppers, and
in [7] an adversary model has been introduced to handle stronger
adversaries, which may change the protocol’s state in various
ways, e.g. by sending dummy messages and by rewriting disk
image of a PC. This is formalized as follows.

Definition 3 (Attacker part) Attacker Atk of system X is
quadruplet (states(X), SAtk, AAtk, TAtk), where a set of at-
tacker’s states SAtk, a set of attacker’s actions AAtk and a
set of attacker’s transitions TAtk should satisfy:

sig(X) ∩AAtk = ∅ and
TAtk ⊆ {((s1, v1), a, (s2, v2)) | s1, s2 ∈ states(X),

v1, v2 ∈ SAtk,
a ∈ AAtk}.

With the attacker part Atk, automaton (X,Atk) is defined
with:

states((X,Atk)) = {(s, v) | s ∈ states(X), v ∈ SAtk},
start((X,Atk)) = {(s, v) | s ∈ start(X), v ∈ SAtk},
ext((X,Atk)) = ext(X) ∪AAtk,
int((X,Atk)) = int(X),
act((X,Atk)) = act(X), and
trans((X,Atk))
= {((s1, v), a, (s2, v)) | (s1, a, s2) ∈ trans(X), v ∈ SAtk}
∪TAtk.

For automaton (X,Atk), a state (s, v) ∈ states((X,Atk))
has two parts. The second part v is a state of the attacker, and
the protocol part X does not change the second part. We can
see that, in analogy with the above adversary model, timer-
related variables correspond to the attacker’s state v, and time
actions correspond to attacker’s actions TAtk.

This paper has shown a basic idea to prove the anonymity
of timed systems, but we have not introduced a formal defi-
nition for timed anonymity. We believe that it is possible to
introduce such a formal definition as in a similar way of [7].

6 CONCLUSION

This paper discussed a method to verify the anonymity of
timed systems. By describing a timed system with an I/O-
automaton-based formal specification language, a proof tech-
nique for anonymity of untimed systems can be applied to a
timed system.

This paper has shown a basic idea to prove the anonymity
of timed systems with a small example. As described in Sec-
tion 5 , the formalization of timed anonymity is not complete,
and it is an important future work. Also, it is another interest-
ing future work to deal with a larger example such as Mixnet
[8].
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Abstract - In this paper, we propose the Delta ISMS model, 
which strengthens company-wide information security 
management using an incident database. International 
standards of information security management systems 
(ISMS) have been established to provide useful guidelines for 
information security risk management to organizations so 
they can suitably respond to information security incidents. 
ISMS requires feedback and learning from incidents. 
However, even in ISMS certified organizations, information 
security incidents do not always diminish. This can indicate 
that these organizations do not effectively carry out the 
PDCA cycle of ISMS. We recognize that insufficient 
detailing of learning procedures hinders organizations from 
appropriately improving ISMS. Therefore, this paper aims to 
develop detailed procedures for learning from incidents to run 
the PDCA cycle. Our purpose is to give organizations a set of 
procedures to make a positive difference (delta) in their 
information security management, so we call our method 
“Delta ISMS”. The procedures consist of operation of a 
company-wide incident database, routinized recalculation of 
the annual loss expectancy, countermeasure selection using 
an incident-countermeasure matrix (Delta ISMS table), and 
decision-making support for top management in the 
countermeasure selection process. The procedures are 
routinely applied by the headquarters under the direction of 
the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO). By following 
the procedures, the CISO headquarters monitors all kinds of 
data regarding incidents occurring in the organization and 
evaluate cost-effectiveness for additional countermeasures 
against the incidents. The evaluation results are summarized 
in a Delta ISMS table and used by top management in their 
decision-making on whether or not to adopt the additional 
countermeasures. Thus, company-wide information security 
governance can be achieved. 

Keywords: information security management system (ISMS), 
incident database ， information security incident ， risk 
assessment，information security governance. 

1. INTRODUCTION

International standards of information security management
system (ISMS) have been established to provide useful 
guidelines for information security risk management to 
organization so they can suitably respond to information 
security incidents. ISMS requires feedback and learning from 
incidents. However, even in ISMS certified organizations, 
information security incidents do not always diminish 
[1][2][3]. This can indicate that these organizations do not 
effectively carry out the PDCA cycle of ISMS. We recognize 
that insufficient detailing of learning procedures hinders 
organizations from appropriately improving ISMS. 

When an incident has occurred at one section, it is 
approached by the "ground zero" section (in some case, with 
the Computer Security Incident Response Team) until the 
first-order actions (i.e. the negative situation is found and 
deal) and second-order actions (i.e. the response to remove 
the cause of the nonconformity is taken). Annex of 
ISO/IEC27001 requires notes and reports of information 
security incidents [4] and the standard requires learning the 
result of the response as the third-order actions, but the 
procedures have not been given in detail. Even ISMS certified 
organizations do not maintain procedures to utilize data of 
incidents that have occurred at each section to improve 
security countermeasures of the whole organization. 

Therefore, this paper aims to develop a detailed method and 
its procedures for learning from incidents to run the PDCA 
cycle. Our purpose is to give organizations a set of procedures 
to make a positive difference (delta) in their information 
security management, and thus we call our method “Delta 
ISMS”. The procedures consist of operation of company-
wide incident database, routinized recalculation of the annual 
loss expectation, and countermeasure selection using an 
incident-countermeasure matrix, and decision-making 
support for top management in the countermeasure selection 
process. 

Information security management should be reinforced in 
the company-wide structure beyond divisions, shops, 
factories, and offices. While these respective parts of an 
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organization can certify information security in ISMS, this 
paper focuses on a company-wide security management 
beyond a certified scope. This means that the proposed 
procedures should be routinely applied by a division across 
the whole company under direction of the Chief Information 
Security Officer (CISO). This division is called the “CISO 
headquarters” in this paper. 

The CISO headquarters saves data of the incidents that 
have occurred in the organization into an incident database. 
By following the procedures, the CISO headquarters 
monitors all kinds of data regarding incidents occurring in the 
organization and evaluate cost-effectiveness for additional 
countermeasures against the incidents. When the first deal 
and secondary response by the "ground zero" section have 
ended, the CISO headquarters calculates the effect for the 
whole organization of adopting this secondary response 
adopted at the section concerned. Specifically, SLE (Single 
Loss Expectancy) and ARO (Annual Rate of Occurrence) are 
estimated for the cause of this incident, and a candidate 
countermeasure to reduce the risk of reoccurrence is 
enumerated. In addition, the introduction costs of the 
candidate countermeasure and residual risk are calculated, 
and results are stored in an incident database. The CISO 
headquarters probes the incident database periodically and 
chooses new countermeasures that should be adopted in the 
whole organization. The Delta ISMS table, a matrix of causes 
of an incident and their countermeasures, is used to choose 
high return-on-investment countermeasures. 

As described above, the micro purposes of this paper are to 
embody control of Annex A.16 Information security incident 
management in ISO/IEC 27001:2013 (ISMS requirements) 
and to complement ISO/IEC 27001:2013. 

On the other hand, there is less the mechanism to pick out 
the information from incidents in all sections that contributes 
to countermeasure improvement for the whole organization, 
and this is directly connected with stultification of incident 
reports in the management review. When incident data is 
reported to top management for a management review, only 
the information of whether or not the response is complete is 
shown. Nobody offers top management the judgment 
information (whether or not a countermeasure should be 
added) that is needed to improve security countermeasures 
for the whole organization. As a result, recognition of top 
management to information security risk management does 
not improve, and information security management of an 
organization becomes estranged from information security 
governance.  

To resolve this problem, “decision-making support for top 
management in the countermeasure selection process” is 
introduced into the above Delta ISMS procedures. The 
evaluation results are summarized in the Delta ISMS table 
and used by top management in their decision-making on 
whether or not to adopt the additional countermeasures. The 
Delta ISMS table, where a cause of the incident and a 
countermeasure are in a matrix, is used to choose a candidate 
countermeasure that has high cost-effectiveness. Several 
patterns of candidate countermeasures (high cost and high 
effect, middle cost and middle effect, and low cost and low 
effect) are derived, and the top management can choose the 
most suitable countermeasure in accordance with the 

management strategy. A candidate countermeasure choice 
task can be formulated as a discrete optimization problem for 
a recommendation plan. 

The CISO headquarters shows all the candidate 
countermeasure plans as well as the Delta ISMS table in the 
event of a management review. Top management uses these 
as judgement information and decides which countermeasure 
to adopt to improve security countermeasures of the whole 
organization. CISO will explain the information to executive 
officers on the board of directors, which improves the 
executive officers' recognition about information security risk 
management. Thus, ISMS of the organization is combined 
with information security governance, and company-wide 
information security governance can be achieved. 

 A described above, the macro purposes of this paper are to 
show consistent effective procedures to improve information 
security governance at the whole company level and to 
complement ISO/IEC 27014:2013 [5][6]. 

These series of procedures in the method are Delta ISMS. 
Chapter 2 reports related studies of risk analysis, ISMS, and 
information security governance. Chapter 3 describes the 
background of Delta ISMS and its approach. Chapter 4 
explains the procedures of Delta ISMS in detail. Chapter 5 
concludes the paper. 

2. RELATED RESEARCH

Information security incident is an event that has a
significant probability of compromising business operations 
and threatening information security [7]. Roberto stated that 
excellent leaders do not consider problems to be threatening 
and think all problems are a chance to improve and learn. He 
also stated that organizations should develop an incident 
report system [8]. An incident has a cause and produces an 
amount of damage. Hoo shows 29 kinds of common 
computer security incident [9]. 

By applying a risk management process, ISMS gives 
confidence to interested parties that risks are adequately 
managed [4]. Risk is the effect of uncertainly on objectives 
[7]. In the modeling of an information asset, the method to 
formulate the ALE (Annual Loss Expectancy) is adopted in 
the field of risk analyses [10]. ALE is formulated as follows; 

ALE = SLE× ARO 
SLE = AV ×EF 

Here, SLE is Single Loss Expectancy, ARO is Annual Rate 
of Occurrence, AV is Asset Value, and EF is Exposure Factor. 
We based our method on that of Nakamura et al. [11]. 

Since Japan tops the chart in the number of the ISMS 
certificates, this paper investigates Japanese literatures 
mainly. The current problems of ISMS can see from the 
results of questionnaires given to ISMS certified 
organizations by Nakao and Uchida [1][2] and a comparative 
study of Eguchi and Yamada [3]. The Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry (METI) of Japan also issued an 
introduction to information security governance as guidelines 
that executive officers should use to make ISMS more 
effective[5]. These guidelines were updated as ISO/IEC[6]. 
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3. BACKGROUND AND APPROACH OF 
DELTA ISMS 

We consider the reason that information security incidents 
do not always diminish in ISMS certified organizations as 
well as the approach to resolve the problem. 

3.1 The reason information security 
incidents do not decrease 

Even in ISMS certified organizations, information security 
incidents do not always diminish. Eguchi and Yamada 
showed that enterprises that had acquired the international 
standard certification for ISMS could not always reduce 
incidents more than enterprises that had not [3]. Nakao and 
Uchida carried out questionnaires and obtained free answers 
of ISMS certified organizations (103 free answers in 2013 
and 130 in 2010) [1][2]. We searched for "accident" and 
"incident" from 233 free answers and obtained 19 comments. 
We read the 19 comments and found that incidents had 
occurred at 11 organizations. Annex of ISO/IEC27001 
requires that knowledge gained from information security 
incidents should be used to reduce the likelihood or impact of 
future incidents (A.1.6.1.6). When an organization responds 
as requested, incidents can be reduced, but there are some 
organizations in which incidents do not diminish. That 
suggests these organizations cannot use the knowledge 
gained from an incident for improvement. We consider one 
way to reduce information security incidents is to indicate 
detailed procedures to utilize incident data to the 
organizations that cannot reduce incidents. 

3.2 Utilization of an incident database in the 
organization 

To resolve the problem described in Sec. 3.1, the CISO 
headquarters uses an incident database, searches for the risks 
that lurk in the organization from incident data, and derives 
improved ideas for security countermeasures for the whole 
organization. In general, potential risks are difficult to search 
for, but a potential risk source from an incident (obvious risk) 
can be approached. By using the data of incidents that 
previously occurred at an organization to improve its security 
countermeasures, each organization can expect to find 
suitable countermeasures.  

When the first deal and secondary response by an incident-
investigation section have ended, the CISO headquarters 
calculates the effect for the whole organization of adopting 
the secondary response adopted at a section concerned. 
Specifically, SLE (Single Loss Expectancy) and ARO 
(Annual Rate of Occurrence) are estimated for the cause of 
this incident, and a candidate countermeasure to reduce the 
risk is enumerated. Additionally, the introduction costs of the 
candidate countermeasure and residual risk are calculated, 
and results are stored in an incident database. 

The CISO headquarters chooses new countermeasures that 
should be adopted in the whole organization by probing an 
incident database at the Plan phase in the (n+1)-th rounds of 
the PDCA cycle. The Delta ISMS table is used to choose a 
high return–on-investment countermeasure. It is possible to 

formulate a countermeasure candidate choice task as a 
discrete optimization problem. Delta ISMS table is explained 
in detail in the next chapter. 

3.3 The need for information security 
governance 

According to METI’s guidelines for information security 
governance [5], executives, in order to manage the risk 
associated with information assets, should establish a system 
to ensure the business activities in consideration of the 
information security of the whole organization. Figure 1 
shows the framework of information security governance to 
be established in an organization. 

Hitherto, the recognition for information security of 
executive officers and managers/employees is different, and 
building and operation of an information security risk 
management system are not totally optimized for the whole 
organization. 

When a section of an organization is certified in ISMS, the 
PDCA cycle tends to be limited in the certified scope that is 
the manager and employee layer in the section. Therefore, it 
is important that the governing body drives the PDCA cycle 
of ISMS by monitoring, evaluating, and directing the PDCA 
cycle of ISMS of the section. 

 
 

Figure 1 Framework of information security governance [5] 

3.4 Dissociation of ISMS and information 
security governance 

To lead information security governance to success, 
executive officers must understand and participate in the 
PDCA cycle of ISMS. According to results of a questionnaire 
given to ISMS certified organizations [1], 78.9% of ISMS 
operations managers are executive officers, 82.4% of 
executive officers participate in the PDCA cycle other than a 
management review. Both percentages are high, and 
participation of executive officers leads to an effective PDCA 
cycle of ISMS. However, on the other hand, to a question 
about "what I am mainly doing to improve the effect of 
ISMS," "Improving recognition and understanding of 
executive officers" and "developing a way to explain the cost-
effectiveness" were respectively the 10th and 11th most 
common answers out of 11 items for three straight years. In 
other words, information for executive officers cannot be 
disseminated sufficiently from the manager/employee layer. 
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As the manager/employee layer does not have the method 
to offer the judgement information necessary to executive 
officers to improve a security countermeasures for the whole 
organization, managers report only the state of the incidents 
("response is complete” or “response is continuing") for a 
management review. Therefore, executive officers cannot 
determine whether to add countermeasures or adopt 
amendments. There is no way the recognition of the executive 
officer for the information security risk management 
improves with this. As a result, the organization information 
security management is considered to have deviated from the 
information security governance.  

3.5 Binding of ISMS and information 
security governance 

As described in the next chapter, the Delta ISMS model 
provides the CISO headquarters a method and its procedures 
to derive multiple candidates for the countermeasures to the 
whole organization (for example, the three patterns) at the 
Plan phase in the (n+1)-th round of the PDCA cycle. For this 
reason, the CISO headquarters can present the multiple 
candidate countermeasures proposed along with the Delta 
ISMS table to the top management in the management review. 
Top management uses this information to determine the 
countermeasures of security. The CISO explains the 
information to the board of directors to improve their 
recognition of information security risk management. As a 
result, the monitoring cycle for the ISMS of the organization 
functions substantially, and ISMS and information security 
governance are joined together. Thus, company-wide 
information security governance can be achieved. 

4 DELTA ISMS MODEL AND PDCA 
CYCLE 

In this chapter, we describe the proposed Delta ISMS 
model in detail. The Delta ISMS model, using the actual 
incident data stored within the organization, embodies the 
method and its procedures for improving the information 
security risk management of the organization after the second 
round of the PDCA cycle of ISMS (Figure 2). 

Figure 2  Delta ISMS model 

4.1 Response to incident 

When an incident occurs in the organization, the Delta ISMS 
performs not only conventional first and second actions 
specified in "10.1 nonconformity and corrective action" of 
ISMS [4] but also recommends performing a third-order 
action. Note that while the first- and second-order actions are 
carried out at the "ground zero" section, the third-order 
actions are carried out at the CISO headquarters periodically 
or when a serious incident occurs. 
 First-order actions (to deal with the discovered

nonconformity)
- Take action to control the nonconformity (note,

report, and evaluate).
- Correct it.
- Deal with the consequences.

 Second-order actions (to eliminate the cause of the
nonconformity)
- Review the nonconformity.
- Determine its causes.
- Determine if similar nonconformities exist or

could potentially occur.
- Implement corrective action.
- Review the effectiveness of any corrective action

taken.
 Third-order actions (the response of the organization

as a whole)
- From the nonconformities that have occurred in

one section, assume the potential risk to the
entire organization of those nonconformities and
calculate the SLE (single loss expectancy) and
ARO (annual rate of occurrence).

- Decide the treatment of risk to the entire
organization from SLE, ARO, and ALE (annual
loss expectancy).

The SLE and ARO are difficult to accurately assess. 
Therefore, in general, they are often evaluated in the 
approximate order. For example, SLE is classified as "$ 100 
- $ 1,000, $ 1,001 - $ 100,000, $ 100,001 - $ 1,000,000,
$ 1,000,001 - $ 10,000,000, $ 10,000,001 or more" and, the
ARO is classified to "once in several decades, once in a few
years, once per year, several per year, dozens per year, or
more." It is also possible to adopt this method in the third-
order actions. ALE is SLE × ARO, when the calculation uses
the intermediate value of each range.

4.2 Operation of the incident database 

The CISO headquarters stores the incident responses of the 
results described in Section 4.1 in the incident database. 
Registration is carried out immediately after the incident 
response. The incident database contains date and time of 
incidents, the cause of the incident, the incident route, scope 
of influence, the content of first-order actions, the amount of 
damage, the countermeasures of second-order actions, the 
cost of second-order actions, and the content of third-order 
actions. Table 1 shows the specifications of the incident 
database. 
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Table 1  Incident database 
Item Meaning 

Date and time Occurrence date and time of the incident. 
Cause of the 
incident 

The contents of the incident (free format). 

Type of the 
cause 

The cause is selected from the following 13 
types of classification. 
erroneous / lost or misplaced / unauthorized 
access / incorrect information takeout / 
mismanagement / bug, security hole / theft / 
internal fraud / misconfiguration / purpose 
outside use / worm, virus / unknown / other 

Incident route The route is chosen from the following seven 
types. 
USB, etc. / paper / PC / Internet / mobile 
phones and smart phone / e-mail / other 

Scope of 
influence 

The range of influence is selected, from near-
miss to serious incident. 

Content of first-
order actions 

The contents of the first-order actions (free 
format). 

Amount of 
damage 

The total cost until the incident is converged, 
including in-house artificial costs. In addition, 
costs of countermeasures to prevent recurrence 
are not included. 

Countermeasures 
of second-order 
actions 

The contents of the second-order actions (free 
format). 

Cost of second-
order actions 

Countermeasure cost for preventing recurrence 
pile up, including in-house labor costs. 

Content of third-
order actions 

Third-order response of content. 
Record potential risks to be assumed, SLE, 
ARO, ALE, and the treatment of risk. 

 
An incident is an event where the risk was obvious. The 

incident database is not merely a list of the "facts of the 
incident." It will be used for searching out both potential risks 
and risk actualized from the incident.  

All incidents that have happened in the organization, 
including information about near-misses, are recorded and 
stored in the incident database. In addition, for handling risk, 
not only incidents but also corrective items and suggestions 
for improving identified through external and internal audits 
can be used as effective information. Corrective items and 
recommendations for improving of the external and internal 
audits can be divided into the following three kinds.  

- Items in accordance with the documents, such as rules 
and records of the organization. 

- Items in accordance with the way of the ISMS, such 
as risk assessment and performance evaluation. 

- Items in accordance with the nonconformity that was 
discovered by the field test. 

In particular, nonconformity items discovered by the field test 
inspection can be treated as equivalent to incidents 
(actualized risk) to be added to the incident database. 
 

4.3 Selection of the security 
countermeasures improvement plan  

At the Plan phase in the (n+1)-th round of PDCA cycle, the 
CISO headquarters probes the incident database, overviews 
of all the countermeasures applied to the sections in which 
incidents occurred during the Do phase in the n-th round of 

PDCA cycle, and selects a candidate of the new 
countermeasures to be adopted as a whole organization.  

Cause of the incident and countermeasures are in a many-
to-many relationship. To select optimal countermeasures, the 
accumulated costs for countermeasures must be compared 
with the amount by which financial losses are reduced.  To 
evaluate this, the Delta ISMS Table, a matrix of the cause of 
the incident and its countermeasures, is created.  

Table 2 shows a Delta ISMS table. The abbreviations have 
the following meanings. 
· LPj: annual expected loss of the cause of the incident. 
· Rji: rate of ALE reduction by the countermeasures (0% to 

100%). 
· Si: the presence or absence of each countermeasure (0 or 

1). 
· Ci: the cost of the countermeasures. 
 

Table 2  Matrix of incidents and countermeasures 
(Delta ISMS table) 

 
 

 
Selection of the most investment countermeasures in the 

Delta ISMS is represented as a selection of countermeasures 
so that value E⊿ in Eq. 1 is the largest.  Here, formulation of 
Eq. 1 refers to Nakamura et al.'s method [11].  

 
Equation 1: 
 

𝐸𝐸⊿ = ��𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 �1 −��1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗�
𝑗𝑗

�� −�𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗ｊ

 

 
 

Countermeasures can be distinguished into three kinds. 
- Countermeasures already applied to the entire 

organization. 
- Countermeasures partially applied to the organization 

in the second-order actions. 
- Countermeasures unapplied to the organization. 
The CISO headquarters selects the countermeasures that 

would be better applied to the entire organization from the 
countermeasures applied in the secondary treatment to the 
affected section, using the Delta ISMS table and Eq. 1. In this 
countermeasure selection process, by referring to the 
information security countermeasures collection such as 
ISO/IEC 27002: 2013 [12] and NIST SP800-53 [13], multiple 
candidate countermeasures are derived in response to setting 
costs and benefits of countermeasures. For example, strong 
countermeasures at a high cost (such as introducing a new 
information security system) are "high-ranked" candidates, 
weak countermeasures at low cost (such as education) are 
"low-ranked," and countermeasures in between are "middle-
ranked." Here, the countermeasures selection should be 

Incident ALE

Costs of
countermeasure 1

(S1C1)

Costs of
countermeasure 2

(S2C2)
・・・

Costs of
countermeasure i

(SiCi)

1 LP1 R11 R12 ・・・ R1i

2 LP2 R21 R22 ・・・ R2i

・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
・ ・ ・ ・ 　・ ・
・ ・ ・ ・ 　　・ ・

j LPj Rj1 Rj2 ・・・ Rji
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considered, including retaining the risk, sharing the risk, and 
avoiding the risk [14]. 

Table 3 shows an example of reducing ALE by choosing 
countermeasures. If you choose Measure 2 (strap 
introduction: introduction cost 3,000 USD), cutting the risk 
of mobile phone loss and the USB memory loss by 30% will 
save 75,000 USD and 7,500 USD. Note that cost and ALE in 
Table 3 may change due to company size, business category, 
and prices. 

Table 3 Example of reduction in ALE by choosing 
countermeasure 

4.4 Determination of the improvement 
countermeasures by top management 

The CISO headquarters, at the time of the management 
review, presents to the top management the improvement 
plan of security countermeasures for the entire organization 
described in Section 4.3. Top management utilizes the 
calculation results of Delta ISMS table and Eq. 1 as 
information to determine whether to adopt revised or new 
countermeasures, and thus can select countermeasures from 
among the candidates proposed. As a result, security 
countermeasures can be improved across the organization in 
a way that is consistent with business management strategy. 
The CISO explains this information to board of directors, so 
recognition of the governing body continues to improve with 
respect to the information security risk management. As a 
result, the monitoring cycle for the ISMS of the organization 
functions substantially to bind the ISMS and information 
security governance. 

4.5 Improvement by Delta ISMS 

Figure 3 shows improvement of information security 
management achieved by Delta ISMS. By focusing on the 
comparison (difference) of incident data between each PDCA 
cycle, the trend of incidents occurred in the whole 
organization, which is important for the continuous 
improvement of ISMS, also becomes easy to observe.  

5 CONCLUSION 

To improve the ISMS effectively and strengthen the 
information security governance, this paper proposed a 
method and its procedures for learning from incidents. The 
procedures consist of operation of a company-wide incident 
database, routinized recalculation of the annual loss 
expectancy, countermeasure selection using an incident- 

Figure 3 Improvement of information security 
management achieved by Delta ISMS 

countermeasure matrix, and decision-making support for top 
management in the countermeasure selection process. 

By evaluating and applying the method in a real 
organization in the future, we want to strive to improve the 
method and its procedures. In addition, we want to consider 
automating the incident database registration (for example, 
by fusing it with forensic processes). 
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Abstract – It is important to eliminate rework of the 
design for developing software systems. Faults and errors in 
design should be extracted in order not to leave them to later 
phases such as implementation or test. When developing 
communication programs, faults may be into programs 
against designer’s intention. It is difficult to detect them by 
reviewing them especially in designing complicated and 
asynchronous communication programs. In this paper, we 
propose a method to detect faults when designing 
communication programs.  The method focuses on the 
sequence diagram which represents exchanges of messages 
between lifelines and aims at removing ambiguity for the 
order of exchanges. The method consists of following 
procedures. The method generates model descriptions and 
test expressions from sequence diagrams, and executes 
model checking with both of them. Then the method notifies 
the information in diagrams, at which an error occurs in 
model checking unless model descriptions satisfy test 
expressions. The notification enables designers to eliminate 
inconsistency from diagrams.  This paper describes the 
problem on developing sequence diagrams, our method to 
solve the problem, implementation with UML 2.0 and 
evaluation of the method. The result of evaluation shows 
that the method is effective though the time for generation 
depends on the complexity of diagrams. 

Keywords: Communication programs, Sequence diagrams, 
Model checking, Promela, Linear Temporal Logic, UML. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

It is important to remove faults and errors for software 
systems in order to develop software with high reliability. 
The faults may be inserted into software not only in 
implementation but in software design. It is much more 
important to detect and remove faults in design than in 
implementation. In general it takes more costs and efforts to 
rework and modify the design when removing them. Hence, 
they should be extracted in order not to leave them to later 
phases such as implementation or test. 

It is also important to detect faults for developing 
communication programs. The bigger communication 
programs become, the more complicated the design will be. 
It is difficult to detect them by reviewing the complicated 
design. Therefore the design is expected to be supported to 
detect them. 

In this paper, we propose a method to detect faults when 
designing communication programs. The method focuses on 
the sequence diagrams which represent asynchronous 
exchanges of messages between lifelines. The diagrams will 
be complicated when designing complex communications. 
Complicated exchanges of messages cause faults frequently 
because ambiguity for the order of exchanges remains in the 
diagrams. The ambiguity shows that the order to receive 
messages could not be determined when several messages 
are asynchronously transmitted to a specific lifeline. The 
method aims at detecting the ambiguity and helps to remove 
faults inserted in the diagrams. 

The method consists of following procedures. At first, the 
method generates formal descriptions written in Promela[1] 
from sequence diagrams. Components such as lifelines and 
messages described in the diagrams correspond to the 
elements of Promela. Next, the method generates test 
expressions with Linear Temporal Logic(LTL).  The 
expressions are obtained from every message for each 
lifeline. Generated expressions are used for checking the 
order exhaustively. Then, the method executes model 
checking with formal descriptions and test expressions. 
Failing to satisfy the expressions for formal descriptions 
means the existence of ambiguity related to the order of 
messages. The method finally indicates the position in 
diagrams which cause an error in model checking. The 
indication helps designers to correct diagrams and remove 
the error. The method is reapplied from the top of the 
procedure after removal and the designers apply repeatedly 
until errors do not occur. 

We implement the method as a tool with UML 2.0 and 
evaluate 2 aspects. The first aspect focuses on the number of 
indications generated by the tool and the time to spend the 
procedures for various kinds of sequence diagrams. The 
second goes to the diagrams applied to a product. The result 
of evaluation shows that the method provides 10 candidates 
for modifying the diagrams and 4 candidates out of 10 are 
required to correct it according to interview of the engineer 
who engaged in the above product. 

This paper provides the method in detail. First, we 
describe the problems on developing sequence diagrams in 
section 2, and our method to overcome the problems in 
section 3. We then describe implementation and evaluation 
of the method in section 4. 
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2 PROBLEMS ON DEVELOPING SE-
QUENCE DIAGRAMS 

Figure 1 shows an example of sequence diagrams. In the 
figure, lifeline A, B and C asynchronously communicate 
each other. The figure is used when designing the 
specification of communications. The design is considered 
to be completed after reviewing the diagrams, and then 
programs are implemented according to the diagrams. 

However, a fault may occur in figure 1 after implementa-
tion. Figure 2 shows sequence diagrams in case of the fault. 
According to the Figure 1, “msg6” shall be sent from lifeline 
C to B in figure 1 after “msg3”. Lifeline B shall receive 
“msg6” before “msg5”. Nevertheless, the “msg6” may reach 
lifeline B after “msg5” against the intention. Lifeline B 
emits an error due to the violation of specifications.  

Removing the fault requires time and efforts. The time 
depends on the causes of the fault. The fault shown in figure 
2 cannot be detected in unit test, but can be often detected in 
integration test. Accordingly, it is necessary to rework of 
design, implementation and test. The time to repair faults 
increases in accordance with the number of faults and the 
complexity of diagrams. 

The error shown in figure 1 is caused by ambiguity of 
sequence diagrams. Figure 1 indicates that the situation 
which “msg6” reaches lifeline B cannot be determined. This 
paper describes removing such ambiguity in designing 
sequence diagrams. 

Figure 1: An example of sequence diagrams 

Figure 2: Sequence diagrams in case of a fault 

3 PROPOSED METHOD 

3.1 Outline 

The method eliminates ambiguity for the order of 
messages with the semi-automatic modification of sequence 
diagrams. It is possible to correct automatically, but we 
adopt the procedure which provides the candidates for 
modifying, enables designers to select an appropriate 
candidate and corrects the diagrams by the use of the 
selected candidate. 

The input for the method is the diagrams written in XML. 
The output is the diagrams without the ambiguity. The 
specification of diagrams uses UML 2.0[1]. The diagrams 
allow asynchronous representation of messages.  

Proposed method consists of four steps shown in figure 3. 
STEP 1: Generating formal descriptions 
STEP 2: Generating test expressions 
STEP 3: Model checking and the generation of candidates 

for modifying diagrams 
STEP 4: Correct diagrams 

We describe the details of each step in the following 
sections. 

検査式検査式

・・・Candidate A

Formal 
descriptions

Model Checking

Modify

Test
Expressions

Sequence diagrams

Candidate B

Candidates

Sequence diagrams
（After modification）

STEP1 STEP2

STEP3

STEP4

Figure 3: An overview of proposed method 

3.2 STEP 1 Generating formal descriptions 

This step generates formal descriptions from the input. 
XML is obtained with astah* professional [2]. The formal 
descriptions are written in Promela [3] used by SPIN model 
checker. The method shown by Lima [4] is referred for 
generating descriptions. A lifeline and a message for each 
execution specification correspond to a process and a 
channel with variables defined by Promela, respectively. 

Figure 4 shows an example of generation. The upper part 
of figure shows sequence diagrams and the lower part shows 
the summary of formal descriptions generated from the 
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diagrams. Process B_1,  Process B_2 and Process B_3 are 
generated since lifeline B has 3 execution specifications. 
Each message is translated into 2 descriptions. For example, 
“msg1” generates one description that B sends “msg1” to C 
and another one that C receives “msg1” from B.  

The generation for each execution specification maintains 
the order of messages within the execution specification. 
Furthermore, the generated descriptions represent the 
ambiguity for the order of asynchronous messages. The 
method by Lima does not generate the description for each 
execution specification. 

The order of messages has an assumption of the 
communications. Successive messages will be received 
successively. For example, it is not guaranteed that “msg3” 
is received before the reception of “msg5”. However, we 
assume that “msg3” is received before “msg5” because  
“msg5” is sent successively.  

 
Sequence diagrams

proctypeA_1() {
receive msg2 from B;
send msg3 to B;
send msg5 to C;

}

Formal descriptions

proctypeB_1() {
send msg1 to C;
send msg2 to A;

}
proctypeB_2() {
receive msg3 from A;

}
proctypeB_3() {
receive msg4 from C;

}

proctypeC_1() {
receive msg1 from B;
send msg4 to B;

}
proctypeC_2() {
receive msg5 from A;

}

 
 
Figure 4: An example of generating formal descriptions 
 

3.3 STEP 2 Generating test expressions 

This step generates test expressions from the input. These 
are written in Linear Temporal Logic(LTL) expressions. 
The expressions are used to check whether diagrams have 
the ambiguity for the order of messages or not. Each 
expression is generated from 2 messages which adjoin each 
other. 

We can show the example using figure 4. Lifeline B in 
sequence diagrams has 4 exchanges of messages. The item 
to be checked is extracted from two adjacent messages such 
as “msg2” and “msg1”. The items in the lifeline are obtained 
by all of adjacent messages. Therefore the items in relation 
to lifeline B are described as follows. 

(a) Whether “msg2” is sent before “msg1” is sent 
(b) Whether “msg3” is received before “msg2” is sent 
(c) Whether “msg4” is received before “msg3” is received 

 
The method generates expressions below from (a) to (c). 
(a’)  (send “msg2”) before (send “msg1”) 

(b’)  (receive “msg3”) before (send “msg2”) 
(c’)  (receive “msg4”) before (receive “msg3”) 

 
The method then translates above 3 items into test 

expressions below. 
(a’’)  ¬ (send “msg2”) ∪(send “msg1”) 
(b’’)  ¬ (receive “msg3”) ∪ (send “msg2”) 
(c’’)  ¬ (receive “msg4”) ∪ (receive “msg3”) 

 

3.4 STEP 3 Model checking and the gen-
eration of candidates for modifying diagrams 

This step executes model checking with formal 
descriptions and test expressions. Then, the method provides 
candidates which indicate how to modify diagrams. Failing 
to satisfy the expressions means the existence of ambiguity. 
The result of failure gives a pair of 2 messages described in 
test expressions. The candidate shows diagrams with the 
message inserted between the pair of 2 messages.  

Figure 5 shows an example of the candidate for 
modification. The diagrams shown in figure 5 turn out to 
have ambiguity for following item. 

(c) Whether “msg4” is received before “msg3” is received 
Therefore lifeline A is added to transmission of “msg6” 

after sending “msg3” and lifeline C is added to the reception 
of “msg6” before sending “msg4”. 

Figure 6 shows the procedure of generating candidates for 
all test expressions. First of all, the method selects a test 
expression among all expressions. The method then 
executes model checking with formal descriptions and 
selected expression by SPIN model checker. The execution 
moves to following processes depending on to the result of 
checking. 

 If no ambiguity exists : The method executes model 
checking with same formal descriptions and another test 
expression. 

If ambiguity exists : The method generates a candidate 
for modifying from the test expression. The candidate is 
showed to a designer and diagrams will be corrected if he 
decides to apply the candidate. The method then executes 
model checking with corrected formal descriptions and 
another test expression. 

The procedure is repeatedly applied and terminates if 
model checking is executed for all test expressions. 

 

 
Figure 5: An example of modification 
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No Candidate
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descriptions

Test
expression②

Model Checking

Figure 6: Procedure of generating candidates 

3.5 STEP 4 Correcting diagrams 

This step corrects XML with selected candidate in 
previous section. The candidate has the information for 
additional message such as name of the message and the 
place to insert. The method corrects the definition of 
messages and the information related to lifelines. The 
procedure of this step is over if all candidates indicated by 
designers are reflected into the diagrams. 

If all test expressions pass model checking after the 
diagrams are corrected, no existence of ambiguity for the 
order of messages is proved for specified diagrams. 

4  EVALUATION 

We implement the method as a tool with Java and shell 
scripts in order to evaluate the performance of proposed 
method. We evaluate following 2 aspects with the tool. 

Aspect 1: The number of candidates for modification 
generated by the method and the time to spend the execution 
of the method 

Aspect 2: The evaluation of candidates 
Aspect 1 focuses on various kinds of sequence diagrams 

and aspect 2 focuses on the diagrams applied to a product. 
Computer specification used for evaluation is described as 
follows. 

OS: Windows 7 Professional 
CPU: Intel Xeon E5607 2.27GHz×2 
Memory: 16 GB 
SPIN: Version 6.3.2 

The size of state vector for SPIN model checker is defined 
as 1024 bytes. 

4.1 Evaluation method 

4.1.1. Aspect 1 

We collect the sequence diagrams described as examples 
in existing researches [5]-[9] and applications [10],[11] 
related to sequence diagrams. Furthermore, we produce 
another sequence diagrams with the additional lifelines and 
messages for specific diagrams of collected examples. We 
apply the tool to those diagrams. We then enumerate 

lifelines, messages and candidates for modifying, and 
measure the time spent for the execution. 

The measurement is executed assuming that designers 
adopt all candidates shown by the tool. 

4.1.2. Aspect 2 

We apply the tool to the diagrams used for the product. 
The diagrams is rewritten with astah* professional[2]. This 
aspect checks the ability to detect faults shown in figure 2. 
We confirm that the candidates generated by the tool are 
appropriate to correct them. 

4.2 The result of evaluation 

4.2.1. Aspect 1 

We apply the tool to 11 sequence diagrams. The result of 
evaluation is shown in table 1. 11 diagrams consist of 7 
diagrams collected from references and 4 diagrams where 
the number of lifelines in reference [9] is edited (described 
as [9]-1, 2, 3, 4). Columns 1 to 3 in table 1 show the 
information in the diagrams and columns 4 to 7 show the 
result applied to the tool. Columns 1, 2 and 3 indicate the 
source of diagrams, the number of lifelines in diagrams and 
the number of messages, respectively. A column 4 describes 
the number of candidates generated by the tool. Columns 5 
to 7 show the time for the execution applied to the tool. The 
time is measured for each step. A column 5 indicates the 
sum of time spent for STEP 1 and 2 since both of them are 
executed in parallel with the same input. 

No significant differences can be seen in the time spent for 
STEP 1 and 2. However, the time of [9]-1, 2, 3 and 4 is 
larger. A large number of lifelines and messages causes the 
large time. The time spent for STEP 3 becomes large as the 
number of lifelines or messages in diagrams become large. 
The larger the number of candidates is, the larger the time 
spent for STEP 4 will be although no major differences can 
be observed in the time. 

The time spent for STEP 3 in [9]-4 is quite smaller than in 
[9]-3 though the number of lifelines and messages are very 
large. The reason is that model checking in that case could 
not be executed due to insufficient memory. Hence, the 
number of candidates becomes zero. 

4.2.2. Aspect 2 

Some diagrams used for the product are supplied for 
evaluating aspect 2. We select 2 diagrams from supplied 
diagrams and apply the tool to 2 diagrams where ambiguity 
for the order of messages may exist. The applied diagrams 
are shown in figure 7 and 8. The result of application is 
shown in table 2. Columns in table 2 are same as in table 1. 

We describe one candidate of 10 candidates obtained by 
the tool. The candidate is shown in figure 9. The candidate 
indicates the modification inserting “msg8” which lifeline B 
sends and lifeline D receives between “msg7” and “msg6”. 
The candidate is generated from the ambiguity that “msg7” 
may reach lifeline D after “msg6”. Therefore, proposed 
method is able to detect the fault in figure 7. 
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Table 1: The result of evaluation for aspect 1 

Figure 7: An example of diagrams used for aspect 2 Figure 8: An example of diagrams used for aspect 2 

Table 2: The result of evaluation for aspect 2 
Lifelines Messages Candidates for 

modifying 
The time spent for the execution(seconds) 

STEP 1,2 STEP 3 STEP 4 
Figure 7 4 7 5 0.40 14.04 0.62 
Figure 8 4 6 5 0.41 12.15 0.52 

We request the engineer who engaged in the product to 
check 10 candidates including figure 9. We ask them to 
confirm the validity of candidates by selecting one 
appropriate answer out of following 3 answers. 

(1) This modification should be done.
(2) This modification need not to be done
(3) This modification should not be done

Figure 9: A candidate for modifying 

The result shows that (1) is selected for 4 candidates 
including figure 9. Another result shows that (2) is selected 
for 5 candidates and (3) for 1 candidate. 

4.3 The validity of evaluation 

In aspect 1 we collect the sequence diagrams showed in 
existing researches and tools, and evaluate the number of 
candidates for modifying and the time spent for the 
execution by applying the tool to the diagrams. In this paper 
we apply the tool to only 11 sequence diagrams. The 
number of lifelines and messages written in the diagrams is 
limited. Hence, we may obtain another result when applying 
the tool to the large-scaled diagrams.  

In aspect 2 we confirm the possibility to detect faults and 
generate the candidates by using the diagrams with the 
ambiguity developed for the product. We use only 2 
diagrams for evaluation. It is necessary to obtain a large 
variety of diagrams used for various products and evaluate 
them in order to acquire more general results. 

Lifelines Messages Candidates for 
modifying 

The time spent for the execution(seconds) 
STEP 1,2 STEP 3 STEP 4 

[5] 7 11 3 0.44 20.21 0.43 
[6] 4 12 2 0.42 25.19 0.41 
[7] 3 8 0 0.39 15.55 0.41 
[8] 3 4 0 0.37 5.96 0.40 
[10] 5 6 1 0.42 8.95 0.41 
[11] 6 24 0 0.49 56.15 0.42 
[9] 7 22 6 0.46 52.08 0.48 
[9]-1 12 44 9 0.58 124.77 0.45 
[9]-2 22 88 18 0.98 9136.59 0.52 
[9]-3 32 132 24 0.97 14054.17 0.56 
[9]-4 37 154 0 1.20 744.73 0.56 
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5 CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed the method to detect faults when 
designing sequence diagrams which describe asynchronous 
exchanges of messages. The method transforms formal 
descriptions written in Promela and test expressions written 
in LTL from sequence diagrams. The method then executes 
model checking for all expressions with the descriptions. 
When an error occurs on the execution, it provides 
information in diagrams. The information enables designers 
to remove faults and keep consistency. 

We implement and evaluate the method with 2 aspects. In 
the first aspect, we measure the number of information and 
the time to spend the execution of the method. In the second 
one, we applied the method to the diagrams used by a 
product. The application generates 10 information and 
evaluates the validity of the information. According to the 
interview of the engineer, 40% among the information is 
effective for correcting the diagrams. Applying the method 
to various development of diagrams and increasing the 
number and the kinds of candidates are considered as future 
issues. 
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Abstract - In recent years, “post-verification” of systems at-
tracts attention. The post-verification of systems creates mod-
els from a system when a fault has occurred in the system. It
then finds out the cause of the fault using formal methods
such as model checking. Model checking inspects logically
and exhaustively whether a given property is satisfied or not.
It creates a model from given source code or systems, then de-
rives a logical expression from the requirements specification
and an inspection item, and finally enters them into a model
checker. A counter-example is a trace information to help lo-
calization of bugs and it is generated by a model checker when
the property does not hold. Current model checkers, how-
ever, often cannot generate users’ expected counter-examples
due to mainly their searching algorithms. This paper derives
a counter-example which is expected by a user. The derive
method first creates test automata which represent roughly
behavior of the expected counter-example. Then it performs
model checking on a parallel composition of the original au-
tomaton with the test automata. We have applied the proposed
method to a case study of water tanks of a chemical plant and
confirmed its usefulness.

Keywords: counter-example, model checking, automaton

1 INTRODUCTION

Advanced information society needs more reliable software
and techniques to develop such software. Software testing has
been performed and studied for long year to ensure quality in
the process of production of software. The conventional tests
are, however, known to take a lot of resources. Therefore,
formal methods are attracting attention as a way of improv-
ing the quality of software. A formal method is a method
which describes the requirements and design of information
systems (software and hardware) using a mathematical based
language and provides mechanism to infer that the system
satisfies users’ requirements. This study uses model check-
ing [2], which is one of the formal methods.

Model checking inspects logically and exhaustively whether
a given property is satisfied or not. It creates a model from
source code or systems, then derives a logical expression from
the requirements specification and an inspection item, and fi-
nally enters them into a model checker. A “post-verification”
of the system is an application of model checking. The post-
verification of systems models the system when a fault has
occurred in the system [10]. It then finds out the cause of
the fault using formal methods, while the conventional ap-

proaches carry out cause isolation by log analysis of a partic-
ular system of failure.

Modern society needs post-verification because sometimes
faults of systems might give serious impacts on the society.
As a specific example for a fault due to a system malfunction,
a system trouble of Japanese airline that occurred in 2016 can
be enumerated.

A counter-example becomes a key when we perform the
post-verification using model checking. A counter-example
specifies in general that “an example that refutes or disproves
a hypothesis, proposition, or theorem.” When using counter-
example for post-verification, we regard part of “hypothesis,
proposition, or theorem” as properties which must be ful-
filled. Thus, counter-example becomes an example of not
satisfying the properties, thus counter-example can be a di-
agnosis of how the system fails by tracing it. Research has
been conducted for generating a counter-example that easy to
understand for humans [8, 9].

A counter-example, however, may not be one which a user
expects due to searching algorithms used in the model checker.
This trend is especially noticeable in cases where the counter-
example including loop structures. This paper, in order to
solve the problem, creates test automata to guide counter-
examples for the model represented by time automata [4] which
is used in UPPAAL [5], an integrated tool for modeling, val-
idation and verification of real-time systems. For that pur-
pose, our proposed method creates a coarse behavior series
of counter-examples represented in test automata [16–18]. A
parallel composition of the test automata and the original au-
tomaton lead counter-examples of the original model. In ad-
dition, we have applied our technique to a chemical plant sys-
tem example, and we confirmed the method is effective.

Section 2 describes the time automata and test automaton.
Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 performs
a diagnosis of system failure that occurred in the chemical
plant systems using our method. Discussion is given in Sec-
tion 5. Summary and future works are also given in Section
6.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Model Checking
Model checking [2, 3] of an automaton can be formulated

as follow.

Definition 2.1 (Model Checking)
Input1: an automaton A
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Input2: a temporal logic expression p
Output: A |= p or A ̸|= p
Output(optional): If A ̸|= p, then a counter-example CE

In usual, Computational Tree Logic (CTL) is used as a tem-
poral logic for a timed automaton [5].

Intuitively A |= p means that the behavior (possible runs)
of A satisfies the property expressed in p. Automaton A is
also called a model. Thus, model checking is checking pro-
cess whether a logic expression p holds under the model rep-
resented in A.

Typical properties are AGq, EFq and so on. AGq and EFq
mean that “for any path, always q holds,” and “for some path,
eventually q holds,” respectively. AG and EF are called tem-
poral operators.

For a state s, we can consider a property ¬EFs, which
means that starting from the initial state, the automaton can-
not reach the state s.

Figure 1 represents model checking process.

Figure 1: Model Checking Process

2.2 Timed Automaton

A timed automaton uses clocks to refer time. The clocks
can be regard as precise analog clocks. Every clock autonomously
uniformly and at the same rate increases the value, indepen-
dently from the behavior of timed automaton. A timed au-
tomaton cannot control the clocks except for reset; it can nei-
ther put some clocks forward, backward nor stop them. It can
only reset some of clocks. The reset clocks make their values
0. they, however, immediately increase their values again.

Definition 2.2 (Clock set C) By C we denote a finite set of
clocks. By xi (0 ≤ i ≤ |C| − 1) we denote an element (each
clock) in C.

When there is no confusion we might use literals (without
index) x, y, z, and so on to denote clocks.

Since each clock has its time value as a non-negative real,
notion of “clock evaluation” is needed.

Definition 2.3 (Clock Evaluation) Clock evaluation ν(∈ R|C|
≥0 )

for clock set C is a |C|-dimension vector over R≥0.
An i-th element νi of ν corresponds to the time value of

clock xi.

We use the term “evaluation” according to the original pa-
per [15]. Paper [15] defines the evaluation as a mapping from
clocks to reals, however, we define ν just as a real vector,
in this paper. Since clock evaluation changes according to
the elapsed time, and a timed automaton might reset some of
clocks to 0 when a transition fires, we introduce two opera-
tions on clock evaluation.

Definition 2.4 (Operations on Clock Evaluation) For a real
value d, ν + d = (ν0 + d, ν1 + d, . . . , ν|C|−1 + d).

For a set of clocks r, r(ν) = (r(ν0), r(ν1), . . . , r(ν|C|−1)),
where

r(νi) =

{
0 : xi ∈ r,
νi : otherwise .

(1)

The first operation +d means that every clock increases its
value uniformly and at the same rate. The second operation
r(·) means that every clock specified in r are reset.

Next we define clock constraints on C, which are used as
guards and invariants of a timed automaton.

Definition 2.5 (Differential Inequalities on C) Syntax of a
differential inequality in on a clock set C is given as follows:

in ::= xi − xj ∼ a

| xi ∼ a,

where xi and xj ∈ C, a is a literal of an integer constant,
and ∼∈ {≤,≥, <,>}.

Differential inequalities xi ∼ a and xi − xj ∼ a are true
iff νi ∼ a and νi − νj ∼ a are true, respectively.

Definition 2.6 (Timed Automaton) A timed automaton A is
a six-tuple (A,L, l0, C, I, T ), where
A: a finite set of actions;
L: a finite set of locations;
l0 ∈ L: an initial location;
C: a clock set;
I : L → c(C): a mapping from a location to a clock con-
straint, called a location invariant, or simply an invariant;
and
T ⊂ L × A × c(C) × 2C × L is a set of transitions, where
c(C) is a set of clock constraints; and 2C is a super set of sets
of clocks.

Elements of the first and last L stand for locations the tran-
sition starting from and going to, respectively. An element of
A is an action associated with the transition. A clock con-
straint in c(C) of the transition is called a guard. An element
in 2C is called a set of clocks to be reset.

We denote (l1, a, g, r, l2) ∈ T by l1
a,g,r→ l2.

2.3 Test Automaton
In this paper, the test automaton [16–18] is used as guide-

line for deriving a desired counter-example by tracing the at-
tention to the transition of the original model. A test automa-
ton is in usual used in a parallel composition of the original
automaton, in order to check complex property. Model check-
ing uses a logical temporal expression as a property to check.
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The test automaton, in general, has more expressive power
than a logical temporal expression. Test automaton TAid us-
ing this paper is just a timed automaton. We create a desirable
test automaton from test automaton components using several
operators. We will describe test automaton components and
these operators in Section 3.2. Our method creates a single
test automaton TAid for the original model M . Then, it gen-
erates a desired counter-example by performing model check-
ing on parallel composition of M and TAid.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 Motivation Example

We use an example of the chemical plant system (described
in more detail in Section 4) as our motivation example.

Please note the model has been obtained from description
of the chemical plant system, which has some bugs in its de-
sign.

We use the following expression as property to check.

(In.C2 ∧ T2 out == 0)−− > T1.Out1) (2)

This expression uses an operation “lead to” −− > and the
expression is equivalent to

AG((In.C2 ∧ T2 out == 0)implyAFT1.Out1), (3)

which means that “when the proposition (In.C2∧T2 out ==
0) is satisfied, sometimes surely to reach the state that propo-
sition T1.Out1 is true.”

When this property does not hold, a counter-example with
more detailed information as a foothold for subsequent failure
diagnosis. In this example, as a counter-example, we would
expect the path which cannot reach to the state T1.Out1 start-
ing from state In.C2 ∧ T2 out == 0.

The counter-examples, however, which are really generated
just specifies an initial state only. Clearly it is insufficient for
use in fault diagnosis.

In order to solve the above problem, we propose a method
using test automata in the next sub section 3.2.

3.2 Method for Generating Test Automata

Our proposed method obtains a useful counter-example from
parallel composition of the original model which represents
the behavior of the target system and test automata which also
represents the expected behavior of counter-example that a
user roughly expects.

In more detail, the method creates a rough sketch of counter-
example that users expect as a test automaton. The test au-
tomaton is obtained by synthesizing “test automaton com-
ponents.” Then, using parallel composition of the original
model and the test automaton synthesized, we obtain desired
counter-examples.

Procedures are given in the follows steps.
Let M be an original automaton (or automata) to be veri-

fied.

Figure 2: Modification of Event a!

Figure 3: Modification of Update

1. A user considers an outline of the counter-example s/he
wants to obtain. S/he predicates the final counter-example
from the system documents and faults report documents.
S/he also has to know some domain specific knowl-
edge.

2. S/he compose a single test automaton T by synthesiz-
ing test automaton components. Each of test automaton
components is weaved using rename and fusion opera-
tors.

3. S/he performs model checking on a parallel composi-
tion of M and T with property P which means “M ||T
will not reach the final state.” If P does not hold, we
obtain a counter-example which s/he wants.

We will describe the detail of test automaton components
and operators for weaving.

The original model M should be preferably as little as pos-
sible changed, however, in order to communicate to the test
automaton, the following modification has to be performed.
Please note that these modification is can be performed auto-
matically.

If M has some event a!, a? or some variable x to check in
test automata, then following modification are performed.

1. If M has a transition with event a! (a?), then add a
transition which has a synchronization signal s! to a test
automaton. Figure 2 shows the modification. Here the
location with “C” denotes a committed location. In a
committed location, the control does not stay. Thus the
event s! is performed immediately after the event a!

2. If M has a transition with a variable update x = exp
and variable x should refer in a test automaton, then
add a transition which has a synchronization signal s!
to a test automaton. Figure 3 shows the modification.
Also variable x should be declared as a global variable.

3.3 Test Automaton Components and
Operators for Weaving

Figure 4 shows general form of a test automaton compo-
nent

TAid(Lin, a, guard, update, reset, Lout, Is, It)
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Figure 4: Test Automaton Component

Figure 5: Typical Test Automaton Components

, where Lin and Lout are an enter location and an exit loca-
tion, respectively; a, guard, update, reset, Is, and It are an
event, a guard, an update, a clock set to reset, invariants for
an enter and an exit locations, respectively.

Figure 5 shows typical test automaton components.
First we explain the simple component. Figure 5 (i) is a test

automaton component to receive signal a.
It can be presented in

TA1(Lin, a, true, ∅, ∅, Lout, ∅, ∅).

Using (i) type test automaton components, we can compose
a test automaton which can receive consecutive signals.

For example, let us consider test automaton components in
Figure 6.

TA1 = (Lin, a1?, x > 0, ∅, ∅, Lout, ∅, ∅)

TA2 = (Lin, a2?, true, ∅, ∅, Lout, ∅, ∅)

Rename operator (TA@label\label2) changes the label of
a test automaton component.

For example TA1@Ls\Lout and TA2@Ls\Lin are shown
in Figure 7.

Fusion operator (+) is a binary operator which mrges loca-
tions in both terms.

For example, (TA1@Ls\Lout)+(TA2@Ls\Lin) is shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 5 (ii) forces to error state. It used when the condi-
tions required for the counter-example are not met.

Figure 5 (iii) stays in a location. It cannot reach location
Lout while the event happens with a condition guard.

Figure 6: Test Automaton Components 1 and 2

Figure 7: Renamed Test Automaton

Figure 8: Fusion Test Automaton

4 CASE STUDY

We have applied the method proposed in Section 3 to veri-
fication of a chemical plant system of reported in IPA [10] as
a case-study for a “post-verification of the system.”

Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of the system. Func-
tionality of the system is as follows:

Figure 9: A schematic view of the system from “Fault diag-
nosis method for the large-scale and complex the embedded
system (in Japanese)”[10]

• When the water level is more than an alert level (40cm),
the system opens discharge valve for 5 seconds for over-
flow prevention. Next 15 seconds (5 seconds included)
does not accept a new open instruction.

• It also performs the same discharge operation as an in-
struction of the operator.

• An instruction of the operator always takes over prece-
dence over the other instructions. System accepts it
even when the prohibited interval of 15 seconds. It has
priority even for the past instructions made of the oper-
ator.

This system has a failure that the system cannot drain water
and does not accept instruction issued from the operator even
when the water level has exceeded the alert level and it has
past the prohibited interval. We have performed modeling
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Figure 10: Control Diagram of The Chemical Plant System

using UPPAAL in order to verify this failure. Figure 10 show
model diagrams showing the control system.

Signal M4 represents a manual input from the operator.
Signal C2 represents a signal which shows that the water
level exceeds the alert level. For both signals, 1 indicates an
input of a signal for staring discharge. Also 0 shows no in-
put. Signal T1 is representing the state where the system is
finally in draining water. Signal T2 represents a model of a
timer which means when the manual operation is prohibited
an overall transmission of sensor input for 15 seconds imme-
diately after the start forced discharge. In is a model indicat-
ing that changing the state of the system by an input from the
M4 and C2.

In usual, formal methods decide whether properties which
we expect to be hold really hold on the model. In this case,
we consider the negation of the failure that has occurred in the
system as a property to check using the model checking. In
other words, the property to check in this case is “whether the
system sometimes becomes discharge mode when draining
water is not suppressed and the water level sensor is in a state
of warning level.”

We check Expression 2 on the model.
A counter-example, however, is a very simple, we cannot

understand why the property is not satisfied. Therefore, it
cannot be used for fault diagnosis of the system.

Our method creates a test automaton, thereby to generate a
human expected counter-example.

Figure 11 describes the test automaton that has produced by
the method. The test automaton is derived by coarse behavior
series of counter-examples in previous work [11]. Let TA1

be a test automaton component obtained from type (i) in Fig-
ure 5. TA1 = TAid(start, input?, C2 == 1&&M4 ==
0, isT1end = 1, ∅, end, ∅, ∅)

Similarly, TA2, TA3, and TA4 can be obtained from test
automaton components in Figure 5.

Figure 11 summarizes these test automaton components.
A test automaton obtained by the following expression is

the final automaton we want.

(TA1@Ls\end) + (TA2@Ls\start, Lt\end)

+(TA3@Ls\start) + (TA4@Lt\start)

Figure 12 shows the obtained test automaton.
By combining a model representing the system and a test

automaton, detailed counter-example which can be used in the
diagnosis of the failure is obtained. The generated Counter-
example has 8 steps and it describes transition of variables.

Figure 11: Test automata

Figure 12: Test automaton Composed

5 DISCUSSION

We discuss here on a coverage and time taken in generating
a counter-example.

For coverage, the counter-example the authors are consid-
ered can be covered by the proposed test automaton compo-
nents for the case-study because a counter-example is single
path. They would be cover for other cases.

For the time required for counter example generation, the
generation was performed in less than 1 second in this exam-
ple. This method uses a test automaton as a guideline of creat-
ing counter-example. Therefore, it is assumed that scalability
of the time falls within the appropriate range even counter-
example and scale of the time automaton becomes bigger. In
addition, the creation of test automaton in this time was by
the authors. Therefore, it should be evaluated that whether a
novice for fault diagnosis can create a correct automaton and
how long it takes to create an automaton. This is a simple
method of assembling the test automaton from the parts that
are provided. However, it is required knowledge of model
checking to create test automaton. Therefore, target of the
method is a user with the prior knowledge of model check-
ing. This is referred to as one of the future challenges.
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6 CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a method for generating a counter-
example of as user expected using test automata. We also 
applied the technique to a case study of the chemical plant 
system, in order to verify its validity.

We do not propose a method generating a counter-example 
automatically. This is an approach that combines model check-
ing and test automata to generate counter-example. There-
fore, a method automatically generating counter-examples is 
needed in future. The follows become problems when we 
generate counter-example automatically. First, it cannot fully 
search the model space when it is an infinite state transition 
system. Then, even in the finite state transition system, it 
might suffer from sate-explosion problems.

Therefore, model abstraction technique to properly reduce 
the number of states of the model for each property [13, 14], 
attracts attentions. Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [12] 
would one of another promising approaches. Bounded Model 
Checking is a technique of model checking that prevents state 
explosion by limiting the search range of the finite state space. 
When BMC finds violation on a finite state space, counter-
examples are generated as a finite length. In general, counter-
examples have infinite length. However, users usually want 
finite counter-examples and therefore, they think a counter-
example generated by BMC is enough for their purpose. BMC 
is considered to be a promising approach for generating a 
counter-example suitable length within a reasonable time.
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Abstract - Human get a lot of information through the five
senses. Information that can be gained using smell, one of
the five senses, has a deep connection with memory and af-
fect; therefore, presentation of scents with visual information
has an effect that enhances realistic sensations. In addition,
olfaction is also used to detect dangers such as rotten food
or gas leaks. For these reasons, sense of smell is a very im-
portant in daily life. It is important to use smell many times
because it is formed primarily in childhood. However, there
is little opportunity to use it compared with eyesight and hear-
ing. In this paper, we developed the electronic picture book
with which children can experience scents repeatedly. It is
also possible to present stimulations of other senses through
wind, vibrations and sounds. In addition, it can read to chil-
dren automatically with recorded voice and we can change
effects presented for children. This study is expected to en-
rich sensibility and support growth of children.

Keywords: Electronic picture book, Children, Olfactory
display, Human computer interaction.

1 INTRODUCTION

Humans have five senses (eyesight, hearing, smell, touch,
and taste), all of which are very important and are processed
by the sensory system. In five senses, olfactory stimulation
has a strong, direct connection to the limbic system, which
controls emotion and memory. Therefore, videos accompa-
nied by scents increase viewer concentration and retention of
the video [1]. Olfaction is also used to detect dangers such
as rotten food or gas leaks. For these reasons, olfaction is
an essential sense in daily life. It is formed mostly in child-
hood owing to feeling scents many times. Typically, there are
many educational toys for children concentrating on sight and
hearing. On the other hand, there is little opportunity to ex-
perience smell. Hence, it is important to use sense of smell
many times in childhood. Furthermore, it is also important
for growth of children to be read picture books by parents. It
results in development of linguistic competence and imagina-
tion. In our study, we focused on the experiences of scents
and a picture book, and developed the electronic picture book
that infants can experience odors repeatedly. This book con-
sists of the olfactory display which can present scent by pulse
ejection and a tablet device. It can provide stimulations of
other senses through wind, vibrations and sounds. Moreover,
children can be read automatically by recorded voice. We
conducted two experiments for which were in order to eval-
uate the usability of our electronic book. In Section 2, we
introduce related works about the plays for children and an

electronic picture book. In Section 3, we propose our elec-
tronic picture book using olfactory display. Section 4 explains
the book’s implementation, and Section 5 assesses its usabil-
ity. Finally, in Section 6, we present our conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK

Humans recognize an environment around them owing to
using information that can be gained using five senses. These
senses are formed primarily in childhood through experiences
a lot of new things for them. Experiences using olfaction,
touch and taste are important to enhance sensibilities of them [2].
In particular, children get many experiences thorough plays.
Typically, there are a lot of plays giving stimulations to chil-
dren’s senses. As examples of such plays, there are building
blocks, clay, simple instruments, paintings, picture books and
so on. Building blocks and clay enhance a child’s touch. The
sound made by playing an instrument stimulates children’s
ears. It is said that music is essential for children’s growth [3].
“I’m toy music station” sold as one of the intellectual toys
contains nine instruments [4]. When children draw pictures,
they use many colors. Humans have their likes and dislikes in
colors naturally. Though color sense is an innate instinct, it
is affected by the environment in which humans have grown
up [5]. It is known that humans are more sensitive to famil-
iar colors than unknown colors. The more we have come in
touch with colors in childhood, the more we can recognize a
variety of color. Therefore, there are many toys for children
contain a lot of colors. Additionally, picture books also con-
tain some colors, and stimulate a child’s color sense. It is said
that picture books develop a child’s imagination and language
ability [6]. There are many picture books recommended for a
variety age, hence they play an important role for growth of
a child [7]. On the other hand, the method of using picture
books is not only reading by oneself but storytelling by par-
ents. Storytelling by parents encourages not only the commu-
nication between parent and a child, but also the development
of a child [8] [9]. Keiko, D et al. reported that children had
been given storytelling by parents for a year got better score in
the confabulation test than children of control group [10]. In
recent years, electronic picture books come into vogue. They
are composed of not only pictures but sounds or animations.
They also have a function of automatic storytelling. It is re-
ported that children showed more interest in electronic pic-
ture book than normal picture book when they use automatic
storytelling [11]. There are these toys stimulating eyesight,
hearing and touch without olfaction. Additionally, it is known
that children have the least number of opportunities to use the
sense of smell in five senses [12]. Therefore, children need
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to feel more odors. There is a smell book as one of the few
toys that a child can experiences olfactory stimulations [13].
This book presents scent by breaking capsule including per-
fume. For this reason, children can never feel the odor after a
capsule broken.

3 ELECTRONIC PICTURE BOOK USING
SCENTS

It is important that human experiences many things about
the five senses in the infancy when they are said to be the
most sensitive. Children use sight, hearing and touch in play
positively. However, there are fewer toys using sense of smell
than toys using other senses. Therefore, it is said that chil-
dren have the fewest opportunities to use olfaction in the five
senses in daily life. On the other hand, it is hoped that the
sensitivity of children is raised by smelling a fragrance. In
this paper, we focus on a picture book which is familiar with
children, and develop the application of electronic smell pic-
ture book for children using olfactory display. It is only once
that children can experience a fragrance in the existing smell
book because an odor is shown by breaking a capsule enclos-
ing it on the illustration. Our electronic smell picture book
can present an odor repeatedly by using the olfactory display
which has technique of scent presentation in short duration.
In addition, we use a tablet device for our book in order to
make operation of it easy for children. Olfactory display is
worn around the neck. Therefore, our application can smell
a scent while operating the tablet. We assume that the target
age of our book is 2-6 years old. The 2-3 years old children
are often read by parents, contrary to this, the 4-6 years old
children often read a book themselves. There are two meth-
ods of reading we prepare in order to entertain both younger
and older children. One mode is that children use the auto-
matic storytelling with recorded voice of parent to read. It is
said that the voice of parents makes a child’s mental condi-
tion comfortable. Another one is that they read themselves.
These modes can decrease a burden to parents. Moreover, our
application can provide stimulations of other senses through
picture, wind, vibrations and sounds. It can stimulate four
senses, olfaction, sight, hearing and touch, in total. In spite
of reading, it can edit effects of the book. To evaluate this
application, we conduct two experiments about reading part
and editing part.

4 APPLICATION

4.1 Olfactory display
The olfactory display we used in our electronic smell pic-

ture book is “Fragrance of Jet for Mobile.” It is worn around
the neck as shown in Figure 1, and only the user can smell
the emitted odors. Figure 2 and 3 show the plane and the
slide views of it, respectively. This device adopts the thermal
method used in ink-jet printers to emit odors. It has an ejec-
tion head, storing one large tank and three small tanks. Each
tank stores an odorant, thus four kinds of odors can be con-
tained. Odorants are emitted in picoliter (pl) quantities from
small holes in the head on the wind by a fan. The average

Figure 1: Wearable olfactory display

Figure 2: Overhead view of olfactory display

ejection quantity from the large tank’s hole and each of the
small tank’s hole are 7.3 pl and 4.7 pl respectively. There
are 255 holes in the head connected to the large tank and 127
minimum holes in the head connected to the small ones. Since
this device can emit odorants from multiple holes at one time,
the ejection intensity is controlled by the number of holes, of
which the range is 0-255 in large tank or 0-127 in small tanks.
In addition, the time of ejection can be controlled by 667 mi-
croseconds, the unit time. Hence, shown in Figure 4, the total
ejection quantity for one pulse is determined by the ejection
time and the ejection quantity per unit time, which is deter-
mined by the average ejection quantity of using tank (7.3 pl
or 4.7 pl) and the number of holes. The device is capable of
this pulse ejection, allowing it to emit odors in a manner to
avoid sensory adaptation [14]. Since pulse ejection can also
prevent odors from lingering in the air, the device can also
emit different odors for each page and switch odors quickly.
It is therefore suitable for presenting odors with picture book.

In this paper, we use the wearable olfactory display in order
that a child can smell odors while operating a tablet device.
Almost children can not stand still. Therefore, if a normal
free-standing, rather than wearable, olfactory display is used
by a child, position of nose would move to the area where he
or she can not smell scents.
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Figure 3: Sectional view of olfactory display

Figure 4: Pulse ejection

4.2 Electronic picture book

We suppose that our application is used by a child who is
2-6 years old. Therefore, we developed the application of
an electronic smell picture book which such children can use
easily. It is comprised of the olfactory display, a tablet device
(Nexus9 [15]), and a computer which controls all devices. To
send information of scent between a tablet and a computer,
we use the Bluetooth communication system. Figure 5 shows
a conceptual scheme of application. The application is im-
plemented by two programs. One program is to send infor-
mation about scent presentation which contains kinds of odor
and ejection time from a tablet to a computer. Another one is
that a computer orders the olfactory display to present scent.

4.2.1 Method of presentation

Our book can present four effects: scents, sounds, wind, and
vibrations. Scents and wind are presented by using olfactory
display. A tablet presents sounds and vibrations. In this paper,
we made an original picture book, rather than published one,
in order that children can experience four effects. In our pic-
ture book, we prepared five kinds of pages presenting stimula-
tions: we named them odor page, sound page, wind page, vi-
bration page, and the mixed stimuli page. There are two pre-
sentation methods of odors in the odor page. They are showed
in Figure 6. First method is presenting an odor repeatedly by
using pulse ejection while odor page is displayed in order that
the child can feel it unconsciously and concentrate on reading.
Another method is a scent is emphasized momentarily when

Figure 5: Conceptual scheme of application

the child taps display of a tablet. The example of odor page
is showed in Figure 7. While the child see this page, scent of
banana is presented to him or her. In addition, when the child
taps the mark of hand on banana’s picture, scent of banana is
emphasized instantly. In the wind page, there are similar two
presentation methods like in the odor page. They are showed
in Figure 6. The wind blows continuously from the olfactory
display while the wind page is displayed. Moreover, when
the child taps mark of hand in the page, strong wind blows
momentarily. In vibration page, there are similar two presen-
tation methods too. They are showed in Figure 6. The tablet
vibrates continuously while the vibration page is displayed.
When the user taps illustration of hand in the page, other kind
of vibration is presented. Contrary to these pages, the sound
page has only one method of presentation. When the child
taps the mark of hand, a tablet produces the sound.

4.2.2 Three modes of the application

The operating flow of this application is showed in Figure 8.
There are three modes: the mode of reading together, the
mode of reading alone, and the edit mode in our electronic
book. The mode of reading together is used to read to the
child by parent. The mode of reading alone is used when the
child reads alone. In the edit mode, parents can record their
voice which used by the automatic storytelling, and add effect
to book. When the application starts, the user needs to choose
among three modes at first.

• The mode of reading together

At first, in the mode of reading together, the page which ex-
plains how to read the electronic smell book is showed in Fig-
ure 9. In this page, the child can experience four effects: odor,
sound, vibration, and wind. For example, if the user touches
the mark of hand on the note, he or she could hear the sound
effect. After feeling four effects, the user can go next page
by sliding the screen with a finger from right to left. Next
page is the cover page of picture book. After that the user can
read a book by sliding the screen. If the child wants to go
back previous page, he or she need to slide the screen from
left to right. There are some marks of hand in various place
of picture book. The user can get some effects by tapping the
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Figure 6: Presentation methods of odor, wind, and vibration

marks. When tapping the mark, a tablet vibrates in order to
teach the user the timing of presentation. When “finish” but-
ton is pressed in the last page, the screen return to the page of
choosing modes.

• The mode of reading alone

In the mode of reading alone, the child can use automatic sto-
rytelling with recorded voice in order that he or she can read
electronic smell book alone. The user can choose whether us-
ing automatic storytelling or not. First screen of this mode
have “not use storytelling” button and “use storytelling” but-
ton. When “not use storytelling” button is pressed, expla-
nation of how to play is displayed. When “use storytelling”
button is pressed, new two buttons: “lady’s voice” button and
“parents’ voice” button are appeared. Lady’s voice is pre-
pared at first. Parents’ voice means recorded voice by parents.
The user can choose which voice using in storytelling. After
the user choose the voice, the explanation page of how to play
is displayed. The automatic storytelling begins whenever the
user slides page of picture book.

• The edit mode

We prepare the edit mode for parents. Parents can record their
voice for storytelling, and conform effects to new recorded
voice. Screen of the edit mode is shown in Figure 10. Target
of edit page is displayed at the lower left of the screen. There
is a page number at the upper part of the screen. In both
sides of the page number, there are “Previous page” button

Figure 7: Odor page of picture book

Figure 8: Operating flow of application

and “Next page” button to change the editing page. There are
“Start recording” button, red “Stop” button, “Play back” but-
ton, and green “Stop” button under the page number. When
“Start recording” button is pressed, recording is started. To
stop the recording, parent needs to press red “Stop” button.
The user can listen to their recorded voice by pressing “Play
back” button. If parents want to add sound effect to sto-
rytelling, they need to push the sound buttons under “Start
recording” button during recording the voice. In addition, if
they want to add other effect, they need to use the area of “Edit
all time effect” and the area of “Edit momentarily effect”. The
area of “Edit all time effect” is used to add the effect which
is presented while reading target page. They choose the kind
of effect from pull-down menu. If odor or wind is chosen,
it is necessary to select the intensity of effect. In contrast, if
vibration is chosen, the user needs to decide the kind of it.
Next, when “Fix” button is pressed, effect the user chooses
is fixed. The area of “Edit momentarily effect” is used to
add the effect which is emphasized temporarily. If parents
want to emphasize the effect, they need to press “Add” but-
ton while playing back the recoded voice. If the user wants
to delete the fixed effect, he or she could delete it by tapping
“Delete” button under the “Add” button. This application can
use four odors(banana, apple, rose, pineapple), two levels of
wind, three vibrations, and four sound as the effect.
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Figure 9: Screen of the page introducing how to play

5 EVALUATION

We conducted two experiments for evaluation of the ap-
plication. First experiment evaluated whether the mode of
reading alone could be used by children. Second experiment
assessed whether adults could edit the effect by using the edit
mode.

5.1 Experiment for picture book
5.1.1 Experiment outline 1

We conducted the experiment in order to investigate whether
children could use our electronic smell book. Subjects were
12 children (5 boys and 7 girls) who went to Hiyoshi Be-
nesse nursery school. Their ages were from 5 to 6 (mean:
5.75, SD: 0.43). In this experiment, we used the original elec-
tronic smell picture book which has eight pages: four odor
pages (banana, apple, rose, pineapple), a sound page, a wind
page, a vibration page, and only picture page. We ordered
subjects to read our book by using the automatic storytelling.
We measured the number of tapping and the playing time of
each page during experiment. After finishing experiment, we
asked a question:“Which page did you enjoy better?”as
a questionnaire. Subjects could choose multiple pages in this
question. When subjects used our application, they wore ol-
factory display, and took a seat. If it was difficult for them to
wear olfactory display, we set it on the table. An experimental
environment is showed in Figure 11. The experiment for each
subject took about ten minutes.

5.1.2 Result of experiment for picture book

First, we considered about the number of tapping. The av-
erages and standard deviations for the number of tapping in
each odor page showed in Table 1. We analyzed whether or
not the average was different based on the one-way analysis
of variance. Then, there was not a significant difference (p
= 0.78 > 0.05). Therefore, we calculated the tap number’s
average of odor page from four odor pages. Moreover, we
showed the averages and standard deviations for the number
of tapping in each effect page in Table 2. We analyzed the
result in Table 2 by using the one-way analysis of variance.

As a result, there was not a significant difference (p = 0.41
> 0.05). Hence, subjects could feel four effects on the same
level by using our application.

Secondly, we considered about the playing time. The aver-
ages and standard deviations for the playing time in each odor
page showed in Table 3. We analyzed whether or not the av-
erage of the playing time was different based on the one-way
analysis of variance. Then, there was not a significant differ-
ence (p = 0.78 > 0.05). Therefore, we calculated the playing
time’s average of odor page from four odor pages. In addi-
tion, we showed the averages and standard deviations for the
playing time in each effect page in Table 4. We analyzed the
result in Table 4 by using the one-way analysis of variance.
As a result, there was a significant difference (p = 0.0007 <
0.05). Hence, we used Tukey’s test as multiple comparison.
The result of it indicated that there is a significant difference
between odor page and only picture page (p < 0.05). Accord-
ingly, we found that children could enjoy odor pages better
than only picture page.

Thirdly, we considered about the result of questionnaire
which is showed in Figure 12. We found that nine out of
twelve subjects chose the odor page as an interesting page.
For this reason, children tend to be interested in the odor page.
Meanwhile, all subjects could have read our book and felt
various effects by tapping screen. From the above results,
we confirmed that the electronic odor picture book, we devel-
oped, could be used by children.

5.2 Experiment for the edit mode

5.2.1 Experimental outline 2

We conducted the experiment in order to investigate whether
adults could use the edit mode of our application. 15 subjects
(10 men and 5 women) participated in this experiment. The
participants were graduate and undergraduate students who
were majoring in information engineering. At first, subjects
practiced editing the effect of the picture book after lectured
how to use the application by us. Next, we gave each subject
six tasks: recording voice, adding wind, adding sound, adding
vibration, adding scent of banana, and adding scent of rose.
However, we also gave the rule in this experience. It is that
subjects could try only one time per one task. We evaluated
the usability of the edit mode by a percentage of correct edit.
After finished experiment, we asked some questions about us-
ability of the application as a questionnaire.

5.2.2 Result of experiment for the edit mode

A percentage of correct edit was 97.8 % over 95 %. There
were only two false edit: forgetting to press “fix” button and
miss choice of effect. These mistakes could be caused by the
rule we gave to subjects. In fact, the user can edit many times,
in consequence, we thought that the user could decrease the
miss edit. Next, we considered about the result of a question-
naire showed in Table 5. We used the five rated evaluation (1:
bad - 5: good). The averages of score are showed in Table 5.
The results indicated that our application had a good usabil-
ity owing to both scores over 4. From the above results, we
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Figure 10: Screen of the edit mode

Table 1: Result of tap number in four odor pages

Odor Banana Apple Rose Pineapple
Tap number 1.83 ± 1.85 1.67 ± 0.99 1.42 ± 0.79 2.00 ± 1.76

Figure 11: Experimental Environment

confirmed that the edit mode of our electronic book could be
used by adults.

6 CONCLUSION

It is important for personal development to get a lot of in-
formation thorough the five senses in childhood in order to
enhance sensitivity. Though there are many toys stimulating
sight, hearing, and touch, there are a few things for olfac-
tion. Children need to use the sense of smell many times.
On the other hand, it is said that a storytelling is also impor-

Figure 12: Result of questionnaire for children

tant for a child’s growth. In our study, we focused on the
child’s olfaction and storytelling, and developed the applica-
tion of electronic smell picture book using olfactory display
for children. The existing smell book presents a fragrance
only one time, contrary to this, our application could eject a
scent many times owing to the olfactory display. This elec-
tronic smell picture book can also stimulate other senses by
presenting the wind, the vibration, and the sound. Moreover,
it has a function of automatic storytelling using the recorded
parent’s voice. Therefore, a child can read this book alone.
Parent can also edit the effect of this book. We conducted
the two experiments for children and adults in order to eval-
uate the usability of this application. As a result, subjects of
children could operate this application, and feel some stim-
ulations. We found that children tended to be interested in
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Table 2: Result of tap number in four effect pages

Effect Odor Sound Wind Vibration
Tap number 1.73 ± 1.08 1.33 ± 0.65 1.67 ± 0.89 2.00 ± 1.13

Table 3: Result of playing time in four odor pages [sec]

Odor Banana Apple Rose Pineapple
Playing Time 12.9 ± 9.50 10.3 ± 5.60 10.8 ± 6.75 12.5 ± 6.78

Table 4: Result of playing time in five effect pages [sec]

Effect Odor Sound Wind Vibration Only picture
Playing time 11.6 ± 5.81 7.32 ± 4.62 10.4 ± 3.82 9.50 ± 3.21 4.57 ± 1.58

Table 5: Score of questionnaire

Score
Controllability 4.13 ± 0.52

Comprehensibility 4.60 ± 0.51

the odor page of book. The result of experiment for adults
indicated that they could edit the effect of the book correctly.
From the above results, we confirmed that our application has
a good usability. We hope that many children’s sensitivity
will be enhanced by using our electronic smell picture book.
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Abstract - In this study, we propose a bass pitch detection
algorithm for electric guitar. Detection of the bass pitch is
one of the most challenging in music information processing,
because the bass pitch is the lowest musical tone in musical
content. Further, the root note is a musical tone of the cri-
teria in the chord, i.e., the root note and the bass pitch are a
different concepts. Electric bass is typically one octave lower
than electric guitar. Therefore, we require frequency resolu-
tion for electric bass rather than electric guitar. Our research
challenge was to detect electric bass from the bass pitch in
real time. When the electric bass of the bass pitch can be de-
tected, building systems for practicing electric bass are feasi-
ble. Further, our bass pitch detection algorithm is effective for
fingering practice systems. In a previous study, we performed
a static analysis of the bass pitch of electric bass, thus as men-
tioned adove, our proposed method is to detect bass pitch for
electric bass in real time. In this study, we also examine the
effectiveness of our proposed method through experimenta-
tion. From results of our evaluation experiments, we detected
bass pitch at an average rate of 98.2%.

Keywords: Pitch Detection, Bass Pitch Detection, Electric
Bass, Fast Fourier Transform, Overtone, Inharmonicity

1 INTRODUCTION

Detection of the bass pitch is one of most important chal-
lenges of music information processing. The bass pitch is the
lowest musical tones produced by musical instrument. The
root note is a musical tone of the criteria in the chord. Fur-
ther, the root note and the bass pitch are different concepts.

The bass pitch is primarily used in chord recognition; how-
ever, electric bass is used to produce bass tones in band instru-
ments. The electric bass is not typically used to play a chord,
but rather a single note.

In this work, we developed and examined a bass pitch de-
tection algorithm for electric bass. As a result, it was detected
the bass pitch at an average rate of 98.2%. We applied work
from our previous studies, i.e., applying the bass pitch detec-
tion algorithm to electric bass.

Our key research challenge was to detect the bass pitch
from performances given by electric bass. The electric bass
is lower than the electric guitar. Therefore, the electric bass
is required frequency resolution than the electric guitar. To
increase frequency resolution, we must increase the number
of samples for our Fast fourier transform (FFT). In recent
years, processing speeds of FFTs have improved via general-
purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) [1][2][3]. In

this current study, we endeavor to detect electric bass from
content played in real time.

Therefore, we describe our proposed method and results of
evaluation experiments using our method in conjunction with
the electric bass.

2 REAL TIME AUDIO RECOGNITION

Composers working with desktop music (DTM) make use
of a piano roll or MIDI keyboard. A piano roll is a rotating
keyboard-like interface often used for creating digital music.
Using a piano roll, composers make and modify music via
a simple interface, thus many composers make use of piano
rolls. In addition, composers might use a MIDI keyboard for
implementation.

Nonetheless, the piano roll is not a suitable interface who
player of other musical instrument. The MIDI keyboard was
developed for the piano player, but Player of musical instru-
ment are not necessarily good at the piano. Therefore, we
introduce to achieve MIDI implemenation for the electric gui-
tar.

Here, a MIDI pickup converts a string vibration to a MIDI
signal. Reference [4][5] is mounted with a MIDI pickup tied
to the electric guitar. The owner of musical instrument have to
use the device during the performance, it is time consuming.

In Reference [6][7], the system has a built-in MIDI con-
troller for electric guitar. In fact, when electric guitar and
the MIDI controller are integrated, it is easy to use in most
MIDI implementations; however, Reference [6][7] of devices
are used as the electric guitar is not possible. For this rea-
son, it is limited only to MIDI implementations. Further, it is
different from the electric guitar, which can-not achieve these
various expressions.

Reference [8][9], string vibrations are analyzed in two di-
mensions, realized by crossing the piezo pickups. In [10], it
is fitted with a conduction band on the side of the neck of the
electric guitar. These devices are difficult to mount on elec-
tric guitars, and as such, mounting is often required during
manufacting. Further, wiring is complicated and can-not be
removed immediately.

Unlike the adove, our proposed method is realized by soft-
ware, achieving what other studies have attempted via hard-
ware. Our proposed method can be used in environments con-
sisting of a typical electric guitar player.

As noted adove, the electric bass is lower than the electric
guitar. In previous research, detection accuracy of the electric
guitar has been identified [11]; however, previous research
has not reported on the detection accuracy of electric bass.
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Therefore, in this study, we report on the detection accuracy
of the electric bass.

3 BASS PITCH DETECTION ALGORITHM

Our proposed method detects the bass pitch from a given
acoustic signal. In this chapter, we describe the algorithm
behind our proposed method.

3.1 Converting the Frequency Spectrum to
the MIDI Array

In our proposed method, we convert the given frequency
spectrum to the MIDI array. In this way, the search process is
in dependent of sampling frequency.

First, the acoustic signal of the musical instrument sound is
x = {x0, x1, ..., xw−1}, which represents Fourier transform

xi =
1

w

w−1∑
k=0

Xk · ei2π
i
w , (1)

where w is the number of analysis frames. Here, (1), repre-
sents a set of the power spectrum in X = {X0, X1, ..., Xw−1}.

Converting the power spectrum into a MIDI array yields

M :=

{
Mp = X

(
floor

(
wf

s

))}
, (2)

where p is the MIDI number and s is the sampling fre-
quency. The MIDI number is in the range 0 ≤ p ≤ 127.

3.2 Search for the Bass Pitch
Our proposed method searches for a plausible bass pitch

from M . More specifically, this bass pitch search finds the
maximum value repeatedly from M .

Given general set of real numbers T = {t ∈ R}, we search
for t from T , indicating the operation to return the index of t
as

index(t) := Ti ⇔ t⇒ i, (3)

Further, set S to store the maximum value is represented as

S :=

{
S0 = index(max0≤j≤127 Mj)
Si+1 = index(max0≤j<Si Mj)

}
. (4)

The index set to be a (Si|i ∈ J) defined by J . Function
B(M) returns the MIDI number of the bass pitch, with B(M)
defined as,

B(M) =

 JSi MSi+1β + z ≤MSi −MSi+1

orSi − Si+1 ≤ α
−1 otherwise

, (5)

where α is the difference in interval Si − Si+1, β is the
magnification of the threshold, z is power supply noise and
JSi

is the number of the MIDI of the bass pitch.

4 EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS

In this chapter, we discuss the results of applying our pro-
posed method to the electric bass of an acoustic signal.

In our evaluation experiments, we conducted an experiment
using a prototype system. we experimented with this proto-
type system by interacting with it as a player picking a single
note of the electric bass. Experimental time consisted 1000
frames in the prototype system, which equated to approxi-
mately 16.6 seconds. Here the player repeatedly picked a
quarter note at 120 beats per minutes (BPM). In our evalu-
ation experiment, we evaluated the detection rate of the bass
pitch of using our proposed method.

4.1 Experimental Environment
Table 1 shows the machine configuration of our evaluation

experiments.

Table 1: Machine configuration of our evaluation experi-
ments.

overview
OS Windows 7 Enterprise (64 bit)
CPU Intel Core-i7 2600k
Memory 16 GB
GPU NVIDIA GTX970
Audio IF Presonous Audio Box USB

Table 2 shows specific settings of the Audio Box USB.

Table 2: Settings of the Audio Box USB
overview

Input Volume 10 o’clock
Sampling Frequency 44,100 Hz
Buffer Size 256 samples

Here, the sampling frequency of the Audio Box USB was
fixed at 44,100 Hz.

In our proposed method, we used cuFFT [1] as the FFT li-
brary with analysis frames of the FFT set at 32,768 points.
Further the acoustic signal was multiplied by the Hanning
window [12].

We used two types of electric basses in our experiments.
i.e., a Fender Custom Shop Jazz Bass and a Music Man’s
Sting Ray. The Jazz Bass was equipped with two single-coil
pickups, whereas the Sting Ray was equipped with a hum-
bucker pickup and a three-band equalizer. Specifications for
these electric basses are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Specifications of the electric basses used in our ex-
periments.

Sound Creation Frets Pickups
Jazz Bass Passive 20 2
Sting Ray Active 21 1
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One of the authors served as the performer for the evalua-
tion experiments; this individual had 10 years of experience
playing the electric bass. For our experiments, we selected
a player who could mute strings and accurately pick. The
player used a guitar pick for all experiments.

4.2 Prototype System
Figure 1 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) of our

prototype system.

1

2

4

5

6

MIDI Note Number

P
o
w

er

Figure 1: GUI of our prototype system.

In the figure refers to the MIDI number of the detection
target, while the lines of 2 show detection results. Here, tick is
the number of elapsed frames, count is the number of detected
frames, and the accuracy is the precision ratio of counts per
tick. The red line shown in 3 is the detected bass pitch via our
proposed method. Further, the white line of 4 in the figure
shows the detection target on the MIDI number, while the
white band of 5 is the power spectrum of MIDI frequencies.
Note that the power spectrum is displayed in linear.

The is precision ratio shown in 6 of Figure 1 is defined as

P (c) =
c

t
, (6)

where c is the count of 2, t is the tick of 2. P (c) is the
precision ratio of 2.

The prototype system updates 60 times per second, with
an analysis of the number of frames of the FFT set is 32,768
points. The FFT shifts the analysis frame for each frame; the
analysis frame shifts 1024 points at a frame.

We inspected the processing fall before the evaluation ex-
periment. It was recorded 216,000 frames in the investigation.
It was not able to confirm the processing fall in the results.

For our prototype, we used the Siv3D [13], TinyASIO [14][15],
and cuFFT [2][1] libraries.

More specifically, Siv3D is a C++ library for media art
that wrapping DirectX. Siv3D can be implemented using rel-
atively few lines of source code as compared with other ex-
isting libraries. We therefore used Siv3D for the GUI of our
prototype.

TinyASIO is a wrapper library for Audio Stream Input/Output
(ASIO), which is a standard for communicating between an
audio interface and software. We used this to receive Audio
Box USB signals in the prototype.

Finally, cuFFT is a FFT library that NVIDIA offers; here,
cuFFT is calculated by the GPU via parallel processing. Par-
allel processing is an advantage inherent to GPUs as com-
pared to CPUs [3]. Note that cuFFT uses Stockham [16],
which is more efficient than Cooley-Turkey [17]. We used
cuFFT to obtain a frequency spectrum in the prototype sys-
tem.

4.3 Results of our Evaluation Experiments

Table 4 summarizes the results of our evaluation experi-
ments. Note that numbers in parentheses show standard devi-
ation values. The table 4 is organized to show results for each
tone control.

Table 4: Precision ratio of the bass pitch via our proposed
method (%)

Open Close
Jazz Bass 98.5 (2.0) 98.0 (2.7)
Sting Ray 98.8 (3.2) 98.3 (5.8)

The precision ratio of the entire evaluation was 98.5% with
a standard deviation of 3.8.

4.4 Examination

In previous our study, three electric guitar by a similar eval-
uation experiment yielded the precision ratio of 98.9%. Our
proposed method converged at approximately 98%.

As noted above, the Sting Ray was equipped with a hum-
bucker pickup and three-band equalizer. Of particular note,
the Sting Ray experienced erroneous detection between the
four-string zero to four frets. Erroneous detection occurred
when the second harmonic overtone was extremely large.

Figure 2 shows the power spectrum of the Jazz Bass and
Sting Ray instruments; in the figure, we present the four-
string zero-fret for each electric bass.

Figure 2: The power spectrum of the Jazz Bass and Sting Ray
instruments.

Note that Figure 2 was generated by Ono-Sokki DS-0320
with a sampling frequency of 40,000Hz and FFT resolution
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of 16,384 points. Further, the green line represents the Jazz
Bass, whereas the blue line represents the Sting Ray.

Each electric bass’s f0 frequency was 42.2875Hz. The Jazz
Bass’s amplitude was 0.278V, while the Sting Ray’s ampli-
tude was 0.270V. The Jazz Bass’s f0 power spectrum was -
43.06 dBV, whereas the Sting Ray’s f0 power spectrum was
-43.62 dBV, however, the Jazz Bass’s f1 power spectrum was
-26.60 dBV, Sting Ray’s f1 power spectrum was -29.05 dBV.
Here, a difference in the power spectrum of more than 10 dB
was considered erroneous detection.

The overtone series disappeared due to inharmonicity of
the high position [18][19]. Inharmonicity is a phenomenon
that shifts the frequency of the harmonic by the stiffness of
the string. The part sound series frequency is defined as

fn = nf0
√
1 +Bn2 (7)

B =
π3Qd4

64l2T
, (8)

where B is an inharmonicity value, n is the number of the
overtone series, Q is young’s modulus, d is diameter, T is
tension, and l is the length of the string. The overtone series
will be a part sound series with inharmonicity. The overtone
of the high position was affected by our proposed method,
thus our proposed method has the property that it can remove
overtones at or near the high position.

The player picked the same sound repeatedly in our evalu-
ation experiments, however, the player was also able to pick
complex melody at an elevated scale when the result had 0.3-
second delays display in our prototype. Frequency resolution
in the environment of the evaluation experiment was too high,
thus the power spectrum remains for a long time. To detect
complex melodies, it is better to apply the FFT to more anal-
ysis frames. For example, the number of analysis frames was
only 32,768 points, 16,384 points, and 8,192 points, it is nec-
essary to consider higher values still.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, we focused our efforts on bass pitch detec-
tion of the electric bass. The typical six-string electric bass
has the lowest note, i.e., that is 30.9Hz. It is difficult to de-
tect 30.9Hz in one analysis frame, thus solving this detection
problem requires the use of analysis frames or beat tracking
[20].

The significance of our study was the discretization of a
given performance, which is useful in a variety of applica-
tions. Our proposed method first converted a performance
into MIDI. The audio signal uses a few kilobytes, whereas,
MIDI uses a few bytes, thus MIDI is excellent for efficiency
transmitting audio signals. The combination of MIDI and
the sound source model may mask poor performance. When
a player’s performance is good, player motivation goes up.
Clearly, players typically want to play g̈oods̈ounds.

For our future work, we aim to focus on transplanting our
proposed method to Visual Studio Technology (VST) plug-
ins, thereby making our proposed method available to the
digital composers. Our proposed method converts an acoustic

signal to MIDI. And composer efficiency of the electric guitar
player is considered to be improved.
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Abstract - Due to the recent proliferation of mobile 
devices and video-on-demand delivery, mobile video-on-
demand delivery, i.e., the users watch videos using mobile 
devices, gets great attention. In mobile video-on-demand 
delivery, the users often watch videos while moving outside 
such as riding cars or trains. Current mobile video-on-
demand delivery faces the problem that interruptions of 
video playback occur in some situations. So, some 
interruption reduction techniques have been studied. 
However, these techniques are originally designed for non-
mobile devices and it is difficult to solve the problem for 
mobile devices under various situations. Hence, in this paper, 
we propose some techniques aiming to zero interruption. To 
reduce the video interruptions effectively, our proposed 
techniques use hybrid broadcasting environments. We 
develop a mobile video-on-demand system with our 
proposed techniques and report our experiments of mobile 
video-on-demand delivery using the developed system1. 

Keywords: Internet Broadcasting, Continuous Media, 
Streaming Delivery, Mobile Devices 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Due to the recent development of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT), mobile devices such as 
smart phones or compact PCs become popular. Mobile 
devices are small lightweight and can connect to Internet at 
most places. So, the users can get information from Internet 
using mobile devices at most outside places even though 
they do not seat in front of non-mobile devices such as 
desktop PCs. Meanwhile, video-on-demand delivery such as 
Internet broadcasting by YouTube or TV companies 
becomes popular due to the communication speed up of 
Internet. In video-on-demand delivery, the users select their 
preferable videos from homepages and request the video 
deliveries to the delivery server. The delivery server sends 
the video data to the requested clients according to their 
requests. The users can watch the video from the playing 
position of the received data without waiting for the 
reception of all data by using streaming technique, in that 
the clients play the video data while receiving them. The 
proliferation of mobile devices and video-on-demand 

1 This research was supported in part by Grant-in-Aids for 
Scientific Research (B) numbered 15H02702, and Grant-in-Aids 
for Challenging Exploratory Research numbered 26540045. 

delivery leads mobile video-on-demand delivery, i.e., the 
users watch videos using mobile devices. In mobile video-
on-demand delivery, the users often watch videos while 
moving outside such as riding cars or trains since they can 
select and watch videos at most places. 

Current mobile video-on-demand delivery faces the 
following problems. 
Problem 1: Interruptions occur when there are a large 

number of clients. 
Interruptions of video playback occur when there are a 

large number of clients since the bandwidth between the 
server and each client decreases. For example, suppose the 
case when a user requests playing a popular video 
delivered in YouTube when he/she is stopping at a red 
traffic signal. In this case, the video playback sometimes 
does not start or interrupts even if it starts. This problem 
also occurs for non-mobile devices, but frequently occurs 
for mobile devices since there are a large number of 
mobile devices.,  

Problem 2: Interruptions occur when the condition of 
electric wave gets worse. 

Mobile video-on-demand delivery is often used while 
moving and the condition of the electric wave for Internet 
connection changes. A worse electric wave condition 
causes a lower bandwidth. So, the video playback 
interrupts when the bandwidth becomes lower than the bit 
rate. For example, a user requests playing a video while 
riding on a train at a station and starts watching it. When 
the train moves to a far distance from the station, the 
electric wave does not reach to his/her mobile device and 
the video playback interrupts. 

Problem 3: Video playback stops when the remaining 
battery is low. 

Mobile devices are often used outside and it is difficult 
to charge their batteries outside. So, the users may reduce 
the battery consumptions caused by video playbacks to 
lengthen the running time of the devices. The battery 
consumptions for playing high bit rate videos are high 
since the processing data size per time increases. Hence, in 
mobile video-on-demand delivery, some users prefer 
playing low bit rate videos to high bit rate videos so as to 
lengthen the time to play videos. 
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Some interruption reduction techniques have been studied. 
But, these techniques are originally designed for non-mobile 
devices and it is difficult to solve these problems. A simple 
approach to solve the problem 1 is exploiting streaming 
delivery techniques such as CDN (Contents Delivery 
Network) or P2P streaming. However, it is difficult to solve 
the problem by only these techniques when there are too 
many mobile devices, e.g., many mobile devices in Japan 
play video recording disaster situations. Regarding the 
problem 2, mobile devices can keep playing videos even 
when they lack Internet connections by sufficiently 
buffering the video data. However, mobile devices cannot 
sometimes get enough time to buffer the data, e.g., the train 
moves fast or the power of the electric wave is weak. 
Regarding the problem 3, battery consumptions can be 
reduced by stopping other applications running on mobile 
devices. However, in this simple approach, the convenience 
of mobile devices degrades. 

Hence, in this paper, we propose three techniques aiming 
to zero interruption. To reduce the interruptions of playing 
videos effectively, our proposed techniques use hybrid 
broadcasting environments. In hybrid broadcasting 
environments, the clients can receive data both from the 
broadcasting system and the communication system. The 
broadcasting system can deliver data to all clients 
concurrently. So, by broadcasting the data that are requested 
by many clients, the interruptions of playing videos are 
reduced effectively. Also, we develop a mobile video-on-
demand system using our proposed techniques and report 
the experiments of mobile video-on-demand delivery using 
our developed system. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Video-on-Demand Services 

Some video-on-demand systems have been developed for 
services. 

One of the famous system for delivering the videos that 
are submitted by the users is YouTube [1]. YouTube service 
started on 2004 at United States and widely used for a user 
submitted video delivery on demand service. USTREAM 
also uses a video-on-demand system for delivering the user 
submitted videos [2]. USTREAM is often used for live 
broadcasting on Internet. Niconico-douga is a Japanese 
video-on-demand service for user submitted videos [3]. 

Netflix is a service delivering the videos that are provided 
in the medias of Blu-ray or DVD by contents companies [4]. 
Netflix originally started a DVD rental service on 1997. 
Using the stored DVDs, Netflix started video-on-demand 
service. Hulu also uses a video-on-demand system for 
delivering the provided video contents [5]. Hulu provides 
the service with charge. There are many other video-on-
demand services all over the world [6]. 

Techniques used in the above methods and services are 
originally designed for non-mobile devices and it is difficult 
to solve the problem for mobile devices under various 
situations. 

2.2 Types of Video-on-Demand Delivery 

Video delivery combining the video-on-demand and the 
near video-on-demand techniques is called unified video-on-
demand delivery. Some methods for unified video-on-
demand delivery have been proposed [7, 8]. In these 
methods, the delivery serer fixes the broadcast schedule and 
send the data of that time to broadcast is long after via 
Internet. A method that generates the broadcast schedule 
dynamically is proposed in [9]. 

3 PROPOSED TECHNIQUES 

In this section, we explain our proposed techniques. First, 
we explain our assumed hybrid broadcasting environments. 
After that, we explain our proposed techniques to solve the 
problems described in Section 1. 

3.1 Hybrid Broadcasting Environments 

Figure 1 shows our assumed hybrid broadcasting 
environment. The clients in the broadcasting area can 
receive data from the broadcasting system. Also, they can 
request their preferable data to the server and can receive 
them from the communication system. The broadcast station 
delivers data via some broadcast channels and is managed 
by the server. The server has streaming data and can 
broadcast the data to the clients using the broadcast station. 
Also, it can send the data to the clients using the 
communication system by unicasting. 

3.2 Stream Merge 

To solve the first problem, we propose a mobile video-on-
demand system using stream merge technique. When there 
are many mobile devices that receive video data, the video-
on-demand system can avoid decreasing the bandwidth 
between the server and the clients by sending the data to 
some clients concurrently and reducing the communication 
traffic. For example, suppose the case when Client 1 starts 
playing a news program in a train on 8:00 p.m. as shown in 
the left side of Figure 2. The duration of the video is 5 
minutes. One minutes after this, Client 2 starts playing the 
same video. In this case, the server delivers 2 video streams 
(a set of video data from the begging to the end) for 4 
minutes from 8:01 to 8:05 in the simple conventional 

Figure 1: A hybrid broadcasting environment 
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method. However, in our proposed technique, the server 
merges 2 streams from one minutes after the beginning to 
the end and delivers the merged stream to all clients as 
shown in the right side of Figure 2. Client 2 can receive all 
data since it receives the data for one minutes from the 
beginning from the server directly. In this case, the server 
only delivers 2 streams for 1 minutes and can reduce the 
communication traffic. This is a simple example for the case 
of 2 clients. Actually, the server merges some streams for 
multiple clients. Broadcasting systems are suitable for 
delivering data to all clients. So, in our proposed technique, 
the server delivers the merged stream via the broadcasting 
system and other streams via the communication system. 
For this, we use hybrid broadcasting environments.  

Figure 3 shows the flow chart for merging streams in our 
proposed technique. B denotes the broadcasting bandwidth 
and m denotes the number of the currently merged streams. 
The broadcasting bandwidth for each merge stream in case 
of adding another merge stream is B/(m+1). When a client 
requests playing the data, the server compares this value and 
the bit rate r. If this is larger than r, the server generates a 
merge stream and sends it via the broadcasting system since 
interruptions do not occur by receiving the merge stream. 
Otherwise, the server sends the requested data to the client 
via the communication system since interruptions can occur 
by adding a merge stream. 

3.3 Spare Data Delivery 

To solve the second problem, we propose the spare data 
delivery technique. In the spare data delivery, for the case 
when the condition of the electric wave gets worse, the 
system delivers spare data beforehand. Different from the 
traditional technique that the clients buffer the requested 
video data, spare data are the data to keep the motivation for 
the users to watch the video. We use two types of spare data. 

One is a data not related to the requested video such as 
commercial or weather forecasting. For example, the mobile 
device plays a commercial movie when the user riding train 
enters a tunnel and cannot catch the electric wave. The 
clients can download such spare data before requesting 
playing videos since the contents of the spare data is not 
related to video requests. The clients play spare data if the 
video playback interrupts. 

The other is data related to the requested video but the data 
size is small compared with the video played when the 
clients have enough bandwidth, e.g., text or static image 
data. For example, the mobile device shows news by text 
when the user watches a news program and the video 
playback interrupts. The clients can download such spare 
data within a short time after requesting playing videos since 
the data size is very small. 

When the users want to watch the whole requested video, 
the former type is suitable since the clients play the 
requested video although other videos can be played 
midstream. When the users want to grasp the content of the 
requested video, the latter type is suitable. In case of 
delivering the spare data not related to requests, 
broadcasting systems is suitable to deliver the data such as 
commercial or weather forecasting since these data are used 
as spare data for all clients. So, in our proposed technique, 
the server delivers such spare data via the broadcasting 
system on hybrid broadcasting environments. The detail 
algorithm such as how to get spare data and determine them 
depends on the implementation. We will explain the 
implementation for our developed system in the next section. 

3.4 Remaining Battery based Bit Rate 

To solve the last problem, we propose the remaining 
battery based bit rate. In the remaining battery based bit rate, 
the bit rate of the video is controlled on the client side. The 
clients play the video with normal bit rate when they have 
sufficient remaining battery to play the video. Otherwise, 
the clients reduce the battery consumption by decreasing the 
bit rate of the video. To change the bit rate on the client side, 
our proposed technique uses multi-bit rate encoding. In 
multi-bit rate encoding, the clients can play the video with 
some bit rates determined beforehand. The resolution or the 
size decreases when playing the video at a lower bit rate. 
For example, by using multi-bit rate encoding, the clients 
can play the video at 128Kbps even when the server delivers 
the video at 1Mbps bit rate. In our proposed technique, the 
users set their preferable remaining battery and the 
corresponding bit rate. The server delivers the video at the 
highest bit rate for all the bit rate used by the clients so as to 
decrease the traffic. 

4 DEVELOPED SYSTEM 

We develop a mobile video-on-demand system using our 
proposed techniques. We call our developed system 
Metreamer, the abbreviation of mobile ever streamer. 

4.1 Overview 

8:00 p.m.
Client 1
starts playing

8:01 p.m.
Client 2 starts playing

Video Stream 1
(for Client 1)

Video Stream 2
(for Client 2)

Merge Stream
Video for 1-5 min.

Conventional

8:068:05
Time Time

Send via broad-
casting system

Send via commu-
nication system

5 min. 5 min.Stream merge

8:00 p.m.
Client 1

8:01 p.m.
Client 2

8:068:05

 
Figure 2: An example of stream merge 

 
Request

B/(m+1)>r
Yes

No

Generate merge stream
(the largest shared data size)

Add the merge stream and
broadcast it      m=m+1

Send the data via 
the communication 

system

Send the data that are not 
included in the merge stream 
via the communication system

B: Broadcasting bandwidth
M: # of merge streams
R: bit rate

 
Figure 3: Flow chart for merging streams 
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Metreamer uses the broadcasting address of UDP protocol, 
that sends the same data to all the clients connected to the 
same network, as the broadcasting system and the unicasting 
of TCP protocol as the communication system. The delivery 
server has the video data and the spare data. If the server 
sends the spare data at the same time with the video data 
when the clients request playing the video, interruptions 
easily occur. So, in Metreamer, the server sends the spare 
data when there is a remaining bandwidth capacity such as 
after stopping the service or finishing all video data 
deliveries. Metreamer can use video, image, and text data as 
the spare data. The video encoding type is widely used 
MPEG2. Metreamer can measure some statistic information 
such as the number of clients, and so on. 

4.2 Software for Servers 

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the software for the servers 
of Metreamer. The software runs on Windows 7 and uppers. 
The server sometimes has some IP addresses and so the 
users can change the IP address on the software. The users 
can also change the directories for the video, spare, and 
statistic data. To show the statistic information, the users 
click the show button and set the interval to get the 
information. The users can set many other parameters for 
the video delivery as shown in the figure. By clicking the 
service start button, the software starts the delivery service 
and waits for the requests from the clients. 

4.3 Software for Clients 

Figure 5 shows a mobile device playing a video using 
Metreamer. The mobile device is a special device for our p 
developed system. But the software for clients can run on 
other Android (4.1 or upper) mobile devices. The software 
for the clients of Metreamer first shows the login screen as 
shown in the left side of Figure 6.  By logging in, the client 
software can retrieve their settings. To enabling logging in, 
the users first register themselves to the server and after that 
they get IDs and passwords. The screen for setting some 
parameters is shown in the right side of Figure 6. On this 
screen, the users can set the IP address of the server. In our 
developed system, the users directly input the server’s IP 
address, but it can be set automatically by getting it from the 
server list wrote in some homepages in Internet. On the 
setting screen, the users can set the data amount for cashing, 
the spare data types for the spare data delivery technique, 

the bit rates and the remaining battery to change the bit rate 
for remaining battery based bit rate. 

4.4 Implementation of Proposed Techniques 

4.4.1 Stream Merge Implementation 

The server gets the broadcasting bandwidth B from its 
specification beforehand. If the actual broadcasting 
bandwidth largely differs from the specification, the server 
modifies the value. The server knows the number of merge 
stream N since it sends the merge streams. By checking the 
duration and the data size of each video, the server can get 
the bit rate r of the video data. Using these values, the server 
calculates B/(m+1) when it receives the requests to play 
video from the clients. If the value is smaller than r, the 
server generates the video stream for the client and send it to 
the client. If the value is larger than r, the server generates a 
merge stream so that the duration of the merge stream 
becomes the longest. The merge streams are not merged to 
other merge stream again to make the merging algorithm 
simple in our developed system. Then, the server sends the 
merge stream to all clients via the broadcasting system and 
stops sending the streams that are merged to the merge 
stream. At the same time, the server sends the remaining 
data for the client, i.e., the data that the requested client 
cannot receive from the merge stream, to the client. 

4.4.2 Spare Data Delivery Implementation 

When a user runs the client software first, the client does 
not have spare data. So, the client requests the spare data to 

Figure 4: A screenshot of Metreamer server software 
Figure 5: A mobile device running Metreamer 

Figure 6: A screenshot of Metreamer client software 
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the server if it has no spare data. If the user changes the 
spare data type by setting screen, the client requests the 
spare data. The spare data are stored in the server and the 
clients receive some spare data from the server. Thus, the 
clients have some spare data before starting playing the 
video. If a client does not have the subsequent video and an 
interruption will occur, it selects a spare data randomly and 
shows it. If the number of the spare data is largely less than 
the number of the interruptions, the clients show the same 
spare data sometimes. 

4.4.3 Remaining Battery based Bit Rate 
Implementation 

The client software can get the remaining battery by 
asking it to the OS. When the remaining battery changes and 
the bit rate of the video changes according to the user’s 
setting, the client changes the bit rate. If the client is playing 
a video, immediately changes the bit rate. Otherwise, the 
client uses the changed bit rate from the next video playback. 

5 EXPERIMENTS 

To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed 
techniques, we used our developed system in two practical 
situations since computer simulations do not reflect actual 
situations completely. 

5.1 Experiment at Nakano Central Park 

With the cooperation of an industrial promotion 
organization in Nakano, we got a chance to provide a mobile 
video-on-demand service on practical field. 

Before the full experiment, we did a preliminary 
experiment on July 2nd, 2014 at Nakano central park. In the 
preliminary experiment, we provided a mobile video-on-
demand service using our developed Metreamer for 2 clients. 
We used the broadcasting equipment installed in the park. 
The broadcasting equipment uses wireless LAN. In the 
environment for the preliminary experiment, the client could 
receive the data both from the broadcasting system and the 
communication system when they were in the broadcasting 
area. In case where the clients were out of the broadcasting 
area, the clients could receive the data only from the 

communication system. We checked the number of 
interruptions using the measuring function of Metreamer 
and confirmed that Metreamer realized zero interruption in 
the case where the clients were in the broadcasting area. 
However, otherwise, interruptions frequently occurred. This 
was because many electric waves were emitted around the 
park and the communication bandwidth decreased down to 
the bit rate frequently. So, we decreased the bit rate of the 
video and did an experiment again on July 17th. In the 
experiment, Metreamer realized zero interruption even 
where the clients were out of the broadcasting area. To 
further investigate the performances of Metreamer, we did a 
full experiment on a large event. 

Considering time and scale, the full experiment was done 
on Tohoku-Fukkou-Daisaiten-Nakano held on Oct. 25th and 
26th, 2014 at the same place. The situations are shown in 
Figure 7. For the experiment, we made the press release 
shown in the figure. To show the press release as it is, this is 
Japanese. The event is the largest one in Nakano area and 
the attendees are 170,000.  Nebuta (large paper made 
statures) moves around the park during the event period. To 
deliver the video that is interesting for the attendees, we 
used the movie for moving Nebuta on the last year on the 
first day and that on the first day on the second day. The 
duration of the video was 2 minutes and 1 second, and the 
bit rate is 2Mbps. We set wireless LAN access point. The 
mobile devices of the attendees can receive the data both 
from the broadcasting system and the communication 
system by making them connect to the access point. We got 
booth, and there, the attendees watched the video using 
Metreamer. For the performance comparison, we also 
provide a video-on-demand service using conventional 
Windows Media System. In the environment for the full 
experiment, the video soon interrupted when the mobile 
devices started playing the video using the system. On the 
other hand, our developed Metreamer realized zero 
interruption even when about 10 clients connect to the 
system. 

5.2 Experiment at Okayama Castle 

With the cooperation of Okayama city, we got a chance to 
provide a mobile video-on-demand service at Okayama 
castle. Considering time and scale, the experiment was done 

Figure 7: Our experiment on Nakano central park Figure 8: Our experiment on Okayama castle 
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on Imagineering OKAYAMA ART PROJECT held on Nov. 
22th, 2014 at Torishiro park in Okaya castle. This is the 
event to demonstrate arts made out and in Okayama. The 
situations are shown in Figure 8. We set a wireless LAN 
access point and booth in Okayama castle. Since Okayama 
castle does not have broadcasting equipment, we used the 
access point for the communication system and the 
broadcasting system. Okayama city has a PR of the city and 
uses it in some events. So, we delivered the video for the 
experiment. The duration was 3 minutes and 30 seconds and 
the bit rate is 1 Mbps. Same as the experiment at Nakano 
central park, the mobile devices of the attendees can receive 
the data both from the broadcasting system and the 
communication system by making them connect to the 
access point. In this environment, the video soon interrupted 
when the mobile devices could not receive the data from the 
broadcasting system. On the other hand, our developed 
Metreamer realized zero interruption even when a few 
clients connect to the system. 

5.3 Evaluation from Experiments 

The experiments at Nakano central park was an 
experiments for a big event. Many people attended to the 
event during the period. Moreover, we delivered the video 
of moving Nebuta, which is the main event and many 
attendees were interested in. So, 16 clients connect to 
Metreamer at maximum. In the experiment, we made the 
situation that the clients could receive the data only from the 
communication system by moving them to the out of the 
broadcasting area. Even in this case, we confirmed that 
Metreamer realized zero interruption. Also we made the 
situation that the clients could receive the data only from the 
broadcasting system by disabling data transfer via the 
communication system. Even in this case, we confirmed that 
Metreamer realized zero interruption. 

The experiments at Okayama castle was an experiments 
for a middle scale event. Only a few people were there 
sometimes. So, 7 clients connect to Metreamer at maximum. 
This is smaller than that of Nakano central park. Also in the 
experiment, we confirmed that Metreamer realized zero 
interruption even where the clients could receive the data 
only from the communication system or the broadcasting 
system. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Due to the recent proliferation of mobile devices and 
video-on-demand delivery, mobile video-on-demand 
delivery gets great attention. In this paper, aiming to zero 
interruption, we proposed 3 techniques for hybrid 
broadcasting environments. We developed a mobile video-
on-demand system using our proposed techniques called 
Metreamer. In this paper, we reported the experiments of 
mobile video-on-demand delivery using our developed 
system. 

In the future, we will again show the effectiveness of our 
proposed techniques by computer simulation. Also, we will 
develop the system for multiple streaming servers and live 
broadcasting. 
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Abstract - We had implemented the transaction processing
system for MongoDB, which is a kind of NoSQL database,
to maintain the ACID properties in the case of updating plu-
ral data in a lump sum. However, at the present time, though
many NoSQL databases are used actually, there are few ap-
plication cases which need such a transaction processing. On
the other hand, with spread of the IoT, a variety of sensors
have been widely used, such as the surveillance cameras and
so on. So, the system operations, in which the sensor data
is saved in the database directly to get the necessary infor-
mation, are spreading. Furthermore, with the spread of the
wearable devices, inexpensive sensors have become popular.
Therefore, the system operations, in which many users save
or query the sensor data concurrently, have become easy. In
this situation, it is expected that the transaction feature be-
comes necessary to perform the concurrency control even for
the NoSQL databases. In this paper, we propose the applica-
tion of the transaction feature of MongoDB for the production
management system utilizing such a sensor data.

Keywords: database, transaction processing, MongoDB,
IoT, production management system

1 INTRODUCTION

With the development of the Internet business, it has be-
come necessary that the database management systems adopt
the feature called 3V, that is, Volume (huge amount), Veloc-
ity (speed) and Variety (wide diversity) [8]. Thus, the var-
ious database management systems called NoSQL database,
which is different from the conventional relational database
management systems (RDBMS), have been proposed and put
to practical use [12]. On the other hand, in order to deal
with the 3V feature, many of the NoSQL databases maintain
only the BASE (Basically Available, Soft state and Eventu-
ally consistent) property [3]. As for this property, the above-
mentioned ACID properties are maintained only in the case
of updating a single data. So, in the case of updating the plu-
ral data, the data is updated one after another, and finally they
become to be updated. That is, there is the anomaly in the
midst of this updating, such as one data has been updated and
another has not been updated.

To solve this problem, we showed the method of transac-
tion processing for MongoDB, which is a kind of the NoSQL
database. By this method, transactions can be performed with
the designated individual isolation level according to the busi-
ness requirement [7]. And, as for the isolation level of RE-
PEATABLE READ, it was possible to perform the concur-
rency control with maintaining the ACID properties; as for

READ UNCOMMITTED, the query process could be per-
formed at the same performance with “findOne” method of
MongoDB, which is used to query single data. On the other
hand, as for the NoSQL database, since there are few imple-
mentation examples of such a strict transaction processing,
the verification of the validity of the application in the actual
business system became the next challenge.

Here, our laboratory is supporting the introduction of the
production management system for the actual company. Es-
pecially, as for the inventory management system, which is
one of its subsystem, it is important to grasp the actual in-
ventory of parts efficiently. However, since the type of parts
are so many in this company, this work load is very large. In
particular, such the office work efficiency becomes so low in
the field and it cannot be performed so often in order not to
disturb the production works. For this reason, the accurate in-
ventory often cannot be grasped, and it has become the factor
in causing the shortage of parts.

For this problem, we paid attention to the step of the prod-
uct assembly preparation, in which the inventory is decreased.
And, we have proposed the following: to reduce the inven-
tory management load, the inventory of the parts should be
grasped in each product of each order; the pictures or videos
in the field should be stored to the database, and the inven-
tory manager should count the actual inventory in the office
by querying them. Furthermore, as for the inventory of parts,
it is necessary to manage the total quantity in both of the parts
shelf and product assembly field. In other words, the require-
ment of the database has to include the following. First, the
database can save not only the characters and numerical data
but also the huge data such as images or videos. Second, since
the plural workers move the parts between the parts shelf and
product assembly field, the transaction processing on the plu-
ral collections (corresponding the table in RDBMS) should be
equipped to perform the concurrency control.

So, we have positioned this inventory management system
as the application case of MongoDB equipping the transac-
tion feature. And, we implemented and evaluated a prototype
of the production management system, which database saved
images and equipped the concurrency control across the two
collections. As a result, we found the following: the trans-
action feature across two collections could be implemented
by applying the above mentioned method; to implement the
efficient transaction, it is effective to perform the image ma-
nipulation before the start of the transaction. In this case, the
concurrency control on the images are performed through the
collection of the inventory quantity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
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tion 2 shows our transaction feature and the problem of the
target production management system. And, we propose an
inventory management method and show its model in Section
3. Section 4 shows the implementation of this model and the
experimental results. We discuss on the result in Section 5,
and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORKS AND PROBLEMS

2.1 Transaction Feature for MongoDB
MongoDB is a document-oriented NoSQL database, and

its data is stored as a document of the JSON (JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation) format as shown in Fig. 1 [10], [15]. Its doc-
ument is composed of the fields, and {“ id”: Id1 } expresses
the field having the identifier “ id ” and value “Id1”. Here,
“ id” indicates the object ID that corresponds to the primary
key of the relational databases. In Fig.1, the other fields of the
document are “name” and “address”. Here, field “name” has
a nested structure, which is composed of field “first” name
and “last” name. Since MongoDB has such a structure, it is
not necessary to define the scheme of the database before-
hand like RDBMS. That is, the fields of each document can
be added or removed at any time. Incidentally, the set of doc-
uments composes the “collection”, and each corresponds to
the records and the table in a relational database although not
strictly. Thus, single collection can have documents of vari-
ous structures.

In addition, similar to SQL of the RDBMS, CRUD (Create,
Read, Update, Delete) data manipulation is provided. How-
ever, since the transaction feature is based on the BASE prop-
erties, the ACID property can be maintained as for only sin-
gle document. Therefore, there is the problem that the ACID
properties of transactions cannot be maintained in the case
of updating multiple documents simultaneously. Here, the
ACID properties are defined as the following 4 properties:
Atomicity means the transaction updates completely or not at
all; Consistency means the consistency of database is main-
tained after it is updated; Isolation means each transaction is
executed without effect on the other transactions executing
concurrently; Durability means the update results survive the
failure [5].

For example, in the case of the bank account transfer from
account A to account B, the total amount of the both accounts
does not change. However, as shown in (a) of Fig. 2, since
the ACID properties are not maintained on the entire updat-
ing in MongoDB, there is the problem of the anomaly. That is,
the halfway state during the updating is queried by the other
transactions: one data has already updated; another data has
not updated yet. In this case, when the account A was up-
dated, the anomaly that the sum of the query result was re-
duced to 2,000 temporarily happened. On the other hand,
in the case where the same procedure was performed in the
RDBMS, this halfway state can be concealed until the com-
mit as shown in (b).

Furthermore, as for SQL of the RDBMS, the isolation lev-
els of the transactions are defined. That is, corresponding with
the business requirement, the suitable isolation level can be
selected: it is the efficient execution, or it is the strict con-

Figure 1: An example of MongoDB document.

Figure 2: Problem of transaction processing in MongoDB

currency control [5]. So, we implemented and evaluated the
method to perform each transaction with the designated iso-
lation level in MongoDB, as well as the RDBMS as shown in
Table 1. As a result, we confirmed the following: the isolation
levels of Table 1 were achieved; the query transaction per-
formance at READ UNCOMMITTED is same as the query
method of MongoDB [7].

We show the overview of this method below. First, it per-
forms the lock operation during the access to the document as
well as the RDBMS as shown in Table 1. In Table 1, “2PL”
shows the two phase locking protocol [5]. Incidentally, in this
method, to prevent the cascade abort of the transaction, the
rigorous 2PL is adopted as well as the RDBMS. That is, the
lock is held until the commit or rollback.

Second, as shown in Fig. 3, the document of the Data col-
lection, which saves the business data, has the fields of both
the data before and after the update. In addition, it has the
fields to save the information of the transactions locking it:
for each of the shared lock and the exclusive lock. And, in or-
der to manage the transactions that are locking the document
of Data collection, we implemented TP (transaction manage-
ment) collection. The document of TP collection saves the
corresponding transaction state: before or after the commit.
Also, it saves the isolation level of the transaction.

For the case of Fig. 2, we show the procedure to query the
document of Datacollection when it is updated with the iso-
lation level READ COMMITTED or REPEATABLE READ.
In the case of the bank account transfer from the account A
to account B, which is shown in (a) of Fig. 2 as the case
of MongDB, both of the data before and after update are re-
tained. And, the data before update is queried until the com-

Figure 3: Transaction processing method for MongoDB
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Table 1: Locking protocol of each isolation level

Isolation level Exclusive lock Shared lock
READ UNCOMMITTED 2PL (none)
READ COMMITTED 2PL While query
REPEATABLE READ 2PL 2PL

Figure 4: Comparative evaluation with findOne of MongoDB

mit of the transaction; the data after update is queried after the
commit. Therefore, in (a), both update results of the account
A and B are not queried until the commit; both update results
are queried only after the commit; That is, the query results
are similar to the RDBMS shown in (b). Thus, the halfway
state during the updating is concealed from the other transac-
tions, and the transaction processing maintaining the isolation
can be provided.

On the other hand, the Velocity (speed) of the 3V, that is,
high efficiency for the query of the NoSQL databases is gen-
erally required. So, we performed the comparative evalua-
tion on the query processing between this method and Mon-
goDB. As for the former, the query transaction was performed
with the isolation level READ UNCOMMITTED, in which
the query was performed efficiently without the shared lock
as shown in Table 1. As for the latter, we used “findOne”
method, which was the standard query method of MongoDB.
As a result, we found that the performance of the both are
almost the same as shown in Fig. 4 [7].

Here, it has been shown that if all the transactions are per-
formed with any of the isolation level shown in Table 1, then
any transaction can be performed with the designated trans-
action level [5]. In other words, by using this method, the
usual query transactions can be performed efficiently with the
isolation level READ UNCOMMITTED as in the conven-
tional data manipulation of MongoDB; only the query and
update transactions, which need the strict data manipulations
as shown in Fig. 2, can be performed with the isolation level
READ COMMITTED or REPEATABLE READ.

2.2 Target Production Management Business
and Problem

Our laboratory received the request of the simple produc-
tion management system from the manufacturing company:

Figure 5: Composition of MRP system

the implementation, introduction and support of the system
operations. Previously, we had introduced the MPP (Material
Requirement Planning) system to automate the calculation of
the quantity and cost of the parts, which is necessary to as-
semble the ordered products. We show the over view of the
MPP system in Fig. 5. For example, 2 parts Y is used for
product A; 3 for Product B. So, in the case of order 1, which
is composed of 10 products A and 20 products B, 80 parts Y
is necessary. The cost of the parts, which calculated by this
system, is used as the master data of the system in conjunction
with the order company by EDI.

Now, we have been asked to introduce the inventory man-
agement system for the purpose. The inventory control is
the important function of the production management, and
it aims to maintain the inventory quantity at the proper lev-
els. In other words, the inventory levels of all the parts should
be controlled such that the following can be achieved: the
quantities of each parts are always more than the safety inven-
tory, by which some problems can be dealt with to prevent the
parts shortage; on the other hand, there is no excess inventory,
which causes the increase of the production cost. So, the pro-
duction volume is determined based on the production plan as
follows.

Pi = Ri − Ii +Ai + Si (1)

Here, For each the parts i, Pi is the production volume, Ri

is the required amount, Ii is the inventory volume, Ai is the
already assigned inventory volume to the other production in
Ii, and Si is the safety inventory volume. In the case of Figure
4, as for parts Y , if RY is 80, IY is 50, AY is 30 and SY is
10, then the production volume PY becomes 70. Therefore, it
is necessary to grasp the accurate inventory volume to deter-
mine the production volume. Otherwise, the shortage of parts
occur.

However, grasping the accurate inventory volume is not
easy in the real factory. The types of the parts are several
hundreds, and the parts shelf are dispersed in various places
of the factory to adapt to the individual work process. Fig. 6
shows the parts shelf examples as for the long parts and small
parts. The long parts have to count from a particular direction.
And, the small parts are stored in containers. So, it is neces-
sary to take out them in order to count the exact quantities. In
this way, it takes time to move among the parts shelf and to
investigate the quantities. Actually, it was estimated to take a
few days in the case of one person to inventory. Furthermore,
there are the other problems: the office work efficiency is so
reduced in the field; the actual inventory is fluctuated during
the investigation.

Moreover, the parts are always moving in the factory, and
the actual inventory volumes are always changing, too. Fig. 7
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Figure 6: Parts shelf in target factory

Figure 7: Product manufacturing process

shows the production process concerning with the parts. De-
pending on the parts type, the parts are manufactured in the
company or procured from outside, and they are stocked in
the parts shelf. The required parts are moved from the shelf
to the assembly field at the assembly preparation stage of each
product. The assembled products are stocked in the product
inventory fields, then they are shipped on the designated date.

Incidentally, in the field of the production management in
the large companies, the large scale production management
system is introduced, such as the SAP[4], and the production
information is managed as the integrated system including the
inventory, accounting, order and so on. Also, the inventory
volume is sometimes measured by using the RFID (radio fre-
quency identifier) tags in the various field to reduce the data
entry workload [2].

However, the target factory is the small and medium-sized
company like most companies in Japan, of which proportion
is said 99.7% [13], and it is pointed out that the introduction of
such a management system is so less than the large company.
As for this cause, two factors can be pointed out from the view
point of their production scale. First, it is difficult to obtain
the effect commensurate with the system investment. Second,
it is difficult to reserve the full-time personnel for the system
operations, grasping the data in the field and entering the data

Figure 8: Change of quantity of parts inventory and delivery

into the system. On the other hand, with the development
of the e-commerce and supply chain management (SCM), it
is becoming necessary to introduce the EDI (Electronic Data
Interchange) with the large companies. As a result, it is also
becoming necessary to introduce the production management
system to manage the data for the EDI.

So, the requirement of the target inventory management
system is as following. First, based on ”Order 1” in Fig. 5
and equation (1), the production volume must be calculated.
For this purpose, the exact inventory volume Ii and assigned
inventory volume Ai in equation (1) must be grasped. Sec-
ond, from the viewpoint of the cost performance, the target
system must be implemented without using expensive equip-
ments and devices. Third, the system operations must be per-
formed without increasing the workload of personnel.

3 PROPOSAL OF INVENTRY CONTROL
METHOD

3.1 Composition of Proposal System

To achieve the requirements, we proposed the following
inventory management system. As for the first requirement,
the calculation of the production volume was based on gen-
eral production management system to grasp each quantity of
equation (1). Since the order information is received via EDI
as the electronic data, it is possible to calculate the required
quantity of the parts in time series by linking the MRP sys-
tem. Then, the parts are stocked before a certain period of the
shipping date. Then, they are moved to the assembly fields.

Fig. 8 shows the change of the quantity of a parts. Here,
“Inventory” shows the quantity in the parts shelf; “Delivery”
shows the quantity of the parts already moved to the assembly
field; “Sum” shows the sum of the both. In this case, the parts
are prepared in the parts shelf prior to assembly start 3 days,
and the safety inventory volume is 5. For example, 10 parts
are prepared (15 including the safety inventory) on second,
and they are moved to the assembly field on fifth. Similarly,
the parts are prepared 4 on fourth; 6 on sixth, and they are
moved on seventh and ninth respectively. So, on second, Ri

is 4; Ii is 15; Ai is 15; Si is 5. Then, the production volume
Pi is 4.

The quantity in the parts shelf shown in Fig. 8 is called
the theoretical inventory, which is the value in the database.
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Figure 9: Composition of proposal system

However, in the actual field, since there are manufacturing
loss and the process delay, it does not always equal to the
actual inventory. Therefore, to perform the inventory control,
the following two operations are generally needed.

Firstly, the both quantities of parts have to be grasped: parts
in the parts shelf; moved parts to the assembly field. For ex-
ample, in the case where the movement from the inventory
shelf to the assembly on fifth is delayed to ninth in Fig. 8, the
quantity in the parts shelf remains 19 as shown by “Sum”. In
the case where the inventory manager manages only the in-
ventory shelf, he may misunderstand that there are sufficient
parts inventory. Then, if he did not supply the parts, the quan-
tity in the parts shelf would be under the safety inventory on
ninth.

Secondly, the investigation to the actual inventory has to
be performed. In other words, even if the theoretical inven-
tory of the both can be grasped, the quantity in the parts shelf
would be also under the safety inventory. For the example,
in the case where 10 manufacturing loss happened on sixth.
Therefore, there are the challenges to achieve the second and
the third requirement.

As for this challenge, the IoT (Internet of Things) is spread-
ing rapidly, and it has become possible to grasp the state of the
actual inventory automatically by utilizing the various sensors
such as surveillance cameras. That is, by utilizing it, the sys-
tem can be implemented only by the cheap devices; the work
load of the operators can be reduce. So, as shown in Fig. 9,
we proposed the function to grasp the actual inventory vol-
ume, by which the picture of the parts shelf is saved in the
database, and the inventory manager utilize it for the inven-
tory management.

Here, the parts inventory is decreased only when the parts
are moved to the assembly field, and this quantity can be cal-
culated by the MRP system using the order information as
shown in Fig. 8. And, the status of the parts shelf can be al-
ways grasped by querying these images. Particularly, to sup-
ply the parts is necessary only in the case where the quantity
of the parts shelf is less than the quantity of the next move-
ment except the safety inventory. That is, in the case where
the quantity of the parts shelf is enough for the next move-
ment, it is possible to determine the necessity of replenish-
ment only by the image without measuring the exact quantity
of the parts.

Figure 10: Transaction model for inventory management

The business procedure by this feature is as follows. The
worker takes out the parts from the parts shelf, then take the
picture of this shelf by his hand-held camera. And, he enters
it into the database with the parts data: the order and product
ID. The system calculates the theoretical inventory in the parts
shelf and the total quantity that has been moved to the assem-
bly field as shown in Fig. 8. The inventory manager queries
the database in the office to determine the necessity of replen-
ishment by using the production plan, theoretical inventory
and image data. In the case where the actual inventory is in-
sufficient, he indicates the procurement or the manufacturing
of the parts. By this procedure, the inventory manager can
perform his business in the office by using the picture without
the field work.

3.2 Inventory Mnagement Model
As for this inventory management system, its database has

to treat not only the character and numerical data of the inven-
tory information, but also the image or video data in the fac-
tory. So, if this system is implemented by using the RDBMS,
the significant restriction occurs on the data manipulation. For
this reason, we use MongoDB for the database of this system.
As for MongoDB, “gridFS” was prescribed, which is the con-
vention to store the huge data, and the official drivers support
this. In this convention, the huge data is stored into the col-
lections called “bucket”, it can be accessed by the file name
which was defined individually when it was stored.

We show the transaction model of the proposal inventory
management system on MongoDB in Fig. 10. In the fol-
lowing, we simplify this model, that is, only the necessary
data fields to implement the transaction are extracted from
the actual data fields. In Fig. 10 “Parts inventory” collec-
tion (below, Parts inventory) saves the quantity of each
parts in the parts shelf; “Parts Delivery” collection (below,
Parts delivery) saves {order ID, product ID, parts ID, re-
quired quantity, shortage quantity, image name}; “Picture”
collection (below, Picture) saves {image data}; In addition,
as for Parts delivery at the planning time, {order ID, prod-
uct ID, parts ID, required quantity, shortage quantity} is
saved, and the value of {required quantity} is also set to
{shortage quantity}. Incidentally, the file name of {image
data} in Picture is saved in {image name}.
Delivery is the transaction which executes the movement

processing of the parts from the parts shelf to the assembly
field. And, in Fig. 10, there are transactions Delivery(A)
and Delivery(B). They correspond to the product A and B
in Fig. 5 respectively. That is, it reduces the parts quantity
from Parts inventory on the basis of the required amount
for product A or B, and it saves the image after parts move-
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Figure 11: Program structure and experiment

ment in Picture. Also, it updates the {shortage quantity} of
Parts delivery according to the movement of parts. Here,
in order to process as a transaction, it performs the movement
processing for each product unit of the order. For example,
in the case of product A in Fig. 5, 60 parts X and 20 parts
Y is moved. Then, if any parts is insufficient inventory, no
movement is executed as shown in the following equation.

shoratage quantity =

{
0 (All parts supplied)

at plan (otherwise)

Transaction Inventory count calculates the total quantity of
parts X, Y, Z in two collections: Parts inventory and Parts
delivery. This process is executed as single transaction for
each parts.

The requirements to MongoDB in order to implement this
model are as follows. First, the concurrency control of the
transactions on two collections should be performed. That is,
Parts inventory and Parts delivery are updated simulta-
neously, also they are queried. Concretely, while the transac-
tion Delivery is updating these collections, Inventory
count is querying these collections to calculate the total quan-
tity of the parts as shown in Fig. 8. Here, both of Delivery
and Inventory conut should be executed as transactions.
That is, if the former queries the anomaly state of the parts
such that one collection has already updated and another col-
lection has not updated yet, incorrect quantity of the inventory
is calculated. For this requirement, we applied the transaction
feature shown in Section 2.2 to this system.

Second, the conflict due to huge data should be suppressed.
In this method, the exclusive lock and shared lock are used
for the update and query respectively. Therefore, the long la-
tency due to the lock is expected when transactions access the
huge image data. Here, the image data in Picture is accessed
by the file name saved in the document of Parts delivery.
So, we adopt the following method: firstly, the image data is
saved; then the transaction that accesses Parts delivery is
started. In addition, this method is used for the query trans-
action, too. So, as for the transaction Inventory conut, we
omit the access to the image for the sake of simplicity.

4 IMPLEMENTATIONS AND
EVALUATIONS

4.1 Implementation of Inventory
Management Model

We implemented the inventory management model on a
stand-alone PC. Its implementation environment is as follows:
CPU is i7-6700 (3.41GHz); memory is 16GB; disk is SSD

memory of 512GB; OS is Windows 10. We adopted Mon-
goDB (Ver. 3.3.6) for the database; Java (Ver. 1.8.0 73) for
programming; Mongo DB Java driver (Ver. 2.14.2) to ac-
cess MongoDB from Java program. The above-mentioned
three transaction programs are performed simultaneously us-
ing Thread class of Java, and the Java class shown in Section
2.1 was used to provide the transaction feature for their con-
currency control. And, we used GridFS class of Mongo DB
Java driver to store the image data to MongoDB.

Also, we implemented MongoDB update transaction by
the following two methods in order to evaluate the deteri-
oration of conflicts associated with saving the image data.
The first method is shown in (2) of Fig. 11, and the im-
age data is saved to MongoDB as a part of the transaction.
Its procedure is as following. Firstly, in order to confirm
whether there is sufficient stock in the inventory shelf, the
transaction Delivery query Parts inventory by using the
exclusive lock. So, the conflict between other transactions
may occur henceforth. Then, it update {shortage quantity}
of the corresponding document in Parts delivery to 0, and
insert the image file name to {image file}. Next, it reduces
{storage quantity} of Parts inventory, and save the image
data to Picture. Finally, it executes the commit. Inciden-
tally, we excluded the case of shortage of inventory in this
experiment. In addition, we set the delay between the above
mentioned access of the two collections in order to confirm
the occurrence of the conflicts. Also, in the case where the
conflict occurs, the transaction performs the retry after a cer-
tain waiting time.

The second method is similar to the first method, except
that it saves the image data before updating the document in
Parts inventory and Parts delivery. In other words, since
the image data is saved prior to the start of the transaction,
any document is not locked by this data manipulation. So,
the lock is executed only during the updates of two collec-
tions except Picture, and its time is shortened. We show
this method in (1) of Fig. 11. As for the query transaction
Inventory count, we also implemented it by the following
two methods, in order to evaluate the difference between the
execution as single transaction and as multiple transactions.
Here, the latter corresponds to the MongoDB’s method such
as “findOne”.

In the first method, in order to prevent the collections to be
updated by other transactions during its query, it queries each
collection by using the shared lock. And, based on the query
results, it calculates the sum of the parts. In this way, after it
completes the processing, it executes the commit. Then, after
waiting for a certain time, the next transaction is started to
query another parts.

The second method is similar to the first method, except
that it executes the commit after querying Parts inventory;
then it queries Parts delivery. That is, it separates the query
processes into two transactions. We show these two methods
in (a) and (b) in Fig. 11 respectively.

4.2 Experiments and Evaluations
We conducted the experiments by the implementation pro-

gram of the inventory model, and evaluated the methods. The
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Figure 12: Result of experiment 1

Figure 13: Result of experiment 2

Setting and procedure of the experiments are as follows. We
set the sufficient inventory quantity of each parts as the initial
value of Parts inventory. Also, we saved enough order data
into Parts delivery.

Then, we started the three transactions in Fig. 10 at the
same time: two update and one query transactions. As for
the update transactions, we set 100msec for the delay time
between update the two collections. we also set 100msec for
the delay of next transaction start. As for the query transac-
tion, we also set 250msec for the delay of next transaction
start. And, for both transactions, we set 50msec for the delay
before the retry when the conflict occurs. In the experiment,
we executed each update transaction 12 times, and the query
transaction 14 times. We used the same image data for every
transaction in order to simplify the evaluation. And, its size is
3.3MB.

In experiment 1, we conducted comparative evaluation be-
tween the methods (a) and (b) in (1) of Fig. 11, and we
show its results in Fig. 12. As for (a), the total quantity
of parts is always constant. On the other hand, as for (b),
since the query process was separated into two transactions,
the halfway state could be queried. That is, though the query
result of Parts delivery is as of after the movement, the re-
sult of Parts inventory can be as of before the movement.
So, the anomaly occurred, in which the query result of the
total quantity of parts is increased depending on the query
timing.

As a result, it was confirmed that the isolation of the trans-
actions is maintained by this method. That is, the halfway
state of update is concealed from the other transactions.

In experiment 2, we conducted comparative evaluation be-
tween the methods (1) and (2) in (a) of Fig. 11. In addition,
we performed experiments three times for each case, and Fig.
13 shows the average of these results. Prior to this experi-
ment, we measure the individual elapsed time of Delivery
and Inventory count. In this case, only one transaction is
executed at the same time, and there is no conflict. We show
this result in (0) of Fig. 13. In addition, the line graph shows
the change of the elapsed time for each transaction; the bar
graph shows the number of the conflicts occurred for exclu-
sive lock and shared lock respectively.

(1) of Fig. 13 shows the experimental result of the method
of (1) in Fig. 11. That is, the image data is saved before
the transaction start. As a result of this case, the number of
each conflict was about 10; the increase of elapsed time from
(0) was about 10%. On the other hand, as shown in (2), in the
case where the image data is stored as a part of the transaction,
the number of the exclusive and shared conflict was about 70
and 30 respectively; the elapsed time of Delivery became
1.7 times longer than (0); Inventory count became 2.7 times
longer than (0).

5 DISCUSSION

As shown in Section 2.1, we had implemented the method
to update plural documents of “single” collection in Mon-
goDB as transaction with maintaining the ACID properties.
In this paper, we showed this method is also valid in the case
where the documents of “plural” collections are updated as
the single transaction. Incidentally, in this method, each trans-
action can be performed with the designated isolation levels
shown in Table 1. So, as for Inventory count in Fig. 10,
in the case where the business requirements do not need the
accurate quantity, the query can be efficiently executed with
the isolation level READ UNCOMMITTED.

On the other hand, as for the NoSQL databases, there is
a discussion about the presence or absence of needs of their
transaction feature. Therefore, we consider that this model
shows one case, of which it is necessary that MongoDB equips
the transaction feature. Firstly, the inventory management
system proposed in this paper is based on the actual opera-
tions of a company. And, the requirements to the database
are as follows: the huge data such as videos and pictures
can be saved; the plural collections can be updated as single
transaction with maintaining the ACID properties. The for-
mer is a major reason why MongoDB is selected rather than
the RDBMS. Secondly, with the development of the IoT, the
databases, which can handle the wide diversity of data, is ex-
pected to spread to the business systems. Along with this, we
consider that the needs of transaction feature for the NoSQL
databases as shown in this paper would grow more.

As for the transaction feature using the lock method, the
frequency of conflict and the elapsed time of the transaction
increase to save the huge data. For this problem, we could
improve the efficiency of the transaction by performing the
operation of huge data, such as videos and pictures, outside of
the transaction. In the experiment, though we confirmed only
the case of inserting the picture data, it is possible to perform
the update or deletion of it in the same way. We show the
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Figure 14: Access method for the huge data

procedure of the update in Fig. 14: firstly the picture data
is inserted; then, Parts delivery is updated and the inserted
picture data can be accessed through the updated data; finally,
the previous picture data is removed.

In addition, there was the requirement to introduce this sys-
tem, which is general for the small and medium-sized com-
pany: the system could be implemented at a low cost; the
workload of the personnel should not increase. As for the
former, there are various kinds of inexpensive input devices
such as the wearable or surveillance cameras, and the cellular
phones can be also used. And, the software was implemented
using the free software, such as MongoDB and Java. As a
result, it could be built without a big investment.

As for the latter, since to grasp the actual inventory volume
took a few days as shown in Section 2.2, there is the problem
that the inventory volume changed during this work. For this
problem, we had proposed the following operation. Firstly,
the snapshot of the inventory images such as pictures were
saved, then the inventory volumes were grasped. As a result,
the status of all the inventory at the certain point in time could
be recorded efficiently. Therefore, we consider the inventory
management utilizing image is effective.

Furthermore, we are planning the verification in the tar-
get inventory management business in the actual factory as
the next stage. And, we expect that the wide range of the
inventory management work shall become to be able to be
performed in the office efficiently by utilizing both the pro-
duction plan information and inventory images.

6 CONCLUSION

We had implemented the transaction feature for MongoDB,
and shown the plural documents can be updated with main-
taining the ACID properties. In this paper, we proposed the
application of this feature to the production management sys-
tem of the actual company, and extracted the requirements
to database. As a result, we found that the database should
update two collections as single transaction; it should manip-
ulate the huge data such as image.

So, we implemented prototype of the inventory manage-
ment system, and confirmed the following through the exper-
iments. The former problem could be solved by the above
mentioned transaction feature. The latter problem could be
solved by the following procedure: the huge data is saved be-
fore the transaction; then, the update transaction is begun.

The future challenges are the verification of this method
through the operations of the inventory management system.
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